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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Kaja Sadowski

O

  that really strikes me as I look back on the four
years I have spent in the VOC is how much the core of the
club has shifted since I arrived here in 2004. Back then, I felt as
if I were being inducted into a secret society with its own obscure rules and traditions that it was a great privilege even to see,
let alone participate in. Though our membership was quite large,
there only seemed to be about fifty people who were actively
involved in the club’s regular activities, and maybe another fifty
who had gone on any trip other than Longhike. In my subsequent years on the exec, we’d occasionally joke about how the
club functioned by sucking in hundreds of first years at Clubs
Days and then using their membership fees to fund the activities of the “active members”—all hundred or so of us—long after
they’d forgotten what the VOC was in the first place. It was
a sad truth that our membership numbers did not reflect our
members’ engagement level. Considering our budget restraints
and the logistical difficulty of planning thirty-plus–person trips
every weekend, it was even useful.
Then, suddenly, something changed. It may have been because
of the increasing accessibility of the club through our message
board, VOCene, and wiki (which has absolutely exploded this
year in the hands of our mad historian, Christian Champagne);
it may have been because of Sandra Nicol’s campaign for
X
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beginner-friendly trips last year; it may even have been just a
lucky influx of new members that were so eager to get involved
that they pushed past any barriers within the club and took
over. Whatever the reason, the level of involvement in the club
this past year has been a wonderful surprise. The exec has been
scrambling like mad to keep up with the demand for trips and
courses and then tearing out our hair trying to figure out just
where we can take a group of fifty people and effectively introduce them to backcountry skiing. Every trip advertised on the
wiki has needed a waiting list, every VOC hut has been packed
to the gills multiple times, and I’ve seen new faces every outing into the backcountry. What’s more, an enormous chunk of
our new members have been organizing their own trips, which
range from a “let’s practise what we learned at Glacier School”
excursion to climbing nights at the ever-shifting Cliffhanger to
weekend romps up to Squamish or across the Neve. As far as I
can tell, the “inactive” portion of the club is next to non-existent as new members just keep popping out of the woodwork
and offering to teach avi courses or follow Jeff Mottershead up
Europa in the middle of the night. It has been a real joy to see
the club open up like this, even if those of us on the exec were a
little blindsided by everyone’s sheer enthusiasm.
This year’s exec is also a relatively fresh one. The three “oldtimers” on hand, Rich So, Dan Eagen, and I, are all undergrads
in our fourth year—hardly candidates for the Geezer Award. The
entire group is made up of recent arrivals, and they’ve taken on
the enormous task of keeping up with the VOC with gusto and
amazing organizational skills. Besides the overwhelming turnout for every VOC event, the 2007–08 year has been one of our
biggest in terms of projects. Duncan McPhedran and his merry
band of scanner-operators have been hard at work converting
our entire photo and journal archive to digital files; Jeff Mottershead has managed to produce the fiftieth-anniversary monstrosity that you see before you in between midnight sieges of Europa;
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and the lot of us have been thrown headfirst into the final stages
of the Sea-to-Sky Land and Resource Management Plan and
the battle over Phelix Creek. In the background, Champagne
has continued his search for past songbooks, old banners, and
other bits of VOC history and has quietly been adding to our
formidable archives, while the safety committee, begun by Tim
Blair, has come up with guidelines and plans of action to keep
our biggest instructional trips running smoothly. It has been an
exceptional year, and I can’t thank everyone enough for the energy they have put into all of our activities this year.
When I took on the role of president at last year’s banquet, I
was even more nervous about the upcoming year than I’d been
the year before, when I took up the VOC Journal. It’s been a
wild ride, and I’ve occasionally felt as though I was just getting
pulled along by everyone else’s energy, but I feel nothing but
pride when I look at what the VOC has done—and been—this
past year. The club has defined my experience at UBC and has
shaped me as a person in more ways than I can count, and it
feels wonderful to see that it is doing the same for so many others. To the exec: thank you, thank you, thank you! Every one of
you has done such fantastic work that it made my job easy, and
I still marvel that we’ve somehow managed to keep up with the
members this year—I guess it helps that a lot of that new energy
has been coming from the exec as well. To the members: I am
in awe of your boundless energy and your willingness to throw
yourselves headfirst into even the craziest of VOC projects. You
make the VOC what it is, and it is you who have made this year
so memorable. To Duncan: I love you, and I wouldn’t have made
it through this year intact without your support.
I can’t wait to see what next year brings us all. After ninety years the VOC is still alive and well, and it seems we have
enough energy left for at least ninety more.
Now, let’s get outside, hey?

EDITOR’S MESSAGE
Jeff Mottershead

F

  - edition of the Varsity Outdoor Club Journal, we sought out contributions from alumni
members in order to give a retrospective on how the VOC has
changed and how it’s stayed the same over the years. Getting these
contributions initially seemed like an overwhelming task, but it’s
turned out to be the most rewarding part of the process. I’ve been
impressed with how alumni of all ages are still clearly VOCers
and how enjoyable, interesting, and moving the conversations I’ve
had with them have been. The retrospective articles are arranged
roughly chronologically rather than thematically. This puts memories of friends lost to accidents beside humorous pieces. I think this
is fitting, as throughout the VOC’s history, there have been lots of
good times with the occasional moment of despair and tragedy.
The distinction between alumni and current members is a bit
of a grey area, as there are a lot of active members who have
alumni memberships. Putting contributions from these members in the retrospective section would cause that section to lose
some of its historical meaning and get a little too large. As a
result, if we felt an article from a recent alumnus should go in
the retrospective section, that’s where it went, and if it fit better
somewhere else and involved a lot of the current members, that’s
where it went. It’s thematically consistent but inconsistent by
any other criterion.
X
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No articles submitted on time were turned down. As a result,
there are some very adventurous trips beside some very pedestrian ones. This is the way it should be, as it accurately captures
the inclusiveness of the VOC and how we embrace members
of all levels of experience and ability and try to introduce them
to the outdoors at a level they are capable of. In some sense, the
easy trips are the most important.
This year, there are colour advertisements. This feature will
probably ruffle a couple of feathers, but it’s really for the best.
The revenue from these advertisers paid for many, many colour
photos and a much larger journal, so we really should be thanking those companies and maybe even buying their swag.
Many thanks to everyone that contributed and helped out.
In particular, a huge thanks to Iva Cheung, who basically was
the editor and designer. While I had the official title of editor,
my role was essentially that of a publisher: I harassed people for
articles, secured advertisers, chased people down to answer Iva’s
queries, and handled the printing. Christian Champagne played
a huge role in getting me in touch with the alumni. I don’t know
what I would have done without him.
The biggest reason this year’s journal is rad, though, is the VOC
itself. Contact with the alumni has shown me that the VOC used
to be a much friendlier, inviting club than it was when I joined, but
the articles in this issue have shown that over the past few years the
club has evolved to have a much more inviting, beginner-friendly,
and social atmosphere. This change in club atmosphere is really
what makes the VOC and the journal cool, so the biggest thanks
goes out to all the membership, from the very non-hard-core up to
the hardmen (a woman can be a hardman, too) who happily take
a few weekends off from Type-II fun to give some Type-II fun to
beginners, while having a little Type-I for themselves.
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HAMISH MUTCH

With contributions from and about VOC alumni

Mave McCuaig looks on as Dick Culbert installs a plaque for Jim
Baldwin on Memorial Ledge. Hamish Mutch was responsible for
having the plaque made, raising funds from the local climbing
community.

IOLA KNIGHT
VOC ARCHIVES

Above, left: A.O. Wheeler Hut, Glacier National Park. Above, right: Snow sculpture.

Jim Chesko (in front).
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Muddy descent.

Tools of the trade.
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Dorothy at the Lions.
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Roland Burton painting Sphinx Hut, 1970.
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HELEN LEMON-MOORE

DAVE WILLIAMS

VOC ARCHIVES

Opposite, top: Denise Hart, Peter Celliers, and Brian Waddington, marooned
on a beach at the south end of Calvert Island, on their two-week paddle
from Bella Bella to Port Hardy. Opposite, bottom: An American marten that
stole the Christmas turkey from a VOC crew spending their holidays at
Kokanee Glacier Cabin and terrorized Helen Lemon in the outhouse. Above:
Paul Phillips.
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FIFTY YEARS OF
VOC JOURNALISM
Karl Ricker

I

 - Nina Evans-Locke and I were driving over
Duffey Lake Road on our way to a week of hiking in the Rockies with twenty-one other old VOCers who ran amok on the
camps forty-three to fifty-three years ago. This was part of a crew
of fifty or sixty who have gathered together three times a year
since 1964. The menu for the last ten to fifteen years: the Rockies
in September, Silver Star in February or March, and Qualicum
Bay in April or May, to hike and ski, to renew acquaintances, and
to catch up on the news of our vibrant segment that makes up
the VOC scene. Children of some have already come and gone
through the club (for example, Jen Wild), and many of us are
now grandparents, awaiting another generation of VOCers.
That September day my car suddenly came to an abrupt halt.
A large gang of people were on the roadside ahead of us, full
of youthful enthusiasm, feverishly unloading cars and repacking
their loads. It was a happy gang at that Cerise Creek trailhead—
their actions, like ours fifty years earlier, could only be those of
a group of VOCers. “Yes,” they answered when we asked—“It’s
Glacier School weekend!”
Fifty years ago there was no Duffey Lake Road, let alone
any way of driving to Squamish. Our school was at the Coleman Glacier, Mount Baker, using the then standing and large
Kulshan Cabin as base camp. And attendance was nothing like
X
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what it is today at the Cerise Creek trailhead—only ten to fifteen of us at the most, or none at all, if the weather forecast
was sour, would show up. Times have changed; the club is now
much stronger on the climbing scene, as shown by the much
more challenging trips reported in recent issues of the VOC
Journal. But to be fair to my brethren, access to the mountains is
now leaps and bounds better than it was fifty years ago, and the
club at the time was mainly for people who pursued skiing and
mountaineering. In fact the UBC Ski Team had been part of
the club to 1950. Ski racing at club and intramurals levels finally
died out in the 1960s.
Witnessing the evolution of the club over the last fifty years,
as shown in those issues of the VOCJ—and I have all fortynine editions (and hopefully this one)—is fascinating. The
club goals have expanded geographically, as have the length,
difficulty, and spectrum of technical gadgets that accompany
the club’s activities. However, the tone of the club is little
changed—sound instruction advice, spirited rivalry, hilarity,
and humour in the prose are as they were fifty years ago and
as they were seventy-five and ninety years ago. Yes, the VOC
gang is always short of cash, always looking for rides, and always at the academic, athletic, and social forefront of change.
Let’s face it—the journal is the best read of any on the mountain cult front. I’ll back up the statement with two examples.
In 2006 an illustrious VOCer of the 1960s, Alice Purdey, led a
group of fourteen members of the B.C. Mountaineering Club,
average age sixty-plus, across the plateau. The group brought
various books along, but I had volume 48 of the VOC Journal
in my pack. It was in highest demand throughout the trip, migrating from tent to tent each night. Roland Burton’s article
on a substitute for Glop Stopper showed that his wit had not
changed in forty years.
Last summer I led a group of twelve through the southern Chilcotin Ranges, Powell Pass to Tyaughton Lake, and had VOCJ 49
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in my pack. Again, it was passed around tent to tent, and everyone
had a good laugh at the story of the Rope—by an inanimate author! The VOC was on the leading edge again. The club has had
more than the average number of very clever authors.
In the twenty-fifth edition, Don Lyon and I wrote about why
we wanted a journal and how it haphazardly came about in 1958.
That’s history I will not repeat here. The first few editions were
scrappy, though they contained some humorous articles. The first
quantum change in appearance and improvement came with
VOCJ 8, edited and assembled by a very meticulous English and
German major, Nina Locke—yes, the companion in my car on
the Duffey last autumn. Nina assembled a strong committee to
overhaul the journal, with much better typesetting to improve its
appearance and far better editing to weed out the poorly written
and superfluous. She even had two ancient members contribute
articles. Needless to say, the typesetting languished after she left
and did not readily improve until the advent of personal computers in the 1990s.
There have been other changes as well. VOCJ 25 had an index on articles, grouped by geography but not by authors. So, it
takes a while to discover that my next-to-last contribution was
in VOCJ 8 (a long Master’s degree!) and that Dick Culbert and
John Pringle were contributors for almost an order of magnitude longer than I was. Roland Burton’s name first appeared in
VOCJ 9, with his outstanding work on the Whistler Cabin, but
it should have been in VOCJ 8, because he built that colossal
fireplace-chimney during the first year of construction. Roland’s
initial contribution to the journal as an author, however, did not
come until VOCJ 12, describing construction of the “Sphinx
Hut.” Modesty was always his strong suit—everyone knows it
as the Burton Hut! His contributions have become wittier over
time, written in the same mannerism of his spoken language,
and he certainly holds the duration record of contributions to
the journal, thirty-seven years and counting.
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Eventually the journal began to include pictures of the executive, clowning in some portraits, with new positions created over
time, including the Very Useful Person. Now that Roland has
retired, who will fill his size-fifty shoes?
With digital photography, colour covers arrived in VOCJ 40,
and in VOCJ 41 colour pictures appeared on the pages inside
as well. Back in 1958 a colour photo would have presented an
astronomical cost. Another innovation appeared in VOCJ 45—
nudity—and it hasn’t stopped yet. Are we old farts surprised?
Well, no. It was to be expected, and I must confess, the first Playboy magazine came to the Garibaldi Lake spring camp in 1957—
and the girls with us were highly amused at how the magazine
and its centrefold passed briskly from male to male before they
could snag it.
There are heaps of enjoyable articles in those forty-nine years
of journals. I have a few favourites. In VOCJ 5 Tom Widdowsin cleverly presented the “Oploplanax Coefficient,” which approached unity on his group’s bush-thrashing journeys to open
up the unheralded Ashlu Range to mountaineering. Another of
much more recent composition is Andre Zimmermann’s history
of VOC cabins, beginning in 1916, and the trials and tribulations
of organizing and constructing the Waddington Hut at Phelix
Creek. Even I learned something in that article, having been totally unaware of the club’s involvement with the Tenquille Lake
cabin. But for a lighthearted read of a cabin-construction marathon, Judy MacKay’s wit in her account of building the Whistler
Cabin cannot be beat (VOCJ 8). That lady was super sharp.
And what has become of some of the more infamous VOCers in those fifty years? One was a Rhodes scholar (B. Scarfe),
another tried provincial politics (C. Boyd), and a few became
mining tycoons (R. Beaty, B. McKnight). Another joined the
Chilean revolutionary forces (R. Culbert), his son joined Doctors Without Borders in various dangerous corners of the world
(V. Culbert), and the latter’s mother went to do five years of

X
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BCMC centennial ascent of Mount Garibaldi. From left to right: Dave
Scanlon, Dave Hughes, Brian Wood, Diana Diaconu, and Karl Ricker.

nursing in rural Nepal (A. Purdey). We even have a Nobel Prize
winner (M. Smith), and I should give a plug to my brother ( J.
Ricker), who finally finished his Master’s degree in 2007 at the
age of sixty-nine! There are many other worldwide infamous
acts of the VOC gang: social, scientific, extreme, etc.—too many
to mention here. Yes, the club generates leaders; a prime minister
and a poet laureate are an eventual fait accompli.
I’ll wind up this essay on fifty years of spirited nostalgia on a
local note. Fifty years ago I did my first ascent of Mount Garibaldi (spring VOC trip). Liking it so much, we returned to the
summit later in the summer of 1957 and placed a heavy bronze
canister, stamped with “V.O.C. #6,” to contain the register of
climbers. Happily, I can report that the canister is still there. I
opened it on July 1, 2007, as part of the fifteen-person BCMC
crew that celebrated the hundred-year anniversary of the club,
as well as the hundred-year anniversary of the first ascent of
Mount Garibaldi in 1907. It was a very special day for me, the
fiftieth-anniversary of my own first ascent.
As for the next fifty years of the VOC Journal, I won’t be
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around to pass judgment, although I, and many of that merry
band of fifty to sixty friends, will be there in spirit. The journal is
the mainstay of the club.
Karl Ricker was president of the VOC in 1958–59 and was one
of the founders of the VOCJ. He was awarded the Gold Pin in
1966 for his efforts planning, designing, and building the Whistler
Cabin.

THE VOC DURING
WORLD WAR II AND THE
POSTWAR YEARS
From All-Work-and-No-Play
to Lotsa-Play-and-Some-Work
Tami Knight

In interviews with Gordon Knight and Iola Musfeldt Knight

N

   -, my parents are among the eldest Varsity Outdoor Club grads. Attending during World
War II and in the postwar period, they were among that Generation A that survived the conflict and then gave birth to the
baby boom. Theirs was a generation of hard workers. Having
been youth during the Depression of the 1930s they knew what
it was like to go hungry and have fathers out of work. My mother recalls witnessing a riot on the waterfront around 1935 in
the CP train yards when police were called to quell problems
between striking longshoremen and hungry labourers happy to
work for the 40 cents per hour. They then lost friends and family
to the catastrophic global war that followed. My father’s 1939
Kitsilano High School yearbook has a number of entries that say,
“Killed in conflict,” “Missing over Burma,” or “PoW.”
Typical of many UBC students and perhaps more so of VOC
members, my parents’ path toward graduation was more like a
Coast Range approach march than it was taking the 99 B-Line.
X
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: I joined the ranks of UBC students in autumn 1942, entering as a second-year student because I took Senior Matric at
King Edward High School. I was attracted to the UBC Ski Club,
probably because I had gone up Hollyburn the winter before
and tried to learn to ski. My stint with the Ski Club was shortX
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COURTESY OF IOLA KNIGHT

lived because of my studies in sciences and because I worked
Saturdays at Spencer’s Department Store in Vancouver.
I did put in a few days on the work parties to get the old cabin
they had in Grouse Village, “Schuss Inn,” in shape. We sawed
some logs into stove lengths and cleaned up the mice leavings. I
decided to leave mountain fun until I had more spare time, and
that came when I started post-graduate studies in zoology and

Iola Musfeldt and Frances Vadja on Grouse Mountain, winter 1945–46.
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agriculture in 1945. In summer 1945 I was working with Dr.
Ian McTaggart-Cowan in zoology, and I met Dr. Bert Brink,
prof in agronomy. Dr. Brink was then the honorary president of
the VOC. He asked me if I belonged to the VOC. I answered
“no” but that I had several friends who were members—Marg
Hodgison, Marie Kendall, Fran Airey, Jean Rennie, Ernie Jarman, and his sister Bea.
I had heard some great stories about winter and spring ski
trips into Garibaldi, both to the Diamond Head area and Black
Tusk. As a result, I decided to join the VOC in the fall of 1945. I
was a grad student then, and they hadn’t heard of someone who
wanted to join after graduating, so at first the answer was, “Well,
we’ll have to think about it.” However, with the thousands of
veteran students entering UBC and many joining the club, they
decided to let me join, too.
X



X



X

: I joined the UBC Ski Club in fall 1941 and first went
up to Schuss Inn with Owen Kells. To get there from home in
Kits, we took the streetcar from Broadway to the North Van
ferry at the foot of Columbia Street. The ferry took us to the
foot of Lonsdale Avenue in North Van. We then took a streetcar
up Lonsdale to Twenty-first Street and walked up Lonsdale to
Mosquito Creek, where the trail started up to the village. If we
hiked at night, we used a “bug”—a candle in a tin can—later
replaced with the stinky carbide lamps like the ones miners used.
In winter, we packed up skis, boots, bedding, and food for our
stay. After an hour or so we’d reach Schuss Inn, a shake cabin
and clubhouse. The cabin had a forty-five-gallon oil drum for
heating using wood and an oil stove for cooking. For lighting,
there was a white gas lamp, and we always carried an extra mantle in case it was broken. Some of the members included Stan
Wood, Maury Glover, Bill Hooson, and Bruce Ash. I skied on
Grouse during the winters of 1941–42 and 1942–43. One spring
I helped organize the Grouse Mountain Spring Fest—well-
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known skier Betts Bezanson was elected queen, and we made
the queen’s throne from snow. In spring 1943 I left UBC for the
armed forces for two years.
X
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While my folks enjoyed their first few trips to Schuss Inn, the
war years at UBC were very hard on students. Soldiers were being killed overseas in battle. Students at home felt bad about
their peers. My father signed up first with the army and then
transferred to the air force. He spent two years in the forces,
eventually training in Rivers, Manitoba, as a navigator. He was
put on reserve in May 1945, but VJ day in August changed all
that, and Dad was discharged in the fall of ’45. Returning vets
were offered land or education, and Dad took the latter.
Mum, meanwhile, stayed at UBC through the latter part of
the war. She didn’t sign up because she was too young and would
have needed her father’s signature. Although some of her male
friends lied about their ages and signed up anyway, women were
more controlled by their parents and less likely to lie.

A view of Mount Baker from Church Mountain. Jean Fitch is at right.
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It was good she did stay, however, because the returning veteran students who started to trickle to campus in early ’45 became a total flood as soldiers received discharge. The student
population quadrupled from 2,500 to 10,000. Small huts that
would become classrooms sprouted up everywhere on campus
literally overnight, and grad students were pressed into teaching.
Mum was among these, and she said it was intimidating to be
teaching men who had seen active battle.
X



X



X

: When I came back in the fall of 1945, all of my ski
friends had graduated. I went up a few times to Schuss Inn, but
it wasn’t the same. In 1946, the UBC Ski Club was amalgamated with the VOC. I believe I was the only member of the old
ski club left, and so I was taken in by the VOC. I didn’t have
to do any Longhike to join because of being in the ski club. At
Homecoming in autumn 1946, I met Iola, and we started to
hike and ski together.
X



X



X

: Longhike 1945 Thanksgiving Weekend was in the Rainy
River area at Port Mellon. We boarded a Union Steamship vessel, at the foot of Carrall Street, early Saturday for the trip. Half
the passenger load was potential VOC members with a few old
members who organized this Longhike for us neophytes. Our
destination was an abandoned logging camp up the Rainy River
above Port Mellon. The boat stopped at Gibsons, Keats Island,
and Granthams and Hopkins landings before making it to Port
Mellon. We slept in abandoned shacks left by the loggers and
prepared food over the large campfire. Two old-gal members
had decided to sleep by the fire and were determined to have
their breakfast in bed.
Bob McLellan and Bill Nicholson got out the climbing ropes,
wrapped one end around the two sleeping gals, then tossed
the rest of the rope over a stout branch of a large, old broadleaf maple. They then hauled the girls off the ground and there
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they hung, screaming, until a couple other gentle souls got them
down. Wow. So this was the VOC.
It was a hot day even though it was October. Soon our nice
logging road trail gave way to a great mass of charred timber
from a recent forest fire. We had to crawl under, climb up and
over, and squeeze around, and if you were dressed in white, you
were now in black. We then had to ford the river—the bridge
was just charred remains.
It was now almost noon, and we saw no sign of mountains
to climb; Mount Panther, Tetrahedron, and Rainy Mountain—
these are the mountains you can see from UBC at then north
end of Main Mall.
Another girl and I were somewhat done in and decided to
return to camp. The proviso was that we would complete our
Longhike if we made dinner for the whole gang. Fair enough,
we agreed. We got back to camp late afternoon, cleaned up in
the river and relaxed. What time would we start the fire for dinner prep? We decided to try and have dinner ready by seven. The
menu? Kraft Dinner. Dinner was ready at 7:30. It was now getting dark. We were keeping the fire stoked and the KD in the
pot was getting well cooked, but there was no sign or sound of
people. Close to nine, the crew started to straggle back, tired and
dirty and so hungry they didn’t notice how much the KD was
overcooked and dried out. They didn’t reach any summits but
had had a great time. The pot was cleaned out except for a hard
mass of cheese in the bottom. Someone would have to clean it. A
name was picked out of a hat. “Jas. D. Aitken” was called.
He had written his name like that, as it was a common abbreviation of “James D.,” but after that we called him “Jas-D.”
Boy, I felt sorry for him cleaning that ugly KD pot in the river in
the dark, helped only by flashlight. Jas-D went on to design the VOC
pin in 1947 (and I think that is still in use today). He also became
president of the club during his final year of geological engineering.
He was a great VOCer. Jas-D passed away a couple of years ago.

X
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Home of the VOC on Grouse between 1946 and 1949, originally the
Vancouver Winter Sports Lodge.

The end of that trip on the Union boat back to town was
a continuous singsong with Bill Nicholson on the piano. Yes,
there was a piano on board. One thing I found with VOCers
was that they always had energy to sing.
X



X



X

In the forties there were not many options for young men and
women to fraternize or get to know one another. Dad called the
VOC a “frasority” where you could get to know a guy or girl
that you thought about having a relationship with. You got to
know their cranky spots. Many of these relationships produced
families that have, in turn, produced families.
My parents weren’t the only ones to meet their life partner in
the VOC. In their time, some others included Susie MacKenzie
and Trevor Roote, Fran Airey and Ted Gregory, Jean Rennie
and Dave Molson, Marg Schmidt and Paul Jaffary, and Cathy
Anderson and Bob Thomas.
The main reason this culture was able to develop was the
various cabins. The first VOC cabin on Grouse Mountain, about
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halfway up the Side Cut run, was, as Dad says “An awful little
place—low, dark—not nice like Schuss Inn.”
X



X



X

: In spring 1946 it became evident the old VOC cabin was
too small. AMS made it plain they would only allow one cabin
for outdoor clubs. The Ski Club was gone, and so was access to
Schuss Inn. VOC found out that the pre-war Vancouver Winter
Sports Club cabin, located at the west side base of the Big Hill
(the Peak Chairlift), was no longer being used.
It was a frame building, in much need of repair, especially the
roof. VOC President Roy Hooley designed a truss for the roof,
called the Hooley Truss, and three were made and installed in
the summer of ’46 by Bob McLellan, Trevor Roote, Arnie Ede,
and others. Great! Now we had a roof.
Outhouses, his and hers, were next. Since we got our water
from a shallow hand-dug well outside the cabin, the outhouses
had to be below. And were they ever! The guys built them at the
bottom of a steep hill next to the cabin. To protect folks heading
down the trail, a frame structure was built overtop, but water
leaked through, and, in winter, the trail was an ice slide. I wore
my crampons, but sometimes you knew who was heading to the
john because you’d hear their scream as they tumbled down followed by a thump when they hit the facilities below.
Our well also froze up, so we got a couple of big galvanizedsteel washtubs, and the guys built a stand for them in the rafter
area of the kitchen. The tubs each had a hose leading down to the
counter into a large pot. There was a pinch clip on the hose. The
tubs were then filled and packed with clean snow, which melted
from the warmth below. This was our potable water, and it worked
so long as everybody knew the water was to be carefully used.
The Winter Sports cabin worked despite it being a longer
hike to get there—especially on blizzarding nights with snow
filling the tracks on the trail. We soon learned to keep walking
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toward Grouse’s Big Hill. Then the welcome lights of the cabin
would loom from the darkness.
As time marched on, so did progress on transportation up
Vancouver’s local hills. In September 1950, my last trip up
Grouse (in that era) was on the old Main Trail. It was now covered in forest debris as preparations were complete for the first
double chairlift from the top of Skyline Drive to Grouse Village.
There was also the new single chairlift on Hollyburn Mountain
and a single two-lane highway up Mount Seymour. Trail travel
was no longer the only way.
X



X



X

After he returned from the armed forces, Dad reversed his prewar priorities of play-first, work-second. He put his efforts into
his civil engineering degree. Frequently he was writing up labs
on Saturday, so he’d hike up the mountain that night or get up
very early Sunday to get one day in on the boards. He did, however, join Mum for Spring Ski Camp in Black Tusk Meadows in
1949. This was the year he graduated.
X



X



X

: As a grad present to Gordon and a bit of fun before joining the work force, we went on the Spring Ski Trip to Garibaldi
Black Tusk Meadows in ’49. There were thirty of us. The food
was ordered as usual from Woodward’s. They packed it in boxes to be air dropped by Queen Charlotte Airlines on the open
snow-covered meadow area.
We were a well-organized bunch at the Union Steamship
that morning—all clean and eager, packs and skis, and, of course,
rain gear. It was the usual whole-day affair to arrive at Garibaldi
Station. There we stayed the night at Bert Lamb’s mill camp. He
was a gypo logger in the valley. (A gypo, or gyppo, typically came
in after logging operations and salvaged leftovers.) The next
morning we hiked and skinned up the Barrier (in those days,
using real sealskin with a canvas webbing back and aluminum
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buckles). At the top, we followed the trail to the cabin at Taylor
Meadows. The cabin, also called Taylor, was built in the 1920s
(and destroyed in the late ’80s or so). It was built when Garibaldi
Lake was surveyed as a possible water source for Vancouver. It
was named for Vancouver’s mayor Taylor, famous for his red tie.
We brought enough food for dinner and breakfast knowing
the food drop would be the next day. But the next day, clouds
were right down, and it was raining. No food today! We made
do—there were some packages of Rye Crunch left in the cabin
from the previous fall camp. It was rations time. The airlines
came the second day but still couldn’t make the drop because of
the low cloud. The sun came out the third day. Yippee! Around
noon we heard the drone, the plane came into sight, and everyone stayed near the cabin so as not to be in the way. When
the boxes were all on or in the snow guys and gals made a run
to a box—any box! A box of oranges was opened, and every
orange was devoured. The boxes Woodward’s used were twentyfour-inch square wooden whisky or butter boxes. Some wag had
scrawled on one: “Hell, you can’t live on likker.” We sure lived on
their contents! With good weather, we put ourselves on doubledaylight time in order to get out skiing before the snow was
heavy and slushy.
Our great ten days ended all too soon.
We broke camp early with the idea we’d be down in time
to catch the train to Squamish that evening. But the steep tree
skiing on the treacherous snow of the Barrier took longer then
we thought. One girl wrenched her knee, and someone else had
a bad fall. The train, usually late, was on time, and we were not
quite there when we heard its whistle and watched it passing
right on by without a stop. Dammit! The next train was not for
two days. Each of us telephoned home with the news. For Gordon, it was terrible; he was to receive his degree the next day.
His mum was a pretty disappointed lady, and I got the blame
for it. After all, it had taken him ten years since high school grad-
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uation to get his degree. His mum had hoped to watch her only
son receive his university degree, but, instead, he was cooling his
heels at Garibaldi Station with this eastside girlfriend of his.


X



X
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X

Jack Atkinson cuts steps on Sawtooth Mountain, July 1947.
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Sixty years later, my parents are still active in the outdoors. They
organize the VOC Old Timers’ reunion each fall. This group
is dedicated to the grads of the forties to mid-fifties, but Pat
Duffy and Karl Ricker are members despite being youngsters
who graduated in the late fifties. There are still eighty to ninety
Old Timers and their spouses who show up for the annual gettogether—usually held on Hollyburn in September.
My parents have also become involved with the preservation
of Hollyburn Ski Lodge at First Lake on Hollyburn Ridge. They
exemplify West Coasters and now count two generations of outdoor enthusiasts behind them. My mum says of her years in the
VOC: “We thought it would never end.”
Maybe it didn’t.
Iola Musfeldt Knight graduated with a BA in zoology in 1945
and an M.A. in wildlife biology in 1947. Yes, it was an arts degree.
This was before UBC granted master’s degrees in science—something, by the way, Iola still complains about. After marrying Gordon Knight in March 1950, she worked in animal disease research
until Gordon started his own business, of which she became the
main administrator. Son Tony was born in 1957, followed by
daughter Tami in 1959. Iola was a volunteer at the Vancouver
Aquarium for seventeen years. She was also a very active member for years in the University Women’s Club. Presently she and
Gordon head the Hollyburn Heritage Society, which documents the
culture on Hollyburn Ridge in West Van. The society also hopes to
restore Hollyburn Ski Lodge, a building originally constructed in
1926.
Gordon Knight graduated in civil engineering in 1949. After this
he spent six years working for others on infrastructure projects; he
began consulting on his own in 1955, working his first project for
the Corporation of Delta. In 1962 he merged his practice with that
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of Martin Dayton to form Dayton & Knight Ltd., which today is
still highly regarded in the industry. Gordon always loved to ski,
and he and Iola raised their family on the North Shore, mostly to
be close to the mountains.
Tami Knight is the second kid born to Iola and Gordon. The first
was Tony, who was moderately involved in the VOC. Tami attended a few VOC meetings during the one year she managed at
UBC before bailing for Emily Carr College of Art. Tami is known
in the climbing community for twenty-five years’ worth of cartoons about climbers. Presently she is a senior coach teaching circus
acrobatics, stilts, and diabolo at CirKids School of Circus Arts. She
is married, lives in Kitsilano, and has two teenage children.

IN MEMORIAM

Vernon Cuthbert (Bert) Brink (1912–2007)

ART HERALD, COURTESY OF IOLA KNIGHT

Iola Knight

Rendezvous on the summit of Mount Shuksan, Labour Day, 1948.
From left to right: Jack Lintot, Bert Brink, Iola Musfeldt, George
Coates, and Fleming McConnell.

B

  was born in Calgary and came to Vancouver as
a young child, living in Kitsilano. He joined St. Mark’s Boy
Scouts and at about thirteen hiked up Hollyburn with the scouts.
He enjoyed that experience so much that he and some friends
continued to go up the mountain. They built a little cabin near
Sixth Lake (on Hollyburn Plateau) and made their skis. They
bought some hardwood at Fyfe Smith and soaked it in the bathtub to develop a curve for the tip and some camber. Even then,
Bert’s caring nature was evident. As the site of their cabin became Vancouver Water District territory they had to abandon
their cabin, but it became a first-aid shack for skiers. Bert was
also instrumental in assisting to get a skiers’ first-aid patrol for
X
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skiing accidents started. This was probably a forerunner to the
Ski Patrol, established in 1940.
Bert’s family home was on West Second or Third Avenue. He
remembered Broadway being a dusty gravel street. He graduated
from Kitsilano High School in 1928, at age fifteen, and went on
to UBC to graduate in 1932 with a major in botany. Bert joined
the Varsity Outdoor Club and really enjoyed getting out into
the mountains. He teamed up with Neal Carter, also a VOCer,
and others to explore Garibaldi Provincial Park. They named a
peak after the VOC (made official in 1965—see page 75), and,
east of Mounts Wedge and Weart, they named a peak “Mount
Neal” and its adjacent glacier “Carter.” While doing his fieldwork on range management, Bert explored the Chilcotins and
especially the south Chilcotin Mountains. In 1938, he started to
quietly campaign to get that area dedicated as park reserve—it
was finally set aside circa 2000.
With a PhD in botany and biochemistry from the University
of Wisconsin, Bert became professor in agronomy at UBC. He
also returned to his association with the VOC. Being a member
of the Alpine Club of Canada (ACC), Bert got the two groups
together for summer mountain climbing trips, along with the B.C.
Mountaineering Club (BCMC). Both of these senior organizations benefited from association with the VOC.
Until the end of World War II, the UBC faculty was mainly middle-aged or senior professors. Bert was among the few
younger unmarried profs. In the Department of Biology, Ruth
Fields was also young and unmarried. I remember both used to
come to meetings of the Biological Discussions Club. We students used to wonder, “Why don’t they get together?” Well they
did, circa 1948, and they set up their home on West Sixteenth
Avenue.
    in 1945 when he came into Dr. Ian McTaggartCowan’s office at the UBC Department of Zoology for a quick
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visit. I was a technical assistant for Dr. Cowan at that time doing
histological studies of deer leg glands. We were introduced, and
Bert put me at ease by asking a couple questions. Since I was doing wildlife biology studies, he enquired whether I belonged to the
Varsity Outdoor Club. I answered “no” but that I was hoping to
join when I was taking my post-graduate studies with Dr. Cowan. He said that I would enjoy the group; they did ski trips, went
mountain climbing, and had a cabin up Grouse Mountain.
Dr. Brink was Honorary President for the VOC. He used
to attend the club meetings on campus. Obviously, the members had great respect for Dr. Brink. He took a lively interest
in the VOC. During the summer, the club often collaborated
on mountain trips with the BCMC and the ACC–Vancouver
Section. Dr. Brink, or Bert, as everyone knew him, was an excellent leader on climbs—he was safety conscious, especially for
the new climbers, and he cared for all members of the group,
even for other climbing groups encountered on a mountain, as
shown by his actions on a trip he led to Mount Shuksan.
After a couple of years climbing with the VOC and the
ACC, I had put in several interesting but not strenuous climbs.
Bert came to me one day in August 1948 and told me that if I
wanted to do a “graduating” climb to become an “active” member of the ACC, he would lead it if I got a group together. That
summer I had been going on several trips to the Mount Baker
area, so I suggested Mount Baker as a climb. His reply was that
Baker wasn’t as interesting a climb as Mount Shuksan. Okay, I
thought—Shuksan it was.
I enquired of the guys and gals around if they would like to
climb Mount Shuksan on Labour Day weekend. George Coates,
Sheila Hicks, Gordon Knight, Jack Lintot, Fleming McConnell, Phyllis Ney, and Shirley Wheelwright all thought it was a
great idea, especially since Dr. Brink would lead the trip. Saturday, with great sunny weather forecast, we travelled to Glacier,
Washington, and met together at the forestry station then drove
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to a point on the highway that allowed access to the trail to Lake
Ann. There we loading our packs and hiked to the lake, which
is at the foot of a glacier coming off Shuksan. During the night
it would rumble with the calving of chunks of ice. After a camp
dinner and readying for the next day’s climb, our group settled in
for the night. Rising early the next day, we wanted an early start,
since September days are shorter. The group hiked up Shuksan
Arm to a steep, exposed slope when some of the party decided to
return to camp and go for a shorter hike. Bert was supportive of
their decision—steep, exposed slopes are not for everybody. The
rest of our group continued on to a point overlooking Lake Ann.
The glacier climb was next. Bert carefully showed us how to rope
up for safety, walk, and keep a safe distance between each of us.
We all made the crossing safely. Now for the summit climb. One
of our party decided she was too tired to do it and waited where
she was for our return.
The group then headed for the summit, reaching it by midafternoon. On the summit, we were surprised to meet another
group of climbers from Seattle. We took a photograph of each
other’s group, had a quick snack, and didn’t linger before starting
down. We met our other climber and started down the glacier.
We soon met with a group from Bellingham planning to make
the climb. Bert cautioned them on the lateness of the day; however, they were keen to do it and continued on. We returned to
camp at dusk. That other group on the mountain had not come
into sight. Bert remarked that they would probably be “benighted” on the mountain. Sure enough it was dark and somewhat late
when they appeared at the top of the lookout over Lake Ann. We
had talked about them being out, and Bert suggested that some
of us get up early, set a fire and have some tea and soup for them
when they came down. We called up to them to stay where they
were, a safe area. This they did. Next morning Bert and couple of
us arose and had hot tea and soup ready for them. They were a
chilled little group and appreciated our presence. Our group saw
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Left: The Mount Shuksan climbers, 1948. From left to right: Shirley
Wheelwright, Jack Lintot, Bert Brink, Flemming McConnell, Iola Musfeldt, and George Coates. Right: Camp by Lake Ann.

a caring and gentle side to our leader, Bert Brink. This experience
has stayed with me over the decades.
  went on to many great things. He remained
our Honorary President and attended our reunions of “VOC
Old Timers”—grads before 1955. In addition, he was cofounder of the B.C. Nature Trust and received many honours,
including the Order of Canada and the Order of British Columbia. He was active in numerous professional organizations
in agronomy and associated ecological societies, including the
Vancouver Natural History Society. He certainly followed
their mantra: “To know nature, and to keep it worth knowing.”
Bert died at the age of ninety-five in November 2007.

A FIRST ASCENT

The Dirty Nine on Garibaldi
Nick Betty

F

    we planned to go into the Diamond
Head area of Garibaldi for the weeks after our final exams. The
twenty-five of us caught the Union Steamship boat for Squamish
on May 4, 1946, arriving there mid-afternoon. We hired a truck to
take us up to the end of the road where the trail took off for our
destination. By the time we got organized for the trek it was after
5 . We were heading onto a snow-covered uphill trail, so we put
on our “skins,” which we made of sash cord—they worked fine if
you didn’t need to run down. We were all heavily loaded. I had a
seventy-pound pack! When I fell I had to take the pack off before
I could stand up again. So our progress was very slow.
It was quite dark by the time we reached the high point, and
then we were faced with a long, gradual downhill slope to the
Brandvold cabin. Most of us had only carbide lamps, which blew
out as soon as we got moving. When you lose the light and it’s
all dark the natural reaction is to fall down. We finally arrived
at the cabin about 3  as it was starting to get light. As it got
brighter we couldn’t believe the landscape. Looking back was a
mass of sitzmarks as far as we could see! We found when we arrived that there was only room for half of us in the cabin, so we
set up a tent camp on the snow about a half-mile away from the
lodge. We switched mid-week so that everyone had a spell in the
lodge and equivalent time under canvas.
X
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Some of the Dirty Nine on the Neve.

Our major problem during the week was excess sun, and
we took extreme measures to keep from burning. There was no
such thing as sunscreen back then, and we used zinc ointment
to coat our faces and the carbon from burnt cork to coat under
our eyes to cut the glare. We also wore broad-brimmed hats and
had some green cheesecloth (supplied by Ingrid Granberg) to
pin from our hats to our shirts, again to reduce the impact of the
strong sun’s rays. We would go skiing in the morning on a bowl
on Columnar and Lava peaks until the snow got too soft, take a
few hours off to rest, and, when the snow started to freeze in the
afternoon, go skiing again for a couple of hours—a super experience it was. The snow melted almost 2 metres during that week.
At the end of the week most of the gang headed back to civilization, but nine of us took off on a trek over the shoulder of Garibaldi
and down to Garibaldi Lake, which we crossed on the snow-covered
ice to the Black Tusk Meadows. We skied there for a final day and
then went out of the park by way of the open slopes down the Barrier into the bottom of Stony (now Rubble) Creek. We had a tent with
us but never had to use it, as the weather stayed fantastic, except for
the last day, when it clouded over. When we finally ran out of snow,
we camped by the creek, then walked in to Alpine Lodge, which
was then near Garibaldi Station, and bought four loaves of bread. In
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lieu of bread we’d had rye crisp on our trip, and we felt starved for
bread—on our way back to camp we devoured all the bread.
The next day (May 15) we caught the Pacific Great Eastern train
to Squamish and the boat back to town. Our trip was classified as
a “first ascent” as a winter trip on skis. The “Dirty Nine,” as we called
ourselves, included Charlotte Corbitt, Maysie Ewart, Louise Irwin,
Jean Rennie, Bob Crompton, Jim Kilburn, Bob McLellan, Arnie
Teasdale, and me. When the boat docked at Britannia Beach, Ingrid
Granberg met us with an apple pie and ice cream. It was a terrific trip,
and the next day those of us graduating attended the ceremonies all
suntanned (and burned) and healthy looking. What a super way to
graduate!

COURTESY OF NICK BET T Y

Nick Betty was a VOC member before graduating in 1946 with
an engineering degree. He, along with several older VOCers from
the 1930s, was involved with the construction of the original
chairlift on Red Mountain.

The Dirty Nine before boarding the Pacific Great Eastern train.

NEAR DEATH ON WEART?
Sev Heiberg

I

   on a Saturday night when I reached the Wedgemount Hut. The hut seemed full, so I rolled out my sleeping
bag on the ground. Next morning most people seemed to be
heading down during the day, but Chuck Schlumpfberger wanted to climb Mount Weart first, so I joined him. Chuck was from
Rat River, Oregon, where he ran a river-rafting outfit.
The climb up the Armchair Glacier and the southwest ridge
was uneventful, but it began to snow as we approached the summit. By the time we came down 1 cm of snow had accumulated
in places—enough to make the rocks slippery. Near the bottom
of the ridge there is a steep step of about 5 metres. I waited at
the top for Chuck to get down before I started. This was the
only place on the climb that needed a bit of care because of the
snow, so I took my time and reached the bottom. At that point
I must have relaxed my vigilance, because my feet slipped out
from under me. I landed on my back in a small depression in the
side of the ridge, where I was sure that I would stop but slipped
again, all the time picking up speed. I thought that I could stop
in a second bowl that was just below but slipped there, too. This
time I could see no chance of stopping before the glacier, which
seemed to be a hundred metres or more below. I remember
thinking, “No point in worrying now. In a few seconds I won’t
even know what happened.”
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TAMI KNIGHT
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Then I stopped, on a rockface that seemed near vertical. I was
very surprised. It seems the cliff was not so steep as I had imagined. I had expected a clear flight through the air to the final
splat on the ice. With great care I was able to get back to the
crest of the ridge. It was then a short walk to the end where I
found Chuck eating his lunch.
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“What kept you so long?”
I tried to explain. He seemed happy to have missed the excitement.
On the way home I did a lot of heavy thinking about such
things as, “Why do I climb?” and “Will I continue to climb?”
Lots of questions; no conclusions.
Sev Heiberg grew up in northern Alberta and did a lot of gymnastics and acrobatics as a youth. He served in the armed forces
before moving to Vancouver to do his PhD in physics in the 1950s,
when he joined the VOC. After he graduated he worked in Ottawa,
where he founded a gymnastics club and established a number of
climbing routes. In the late 1960s he founded Phoenix Gymnastics
Club in B.C. and served as head coach until his retirement in the
1980s. He was one of the first ascensionists of the Pioneer Ridge
route to the north peak of Mount McKinley.

THE SAGA OF
THE FESTERING FOUR
Pat Duffy

I

    (mid-1940s) there was a remarkable VOC trip
called “The Saga of the Dirty Nine” or something like that (read
about the Dirty Nine on pages 43–45). It was a long traverse somewhere that impressed the hell out of us younger VOCers.
So later on in May 1955 a VOC ski camp was held out of the
Queen Charlotte Airlines Cabin at Battleship Islands on Garibaldi
Lake. There, a different kind of episode played out, and it was later
dubbed “The Saga of the Festering Four” for reasons that will not be
lost on VOCers. The four skiers were Hugh Hamilton, an Oxford
forestry grad studying at UBC; Jack Hamilton and me, ski team
buddies; and Heiko Socher, recently arrived from the Black Forest,
Germany, to study forestry, and a ski team member as well.
To begin, a large group of ladies and gentlemen members thrashed
their way up the Barrier from Paddy Walsh’s  on the railway near
Rubble Creek, arriving at the QCA cabin before dark. In a short
time the place was made comfortable with some folks camped outside. Over the next day or so we explored the Black Tusk Meadows,
Panorama Ridge, and the area around Mount Price.
The weather was clear and cool and required some creative face
covering to deal with the “burns on the palefaces.”
On about the fourth day, four of us who were on cross-country skis
took off according to plan, to get to Squamish via the Garibaldi Neve
in time to catch the Union Steamship passage back to Vancouver.
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After sleeping in (error—big error) and downing a great breakfast
rustled up with the help of the Home Ec ladies, we departed and
skated across the lake in perfect conditions. There was an inch of
corn snow, and the temperature was cool to cold. Before long we
had gained the Neve below Garibaldi Peak, having tipped our hats
to the Table. We lingered to take in the views; Heiko was reluctant
to leave.
Eventually we got away and descended down below Atwell and
then climbed in soft snow and punishing heat up to the traverse
below the Gargoyles. The burns were really taking hold.
At last we reached Diamond Head Chalet to be greeted by the
Brandvold family—and by Millie the cook. She greeted us with the
news: “Good timing; we have fresh baked pies and muffins right out
of the oven.” The family’s reputation for hospitality preceded them,
and we were so grateful to have completed the high traverse only to
be treated to Millie’s famous cooking. It doesn’t get any better than
that!
We left at about 4  and rattled off over the high trail to the
present Red Heather site and down the cat track. The snow was hard
and fast, so in good time we were walking on the road.
Shortly after we shouldered the skis a logger with a half-ton truck
stopped and offered us a ride to town. An hour later we boarded the
Union Steamship’s run back to Vancouver. Sunburned and tired, we
crashed on the benches in the ship’s parlour and listened to local ladies shouting “Tough bananas!” to amorous loggers in the stateroom
as we drifted off to sleep.
Pat Duffy was in the VOC between 1950 and 1955, serving as
climbing chairman and later as president. Living near the Canadian
Rockies for fifteen years permitted him to keep close ties with the VOCers in that area. He has kept up with the group’s winter and summer
reunions and considers the club and its grads family. He, his partner,
Elisabeth, and three offspring live in North Vancouver near easy access
to the backcountry.

BOB NICHOLSON
COURTESY OF PAT DUFFY

Four lads at Mystery Lake, September, 1954. From left to right: Derek Marstrand, Pat Duffy, Chip Rowe, and Keith Illingworth-Longbottom.

VOC hike gathering in 1953.
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“SOMEONE’S FALLEN OFF!”
Pat Duffy

A

   May 1955, Hugh Hamilton and I took ice
axes and hiked from the VOC cabin on Mount Seymour en
route to the Second or Third Pump. A warm, clear day greeted
us as we arrived at Brockton and started up the First Pump.
Suddenly a man appeared from above, sliding down with an
ice axe. Exhausted, frantic, and seeking help he blurted, “Someone’s fallen off!”
Apparently an Alpine Club of Canada climb had turned very
serious as a woman fell off the north side of the Second Pump.
Obviously a rescue needed to be mounted. We decided that
Hugh should beat it to the ski lodge and call Bob McLellan to
alert the rescue network. Bob was a VOC grad.
The climber and I returned to the accident site with a toboggan. Five climbers were trying to extricate the woman from a
snow bergschrund. Once the group moved her to a safe platform,
we carried out first aid and treated a suspected upper leg or hip
fracture with makeshift splints. We devoted the next two hours
to pulling and pushing the “patient” to an outlier to the west of
the First Pump, all the time hoping that McLellan would get
the message.
By late afternoon the team had the sled on the last 60 metres
of the climb out of the north slope of the outlier. As we pulled
the woman and her stuff onto the broad flat of the outlier, we
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heard the first welcome “whap, whap, whap” of a large helicopter
way off to the west.
In moments the helicopter eased onto the flat, the large side
door slid open, and big, burly Bob McLellan appeared with that
confident grin. The “patient” and the ACC party quickly boarded,
and in moments the helicopter was off to the hospital.
In the late afternoon sun Hugh and I were enveloped in the
warmth and stillness of an alpine evening. We lingered for a
while to let the excitement of the day evaporate... before starting
off on our homeward journey.

IN MEMORIAM
Hans Gmoser

VOC ARCHIVES

Duncan McPhedran

The “Canadian Mt. Logan Expedition” team. From left to right: Don
Lyon, Karl Ricker, Ron Smylie (ACC), Philippe Delasalle, Willy Pfisterer
(ACC), and Hans Gmoser.

I

’   Hans for as long as I can remember. My dad
certainly talked about him; they both climbed in the Rockies
during the ’80s. Hans was a legend and my dad a follower of
legends. There can be no doubt that my father followed Hans, a
man of mythic proportions. My education in mountain culture
involved references to him and to others of the same class: Yvon
Chouinard, Conrad Kain, and Fred Beckey.
Hans was born in 1932 in Braunau, Austria, and he spent the
Second World War working the black market, trading and selling in order to feed his family, excelling by war’s end. He began
to seek adventure in the mountains and climbed in the Alps
and the nearby Totes Gebirge. At seventeen, Hans and a friend
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climbed a grade-four route, with absolutely no knowledge about
any of the gear they were using. A few weeks later, they doubled
the time required on a grade-six climb, with very little conception of the difficulties involved. So began his climbing career.
At nineteen he moved to Canada for the skiing and, a year
later, revolutionized Canadian mountaineering with the first
ascent of the south face of Yamnuska—Mount Laurie—with
Leo Grillmair (of Grillmair Chimneys fame). For decades he
would be setting the standards in climbing. In 1959 Hans, along
with members of the ACC and the VOC, made one of the most
audacious ascents of Mount Logan in the history of Canadian
mountaineering. It was a self-supported thirty-two-day traverse
across the range, with 300 kilometers travelled and 5 kilometres of elevation gained. Karl Ricker and Don Lyon were the
VOC contingent. The team made the third ascent of the East
Ridge in only seven days, compared with the first ascensionists’
twenty. Within six years, Hans had also invented heli-skiing and
founded Canadian Mountain Holidays, which still operates in
the Bugaboos.
Hans Gmoser was made an honorary VOC member in 1954,
and the club lost a great friend when he died in a bike accident
at age seventy in July 2006.

VOC ALUMNI
STILL GOING STRONG
Barb Smith

I

  1963, seven VOC members and grads met at Tod
Mountain to ski for the weekend. Two lived in Calgary, two
in Prince George, two in Vancouver, and one in Kamloops. The
following year, more VOC grads and members joined in. The
group later moved to the Ski Club cabin at Tod, bringing along
sleeping bags for floor-space accommodation, cooks, and babysitters. About twenty years later, the cabin was turned into a ,
and the group moved to Silver Star and has been staying at the
Pinnacles ever since. Now in 2008, forty-five years after the first
gathering, we still meet, and numbers average around sixty-five
people with ages ranging from about sixty-five to seventy-five!
This diverse group, coming from B.C., Alberta, Ontario, and
Washington are VOC grads and spouses from the 1955–65 era.
At these gatherings, we sing songs, and the Salty Dog is a favourite dance. Most of us are grandparents now, and many more
of us enjoy cross-country skiing, as well as downhill. For the first
time this year, the wonderful freedom of retirement will allow
the reunion to take place mid-week. Don Lyon maintains an
address list, and Linda Kennedy and Pat Martin coordinate the
lodge.
About five years ago an idea came about to enjoy the golden
larches in the Rockies in September, and so this same group
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meets to hike and stay at the Castle Mountain Hostel for four
nights in an annual event aptly named the Larch Lurch. Vancouver Islanders gather for a mini-hike on a May weekend, coordinated by Sandy and Robin Robinson in Parksville.
Our love of the outdoors and of our friendship over the years
have kept the VOC spirit alive, and this group will continue
forever!
Barbara J. Smith (née Whitaker) joined the VOC in 1959 and
served as archivist from 1962 to 1963. There she met Carman
Smith, who was a very active member before he graduated from
forestry in 1960, and married him in 1964, a year after she graduated with a degree in nursing. She moved to Barriere, B.C., and
worked as a public health nurse in rural North Thompson Valley
for four years. She has three children and has attended all but one
VOC reunion in the past forty-five years.

CRAP CRAGS
The Beginning
Hamish Mutch

“A modest climb, with much to be modest about.”
—The Rockclimbers Guide to Squamish, Kevin McLane, 1992

C

, , Chomolungma, Crap Crags—
majestic names that roll off the tongue like some magical
mountain mantra. Well maybe not Crap Crags. No, most definitely not!
I learned recently that after almost fifty years this “modest climb”
has undergone a major facelift, had its lines tweaked a little here
and there, and will receive a new name, Europa, like a forty-sixyear-old spinster heading to the altar for the first time. Crap Crags
has shed its bushy cocoon, to emerge as a beautiful butterfly, the
Europa Pacifica, found only at Squamish. Are you serious?
It certainly began modestly enough. Sometime in February
1962, Dick Culbert asked me if I would like to join him to attempt a new line on the Chief. This line would go from the
bottom of the cliff to the top but would not follow any of the
prominent gullies or buttresses. At that time there was only one
other “full-height” route fitting this description, and that was the
Grand Wall, which had taken several months to complete. Dick
was confident that we could romp up the 1,300 feet (400 m) or
so in a single cold mid-winter day, and somehow we did. I had
only climbed at Squamish twice before, but I knew that if Dick
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said something would go, then it would go. We were all believers—his disciples, almost—and so I agreed to give it a try. In
retrospect I am amazed that we pulled it off or even imagined
that we could.
My recollection of the original ascent has faded with the years.
There was little that was remarkable about the lower two thirds.
We followed the obvious lines of weakness, and it was certainly
vegetated in places, but not to the extent that the name suggests.
Forty years of coastal rainforest weather has since added lots of
new “crap.” Dick had a distinct sense of humour, and those who
have read any of his articles about the Coast Range will recognize the name Crap Crags as a classic “Culbertism.” This was
only the fourteenth climb established on the Chief, and had we
imagined then that Squamish would become a world-famous
destination, with over 1,500 climbs and counting, we might well
have chosen differently... The only pitch I can recall in any detail
is the chimney above what is now called Trichome Ledge. That
was certainly tricky, and I was destined to visit it again far sooner
than I had expected. We must have made good time, because we
were back at the car before dark. This was just as well, since it
was February, we had no bivy gear, and rapping off in the dark,
with a single 120-foot rope, would have been a bitch.
Once in the car, Dick reluctantly confessed that he had left
his camera on the big ledge below the final chimney. “We’ll have
to go back for it,” he concluded. My heart sank... It was now
Sunday night, and Dick didn’t want to skip any of his upcoming engineering lectures, while I was equally reluctant to miss
the non-stop bridge game in the VOC clubhouse. Have I mentioned that we were both members of the VOC? We agreed to
return the following Saturday, if it hadn’t snowed or rained in
the meantime, which would have ruined the camera. For the
next five days I hoped for torrential deluges of rain, blizzards,
lightning, and all of the trimmings. Unfortunately each day
dawned brighter, and colder, than the one before.
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DICK CULBERT
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Hamish about a third of the way up on the first ascent of Crap Crags.

“Another partner lost control of a rappel and slid off the
end of the rope. By sheer chance he landed in a tree.”
—The Mountaineers, Phil Dowling, 1979
Buoyed by our previous success we hatched an ambitious
plan. We would hike up the trail, rap down to Trichome Ledge,
retrieve the camera, traverse the ledge over to the big corner system (later named Clean Corner, by way of contrast), and climb
back to the top for another new route. Pride comes before a
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fall—literally. Early next Saturday we were ready to start the
rappel to Trichome Ledge. We had brought two ropes but decided to rap on a single one, which we would leave as a fixed line
for an easy escape, if need be. We would carry the other rope to
hopefully climb the big corner system.
I rappelled down the chimney first. While leading this pitch
the previous weekend, I had unknowingly run out of rope. Dick
had undone the belay and simulclimbed up some distance behind me, to provide the extra rope required. This is probably how
his camera was left behind. Somehow Dick had not shared this
vital information with me, and as I started to rappel I had no
idea that the rope did not reach the ledge. I had taken my gloves
off, in order to get a better grip on the single strand. This was a
bad decision, as in the freezing temperature my grip was worse
rather than better, and my speed of descent increased accordingly. Looking down, I realized in quick succession that I was
losing control of the rappel, the rope did not appear to reach the
ledge, and I was about to go off the end...
In those days no one had thought of tying a knot in the ends
of a rappel rope, and it was a similar oversight that led to the
death of our good friend Jim Baldwin two years later in Yosemite.
There were three trees on the ledge below me, and I desperately
attempted to pendulum to the left so that I was more or less above
the centre one. Fortunately (very) my aim was good. I flew off the
end, tumbled ten or fifteen feet, and smacked into the middle tree.
Perhaps this is what made a tree-hugger out of me in later years. I
certainly hugged that one for a very, very long time, as the next stop
would have been the ground, about a thousand feet below.
Not surprisingly we didn’t climb the big corner that day, but
we did retrieve Dick’s camera, while giving new meaning to the
expression “that’s a camera to die for.” Most people, including me,
would say that I was lucky, but a gambling person would point
out that there were three trees, with only two spaces between
them, so my chances of a safe landing were at least 60 per cent.
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“If this climb was to be restored to its original condition
of say 9,000 years ago, it would be the most popular long
route on the Chief.”
—The Climbers Guide to Squamish, Kevin McLane, 1999
When I first read this quotation I toyed briefly—very briefly—
with the idea of spending a couple of days cleaning up the old
climb. Little did I guess that a large crew, including many VOCers,
and led by Jeff Mottershead, would indeed undertake the task, and
that it would take them two years, not two days! Controversy, not
surprisingly, has swirled around this massive project, but that is
now in the past. Hopefully, all of those who have laboured so long,
and so hard, will be happy with the results, all their hopes and expectations will be fully realized, and in future years they will be able
to look back and say “I helped to do that.”
Although separated from Squamish by many miles and almost as many years, I plan to be back in 2012. I will admire
the new look and try to make a fiftieth-anniversary ascent, but
definitely not in February. While I’m not too worried about the
free climbing, I’m a little concerned about the new bolt ladder,
as I haven’t seen one of those for decades.
Q: Why did the chicken cross the Squamish Highway?
A: To climb Europa, of course—the route formerly known
as Crap Crags.
Hamish Mutch was a VOC member from 1961 to 1966, during
which time he adorned the top of Siwash Rock with “For Sale”
signs, played bridge daily in the clubroom, and completed a first
ascent of University Wall in Squamish. He regrets never learning the Salty Dog and not marrying a VOC girl. He is currently
retired and living in Nelson, where he still enjoys skiing, hiking,
travelling, and climbing—in 2007 he added eighteen new routes
at the Waterline Walls, Castlegar.

COAST MOUNTAIN TRILOGY
Dick Culbert

I. Land of Lichen
The north coast is a mangy land,
Trees fighting cliffs,
Trees fighting swamp,
Storm-shocked, abrupt;
Crag-spangled, yet grotesque with youth;
Raw splendour, yet a scraggliness
As ragged claws of bushes push
Green lines up granite walls;
A certain fierceness clings.
Salt water smells!
The flashing, kelp-strewn passageways of wind
Are never far,
For all these islands spread
Like some vast jigsaw puzzle cut too small.
Forgotten fjords;
Green surging lines that never rest
Torn deep in rock—
Some say the Thunderbird went mad,
And some say ice, or cracks;
The throbbing little fishboats never ask,
A greedy seagull hardly cares.
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Eagle claimed and eagle spanned
This is the eagle’s rightful home:
Updraft swept
Their shadows flick on granite walls,
Down flaring cirques,
Bush-strangled draws, quiet lakes
To salty foam. And yet
Like grizzlies, moose, and wolves, they number few;
Their ragged nests of hope fight storms from barren trees,
They barely hold their own.
An emblem?
Yes, perhaps,
Of how man dreams—not of this land
No creatures less appropriate;
Fearless freedom, swiftness, grace,
Are alien here.
I have watched the flames of sunset come
On ripples over nameless lakes
In silent splendour to me feet;
I’ve tramped
Where shocking walls of granite vault
To wild blue skies of wind;
Seen cataracts
And flowers
Heard clear birds and stormy coasts;
Have felt as one
With windy crests and flashing streams:
And yet I never sensed, not here
The stinging essence of this land,
The alien truth.
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As if dew-spangled webs could hide
The purpose in a spider’s eyes,
I half recall a murky pool
Muck deep among
The water lilies cheerful lies,
A giant water beetle, pulling
Salamander guts...
It’s just a thought.
Relentless, silent,
Green things pry.
Ceaseless, mindless, slow:
A savage stress of living cells
That fights the granite walls,
The sovereign slabs, that sweep
For half a holdless mile
Majestic to the winds.
Some pressure, force,
Drives desperate, clinging, gnawing things
Up cracks that aren’t a gnat’s-wing wide.
They strain to break the rock
And will,
But life is hard, there is no scree.
And what of forests, stringy, fighting trees
That line the stormy coasts.
Still in their youth, yet bleached
Halfway to snaghood, torqued
And stunted.
No old-timers stand aloof, the forests here
Are bristling white with skeletons,
And dead tops rattle in the wind;
The soil is thin, and all die young,
Die pioneers.
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This is a land that’s out of kilter.
Silent, gaunt, and yet a battlefield,
A cry of raw despair.
Lichens, only lichens
Grow in ease, belong in billions.
Closest to the caustic tides
And highest on the crags, they chase
The lines of melting ice.
They grow on trees, alive or dead,
And only lichens hold
To overhangs
At home on seamless granite walls;
This is their world.
We cannot sense
Unceasing, crystal-splitting stress
In fresh-hewn crags:
We see some cracks, and scars of slides,
But cannot feel.
Nor do we hear
The countless, straining, gnawing lives
That fight for place, that perish young,
It’s all too slow, too alien:
We hear free streams, free birds, free wind,
We cannot sense the frozen scream
That’s lasted some ten thousand years.
It’s frozen in slow-splitting walls
Of hanging cirques, and in
The nameless, silent, desperate things that cling:
This is the lichen’s heritage, and this
Shall be the lichen’s legacy.
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All beauty, peace,
The rugged pride with wind-blown hair,
Contentment:
These are gifts of pampered nerves;
It is ourselves we feel
And not this land, we can’t
Except...
Perhaps a fleeting glimpse just now and then:
Mosquitoes; screaming, mindless hordes,
Hysteric for a patch of skin, on which they’ll die.
Its ghost still clings to avalanche debris
And streams aflop
With spawning, trying, dying flesh.
And maybe just the edge of truth
Has scratched you, when the voice of wolves
Cuts long, chill, aching voids
Across the stars.
Unlikely, but there’s just a chance,
Sleet numb, storm soaked, sometime you’ve come
Rope’s end, cliff hung, and stared far down
Relentless, unfamiliar slabs,
And felt wet lichen hopelessness;
Alone; your stomach oozed despair;
Perhaps for just a moments void
The vortex of the abyss helped you sense
This land:
It wasn’t hate, just heartlessness:
A moment you were half in tune
With all things wild, not quite a fear
But quiet desperation;
Fight! Cling! Or die unknown.
Perhaps you halfway realized
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Half felt the abyss, then recoiled:
Fight! Cling! Or die...
In truth, this whole land radiates
The conscience of a blood-mad fly.

II. Land of Ice
Good evening Thana, been a goddamn while—
How stands your lofty realm this year?
A little smaller, aye,
But dearer for all that...
And you yourself have tinseled some,
Half drug, half druid still
But more a harlot with each summer gone—
And gone we’ll be
I’ve known you far too long that I need stop
To search your eyes
Or court you with profanities.
For are you not the psyche of the clouds?
Lost hours, I have almost touched your face
You stalked
The liquid fringe of one small universe
Through steaming white-outs
Floating blind down neves without name.
Much indeed as once you’d cup your hands
About my campfires, taunting
Cold paws flicking at my cell of light
On lone trails in a wilderness of youth.
You haunt the shattered crystal streets
Through splinter cities of the serac zone,
I’ve heard you cough beside me, caught your wink
Deep back within a cat’s-eye void
Of failing ice.
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Far out on one thin nylon nerve
We’ve talked, an hour at a time
Half Braille—
Here fingers etch
A stinging breast of verglas
There warm passage—pin crack perhaps,
Or hands along a granite edge;
Electric shock, as something half-tried breaks,
And scuff-marks on a virgin page.
And are you not the patron ghoul of doubt?
Could this be windslab—hard to tell?
How far’s that ice-wall throwing stuff?
Which couloir down?
About this snowbridge—hmm
Could that become a thunderhead?
Speak Thana—aye!
What voices have you chosen for this day?
Soundtracks to a mob of memories
And campfire tales.
Come shock-call of a cornice break
Or smell of acid wind, as lightning
Hones some high divide,
Staccato cry of rock-fall in the clouds, your speech
Is rich with thundertalk, of gods and goblins,
Witchcraft and oblivion.
A serpent’s hiss
And diarrhea snow of Spring
Is on the move
So far in soul, from loud, death-angel clouds
Of Winter’s frantic powder avalanche,
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Chief executioner for all these ranges.
Now, in Spring, the gullies vomit liquid concrete,
Run! Ski! Or be entombed.
Yours too the tongues of silence, voids
That pull one’s gaze, from rims of ice
Down crevasse walls, into the black
And grasping vacuum of the depths.
Or draw a furtive mind
Out from a campfire’s warm, bright womb, out
Deep into a silent forest night.
X
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X

That campfire blooms in meadowland tonight, and
talk flows rich
In deeds and distant lands:
Tales of death and laughter mix their drugs
And half a dozen accents find
A common ground
Eight decades of adventure ring the flames
And we in turn
Are ringed by half a year of plans,
While to the south, one great arête
Sweeps up two thousand dark, untested feet
Of granite
Tomorrow.
Ah, Thana, Thana—egobitch!
At times I taste your twisted pride
Above the tang of sparks—a sweet, dark trip:
Out there I’ve cursed you as a queen, and here
We praise you as a slut!
Now listen lass
You are not half the temptress that we talk
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The tales of overhangs and hanging ice
Of avalanche and blind crevasse, may sound like psalms.
Your vampire peaks rise black against the stars,
Moon-pallid ranges stretch your crown of thorns,
And yet you are not half the bond,
Nor do you represent this land.
Days falcon-free, in empathy with granite walls,
Days bush-prison mired, the timeless pain of heavy packs,
Nights snug in eiderdown, listening to the milky way,
Ski tracks looping down a powder page,
Bloom speckled meadows and narcotics of the setting sun
Are no dominion yours.
No Thana, cool your siren pulse tonight,
Your world is much too close
To focus clear,
And you would be the last to tell
How much I brought along…
Lodestone, touchstone, Rorschach realm
What lies beyond the mirror, never ask.
X
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Last year I came to visit you, it’s strange—
This time we swept by helicopter, floating
Sky blue and carpet green, above
The wild bush-tangles of the Kleena-kleene;
Then up a nameless icefield, circled once
And squatted high upon a rubble pile beside a tattered cairn;
But you weren’t home, or maybe I still was
And northward past the Silverthrone, your land
Spread lifeless as a map, no mystery, no spark
Thanatophobia ostracized, there clung
No fertile doubts, no dreams to seed.
“One fucking useless country this,” our pilot mused,
I half agreed.
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III. Land of Lakes
Wave-tapping, sun-napping, pine-drowsy breezes
Watch the high boughs, and their shadows will feed you
Follow the pollen, and the pine-winds will lead you
Out across meadowlands bordering time.
Follow the dance of the weather-bleached fences
Stitching the pine glades and cottonwood coves,
Follow their dreams from the bygone to never
Over the grasslands as autumn as ever
Traversing the hips of the foothills beyond.
This is a buffer-state, land of transition
The limit of entities old beyond mind.
The limit of systems and cradle of harmonies
Realm of green lakes, and of tanglefoot fantasies
Come lean on this hilltop and let your thoughts wander
Over the pine-worlds, the wind-coupled waters
And brown shawls of talus that rise close behind.
Come with sharp eyes, let us sift through the ages
The soft rocks will whisper of things long ago.
Come read from their text, for the strata are pages
Drift back with this land through its pulses and changes
Back to the eons before the high ranges
The age of great reptiles, when this was a sea:
For the forms of strange entities, alien with mystery
Were caught by the gentle brown rock for our fingers
They cradled their wealth, but the battlescars linger
And two hundred eons are bled by the scree.
The rocks may be old, but they have not forgotten
And after the seas, their vendettas run grim
Yet this realm rode securely through stresses and changes
As unexplained forces, and fires of the mantle
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Uplifted the spine of the great coastal ranges
Destroyed and re-forged the Pacific’s whole rim.
Rain-shadow rhythms push barren clouds, marching
As skeleton storms from the coast’s frequent battles
Their legions pass high—infertile, uncoupled,
No part of the pine-land, and weary of war.
But taste the warm currents, the hands of damp tension
The air is too hot, and the lakes sense a building,
Vast forces stand charged, put your tongue to the vortex
For now is the spawning-time, here is the core.
Come watch through the eye of this pond, it is starting
The wings of that hawk, caught the first fists of updraught,
No signal was heard, but a balance was broken
And pillars of fury are sweeping to blossom
Like flak on the darkening mood of the day.
Timelessly, mindlessly, cloud-worlds are castleing
Dreampuffs and griffins in voids of unrest.
In silence, in violence, malignant and breeding
The black ids of storm-cells are building, are feeding
The pine-tips are nerve ends, and all the wild crouches
Content to fit small, when a storm’s underway.
X



X



X

Aimlessly, tamelessly, pine-rivers wander
Their bright sutures starred with the beavers recluse.
Trout-riffle speed, through the tangle-clump willows
Meander coils looping through rashes of meadow
And cross-tracked with foraging trails of the moose.
Far from their birth in the gut of raw icefields
Their khaki-mad youth slowly stifled by changes
These children of chaos spill green from the ranges
Then pussyfoot eastward and softly make lakes.
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Wave-tapping, sun-napping, pine-drowsy breezes
Watch the high boughs and their shadows will feed you
Follow the pollen and pine-winds will lead you
Over the meadowlands bordering time.
Keep trust with the silences, spirits lie sleeping
Beside the green lakes and the age-tattered hills,
Ask the old hawk, are the legends still keeping
Their vigil of hope now that sunset is sweeping
Across the dark wastelands that border the mind.
Empathy, apathy, changes are reaping
The things that have been, for the things that we are;
Ask the old hawk if his caste is not failing
Or the smoke on the wind whether no one is ailing
If none feel the cold now that darkness is trailing
Across this frail land of the lakes and the pine.
Dick Culbert began climbing in junior high and rapidly ran out of
climbing partners as his friends did not possess his capacity to suffer
through coastal weather with totally inappropriate gear. In high
school, Dick became friends with Jim Baldwin and taught him
how to use pitons. Jim and Ed Cooper later did the first ascent of
the Grand Wall on the Stawamus Chief. Before starting at UBC,
Dick spent a month roaming alone in the then uncharted Howson
Range with a 45-kg pack, making some first ascents. After joining
the VOC, Dick attempted to submit an article about his Howson
Range experiences, but it was rejected because it was in “poor taste”
and it was “quite irresponsible to go alone.” Dick attempted to find
the article and resubmit it for this edition of the VOCJ, but unfortunately it had gone missing some time during the last forty
years. Since leaving the VOC, Dick wrote several guidebooks, most
notably A Climber’s Guide to the Coastal Ranges of British
Columbia, and has over 250 first ascents to his name, including
Serra V in the Waddington Range.

VEEOCEE MOUNTAIN
Roland Burton

T

   Veeocee Mountain, you have to go back before 1966. Whistler Mountain had just installed lifts. The
club was totally involved in building the VOC Whistler Cabin,
which was to later become the UBC Whistler Ski Lodge. A ski
trip led by VOCers Karl Ricker and Bert Port had just explored
what later became the Spearhead Traverse. To recognize the activities of the VOC in Garibaldi Park, the Geological Survey of
Canada named several features in honour of the club: Veeocee
Mountain,* the Lecture Cutters, and Ubyssey Glacier. They are
on the map. Check it out.
Nowadays we assume that most bumps in B.C. have already
been climbed, but in those days, only the big and the handy had
been scaled. The VOC felt some urgency to climb this newly
named mountain, as Simon Fraser University’s outdoor club apparently had plans to beat us to the top and claim the glory of
the first ascent.
The first “attempt” happened on midterm break, 1966. A
small ski party rode the new Whistler lifts, got a little lost on
the backside of Whistler, noted fog and clouds, built a snow cave,
and went to bed. The next day the fog and clouds prevailed, so

*Legend has it that B.C.’s chief geographer suggested spelling “Veeocee” and
“Ubyssey” phonetically to avoid punctuation problems during map production
and to ensure the names were pronounceable.
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The northeast side of Veeocee Mountain. The left skyline is the southeast ridge, the normal ascent route.

the party gave up and spent the rest of the day poaching rides
on the lifts.
My first attempt happened in the summer, a few months later.
Access was poor, but we figured we could rent an aluminum canoe and carry it along the trail to Cheakamus Lake, then paddle
down to the east end of the lake, park the canoe, and proceed on
foot from there. Well, we achieved some of the plan. We rented
the canoe, carried it to the lake, paddled to the other end of the
lake—then we ran into trouble. The bush at the east end of the
lake is very dense. We ran the canoe into the bush and tried to
get out, but each time the bush forced us back into the canoe.
Finally admitting defeat, we set about to retrace our path down
the lake and toward home. This plan didn’t work out very well, as
we were sucked into the Cheakamus River and spat out of the
canoe, with the canoe, trailing our possessions, eventually getting stuck in a logjam and bent in half. The next few weekends
were spent recovering the canoe from the logjam and hauling it
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back to Vancouver, getting a friend from an autobody shop to
hammer it straight and patch it where appropriate, then apologizing to the rental place.
In the fall, various keen people returned to UBC from their
summer work, and the first ascent of Veeocee Mountain was
high on the to-do list. Peter Macek and Peter Thompson were
two tough keeners, and they tolerated me. We hiked up Whistler and along to Singing Pass, down the Diavolo Glacier, across
the creek draining into Cheakamus Lake, and up the other side.
Ascending Ubyssey Glacier, we wandered up the ridge and were
soon on top of the mountain, where we left a film can with our
names and a VOC crest (one of those sewn badge-like things).
Then we went home. Nothing particularly spectacular occurred,
but I remember that it rained a lot and we wore ponchos because Gore-Tex hadn’t been invented yet.
How do you remember all this stuff? You don’t. You look it up
in the 1966 VOC Journal.
Roland Burton joined the VOC in 1960 and has been a fixture
of the club ever since, leading several beginner-friendly trips each
year. Roland was awarded the Gold Pin in 1970 for his work
planning and building the Burton Hut.

HOW MEC WAS BORN
Roland Burton

L

 , . I’m not going to repeat myself. This is the
way MEC started.
We VOC people did outdoors things. We needed gear, tents,
sleeping bags, but not so much rock hardware, as rock climbing wasn’t so mainstream in those days. We had a tendency to
go down to Seattle and buy our stuff from REI and smuggle it
back across the border, but that wasn’t always fun—or easy. For
instance, on one typical Friday after work, we headed down to
REI and quickly bought a tent, getting out just before the store
closed. We wanted the tent to look used before bringing it across
the border, and what better way to do that than to sleep in it in
the rain, somewhere up toward Mount Baker, that Friday night.
So we found a semi-parking lot, semi-campsite, and we pulled
out the tent. We discovered that in our haste, we had bought the
wrong tent! We had to smuggle it into Canada without making it look too used, smuggle it back the next weekend, and exchange it for the correct product. REI’s return policy was fairly
generous, but Canada Customs, not so much.
We needed a store closer to home, with a better return policy.
Reclining in our tent (a different tent, on a different weekend)
in the rain on Mount Baker and watching our weekend plans
to climb Baker dissolve in the rain, we put together a plan. We
X
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The document that started it all.

would start a co-op, sell strange stuff to tourists, and become
fabulously wealthy. We made up products such as the “alpine
roll,” a special lightweight roll of toilet paper containing almost
no toilet paper, and a “Mount Seymour ski jacket” made out of
a plastic garbage bag. But Jim Byers, our resident social worker
and organizer, took the plan seriously. He did his homework,
jumped through all the hoops required of the B.C. Co-operative
Association Act, and got us a meeting room in the SUB, and
six of us VOC Members agreed to form a co-operative and put
down our $5 for membership—1 (one) share—each, on the July
14, 1971. We started small, with no employees and no merchandise. When somebody wanted a sleeping bag, Jim would order it
in on credit, and he’d pay the supplier after the member paid him.
When we finally got a few sleeping bags in that hadn’t already
been sold to members, we stored them in my mom’s basement.
Somehow we had fiscal responsibility and were able to make
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a little money, or at least break even. First we were able to afford
to pay Jim, though not nearly as much as he was worth. We
rented a strange little office downtown, then moved into a bigger
store, on Fourth Avenue, where I, during a brief period of unemployment, learned how to do bookkeeping and payroll. Next
MEC moved to a store just east of Cambie Street, and finally to
the present block-sized store on Broadway.
Now MEC is huge. You know that. But drop by sometime
and check out their return policy. It is very generous. And lots of
VOC people work there.

SPHINX CAMP

and the Smell of Screen
Helen Lemon-Moore

W

   approached me to contribute an
article to the VOC Journal, he put me in a bit of a quandary as to what to write about. I graduated in 1978, and it’s
been quite a while since I have been on an official VOC trip. I
thought recent trips to Disneyland and the road trips I’ve taken
in the past four years to summer swim club meets with my son,
although entertaining in their own way, wouldn’t be what Jeff
was looking for. So, I started thinking, through the grey mists of
time, back to 1977 or ’78, and my last Sphinx Camp trip came
to mind...
Cast your mind back (if you are of my vintage) or imagine
pre-twenty-first-century ski-touring equipment consisting of
early Gore-Tex jacket and pants (if you could afford it) or “super
parkas” and old army pants with gaiters, light hiking boot–like
cross-country ski boots and skinny skis, skins for uphill travel,
or wax if you guessed the conditions right, or touring bindings
(Marker TRs) on downhill skis and heavy touring boots. Then a
great big pre-multi-adjustment strapped backpack full of several
days’ worth of food and cooking equipment. I was with the advance party to open up the cabin that year.
Up until then, I had always waltzed up there after all the
organizing had been done and spent many carefree days skiing,
slothing, and building snow caves. In short, I had done none of
X
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the time-consuming menu planning or the strategizing about
how much food to take based on the number of people and
length of the stay. Nor had I been ground party for the arrival of
the helicopter food drop. This year it was different.
We didn’t have the helicopter that year, but I can’t remember
why. Was it too expensive? Was it not ordered in time? Did the
weather play a role? Maybe the Sphinx Camp cabin logbook
for that year might tell, but this time we were to have the food
dropped in by plane. Paul Phillips was going to be on the flight
and pushing the hopefully well-packed boxes out over Garibaldi
Lake near the cabin’s end. Martin Trotter and I were to form the
advance party to meet the flight, and we drove up to the Black
Tusk parking lot a day and a half earlier, after finishing exams
(mostly essays on my part).
We started up the trail with ski equipment strapped to our
packs and no snow in sight in the late afternoon. The twenty-four
(or is it twenty-seven?) switchbacks went by uneventfully, during
which we eventually hit snow and donned skis. We reached the
creek turnoff at dusk. Since we were in the woods, it seemed that
much blacker, and we decided to follow the creek up and cut off
the last of the switchbacks. There were no apparent tracks to follow. We figured no one had been up there yet.
By this point we were into deep snow and were ski-touring
through the trees in search of the connection with the upper
part of the trail. Martin found it, and I worked my way up to
where he was. I remember heavy snow falling on my head and
my heavy backpack getting caught in tree branches, making my
thrash up to meet him on the trail “interesting.” Once together
again, we broke out of the trees and worked our way over to
where the picnic shelter was at the near end of the lake.
We had run completely out of water, and the creek was covered in deep snow. Our plan had been to get over to the cabin
that night, but with the weather socking in, we decided to camp
instead in the picnic shelter and melt snow over our stove. Sur-
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Morning over Battleship Islands, onward to Sphinx Camp.

prise—there were already two other people there (not VOCers,
and not headed for the cabin), but they very generously shared
their already-melted water with us, as well as the space in the
shelter, since we didn’t have a tent. Not as comfortable a night
as we’d hoped for, since it was cold and drafty there, but at first
light we quickly packed up and headed out across the lake.
The clouds had lifted enough for us to go on sight, not compass bearing most of the time, but we had compasses at the ready,
anyway. The trip across seemed to take forever. With flat light,
and varying visibility, one’s distance perception is often addled
a bit, and we kept saying “Oh we’re almost there... NOT!” And
“Why on a flat lake crossing does it seem like one is travelling
uphill?” Martin and I discussed the many possible reasons and
generally laughed a lot as we finally reached the other side of
the lake.
Then we dug out the cabin entrance, created a wand trail to
the outhouse, after finding it and digging it out too, and at last
sorted out our foodstuffs and cooking equipment. Tomorrow
the plane would arrive, and another party of two or three would
join us.
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That night, we dined on what we thought was a banquet—at
least it seemed so at the time—that ended with hot Jell-O in our
two-cup cups. We regaled each other with all the Monty Python
skits we could remember. Martin had amazing recall of whole
sections of Monty Python and the Holy Grail. I’ve never laughed
so much in my life as that night in the Sphinx Camp cabin. It
was a magical release from the stress of exams and essay writing.
Martin was heading into medical school, and I was finishing
my BA in anthropological archaeology. We’d not been on many
trips together before, but you meet some of the nicest people
on VOC trips, and this was no exception. It was like the Sphinx
Camp Cabin of Comedy! Laughter really is the best medicine,
and I thought, “He’s going to be a great doctor if he can keep his
patients laughing like we were that night.”
Next morning, the second wave of campers arrived. We noticed that the weather was pretty marginal, and the plane was
due by 11 . We kept a lookout, and right around the deadline,
we heard a plane overhead. We saw it come and go, and after
a few passes, we wondered if they had given up. We heard the

VOCers Sheila and Barb leaving Sphinx Hut.
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plane come closer and saw things falling out of the plane. Each
pass came closer to our end of the lake, but when they circled
overhead, there were no more boxes. Hmm, we thought. Did
they dump them all or not? If so, there’s a whole bunch somewhere at the other end of the lake. So, we grabbed the toboggan
that was there and all headed out to retrieve the boxes we could
see; hopefully we would scout out the rest.
If I remember right we only ever found about six, and there
were at least twice that many sent to us. I think it also started
socking in again, and we had to compass our way back to the
cabin with our final load. Sorting it all out proved that quite a lot
was missing, but I think the toilet paper did make it in one box.
We would need to get a message down quick with someone willing to go down to let the next batch know the situation. Please
remember, these were pre-cellphone days! I remember Paul
blasted up the trail in the afternoon and arrived at the cabin literally steaming. He must have done a world-record trip up, once
the plane had landed. He told tales of almost being sucked out
of the plane and how hard it is to shift boxes while the plane is
banking without the side doors on. Stuff legends are made of!
I don’t remember what we managed for dinner that night,
but luckily Gouin Barford arrived up later that day or the next
morning. In his usual very organized way, he assessed the collected goods and announced a rationing scheme that would do
until new supplies could be procured. I think we asked everyone
coming up to keep a lookout for “lost boxes” while crossing the
lake.
I don’t think I got much skiing in that trip, since most of
my time was taken up retrieving boxes, but it was eventful in
so many other ways that it will be the Sphinx Camp trip I will
remember forever.
For years after, and even now, every late March or early April,
I would think, “Hey it’s time for Sphinx Camp. I wonder if
VOCers are still making the trip up to the cabin.” We used to
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Helen Lemon joined the VOC in 1972,
during her first year at UBC. She served
as the club’s archivist, newsletter editor,
and journal co-editor. She won a Goon
award in 1973—a pair of golden boxing
gloves—for unintentionally knocking out
Stuart Lynne’s tooth cap: he had stood on
her hair, and she wound up and punched
what she thought was his shoulder but
wasn’t. At another VOC meeting she was
part of the publicity committee, which was trying to encourage
members to wear inventive costumes to a Halloween party at the
Whistler Cabin—she and four others were performing “The Dance
of the Seven McKinley Tent Flies,” when she got too close to the
edge and whirled off the stage. Even after landing hard on her
knees, she crawled back on stage and completed the number.
Helen was awarded a Silver Pin in 1978. In 1986 she married
a fellow VOCer, Gerry Moore, and she now lives with her husband
and son, Evan, on Pender Island. She would like to dedicate her
article to the memory of Julian Harrison and Dave Waldichuk.

*A running joke among Helen’s cohort was that sunblock’s SPF value would
eventually have to go up to 2000 to protect against the effects of ozone depletion
and climate change.

GERRY MOORE

say that every time you opened a tube of Screen, it triggered
Sphinx Camp memories. I wonder if new VOCers get that same
memory trigger with PABA sunblock 2000.*

IN MEMORIAM
Dave Waldichuk

HELEN LEMON-MOORE

Helen Lemon-Moore

Dave Waldichuk at the base of the Black
Tusk trail, after leaving Sphinx Camp.

D

  a VOC member in the late 1970s and was an enthusiastic trip goer. A few years after this photo was taken,
he went travelling in South America and disappeared. His father,
Dr. Michael Waldichuk, and John Ricker, Karl Ricker’s brother,
went looking for Dave but found no trace. Dave is believed to
have been murdered by bandits.
I can’t say that I was a close friend of his, but he had such an easy
way about him that he made everyone around him feel comfortable.
He was trustworthy and generous and had an amazingly zany sense
of humour.
I also remember that he loved to dance and was the life of our
club parties. I recall being hauled out onto the dance floor a number
of times and having to stop dancing eventually because I was laughing so much.
He was a truly wonderful person who will be remembered for his
happy-go-lucky effervescence, generosity, kindness, and friendship.
X
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IN MEMORIAM
Julian Harrison

Helen Lemon-Moore

COURTESY OF HELEN LEMON-MOORE

with files from David Lemon

VOC Christmas trip to the Kokanee Cabin. Julian is in the front row,
second from the left.

J

  was VOC president in the mid 1970s, right
about the time the Whistler Cabin was starting to become a
financial burden for the club; he started the process of transferring maintenance for the cabin to the AMS and the Ski Club.
He was very active with the VOC during his years studying
medicine at UBC—he was always good at organizing trips and
was a dryly amusing companion. One of the trips that I remember being on with him was the summer trip a group of us did to
the Freshfield Icefield in the Rockies. One day when we were
airing our sleeping bags out on the meadow, a ground squirrel
popped up out of its hole, walked over to Julian’s sleeping bag,
X
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and peed on it. Julian was incensed, and for the rest of the trip
he made a point of peeing down every ground squirrel hole he
could find. We also went on a Christmas trip to the old Slocan
Chief Cabin in Kokanee Glacier Park. There were phenomenal
amounts of powder (waist deep) and, it was really cold (hoarfrost a couple of inches long on the outhouse seat in the mornings). That was the trip on which a marten stole our Christmas
turkey (see page 16).
Julian died tragically in 1983 on Mount Shasta in California
when a massive avalanche took out the slope on which he and
some other climbers were camped in a snow cave. The others got
out, but he was the farthest in and didn’t make it. He is a friend
I miss a lot.
The VOC’s backcountry hut in the Meager Creek area is named in
Julian Harrison’s memory.

THE GOLDEN T-SHIRT
Anita Miettunen

T

   soliciting journal articles for a special anniversary edition appeared in my inbox late last fall. Notably, the
request indicated that I was (among other folks) one of the most
active remaining “surviving members.” Ouch! That label seemed
to suddenly highlight the reality of aging, and I pondered the
fact that it really had been a few decades now since I was last
active in the VOC.
Shortly after, I found myself flipping through digital photos
from my last hiking trip out in B.C. In July 2006, my husband,
Steve Dods, and I, along with our daughters, aged eleven and
fourteen, hiked around Brew Lake, staying at the splendid new
Brew Hut. That stay was particularly amusing, as the girls, who
had grown up hearing about the VOC, discovered in the cabin
a whole collection of old VOC journals (from way back in the
’80s) which they delighted in reading through. They found the
trip menu reports written by Jan Palaty (whom by chance we
had bumped into the previous spring at Manning Park) and
some of their mother’s write-ups, which convinced the kids, to
their great amusement, that I had always been somewhat bossy
and stern even before their existence (see VOCJ 27, page 28).
Looking through photos from the 2006 Brew trip, I laughed
at one in particular: standing outside Brew Hut with my girls,
X
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I am sporting an original VOC T-shirt, circa 1990. Unlike its
owner (and her suffering knees), that T-shirt had survived in
remarkably pristine condition through the years, mostly owing
to having been in storage for a large part of the time. However, I
realized there and then, more than ever, that the fact I was still
wearing such a keepsake some twenty-five years after first joining the club was surely a testament to how the spirit of the VOC
had remained within me all these years.
Life can take unexpected turns. The fall of 1990 was characterized by warm days, cool, crisp nights, and the camaraderie
of four ex-VOCers sharing adventure travel in Asia that took
us through, among other sites, the spectacular mountain scenery along the Annapurna Circuit in Nepal (see VOCJ 33). One
night, while staying at a local teahouse deep in the middle of our
trekking adventure, I celebrated my birthday with Steve, Marilyn Noort, and Rich Lechleitner and received the golden T-shirt
that years later I would still own and treasure. That night, I was
especially happy for a clean new shirt after several days on the
trail and proudly wore it for much of the rest of the trek and
ensuing few months of travel in Asia. And then, it spent many
years in storage.
For several years, young children, family obligations, school,
work, and several transcontinental moves meant that we rarely
got out on any wilderness trips. Only gradually, as the kids grew
older, did our camping and walking holidays evolve into more
wilderness-style adventures again.
Following our relocation to Ottawa in 1999, we discovered
many happy summers of paddling in Algonquin Park, a paradise
for canoe trippers, near our new home. Canoe camping proved
a relatively easy activity with young kids and allowed us to once
again explore farther. Then, in 2002, the shackles of parenthood
loosened even more, and we began the first of many backpacking
trips in B.C. as part of our usual Vancouver visits. We hoped to
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Anita (right) sporting her VOC T-shirt, with her daughters at Brew
Hut, 2006.

rediscover some of our favourite destinations along Highway 99
with our kids and start a new chapter in our outdoor pursuits.
That first year, we decided on Joffre Lakes, an area I had previously visited back in the 1980s with Darlene Anderson and
Steve Coombs. Back then, we travelled on gravel roads, and
the area was practically our own on any given summer weekend. Surprisingly, in August 2002, we counted almost a hundred
vehicles in the parking lot, which could now be accessed by a
paved road. Nevertheless, a 5-km hike would take us up to turquoise lakes with few other campers, and the kids were awed by
the scale of the mountain environment. Periodic crashes of ice
blocks off the glacier and hiking through fields of boulders that
were often bigger than they were added to their amazement. We
were thrilled to know we could visit such places again.
In the next few summers we braved the mosquito-infested
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and rained-out meadows of Helm Creek and Tricouni, respectively. Once we discovered how buggy it was camping around
Helm Creek on our trip there in 2003, however, we ventured to
much breezier places near the foot of Helm Glacier. We spent a
few luxurious days exploring around Cinder Cone, teaching the
kids about boot skiing, spotting hummingbirds, and taking in
the great views of the Black Tusk.
Our trip to Tricouni Meadows in 2004 (last visited by yours
truly in January 1984) convinced me that one had to be prepared
for either heavy snowstorms in winter (see VOCJ 26) or ungodly
heavy rainfall in summer. Unfortunately, in July 2004, it seemed
we picked the only rainy week of the summer to hike (through
knee-deep mud!) and camp there, although the abundant, thick
rainforest growth hugging the access road should have informed
me that the area must be frequently very, very wet. Occasionally, the clouds did lift for brief interludes, and with the backup
of modern technology (GPS and radio phones for an anxious
mom at “base camp”), Steve and our older daughter successfully
climbed the summit of Tricouni.
Speaking of technology, I’m reminded of the changes trips
have undergone since the 1980s, as I sift through old VOC Journal trip reports and come across a few write-ups mentioning
how cars and parties got separated and nobody knew the whereabouts of some members, sometimes for hours and even days!
Back when we were active VOCers, some of our adventures did
have such interesting twists and turns, as without the benefit of
GPS or radio- or cellphones, navigation and communications
operated on a very different level. And it’s funny now to think
we didn’t have computers or email by which to plan trips. What I
do recall, however, is that when I first joined the club in 1981, we
had the benefit of a large, comfortable meeting area in the basement of the SUB (before we knew about the asbestos problem),
complete with rustic old couches, a cage for club equipment and
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lots of wall space. Following the usual Wednesday noon club
meetings and slide show in the Chemistry building, the Friday
noon trip-planning meetings in the wonderful ambience of that
old clubroom could often be the highlight of a busy week on
campus.
Returning to memory lane, the 2005 B.C. trip was probably
my most rewarding one on several levels. That summer we spent
a few days hiking and camping around Lava Glacier and Opal
Cone in Garibaldi Park (which is where my whole VOC career
began in 1981). By now the kids were up to carrying full packs,
and I enlisted everyone to help me on a small voluntary scientific
effort to collect water samples for colleagues back in Burlington, Ontario, who at the time were investigating perfluorinated
chemicals in the environment. My younger daughter in particular seemed keen to contribute to such environmental research,
and neither girl complained when they were loaded down like
packhorses with the extra weight of full sample bottles. So, I was
able to combine many loves together on that particular trip.
We missed the mountains last summer as our lives began
to change again. Already in spring we had decided to take a
break from our mountain forays of the past five years. Children
were turning into teenagers and assuming independent interests.
Family life was changing. Later, the death of a parent turned our
lives upside down.
Yet I’m glad the old T-shirt made it out of storage and was
worn again in the mountains in recent years. It’s a reminder of
several things I value, such as the friendships I made in the VOC,
many of which continue to this day, some twenty-five years later.
And it’s a great reminder of my feelings for the mountains. I
know love may come and go. But the mountains remain and will
be waiting for me again.
As for the last trip, Brew Lake 2006, it was especially fun to
revisit an area I had visited only a few times since participat-
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ing in the original hut construction in 1982 (see VOCJ 25). The
VOC can be justly proud of the latest Brew Hut. However, since
I discovered the access trail was far steeper than I recalled from
about two decades earlier and less forgiving for my aging knees,
I have made a mental note. I will not rely as heavily on memory
anymore when trip planning for my next big B.C. adventure,
in the hopes of maintaining myself for several more decades. I
think that’s good advice.
After all, one wishes to remain an active “surviving member”
for as long as possible!
Anita Miettunen joined the VOC in fall 1981 and was an active
hiker and skier for several years. She helped with the construction
of Brew Hut v. 1 and the Harrison Hut, and she served on the
club executive as the FMCBC rep in 1986. In August 1990, Anita
and her husband, Steve Dods, left Vancouver and, along with their
children, have spent time living in Japan, Toronto, England, and
Ottawa.

HEY DUDE, TIME TO EARN
SOME TURNS IN CALI
Denise Hart

I

 , the lift areas are always referred to as resorts; the snow
is commonly called Sierra cement; the storms are big; driving
to and from the snow can be like trying to drive the Coquihalla
in winter; and many, many Californian skiers support the B.C.
ski economy. Bienvenidos a California! Population: roughly
equivalent to all of Canada.
Peter Celliers and I are VOC alumni (also known as UBC
alumni) who have lived in Berkeley since 1994. To give you an
idea of our vintage, we were active in the VOC when the twentyfifth anniversary journal was published. We continue to do many
outdoor activities, but because our Vancouver friends most frequently ask us about what the skiing is like in the Golden State,
I thought I’d share my thoughts on this with you.
Let’s start with the language, which is Spanish when it’s not
Californian English. Your French may help you here con el idioma español, at least reading Spanish. As for Californian English,
I know middle-aged Californian skiers who use the “dude” sobriquet with a straight face. One does not lift ski: y’all go resort skiing
when avi conditions suck. We do get “pow,” but “Sierra cement” is
more typical. (The coastal skiers amongst you do not need a translation. It’s the same glop.) Californian English does not contain
the words “keen,” “kerfuffle,” or “toque,” and you will be regarded
with bewilderment if these words pepper your conversation.
X
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Among Californians, there seems to be endless talk about the
latest gear, but perhaps this is generational, not locational. G3
and Arc’Teryx both sell lots of their stuff here, but you will need
to own something with a Marmot label to pass yourself off as a
Californian. Patagucci, North Face or REI may work, too. Being decked out in MEC gear from head to toe will immediately
mark you as a Canadian. If you are too young to be conversant
with feet and Fahrenheit, you will need to learn these or be confined to discussing metres and Celsius with the Europeans and
Canucks who live here. As in B.C., there are a few natives here,
but many people are from elsewhere. Here in Cali, elsewhere is
often “the east coast,” which really means the northeast coast of
the U.S. It’s not “back east,” which in B.C. really means Ontario.
You hear “Cali” a lot, as in “the avi conditions in Cali...”
The storms—oh, the storms! They are impressive. Unlike in
coastal B.C., where it drizzles for months and you keep your
mind intact because you know it is snowing in the mountains,
we get sunny weather punctuated by big storms. The best ones
are cold lows from the Gulf of Alaska or off the coast of British
Columbia that slide south. Even better is when these collide
with a very wet southwesterly subtropical system loaded with
moisture. Snowfall may be “significant,” which is an understated
National Weather Service term for “measured in feet.” The storm
we had in early January this year was forecast to drop ten feet of
snow (that’s over three metres) in a four-day period. In the end,
because it started off rainy and then got cold, this storm only
dropped about six to seven feet of snow.
It’s not so good when a Pineapple Express is the only system
whacking us: freezing levels above seven thousand feet high are
depressing. It’s raining at the trailheads. Above ten thousand
feet it’s raining over the tops of most of the peaks in the Tahoe
Basin. Above fourteen thousand and it is most definitely not
worth going to the East Side (also known as the Eastern Sierra) or anywhere else except maybe kayaking down a local street.
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This brings me to my next topic: elevation. Everything is bigger
in the U.S., right? With respect to the mountains in California,
everything is higher. Lower latitude, higher peaks. Treeline is
approximately nine thousand feet. If you decide to visit, this has
altitude adjustment implications. Friends from Vancouver, even
the very fit, who have skied with us always ask, “Are you sure you
feel okay?” We do; they don’t. We share a ski rental in the North
Lake Tahoe area at sixty-five hundred feet. We spend a lot of
time at that elevation or higher. It helps.
Where do we primarily ski? This varies by season. The elevation poses some driving challenges and the Lake Tahoe basin
offers the most accessible terrain. In good conditions, this is
an approximately three-hour drive from Berkeley (hence the
ski rental). This being California, two freeways provide access:
northerly is Highway 80 to Truckee and southerly is Highway
50 to South Lake Tahoe. These are linked on the west side of
Lake Tahoe by Highway 89. To get to either north or south, one
needs to cross a pass, Donner or Echo, respectively. High winds
and blowing snow often close these, and avalanche danger at
Emerald Bay often closes 89. Farther south is the Carson Pass
area, also accessed by an avalanche-prone road. We tend to winter in these areas. Similar to having a strategy to get over the Coquihalla in winter, we tend to try and time our driving to avoid
the worst of the weather and the potential road closures. Unlike
the Coquihalla or other snowy B.C. passes, the Tahoe routes
have teams of chain installers who, for $25 or $30, will put your
chains on for you. Free enterprise at work! As far as I can tell,
during storms the chain installers are kept very busy.
There are two routes over the Sierra Nevada that provide
summer access to the East Side but are completely closed for the
winter. One goes over Tioga Pass (ten thousand feet) through
Yosemite (Highway 120) and the other goes over Sonora Pass
(Highway 108). Both are closed until spring. Tioga has been
known not to open until early July. Both have some excellent
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skiing. It is possible to do some winter trips from Yosemite
Valley, which is approximately four hours from Berkeley. One
notable destination for the hardy is up Mount Hoffman. This
trip involves camping in the valley and hoofing it up a southfacing, tightly switchbacking, generally snow-free Snow Creek
Trail from four thousand to seven thousand feet, skiing north,
crossing the snowed-in Tioga Pass Road, and climbing to nearly
eleven thousand feet. The view of the valley, looking directly
south but being situated way above Half Dome, is spectacular.
One can also ski from the Badger Pass area to the Sierra Club’s
Ostrander Hut or on the Glacier Point Road. The views on the
latter are worth the trip, and the lack of people in winter makes
for more of a wilderness experience than is possible in the busy
summer months.
Spring sees us venturing farther away, mainly to the East Side.
This is where we would spend all our time if we could: there’s a
wall of mountains reaching over fourteen thousand feet paralleling Highway 395. We do make the occasional winter foray, but
to get there in winter, the most direct route is via South Lake

Winter view over Yosemite Valley, from Mount Hoffman looking south
at, from left to right, Cloud’s Rest, Mount Starr King, and Half Dome.
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Tahoe. From our home, it is about six hours to Bishop in the
Eastern Sierra. We once made the mistake of needing to return
from the East Side over the Presidents’ Day long weekend in
mid-February during a storm, with chain controls over Echo
Summit on Highway 50 and Highways 80 and 89 closed. This
traffic jam turned a six-hour trip into a twelve-hour epic drive.
Despite these travails, there is much to do on the East Side.
John Moynier’s guidebook, Backcountry Skiing California’s High
Sierra, catalogues the delights of these high, rugged peaks. His
book also outlines many possible forty- to fifty-mile tours. In
addition to numerous day and overnight trips, over the years
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we’ve skied most of the length of Sierra crest except the far south
(which needs a good snow year to be feasible) and skied across
the range a few times. The ski resort at Mammoth, owned by the
same folks who bring you Whistler, attracts lots of Angeleños
who drive up from the south. They are a different species than
Northern Californians. In the state there is a north–south divide
that most out-of-staters do not appreciate.
The western side of the Sierra Nevada does offer some fine
terrain as well, although access can again be problematic. The
Mineral King area in Sequoia National Park is often a good destination around Easter, but it pays to check in advance to see
if the road is open. Otherwise you may face a very long ski, or
worse, walk, up a paved road. Near Lodgepole but also in Sequoia is one of the best huts in northern California: Pear Lake.
It is very popular, and reservations are by lottery. There are other
huts, mostly established by the Sierra Club and mostly in the
Lake Tahoe area, but Pear Lake’s location, distance in (it takes
most of a day), coziness, and stone and wood construction make
it special.
Farther north is the southern end of the west coast chain of
volcanoes, which includes Garibaldi in B.C., Baker and Rainier
in Washington, Hood in Oregon, and in northern California,
Lassen and Shasta. Lassen, which has many ski lines on it, is
an easy mountaineering objective. Winter trips and spring trips
are possible and it can be a good place to get some snow when
there’s not much elsewhere. You might want an ice axe on the
top of Shasta. Both collect storms.
We can get spring weather in January—short-sleeves weather—and January weather in May—big cold dumps. All season
long, aspect is more of a consideration here than in B.C. The
lower latitude of the state compared with B.C. means the southfacing slopes are a lot more impacted by the sun. You can have
spring corn on a south slope and, ahem, firm conditions on the
north aspects at any time and at the same time. Unlike in B.C.,
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there are only pockets of glaciers (on the east side of the Palisades in the Eastern Sierra and on north side of Lassen and
Shasta). I seem to be back to the topic of weather, so I will mention here that very strong westerly winds are often a component
of the big storms, and big cornices can form. Occasionally the
winds are easterly. Because it is generally warmish, avi conditions usually settle down within a few days after a storm. The
snow consolidates quickly, becoming very cohesive. If it becomes
cohesive enough, the skate skiing conditions become excellent.
Have you heard me mention trails and trailheads? These exist aplenty here. One store specializing in backcountry gear in
Truckee has a website that advises “following the skin track” as
a route description. This may give you an appreciation for the
number of people who are on the popular backcountry trips in
the Tahoe basin. Such is life. For our sanity, Peter and I like to go
break trail in the less popular areas. We follow maps more than
trails. We also like maps, rather than memory, as navigational
aids. We’ve noticed that there is at least a contingent of Californians who are perfectly happy to rely on their memory. Maybe
my middle-agedness and consequent failing memory contributes to my unease at this method of navigation.
While there is much to do here in California, spreads in the
ski rags about the lure of B.C. powder draw many people to the
backcountry lodges around the province, mainly in the Interior
and preferably to the ones with guides and cooks. Some of you
may be employed by my Californian friends and acquaintances. At least one popular lodge near Golden is run by a VOC
alumnus. I made the mistake once, upon being invited to one of
these highly organized weeks, to say that those types of holidays
(I still have trouble saying “vacation”) are “for rich Americans.”
This was at a time when the U.S. dollar was worth nearly twice as
much as the Canadian dollar. I have never lived this down.
Aside from Whistler and Blackcomb, the Coast Range is less
well known to Californians, but this may change with the 2010
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Olympics. I hope not. Call me elitist, but I was dismayed to read
about the Spearheads in a recent ski rag. For me, the southern
Coast Range remains home, and I’d like its secret to be kept.
And let’s just keep quiet about the Coast Range farther north,
okay? Instead, dude, maybe it’s time to earn some turns in Cali.
We won’t even notice a few additional keen Canucks here. After
all, we speak the same language, eh?
Denise Hart was active in the VOC between 1981 and 1987 again
in the early ’90s when she returned for grad school after working
as a forester in B.C. and travelling. She served as VOCJ editor as
well as VOCene editor, helped build the Brew and Harrison huts,
and drafted maps for the first version of the VOC ski guide. She
married a fellow VOCer and moved to California in 1994, where
she worked as an environmental land use planner for several years.
Today she works as an artist, painting, and is involved with a
mountaineering search and rescue team. She would like to dedicate
her article to the memory of Brian Waddington, Rob Driscoll, and
Enrico Kindl.

IN MEMORIAM
Brian Waddington

DAVE WILLIAMS

Denise Hart

Brian Waddington on the lower slope of Mount Sampson, autumn 1990.
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  Brian Waddington, or “The Wad” as he was occasionally and affectionately known, since my VOC days in
the early 1980s. Students often worry that too much play time
affects one’s marks: we were part of a group who believed too
much school would affect our skiing. Many Friday afternoons
were spent discussing weather forecasts, looking at maps, and
hashing out ideas for weekend trips. Brian, in particular, was full
of contagious enthusiasm and ideas for interesting trips. He also
had four wheels, his Land Cruiser, a valuable asset when trip
planning in the car-poor VOC. Brian met Betsy in the VOC
during this time, in 1983, the same place and year I met my own
future husband, Peter.
My memories of Brian begin in these years and are closely
linked to my own early explorations of B.C. wilderness. The
VOC ties remained strong over the years, even as we all (eventually) graduated, followed jobs, travelled, joined other clubs, and
then returned to UBC as grad students or employees. Brian became quite active in the BCMC, and his campaign against Boring Day Trips began in earnest. He developed a reputation for
leading challenging, interesting, and well-organized trips. And
although BCMCers tend to be well-wheeled, Brian’s Bronco,
his vehicle of choice after the Land Cruiser, regularly got the
furthest up local logging roads.
Trips, trips, trips. Brian was on them every nearly every weekend he was in town, at least for one day, and was on extended
trips as much as possible. Each season brought a new opportunity: skiing, kayaking, cycling, climbing, and hiking. Brian
was always among the first to search for powder at the Microwave Towers at Black Tusk; he instituted the famous “Gales of
November” kayaking trips to the Broken Group; led the bestorganized BCMC Christmas trips in recent memory; careened
down logging roads on his mountain bike on Steve Grant’s annual Port Renfrew cycling trip; drank champagne on the top
of the Frost Fiend on the weekend after his thesis defense; and
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enjoyed the summer flowers with many friends at Tenquille
Lake. This is only a small sampling of the trips Brian loved, and
we all hold our own memories of other trips we were fortunate
enough to share with him.
If we can console ourselves at all about Brian’s death, and
I cannot believe I will never see his twinkling brown eyes and
bushy beard again, at least we know he died engaged in an activity he passionately loved. I cannot imagine Brian, nor John
or Janet, living their lives without mountaineering as a central
part of it. And while we console ourselves, we must remember
to reach out to Brian’s family, and especially to Betsy, whose loss
is so very great.
This is an excerpt of an article Denise wrote in 1996 for the Federation of Mountain Clubs of British Columbia newsletter. Brian
Waddington, along with Janet Noakes and John Pearson, perished
in an avalanche on Mount Cerberus in May 1996. Betsy Waddington and Phil Hammer survived. The VOC’s backcountry hut
in the Phelix Creek area is named in Brian’s memory.

MEMORIES OF BRIAN,
JANET, AND JOHN

And the Talchako Horseshoe Ski Traverse
Betsy Waddington

I

   in the fall of 1983 while he was
organizing the McGillivray Pass Christmas trip. Brian was
enthusiastic, and he loved being in the mountains; I liked him
right away. I remember we had fairly nice, but unstable snow at
McGillivray, so we did lots of skiing in the valley and in glades
near the cabin. I was a beginner at this point; with Brian’s coaching I think I managed to link about thirteen turns by the end of
the week. This was to be our first of many trips together. Over
the next thirteen years we completed numerous hiking, skiing,
and paddling trips around southwestern B.C. and travelled the
world together in search of new mountains to explore.
We met Janet Noakes and John Pearson through the B.C.
Mountaineering Club. We did several day and weekend trips
with them and always looked forward to talking to them at the
socials. Their enthusiasm, good humour, patience, and the interest they took in everyone they met made them excellent trip partners. Both Brian and I were really looking forward to doing a
longer trip with them. We started discussing trip ideas in the fall
at a film festival and settled on a horseshoe around the Talchako
River in the Monarch area because this was a three-week trip
we could do without air support—a concept we all liked. With
a couple of short carries, we would be able to pull sleds from the
trailhead, allowing us to carry three weeks’ worth of food.
X
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Phil Hammer, a friend from the geophysics department,
joined us, so we had five people for the trip. We left Vancouver
on May 4, 1996, and drove to Tatla Lake the first day. After
breakfast in Anahim Lake on May 5 we placed one car at our
exit point at the Hunlen Falls trailhead on the Atnarko River
and then drove up the Nusatsum Road until were stopped by
snow about 4 km from the Ape Lake Trail. We dragged all our
gear up the mostly snow-covered road and camped at the trailhead that night. From the trailhead we took two trips to carry
everything up the trail until the terrain was flat enough to sled.
We also had to relay a couple of loads up over the shoulder of
Polar Bear Peak. Once past Polar Bear Mountain we were able
to put a lot of our gear on our sleds for most of the rest of the trip.
Janet and John were amazing creators and modifiers of their gear.
On this trip they had fixed up really slick sleds out of rigid plastic Canadian Tire sleds by attaching poles for towing and sewing
covers that allowed easy access to the sleds. The rest of us had
crazy carpets that we just tied a pack to; these worked well, but
it was harder to get things in and out of them, and they always
headed for any depressions such as tree wells or suncups.
By the fourth day we were camped on the Noieck Glacier,
in the midst of spectacular peaks, in the country we had really
come to see. We spent one day here climbing Griffin Peak and
an unnamed peak above our camp. We then moved camp over to
the Monarch Glacier below Mount Satan, where we were stuck
in the tents for three days. There was lots of time for reading and
conversation as we waited for visibility. John had made a travel
scrabble game for Janet’s birthday, and there was plenty of time
for them to test it.
On May 14 it cleared up enough for us to move up to the
Dagon-Erehwon col, where we set up camp hoping to get a
chance to climb Cerberus. We arrived early enough to ski up
Erehwon that afternoon. For the next couple of days at this
camp there was lots of cloud around the higher peaks, so we
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Top: John Pearson and Phil Hammer. Bottom: Betsy Waddington and
Janet Noakes.

amused ourselves skiing up lower peaks like Jezebel, Orthus, and
Dagette (a bump west of Dagon), and more hours were spent in
the tent. Finally on May 17 we got a break in the weather—high
cloud but good visibility—although it didn’t look as though it
would last. This would likely be our last chance to climb one of
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the bigger peaks in the area. So we got up early and skied around
the south side of Mount Cerberus to the steep snow on its west
side, the easiest route up the mountain. I had already decided,
based on John Baldwin’s description of a steep snow slope, that I
wasn’t too keen—I’m afraid of heights, so I’ve never been comfortable on steep snow above cliffs, but I decided I would ski
over and have a look.
After looking at the route up the upper west snow face of
Cerberus and confirming that I didn’t like it, I decided to head
back toward camp and maybe ski up something smaller while
the other four climbed Cerberus. I hadn’t gotten very far though
before it started to white out, and I stopped to wait for the others rather than trying to find my way to camp alone with no
visibility. While I was having lunch I noticed one person (Phil,
as it turned out) turn back from the peak, so I went back to join
him. As I was following our up-track back to the flat area below
the west slope where Phil was waiting, I passed below the upper
slope that Brian, Janet, and John were on just as it avalanched.
My first thought was that I was too close—it looked as though
the avalanche would reach me, so I turned and had taken maybe
two steps before being knocked over by the wind and spindrift
in front of the avalanche. Luckily the snow stopped before it
reached me, so I was not buried. I picked myself up, shook out
the snow and, already a bit shaken, joined Phil who confirmed
that Brian, Janet, and John had been caught in the avalanche.
We started a search with our beacons and found all of them in a
few minutes. None showed any signs of life, so we did the only
thing we could—returned to camp to decide what to do next.
We had an Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon
(EPIRB) with us for emergencies but decided not to use it. The
EPIRB sends out an emergency distress signal that initiates a
search, but there is no way of communicating the urgency. Phil
and I were fine, nothing could help Brian, Janet, and John, and
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it was whited out again, so rescuers would be put at risk. We
then had to decide what route to take out; we were almost at the
midpoint of the traverse, so there was no clearly shorter route.
Retracing our inbound route would be over familiar ground,
but it was higher and would involve navigating a couple of crevassed sections, probably with no visibility. I at least was feeling
too shaken to want to deal with crevasses in a whiteout with
only two people. We decided to continue the traverse because
it looked more straightforward. With this route we would be in
the trees and on safe ground within a day.
The next morning we skied down the Talchako Glacier for a
few kilometres, then climbed to a bench to the east of the glacier.
For the next two or three days we followed subalpine benches
eventually arriving at Junker Lake where we joined the Hunlen
Falls Trail. The ski out was beautiful—once we got down a bit
we had lots of views of spectacular country. The worst part was
the trail; it had not been cleared yet that spring and was covered
with enormous piles of deadfall. We were expecting an easy walk
down the trail to the car; instead it was an all-day thrash.
In total it was four long days to get back to the car, but it was
also nice to have that time on our own to process the loss of our
friends before we had to deal with the rest of the world. It was
a time for me to slowly realize how much I would miss Brian’s
laugh, and Janet’s and John’s smiling faces and friendly conversations. I also realized how important wilderness areas are to me.
I knew that as long as I could continue to get out into amazing,
beautiful places like this everything would somehow be okay.
Betsy Waddington was a VOC member from 1982 to 1986. She
served as secretary for one year, and she was out on trips most
weekends, either as a participant or organizer. Now she works as a
geomorphologist and still gets out most weekends.

VALLEY BOY
Drew Brayshaw

S

   the VOC probably the biggest change in my
climbing has involved moving to Chilliwack. When I lived
in Vancouver, the Fraser Valley was a place I’d visit for hiking, or
peak bagging, but I always thought the real deal was up the Seato-Sky—maybe because I was able to hitchhike that way from
West Van. So, when asked to write something for the fiftieth
anniversary of the VOCJ, rather than spraying about the “big
climbs” (ha) that I’ve done over the years, I thought perhaps I’d
write a little overview of the Fraser Valley climbing scene for all
the VOCers who might be interested in this underappreciated
neck of the woods.

Alpine—Summer
The Fraser Valley is probably best known for alpine climbing, especially big routes. The Chehalis, Slesse, Judge Howay,
Robie Reid, the Anderson River, and Old Settler need no introduction. But there is still a lot of unclimbed rock and a
number of unfrequented destinations as well for the exploratory alpinist. Even on well-known and well-travelled peaks
like Slesse and Old Settler there are still unrepeated or rarely
climbed routes that are worth doing. Farther from the mainstream, summits like Lindeman and Northgraves have steep
faces with few routes.
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Access is the big drawback for alpine climbing out here. In
recent years, major drainages like Yola Creek, Centre Creek, and
Eagle Creek have become almost impassable, with overgrown
and deactivated roads restricting access. Even areas with relatively good road systems like Anderson River can have difficult
access because of the problems of getting a key from the logging
company within working hours.
On the plus side, a small band of dedicated local activists
works hard to improve climber access through brush cutting and
trail building. Of particular note, Wulf Pirang of Mission has in
recent years cut and flagged access trails up the sides of Stave
and Pitt lakes to allow Judge Howay and Robie Reid to both be
climbed on foot, eliminating the need to have a kayak or canoe
to climb these prestigious summits.

Alpine—Winter
Winter climbing is perennially out of fashion. Skiing and ice
climbing are where it’s at. But the valley has some good, accessible alpine winter climbing. Highways 1 and 3 and the Chilliwack
Lake Road put some pretty impressive terrain within day-trip
range, especially if you live out here. The Cheam Range, Sumallo
Cirque, and assorted other destinations are pretty well known.
Slesse, Rexford, and the Illusion Peaks have a lot of prime terrain as well. In the last couple of years I have had some pretty
good days out on Outram’s east face and Brice’s north face, and
there are plenty of unclimbed lines left in those places as well.
There are a number of summits in the valley that have never
had winter ascents—most of the Chehalis, for instance. Access
is the big drawback, but anyone with the willingness to ski for a
day or two on the approach can pick some pretty big plums.

Ice Climbing
If it were colder, Hope would be a world ice destination. As it
is, we’re lucky to get a week or two of cold every winter. Still,
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Shaun Neufeld on the first ascent of the South Face Pillar on Mount
Rexford (III 5.11+).

big lines like the Mousetrap freeze for at least a day or two every winter—just maybe not on weekends when the majority of
climbers can get at them. Tucked away up side drainages there
is a ton of unclimbed ice, too, when the mercury falls. On the
warmer days of winter it is worth remembering that you can
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drive from Chilliwack to Lillooet in three hours, the same time
it takes to get to Whistler. Up high, Nepopekum Falls in Manning Park is in shape for most of the winter no matter what the
temperature is, but it can be snowy or wet at times.

Rock Climbing
There’s a fair bit of cragging in the valley—something like two
hundred established routes between one and six pitches long.
Hatzic Rock, Chehalis Crags, and some Chilliwack Valley limestone crags have single-pitch sport. There’s a funky little bluff
up high on Sumas Mountain, good after work in the summer
months. Harrison Bluffs is back in fashion after a spell of neglect in the late ’90s and has something like fifty routes between
5.8 and 5.12. Nicolum Knob in Hope has trad and sport routes
up to four pitches high, mostly 5.10. Elbow Lake is the new
hot hardman crag, with three dozen or so hard routes, including
some 12s and 13s up to three pitches long.
A couple of crags developed in the ’90s have seen almost no
traffic since. In the Chilliwack Valley, Lindeman Lake Bluff and
the Chinese Puzzle Wall have tantalizing unfreed projects and
unrepeated routes.
There are probably more undeveloped crags in the valley than
there are local climbers. If you move out here, bring wire brushes
and a willingness to explore. As a visitor it will be more rewarding to stick to the established routes. On those summer days
when Squamish is overrun with visiting Americans, you can
climb classic routes in the valley and see no one but your partner
all day long.

Bouldering
Hope is where it’s at for bouldering in the Valley. Drive ten
minutes in any direction from downtown and you’ll find boulder fields bigger than those beneath the Chief. Most also have
good swimming for the hot summer months. The main areas are
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Silver Lake, Lake of the Woods, Old Hope, Hunter Creek, and
the Cobbles. Hope Slide has somewhat friable rock in a higher,
quasi-alpine setting. Outside the Hope area, Elbow Lake, Bridal
Falls, and Chilliwack Lake also have semi-developed boulder
fields.
As with the rock climbs, the lack of other climbers is the main
drawback. It’s not uncommon for excellent problems to grow
over with moss and cobwebs just from lack of traffic. Landings
are the other issue. Aside from Hunter Creek, most areas require multiple pads and multiple spotters because of irregular
and rocky landings.
Information for most of these areas can be found on the Internet or through word of mouth. Climbers at Flashpoint, the
Abbotsford gym, are also good sources of information.
Drew Brayshaw was in the VOC from about 1990 to 1999,
serving as quartermaster twice, VOCene editor twice (the last
of the hand written VOCenes), trips coordinator, and archivist
twice. Since then he has been a climbing bum in B.C. and New
Zealand, among a few other places, worked for the government
for a few years and Arc’teryx for a year, and now does environmental consulting.

IN MEMORIAM
Rob Driscoll
Bruce Fairley

Rob Driscoll in the Andean Mountains prior to his climb—the first
Canadian ascent—of the French Direct route on Alpamayo (5,947 m)
in 1985.
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  quite a bit younger than me. We first met when he
was a Venturer of about fourteen and was going to a jamboree in Prince Edward Island. His Venturer leader was a friend
of mine and was taking eleven boys to the jamboree, planning
to take a month to drive across Canada and back through the
States. He needed another adult to help with the driving and
supervision and volunteered to pay all my expenses for a month
of travel if I’d come. The Venturer company was composed of a
pretty likeable set of exuberant and energetic lads, who delighted
in such things as ganging up on their leaders in mass wrestling
matches and playing impromptu football games at 3 . I had
great fun with them and remember all of them well to this day.
Rob was typical of the bunch—always cheerful, but quite clever
and a bit lazy.
But after the trip was over I went my own way, teaching in
the interior, travelling in Europe, and then going back to law
school. I was asked to judge the VOC slide show one year and
by that time Rob was in the VOC. I recognized him at once
when I walked into the banquet. Although he had been almost
the shortest of the Venturers he had grown into a good-sized lad.
He was fairly dark-featured but was quick to smile and seemed
glad to see me again. We made a date to go rock climbing in
Leavenworth, and our friendship just took off from there.
When I went back to go to law school and he was going into
med school, we had a chance to share a place together, but I was
concerned that he might not be as studious as I and so each of
us ended up living on our own. However, he became a very dedicated student by the time he hit med school; I remember visiting
him in his pad on Fourth Avenue, and he had motivation messages he had written to himself (on the back of computer cards)
pasted up all over the place urging himself to excel. He spent almost all his Friday nights studying. He had a rather sly sense of
humour and was a bit of a ladies’ man—he was widely thought
to have won the presidency of the VOC on the strength of
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the female vote, and certainly some people thought at the time
that he wasn’t steady enough for the job, though he must have
pretty much been the outstanding mountaineer in the VOC in
that year.
My main outdoor interest at the time was climbing new and
obscure alpine routes, and Rob was a great companion to have
because, like Harold Redekop, my other main climbing friend,
he didn’t really care very much about the nature of the objective;
he just liked getting out. He quickly took to alpine climbing,
and he was always pretty easy to recruit for a trip to an out-ofthe-way nook or obscure area. Looking back on it, I am a bit
surprised at the number of bigger peaks we actually did together—Waddington, Queen Bess, Raleigh, Gilbert, Compton, Toba,
and the like. Most of these peaks were done when Rob was still
in university and I was in my early thirties. As a climbing team
we were not very systematic—we did not particularly seek out
classic routes, and Rob liked doing the walk-ups as well as the
more technical routes.
This attitude was typical of the last two climbs we did. We
decided to do Mount Bell, one of the big peaks in Banff Park;
however, instead of approaching it in the usual way we decided to approach it via Mount Stanley, quite a roundabout
proposition. Bill Durtler came with us as well—he and Rob
also climbed a lot together and were like brothers. When we
went for our wilderness permits the wardens explained how
one could not bivouac out in the Mount Stanley area, and we
explained that it was impossible to climb Bell in a day if you approached it via Stanley Creek. We won the argument, and they
let us bivouac. We had a nice climb in good weather, though
crampons and an axe were all we needed. Bill had to get back to
Calgary, so Rob and I started down the highway to Radium and
he spotted another peak and said, “Let’s go do that one.” We
found our way up and down it the next day—a fairly obscure
summit, and I don’t even remember if it had a name. But we
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went through some lovely alpine country high up, scrambled to
the summit and then decided to traverse down the other side to
find our way home—and that, it turned out, was the last climb
he ever did.
The best climbing partnerships are when both climbers climb
at about the same level and develop a kind of instinctive sense
about what the other is thinking. Rob developed into a very
confident rock climber and put up a number of nice routes with
me in Cathedral Park; we also did the first ascent of the northwest ridge of Davidson and, of course, the North Buttress of
Wahoo Tower, which was for me the best three days back to
back I ever spent in the mountains (Ken Legg and Bill Durtler
were the other two who made up the team). Rob wrote a great
article about the trip called “Articling Blues” for the Canadian
Alpine Journal, and I wrote one for the VOC Journal. The trip was
memorable because the ski plane taking us in made a bad landing, it lost a ski, and the pilot refused to come back to pick us up,
so we had to get up the route and walk out from the heart of the
Coast Mountains in three days.
I never recall getting into an argument with Rob, and although we were in many ways quite different people, we spent
a surprising amount of time sharing tents together without getting on each other’s nerves. He was strong for his size and never
became rattled or concerned when it seemed that things were
not working out on a climb, or that the route was taking longer
than it should. Probably the quality in the end that endeared him
to me was that one always felt when he was along that things
were going to work out and one was going to get up the route
and have a few good laughs doing it.
Although people certainly knew of him, he was probably
somewhat underrated as a climber for his time; he had done
about half of the Fifty Classic Climbs of North America as identified in Allen Steck and Steve Roper’s book, for example, and
Bill Durtler and he once did the northwest arête of Mount Sir
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Donald in a phenomenal time—something like six hours car to
car (lots of parties still need a bivouac). I never remember him
backing off a pitch.
Among his peculiarities were that his favourite bivouac spot
was always on top of a large boulder; he was unimaginative
when it came to food planning on trips; and he reacted badly
to mountain diets. On our Cathedral Park trip no one would
share the tent with him after the first couple of days owing to
the odours!
His death was a great loss to the community of Nelson,
where he had already made many friends, and people like Bill,
Ken, and I still really miss his inspiration—there’s no doubt that
if he were still alive we would still all be heading out season after
season on climbing adventures.
Former VOC president Rob Driscoll and five others died in a
massive avalanche in Kokanee Glacier Park on January 2, 1998.
Bruce Fairley, his longtime friend and VOC member in the mid1980s, got into climbing late, not starting until he was almost
twenty-four. He started on scrambles like Ski Pilot and Cheam but
was inspired when Hamish Mutch, one of the giants of Canadian
climbing, invited him to attack the unclimbed east face of Mount
Sir Donald with him. One year the federal government was encouraging students to create their own employment, so he threw a
proposal together to write and publish A Guide to Hiking and
Climbing in Southwestern B.C.

WALK ON
Blair Hammond

I

   of 1989 I had finished my first term at UBC
and was in a desperate need of a break. This was prior to my
becoming heavily involved with the VOC, and I was at the time
a bit thick; instead of heading into the mountains to recharge,
I impulsively bought a ticket to London, figuring I’d visit the
mother country and see a few relatives.
To tide me over on the long flight, I picked up a great big
doorstop of a book: Salman Rushdie’s Satanic Verses. It was the
talk of the town at the time, largely because half the world wanted to kill the author for writing it, and I figured I’d see what all
the fuss was about.
Much to my surprise, I loved it and decided that I’d be quite
annoyed if someone were to successfully bump off ol’ Salman.
The Satanic Verses won me over with its quirky characters and
Rushdie’s evident sense of humour. His protagonist was Gibreel
Farishta, a Bollywood superstar, and his on-again, off-again
sweetie was Allie Cone. She was, of all things, a mountaineer
with acute plantar fasciitis. Bollywood star plus hard-core, hairylegged mountaineering tart seemed an improbable pairing to
me, but whatever. It worked, and it made my long flight pass
quickly.
Not long after my return from Old Blighty I became involved with the VOC, and I quickly learned that the pairing of a
X
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mountain wo-man and a Bollywood superstar was not at all farfetched. The clubroom was full of idiosyncrats every bit as nutty
as Rushdie’s, and although there was no sign of Bollywood types
bangra-ing around the clubroom, they could have shown up and
it would not have been so very surprising. That little room was
always infested with those who didn’t quite belong anywhere
else (as well as ardent nationalists, of course), and I very quickly
felt at home. There were also, notably, scores of fine hippie chicks
present, all of whom seemed rather eclectic in their tastes, so
much so that even I managed to snag myself a mountain cutie
after a few years. Well, okay, it took something like five years,
but I can’t dance as Bollywood types can, so I had that handicap
against me.
Anyway… fast-forward a few years, and said mountain cutie
( Judith) and I were headed into the Spruce Lake area. The trip
was a debacle all round: I managed to get bear mace on my hands;
we shared a site with a huge group of amorous Pentecostal horse
packers who decided to leave all their leftover food out in the
woods around camp “for the squirrels”; and, worst of all, my feet
launched a rebellion after years of abuse and obedient servitude.
After one day hiking in I felt as though I were walking on knife
blades. In the morning, it was just as bad, and I took the better
part of a bottle of “vitamin I”—Ibuprofen—to get me back to
the car. I was in total agony.
Back at home base in Kamloops, the diagnosis was acute
plantar fasciitis. This scared the poop out of me, as I immediately thought back to Allie Cone and the end of her passion for
the mountains. In his book Rushdie made it sound as if plantar
fasciitis was like diamonds—forever. But the docs said, “No big
deal, happens all the time, just take it easy, maybe get some orthotics, and you’ll be right as rain.” One suggested stretching.
As it turns out, it was a big deal, and it took almost three years
and many, many visits to a galaxy of body mechanics before I
found the guru who got me sorted out. For those three years
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I worked like a dog, turned green swimming in heavily chlorinated pools, and did prodigious amounts of pull-ups. Without
weekend epics my metabolism crashed, and for the first time
ever I had to think about what I ate and worried about getting
fat. I got out occasionally with the help of double handfuls of
painkillers, but only for short walks or skis.
A few short weeks after picking up my new guru-designed orthotics and beginning his stretching regimen I attended a show at
the Sagebrush Theatre (it’s amazing how immobility teaches one
to appreciate the arts…). I vividly remember sitting there and suddenly realizing that for the first time in three years my feet were not
throbbing. Not long after I was headed for the mountains.
My first trip back to the alpine took me to the Cayoosh
Range over the B.C. Day long weekend. It was fantastic, made
better by the snow that dumped on us on day two, which made
walking out seem like a bounding descent over a huge pile of
pillows. Perfect!

Blair near the summit of Mount Vic.
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In the seasons that followed, I started to get back into the
groove, doing longer and longer trips with bigger payloads, all
with no real discomfort. A couple of years ago we did sixteen
days in the Chilcotins with no problem. I was healed, so long as
I wore the magic inserts (in my boots) and stretched like a yogi.
So why put this experience down in print for posterity? Two
reasons. The first is so that people will stop asking how my feet
are. This is my public notice: feet good, no need to ask anymore.
Thanks!
The second reason is to convey a message that most VOCers
get, but some, like me are, or were, too thick to realize: use your
bod whilst it works. Although it might seem ridiculous to some,
my brush with disability, minor though it may have been, forced
me to consider a life dramatically different from that which I
wanted to live. Over time I might have learned to like Oprah
and conceptual art, but I doubt it. I praise my guru every day for
giving me my life back.
So, to those of you who might share my deep and abiding
fear of poverty, or who are also a titch career driven, I say take
a break and get the hell out of the hamster wheel. Slack off for
a good long while, and head to the hills whilst you can. There’ll
be time to catch up with work later. Remember, you can sit at
a computer wearing Depends, but (the ads not withstanding)
doing a sixteen-day traverse with ’em might be a little more challenging. So, if you’ve always wanted to do some big trip or climb
the Split Pillar, get going now, as it’ll be a lot easier if you don’t
have to haul your colostomy bag with you. Right, that’s it then.
I’m going skiing.
Blair Hammond hails from North Vancouver. He first attended UBC
in fall 1988 when he enrolled as a history major, and he first joined
the VOC in 1989. Full-time school and nearly full-time work kept
him too busy for much involvement with the club until the 1990s, by
which time he’d switched to the natural sciences, earning his MSc in
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conservation biology from the Faculty of Forestry in 1996. He served
on the VOC executive over several years, as special projects coordinator, president, and FMCBC rep. In 2003 he made an honest woman
out of longtime sweetie Judith Shapiro, and the two now live in Vancouver with their giant cat. Blair currently works for Environment
Canada’s Canadian Wildlife Service in Delta.

WIDE ANGLE

A Karakoram Confession
Jeremy Frimer

I

JEREMY FRIMER

’     to get cold feet upon arrival in
the Karakoram. Not only are there the cold, the exposure to
weather and altitude, and the falling rock and ice of which to be
wary; illness and the notorious gatekeeper that is the Karakoram
Highway defend access to the big peaks of the Karakoram. Who
wouldn’t be scared?
But now, in the era of George W. Bush, getting to the Karakoram requires passage through a deteriorating political gauntlet—“the world’s most dangerous place,” as proclaimed by the
Economist. We arrive in Islamabad the night that the Pakistani
military storms the Red Mosque. Contrary to what our popular media convey, the vast majority of Pakistanis are politically
moderate and tolerant of different peoples. Just one in twenty Pakistanis advocate for terrorist tactics. Backed by popular

From left to right: Ogre’s Thumb, Ogre, Ogre III, P5750 (foreground),
Latok II¾, Latok II, Latok I, Latok III, and Latok IV.
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support, President Musharraf takes measures to crack down
on the schools that breed extremism by requiring all religious
schools to register with the government. The Islamabad-based
Red Mosque (Lal Masjid) leaders refuse to do so, and a standoff
ensues. Just 5 km from where we sleep that night, negotiations
break down, tanks roll in, and the standoff ends in bloodshed.
Mortar sings lullabies; gunfire counts sheep.
Loyalists to the Red Mosque descend upon the Karakoram
Highway to vent fury and retaliation. Pakistan has become a
major battleground between radical Islam and Western imperialism. Overnight, the world becomes a less tolerant, less peaceful place. But we have important business here (ahem); good
weather allows us to fly over the blockades in a jet plane and
continue toward our mountain.
Strangely enough, political, logistical, and mountainous danger has only tangential relevance to my shilly-shallying. This is
my thirteenth expedition in ten years; I feel ready to contend
with whatever lies ahead. But the rush that I once got from discovering something new or doing something that I previously
didn’t see as possible has dulled. Somehow I’ve become one of
those commentators that survived the deadly first five years of his
climbing career, got away with some stupid decisions, lost some
friends that didn’t, and remembers vividly when Nirvana smelled
like Teen Spirit. I find myself in the Karakoram again—this time
not out of passion but instead out of habit. I secretly hope that
seeing our objective will rekindle a flame for this sport.
Seventy kilometres to the east of K2, Broad Peak, and the
Gasherbrums are the Latok and Ogre peaks—they form a tight,
isolated cluster up to 7,300 m in height. Tucked under the west
face of Latok II is our objective: an unclimbed, unattempted
6,500-m rocky bastion that we dub “Latok II¾.” Its west face
stands 1,500 m tall, a wall of near-vertical granite. We brashly
plan to link the features of least resistance in alpine style. Indeed,
audacious plans are my norm: I pick something that I think is
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just out of my realm of possibility and along the way become the
climber that can pull it off. The process gives me a transcendental taste—the feeling that I am, in some sense, irreversibly
transformed for the better in its passage.
Our logistical guide is Little Karim, a “five-foot-nothing” legend and local of the Karakoram. He has climbed with most of
the big names in Karakoram climbing; has stood atop K2 nine
times, Broad Peak four times; and made another seven ascents
of the Gasherbrum peaks. In fact, he has done more Karakoram
expeditions than anyone else in history and only once had a minor headache from altitude. By Reinhold Messner’s standards,
he was one of the strongest climbers above 8,000 m on the planet. And he learned to climb by watching what the white guys
were doing on his first K2 expedition with Chris Bonington and
Doug Scott. Not only has he no formal alpine climbing training,
but he also never went to any sort of school and is completely illiterate. He lives under the long shadows of Masherbrum in the
type of destitute poverty that is typical in Pakistan—a dirt shack
packed with family, chickens, and cattle. In his prime, he could
make it home from K2 base camp in a day. But he has paid a
price for his lifestyle: by the age of fifty-six, he has lost some 160
friends to the Karakoram. In 1999, Voytek Kurtyka pleaded him
into retirement before the Karakoram called him number 161.
In quitting, he lost the most significant source of meaning in
his life. Running this small guiding company, he now struggles
to make his life make sense. He’s put on weight. And, months
before, as he puffed at the 5,000-m scarcity of atmosphere of
Broad Peak’s base camp, his normally joking, light-hearted spirit
became lost in heavy nostalgia. He sat on a boulder outside of
camp and cried.
I struggle to keep up as he hops along the loose rubble that
is strewn about the Uzun Brakk Glacier. As we reach its middle,
we see Latok II¾ for the first time in three dimensions. After
travelling 15,000 km and creating some 1,700 kg of greenhouse
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Little Karim.

gases in reaching its base, I gaze at its snow-plastered flanks and
know in my gut that I want no part of it. I can pick the thing
apart into achievable chunks, reason a line through each, glue
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them back together, and narrate a grand strategy. But I know
deep down that Latok II¾ isn’t a “go” for me. I fear disappointing my teammates; fortunately, they see its snowy condition and
dismiss it as well before I embarrass myself.
Soon enough, we are planning a real objective. My ambivalence to the Karakoram is no longer concealable. Ken Glover,
Sam Johnson, and Ryan Hokanson all want the northwest ridge
of Latok II. Some 2,100 m high, the ridge is a massive alpine
undertaking. The ridge’s primary challenge is in exposure, altitude, and commitment. It looks like a harder version of some of
the ridges that I climbed on Mount Logan—the East Ridge and
the Orion Spur. I feel prepared and able to manage its challenges.
Only, I strangely feel no urge to be on its flanks. What’s going
on with me? Have I sold out my adventure spirit to the comfort
and security of a stable job, a steady girlfriend, and a neurotic cat
named Trango?
I reason through my disinterest in Latok II. The danger and
commitment that comes with the ridge are what make it nonsensical to me. Given all the recent snowfall, the conditions are
ripe for avalanches and cornice drops. The weather has been predominantly unsettled or poor thus far; getting high and committed on a mountain during a brief stable spell feels foolish to
me. I secretly know that I could just as easily spin a tale with
the opposite conclusion. The motivation behind my explanation
remains unclear to me.
I find fancy with a 1,200-m-tall south-facing rock buttress
on a 5,750 m peak near Latok II¾. I try to politick one of my
expedition-mates into joining me while the other two try Latok
II’s snowy ridge… to no avail. After a week of frustration, sitting
out heavy and steady rain, the sun finally shines. I sit alone in
advanced base camp below Latok II, watching my teammates
start up the ridge without me. In retrospect, will I see this decision in the same light as Kai Hirvonen’s prophetic last-minute
call to not join John Millar and Guy Edwards on the Devil’s
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Thumb, the climb that ended in tragedy? Or will I see this in the
same light as Jay Piggott’s decision to not join Sam, Jonothan
Clearwater, and me on our first ascent of Trango II’s Severance
Ridge—the most rewarding adventure of my life?
Ken develops altitude sickness low on the route, forcing a
retreat. The three agree that Sam and Ryan will make a second
try. Meanwhile, Ken and I rack up, grab a single sleeping bag, a
stove, and a light tarp for shelter and start up the sunny rock
of P5750. Our style is fast-and-light, not out of some desire
to impress the purity pundits at Alpinist magazine but instead
because it’s the way we like to have fun. The notion of lugging
ropes and spending weeks on a mountainside sounds more like
work than play to me.
We set out to piece together the easiest line we can find.
Around each blind corner, we find another miraculous crack system. Around each wall is a ramp, a chimney, or a hand crack.
We reach a sandy ledge at two-thirds height as night falls, melt
ice, lie down, and watch the clouds roll in. By late morning, we
reach the base of the final headwall: a steep castle of buttresses,
gendarmes, and recesses. We try our usual traversing trick, only
to get stumped for the first time. Ken grabs the sharp end, following a line of weakness into unprotectable slab country high
above an ankle-crushing ledge. He backs off. We traverse into
a snowy recess and I take over the lead, finding a hidden ramp
behind an ominous gendarme, which gains us access to the final
summit cone. Ken takes over again and leads us to the summit
of our new route—The Outside Penguin.
Snow begins to fall. We had scoped two lines of descent beforehand, but each is less accessible than anticipated. We resign
ourselves to the arduous task of rappelling over a kilometre back
down our route. A blizzard catches us immediately. Snow sticks,
melts, and soaks. Still near the summit, we hide under our light
tarp, close our eyes (not to be mistaken with sleeping), and wait
for dawn.
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Acclimatizing with views of Ogre’s Thumb, Ogre, and Ogre III.

The descent the next day is slow and deliberate. We stay patient, searching out solid anchors, and make methodical progress
as the snow melts to rain. We reach the base, having taken on
much water and leaving behind some 40 m of rap slings, many
nuts and pins, and the tail end of what will be the final highpressure system of our expedition. I am grateful for our making
the most of what the weather allowed, for the opportunity to
live out a vivid experience with a friend, and for our safe return.
But unlike after past expedition experiences, I feel disappointingly untransformed.
   a few weeks before the expedition. My
good friend, Vance Culbert, was in town for a visit between jobs.
Since his Coast Range ski traverse in 2001, Vance’s focus moved
from the alpine to humanitarian work. Just back from overseeing
the basic welfare of one million people who sought refuge from the
genocide in Darfur, Vance would soon be en route to negotiations
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over child soldiers in Uganda. During his visit, we met up for a day
on sunny rock in Squamish. On the drive up, he told me about life
in Africa and about the stubborn refusal from Western nations
to provide the small intervention necessary to prevent genocide
and end the conflict. It was as if he were speaking about climbing,
only the content was altered. Metres above sea level became head
counts; crux moves on rotten rock became crux negotiations with
corrupt officials; cold became heat—but the threat of harm was
unchanged. The difference to me was that the outcome of Vance’s
leads meant more than just personal fulfillment or height on a cliff;
human lives were hanging in the balance.
Then he listened to my story, to my aspirations, to my confusion with my life. After finishing a degree in engineering physics, I struggled to spin a story about how an engineering career
would have a measurable impact on some of the things about
which I cared most. I questioned the urgency of the “need” for
stronger, cheaper steel in a world of materialism, pre-emptive
war, cultural imperialism, and disease. Feeling an urgency to become a player in real progress, I stepped away from engineering
and began grad school in research psychology. I now study how
moral motivation develops while keeping an eye out for how
my research could influence education and social policy. How
climbing now fits into my new life, I was no longer certain. “I
don’t see you doing expeditions in five years,” Vance prophesied.
None of this makes any sense. I had always seen “retiring”
from climbing as a euphemism for selling out, being on the
outside of something awesome. Since those idealistic university
days in the Varsity Outdoor Club at UBC, many friends have
dropped out of the dirtbag, “purist” lifestyle and become highearning, metrosexual yuppies. I swore myself to never fall into
the money trap; I swore to remain pure at heart. I was dedicated
to my sport, to my lifestyle, and to all that it represented.
And now I drive up to Squamish with Vance and wonder what
it really means to be on the outside. What exalts “the climbing
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life” over the life that is concerned for humanity? By questioning
climbing as the be-all-and-end-all of life, am I selling out or am
I buying in? Vance and I arrive at one of my favourite climbs, The
Great Game. I’ve climbed it a dozen times, but when I reach its
base, the rock feels different, strange. I lead the first pitch, feeling
calm, confident, and in control. But when I reach the crux, I fall
off as my concentration flutters toward Africa.
Perplexed, I search for some understanding of what in the
hell is going on with me. What has happened to my zeal for
climbing? Why does the rock feel different? Why am I distracted by Africa? I am reminded of a taxonomy about which
my friend Kelly Cordes told me. His idea is that when we start
climbing, we are drawn by the excitement, the movement, the
air, the acrobatics, and the athleticism. These are all instances of
what Kelly calls “Type-I Fun”—the traditional type where it’s
actually enjoyable during the act.
As one develops as a climber, he or she ventures into more
challenging, colder, and more complex places where suffering
begins. Climbing loses its innocence, and one has a harder time
explaining it to relatives. But afterwards, one would look back at
the adventures as if they were fun. This is what Kelly calls “TypeII Fun”—fun in retrospect.
But then ambitions continue to evolve into a place where
pulling off something crazy in the alpine has weight unto itself
and is rewarding even in the absence of enjoyment. One walks
away from adventures still terrified by where one had been and
shudders at the thought of memories of close calls. But climbing
is still somehow rewarding. This is what Kelly calls “Type-III
Fun”—not fun at all. (Kelly’s taxonomy ends at Type-III Fun. I
propose a “Type-IV Fun”—Postmodern Fun—which is, by definition, difficult to describe.)
Thinking about what motivates these types of fun, Type I
makes good sense to me. The immediate reward from doing an
act serves to reinforce the pursuit. But what leaves me perplexed
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Sam Johnson on Latok II.

by Kelly’s taxonomy is why I would ever be compelled to pursue
Type-II and Type-III Fun adventures in the first place. Given
that neither of them is rewarding in the simple, pleasurable
sense, there must be some other form of reinforcement built in.
Reflecting over my past adventures, I sifted past all the pleasure,
searching for any other nectar that I sought in the hills. And I
noticed that the items of my list fit loosely into four “baskets” of
goodness. As I examined these baskets, I began to see where my
interest in climbing had gone and why my passions over greenhouse gas, the Red Mosque, and child soldiers had emerged.
What brought me to climbing was an interest in the first
basket: The Personal. I think back to that feeling of flow that
comes after pulling off something at the edge of what I previously thought was impossible. Personal development is the
transformation that comes with pushing myself to my limit. It
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is freedom, creativity, personal exploration, and self-knowledge.
An introspective person by nature, I found in climbing what
seemed like opportunity for development without end.
But before long, I felt limited by climbs where I could anticipate what lay ahead. To advance my climbing, I needed to
venture into unexplored terrain. New routing became my drug.
Grant proposals would ask about the significance of my proposed
new route, which struck me odd. I had never thought of a new
route as being significant in any real sense. But the folks behind
the Mugs Stump Award for alpine climbing are authorities; they
must know what they are talking about. This led me to identify
the second basket of goodness: Conquest. This basket represents
venturing into the unknown, the final frontier, and going “where
no man has gone before.” Picture Norgay and Hillary on Everest,
Mallory’s “because it’s there,” and the Russian Big Wall project
sieging the daylights out of Jannu.
Steve House has been a vocal critic of the singular goal of
conquest. Cutting through his slander, his main point seems to
be that doing something of note not only means climbing a big,
unconquered beast but also slaying it with grace. This basket of
Purity tells us not so much what to do but how to do it. It tells us
what is kosher and why a splitter crack is so beautiful. It helps us
tell a red point from a pink point and alpine style from the siege.
It tells us that style counts and that less is more: gear is in, bolts
are out; fast is in, heavy is out; leashless is in, spurs are out; and it
ain’t over until you reach the “tippy-top.” The rules of purity are
ever-changing conventions that predefine for us what it means
to do something properly, the climber’s subjective experience of
the climb aside.
The fourth and perhaps least prevalent of baskets in alpine
climbing is that of Community. Beyond concerns for conquest,
purity, and the personal, the ethic of this basket is about the
meaning that exists between people. Often, it comes with pleasure enough to qualify as Type-I Fun, but sometimes connecting
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with others comes as a sacrifice. Good examples include showing a friend the ropes; allowing a partner to take an extra lead as
giardia eats away at my insides; or building a school in Pakistan.
The point of this basket is that we are each better off if we share
our existence, if we empathize with another’s plight, if we function as a unit.
Of course, any single alpine adventure draws from several
baskets. The point of drawing these distinctions is not to figure
out which adventure falls into which basket. Rather, the point is
to get real about the legitimacy of my motives in alpine climbing
and my life in general.
With a wide-angle view, I wonder about what really counts in
this world. Regarding my expedition to Pakistan, what statistic
measures its purity—the 15 kg of gear in my climbing pack on
The Outside Penguin or the 3,400 kg of greenhouse gases that I
produced in air travel? Or did I make up for the lack of purity
by mightily vanquishing a Karakoram mountain? Beyond my
own jollies, what real good does my conquest do for the betterment of humanity, for little animal critters, or for the planet that
sustains us? Do conquest and purity make this world a better
place in any meaningful sense? With the minor exception of
the few (e.g., Sir Edmund Hillary) that inspired the many to
pursue their own dreams, conquest and purity seem to be a great
distraction from the real deal on planet earth.
The personal and community baskets are where I see the real
goodness in alpine climbing. Personal development builds the
essential character that later becomes the foundation for making some good use of myself. Alpine climbing was the venue for
me to explore; the opportunity to discard convention and think
for myself; the challenge that demanded that I persevere; and
the confusion that drew out creativity. It seems as though Little
Karim and I have focused much of our lives on the baskets of the
personal and conquest and now turn to community for future
meaning.
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As I arrived in Pakistan, my angst came from the emptiness
of my basket of community. I look around and see people like
Vance—now the country director for Norwegian Refugee Council in Ivory Coast—I see people like Greg Mortenson, founder of
the Central Asia Institute (which has created sixty-one schools
in Pakistan and Afghanistan), and I see people like Lizzy Scully
who put up Bad Hair Day (12a) in the Bugaboos but has also
founded Girls Education International (promoting education of
underprivileged girls in places like near Little Karim’s village in
the Karakoram). They are each promoting causes that count to
me. But I see that these community endeavours are not just a
sideshow for them; it’s as if they have become the central axis of
their lives. And I think I understand why I arrived in Pakistan
wondering what I was doing there.
Jeremy Frimer served on the VOC executive as VOCene editor,
journal editor, quartermaster, archivist, and president and is a Silver Pin recipient. He would like to thank Mountain Equipment
Co-op and the American Alpine Club Lyman Spitzer Award
for their generous support. This article was also submitted to the
Canadian Alpine Journal.

THE GREAT UNKNOWN
Mike Hengeveld

T

    before I had children when I spent silly
amounts of time climbing. It reached a peak a year or two
after my last direct involvement with the VOC but at a point
when I was still swirling in a mix of VOC people who met and
became friends during their time in the club. Like most people
who are introduced to climbing in a university club setting, I
liked the outdoors and hadn’t climbed much of anything. In my
earliest days (not VOC, but another uni-climbing club) I was
both figuratively and literally drunk with the joy of discovery
and wet-your-pants excitement of poring through a guidebook
deciding what route will give you a good shake without necessarily being a suicidal pursuit, and then going out there and
finding out. It was really fresh and exciting, not only because
it was climbing but because it was exploring outdoors. I have
always been attracted to that. In fact, some of my earliest happy
memories are of making sandwiches with, like, 1 inch of peanut
butter on them, but some of my other earliest happy memories
are of pelting through some forest in Northern Ontario, finding
cliffs, clambering over rocks, and generally running around like
a fool in the great unknown.
Some of my first VOC trips were like that, and I have had
many happy weekend epics in Squamish with good friends,
wobbling up the classics. On the day I actually found the base of
X
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Diedre (two serious pitches of moss climbing later) and made my
way up, it instantly became the “biggest” route I had ever done.
Years passed, the group I climbed with grew up, and eventually I
got to a place where it seemed that I’d really ticked all the classics that my level of fitness and dedication would allow. Perhaps
it is inevitable that I began to look for replacement. Everybody
does, in one way or another, find new entertainment, but my attention turned to seeking out hidden gems. I looked a bit more
closely at the guidebook to find challenging routes that were
established, but “off the beaten path.” I forged a little list and began running around in the forest, up steep gullies, and rappelling
faces to find and climb the hidden gems and forgotten classics.
Most of them were seldom climbed, hard to get to, or both. And
all of them were part of the great unknown.

The Slabs
On Diedre, just about everyone will be afforded ample time with
which to survey the surrounding slabs and wonder, “Who the
fuck climbs those things?” If evidence were to be based solely on
empirical evidence, a “route by ascent” chart may look something
like this:
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In particular, I became interested in the fearsome legends
surrounding some of the “hard slabs” like The Grim Reaper. I
decided that a rather largish list of routes needed to be done
and went about creating a routine and path by which I might
become good and stupid enough to climb the “legendary slabs.”
Fern Webb was game to help me on our first stop, White Lightning. Some time earlier, I had met a person who had fallen from
some inopportune place on that route—it looked as though he
had been dragged through the streets by a team of horses. But
that was a long time ago, I had climbed quite a few slabs since
then, and shitty stories like that were just getting in the way of
my plans. Turns out Fern got the really runout parts, anyway. The
route itself follows a line so close to Diedre that it seems a miracle that I had never seen anyone on it or really noticed the route
itself. But there, at the base of the dihedral that gives Diedre its
name, we broke off, wobbling up the sparsely protected slab, into
uncharted territory. Perhaps the lack of bolts is what makes it so
unnoticeable. It was incredible and provided me with the dope
I needed. I moved on to a few other slabs of similar grade—not
all of them so inspiring, but new ground all the same. May I say
here that The Climbers Must Be Crazy is not recommended.
Eventually, I reached the point where Teetering on the Brink
of Madness was next on the list. I felt my slab skills were coming
along, and Jay Burbee was keen. Somewhat like White Lightning,
this route had a fascinating point where it briefly tangos with
another, very popular, route before disappearing into murky waters again. Tip-toeing up The Black Streaker, as an approach for
the business above, we found ourselves standing in the middle of
Snake, just at the point where the long leftward traverse begins.
Looking up from Snake I was amazed to see a rather obvious
crack that shot up over a slight bulge and past a tree. For all
the times I had climbed past it I had never given it a thought.
The crack was really tame and provided some cool climbing
right in the middle of some pretty daunting territory. When the
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crack dies out, the slab gets a bit more serious. The route went
well, dancing mostly along a super cool, long, steep arête. Once
again, my partner took the brunt of the runout, whereas my only
runouts occurred because my myopic climbing style lends itself
to occasionally missing bolts. There was one point where, after 20 metres of climbing with only two bolts, Jay was trying to
convince himself to stay true to the arête, although there was no
evidence of bolts for a long way. The outcome of that ordeal is
somewhat beside the point—I found it entertaining (from the
belay stance anyway) that we were only a pitch away from Snake
but completely lost in a sea of granite.
Route-finding details and other minutiae of these slab climbs
have completely faded from my memory, but the feeling of balance, focusing on your toes, and the repeated pattern of searching
for depressions, weakness, and then praying as you’re committing weight to your foot and stepping up is still as strong as a fart
in a tent. Although I did manage to find people to come do a
bunch more slab routes with me, I never did find the confidence
to jump on The Grim Reaper, although its legend had been my
initial attraction climbing these unpopular routes. I found that
most of what people say about the slabs is true—they are runout
and scary. But there are definitely shades of commitment that
are not readily evident by simply reading the guidebook. Dream
Symphony, for example has one super stupid traversing pitch that
appeared so difficult and runout that my partner Michl decided
to try it anyway, fell, and nearly bashed his head in. The risk
of this route was so out of proportion to what we had already
seen on the Apron that we put a big black X on it and ran away.
Dancing in the Light, in contrast, has fearsome runouts on early
pitches, but since these are four letter grades easier than the crux,
it only scared the leader while he was on the pitch. As soon as it
was over, it didn’t seem that bad. Ironically, I took the longest fall
of my life on a pitch that was really well protected. “All that stuff,”
I thought to myself, as I ran 12 metres backwards down the slab,
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“that they say about not clipping bolts when they’re just out of
reach is, like, so true!”

The Steep Cracks
People usually like to do stuff that they’re good at. For example,
you’d have to be a mental case to go out skiing every weekend
just to spend your whole time face-down in the snow. I tried that
for a season with telemark skiing and I just didn’t have it, so I
quit. For the same reason, when people would suggest going to
Cheakamus Canyon, I would let them know that I thought it
was a boring place that “sucked ass” simply because I’m no good
at pinching little knobs and doing all that face climbing malarkey. I don’t have that kind of coordination. The fact that it is also
boring and sucks ass is completely coincidental.
Crack climbing, however, is something that I could get into.
Protection where you want it, and progress that is pretty much
directly related to the amount of pain and grunting that you
are willing to put into it. Sign me up! In my earliest days of
Squamish climbing I did the usual run of crack routes, including
some of the absolute gems at the base of the Lower Malamute
before that got all fucked up by the train people. Over time, it
seemed the only cracks left to climb were either retardedly difficult or stupidly dirty. A good perusal of the guidebook sorted
that out, and I was again armed with a list of reputedly “awesome” routes to slay. Without exception, they were onerous to
get to and, for our little group of climbing friends, completely
off the map.
Gone Surfing was the first route I hit up, with the redoubtable
Roger Linington. This two pitch route of “stellar crack climbing”
was guarded by a steep slog up the North North Gully, followed
by uncountable pitches of roped traversing until broken ledges
finally contoured around to a perch in the middle of the steep
faces of the North Walls. We were so keen to bag this baby and
do it right that we executed two reconnaissance missions in the
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winter to find out what would be required of us. Only the most
scant information existed about the route, and we could find
nobody who had climbed it. On the third trip we came ready to
do battle, humming with anticipation. The first pitch was a real
mix of thin finger and crack so wide I could shove in my entire
arm. At the time, the route was so on the edge for both of us that
we couldn’t have found a more perfect challenge—heavy breathing at the anchors, sincere congratulations on performance, etc.
Below us, across the gully, we had the most amazing view of
Angel’s Crest. We discovered that the second pitch of Gone Surfing is mostly a chimney/crack with crappy old bolts for protection. After a heart-stopping series of moves through an exposed
squeeze chimney (with gear behind giant bongy flakes—ones
that resonate when struck), we found some anchors and successfully rapped the route on double ropes, despite what the guidebook said about leaving fixed lines.
Somehow, I convinced Mark Huscroft that The Grinning
Weasel would be a cool route to do. Although it is the other side
of the super-classic Split Pillar–Sword combo, it’s not easy to
reach, unless you climb solid 5.12 (The Left Side). We opted to
climb to the top of The Sword and rap in—if it looked horrifying,
we could continue rapping and still claim to have done something that day. I’m pretty sure I made Mark lead The Sword, and
probably the Split Pillar, too, so that I could lead The Grinning
Weasel. We found it was pretty much a more punishing (and upside-down) version of the Split Pillar—that is, awesome. From
wide hands, it’s rabbit punches to the face while the crack narrows down to thin finger. A crux tricky step left finishes the
route at a rap station, requiring some finesse where I had only
fatigue to offer. I recall shoving in a little blue Metolius before
my energy bar reached zero and I fell. To make up for blowing it,
we rescued a #3 Camalot from the top of The Left Side. Classic.
With progress like this it was only natural to turn our attention to High Plains Drifter. Who hasn’t, nearing the summit
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of Angel’s Crest, seen the beautiful, shining white wall on the
right? Eventually, we began trying to find where the wall was
from above and peer over the edge for a look. Unfortunately,
it is heavily guarded by rolling slabs and, on either side, super
steep grooves. After much dreaming, talk about bolting a rap
station, and one fruitless attempt at reconnaissance, Roger and
I finally committed to doing the route. We arrived to find a
newly bolted rap station and bombed down to the base of this
monster-steep hand crack with a very heavy rack. Three short
raps later, we were perched on a huge detached block, peering
into the depths of the crack. We found no fewer than two rusty
cams, a wire brush, a load of tat, and a dead goat. The gods were
with us that day; with the pristine wall to ourselves, we rocked
the hand crack to end all hand cracks. It was steep and consistently hand sized. So consistent that I quickly ran out of handsized gear and at one point began downclimbing to reclaim a
cam I had placed too early. It was a great triumph for me upon
running out of gear again, to find an excellent placement for the
much reviled green tri-cam. It remains the only such placement
I have ever found for that piece.
Be advised to leave fixed ropes at both rap stations so as to
top-rope your way out on the following pitches.
By this point, remote steep hand cracks were all I could
think about. In a trip to Smith Rock, while everyone else was
looking other places, I had my eye on Tombstone Wall. Somehow, before having children, I had found the time to study
every page of guidebooks for remote gems when I came across
this description:
This imposing route takes a direct line up the Monument’s
southwest face. The highlight is the Tombstone Wall. This
gently overhanging hand crack jams flawless rock with a
breathtaking position.
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MAT T BUCKLE

I ganged up with super photographer Matt Buckle, Mark
“the Huss” Huscroft, and the infamous Conor Reynolds, and we
all forfeited a day of climbing to head to this remote diamond.

Mike Hengeveld on Tombstone Wall.
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A dismal band of rock made it necessary to approach from the
top and make two raps in. The result was a spectacularly exposed
hanging belay and a heart-pounding ascent up a steep golden
wall. The crack was varied enough to allow a range of gear but
true enough to hand size to be truly porno.
By difficulty rating alone it was certainly a step up, but the
logical follow-up to Tombstone was The Promised Land, tucked
into the murky depths of the North North Gully. Somewhat
ominously, I made no effort to check out this route before heading off to do it knowing nothing about the pitch except that it
was an “amazing” 50-metre-long hand crack halfway up a steep
wall. I slugged gear up the backside after work one day with
a German friend Michl, the same dude who almost caved his
head in while doing slabs with me. As expected, we needed to
do two longish raps to reach the base of the route. I finished the
first rap down to a dirty ledge and clipped into the station at the
top of our planned route.
While waiting for Michl, I leaned back and looked at the
pitch below. Almost instantly, I decided to find a reason not to
lead it. Everything about it was intimidating and awe inspiring.
Total seclusion, steep as fuck, and just lonely. The gully seemed
so creepy and remote that I felt just being there was tempting
fate. With great relief I soon determined that our rack was woefully inadequate for the route, which turned out to be mostly
finger-sized (that part is true). Michl didn’t argue much and
made the sensible suggestion that we top-rope it, for all our efforts. I probably would have suggested running away and saving
it for a “pure on-sight” or something stupid and have never come
back. Turns out my decision to forgo the lead was not entirely
misguided; it was hard work from the first moves—off finger,
strenuous lieback and stemming, and a few serious hero moves
to link an undercling and side-pull to launch past an otherwise
blank overlap. It was much harder than the rest of the routes
up to that point or anything I could have led right then. Michl
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jumared up the fixed rope we had left behind to regain the rim.
I decided to batman up the rope while using a mossy corner for
traction. What a stupid idea.

Alaska Highway–induced holes in the ass of Mike’s tights.
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Perhaps out of shame for my cowardly performance on The
Promised Land, I almost immediately signed up to do Astrologger
with Michl. It was the last of the unplucked gems. Although not
remote, Astrologger is tucked away at the bottom of a buttress
that climbers will only find themselves at if they have mutant
strength or have made a wrong turn on the way to Angel’s Crest.
The only other climb in the area is Alaska Highway, which is stupid hard. We first ended up there on an aborted speed attempt
on Angel’s Crest. Gearing up at the bottom, I was elected to do
the route via a short bolted lead in. Approaching the narrow
and slightly overhanging dihedral, I placed a cam and stalled
midway through a precarious rock over. The resulting fall ripped
out my cam and subsequently ripped a hole through the ass of
my tights. It was an unsightly gash, so we ran away. We returned
some months later to try again, this time approaching from the
side. I chickened out at the move where I fell the last time, so
Michl forged on ahead and did an admirable job of getting up
a desperate smearing and jam-fest. The route has some of the
coolest, and most desperate, moves.
My interest in offwidths has been catalogued elsewhere but
is a function of the same drive to continue finding new stuff to
explore. Mostly because of time constraints and the fact that I
am slowly becoming more of a weakling than I ever was, there
are few things that remain for me to do in Squamish that would
blow my head off as radically fun and new. The new game has
been to find a couple of weeks a year to get away and find some
“five fun” climbing in some place that I’ve not been to before. Not
only has this been a great excuse to meet up with some VOC
alumni who have inevitably spread all over the face of God’s
Green Earth, but it also affords me a chance to run around like
a fool in the great unknown.
Mike Hengeveld is a physics teacher in Vancouver, is blissfully
married, and is a father of two. He can easily be found on the
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Internet, particularly at RateMyTeacher.com, where it is said that
he is the “crappiest teacher ever thank god hes gone... he was so
mean everyone in our class hated him, i pitty you if youre in his
class. works you hard,” “go back to fucking Norway!”, and “this
man should go back to being a sub he cant handle the responsibilty
of teaching a class. go back to lawn mowing!”

CLIMBING WITH
A SWEATY BAG
Mike Hengeveld

W

   to Irish climbing legend Conor Reynolds (who just happens to be Bono’s cousin) that we visit
Utah in July, he was skeptical. Surely the heat would be an issue. Maybe we could go somewhere else. Lucky for me, both
my parents are Dutch immigrants. This heritage has blessed me
with a determination to follow my own will, neatly captured in
the saying:
Wooden shoes,
Wooden head,
Wouldn’t listen.
Unbeknownst to anyone, even to myself, I set about finding
reasons why we should go. I visited Moab weather sites every
morning, checking out the temperatures. You can imagine my
dizzy excitement when I found that, even in late June, temperatures were averaging around 79° (26°). It was such good news
that it seemed impossible, really. I forwarded this discovery to
Conor straight away.
Two weeks later, as we cruised down the highway and descended into the desert basin of Castle Valley, I watched the
on-board thermometer creep up to 100° (38°). As one may
X
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suspect, checking the temperature every morning may not have
given a true account of the daily heat. Worse than the heat,
though, was my guilt. I had discovered this gaffe ages ago and
had said nothing.
So there I was, melting in the parking lot of Safeway, in Moab,
feeling stupid for underestimating the wrath of summer in the
desert. We decided right there that dealing with the oppressive
heat was a challenge to be met only with pre-dawn starts and
noonish finishes.

Castleton Tower
We started things off by climbing Kor-Ingalls and North Chimney on Castleton. Both routes were fun and went by quickly. KorIngalls is pretty straightforward and an excellent first tower route.
The start is easy to find, and the entire route is well protected
with good stations. The crux 5.9 squeeze is slower and somewhat
more uncomfortable than it is difficult. It is the only pitch of
consequence on the route. Go do it!
North Chimney, for my taste, is a better route than Kor-Ingalls.
The first pitch is a long, solid hand crack with plenty of rests. It’s
in a steep corner with good exposure behind, so it’s not hard
to be a hero on this one. Sadly, I lost my favourite long-sleeve
cotton shirt at the first belay of North Chimney. One minute it
was stuffed in the anchor while I belayed, the next minute it was
slipping into the maw of the chimney and fluttering into the
depths of Castleton Tower. I swear the tower let out a big sigh,
which pissed me off even more because how was I supposed
to interpret that? The second pitch is a crux chimney, involving
some puzzling moves and reasonable amounts of stemming, but
is well protected and fun. The rest of the route is a choss highway
that tiptoes around and over chockstones. Don’t let that keep
you away. The route is quality.
The summit register was a howl; less than a month ago some
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cowboys had dragged a BBQ, coals, burgers, and beers to the
summit and hosted a massive open invite cookout for all summiting parties. Now, that is style.

Sister Superior

MIKE HENGEVELD

Another pre-dawn start was in order to dispatch the two-hour
approach to Sister Superior. Walking through the wash was easy
enough, but the grovel up the 45-degree talus cone brought
some sweat to the surface.
We laced up at the bottom of Jah Man, a supposed 5.10+ classic. Conor worked his way up a quick mantle and was graceful
enough to leave me the chimney—a massive detached fin that
runs for an entire pitch of fun. In short order we reached the
business. Conor set off on the first technical crux of the route,
pausing here and there on a thin crack and gaining an undercling on holy steepness. Working left, the cling dies out, and,
although he’s not much of one for drama, I saw and heard a bit

Conor Reynolds at the top of Jah Man.
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of shaking and puffing as he worked out how to gain the arête,
well out of reach. Just when I think he’s gonna fly, he throws a
fucking über-cool heel hook and pulls across. Geez Louise. How
am I suppose to follow that up?
Well, let me tell you.
I set off smoothly on the next pitch, a steep left-trending hand
crack. I felt so good that I even stopped to pose for a photograph.
Continuing along, gear became sparse, and I began to develop
somewhat of a pump. I soon found myself at that point where
it becomes imperative to move quickly to a good rest or suffer
the consequences. I traversed a reasonable distance but gained a
stance and settled my nerves as best as possible. After shaking
out and placing a nest of cams, I moved up to the actual crux;
7 metres of right-leaning thin hands. Having rather large hands
and only one piece of appropriate gear for the crack, I resolved
to downclimb and rescue some gear from my last rest.
A Z-clip, for those of you who don’t know, is when you climb
up and down on a route and unwittingly clip the gear out of order; that is, clipping the lower gear after clipping the higher gear.
This has the effect of making the rope go up and down and up
again, following a high-friction Z-shaped path. On top of being
quite strenuous to climb against, should you run out of gas and
fall, you will fall much farther.
The net effect of my downclimbing and fetching more gear
was this: the Z-clip drag was so heinous that I was unable to
free a hand to place gear anyway, which was rather unfortunate,
since I had added roughly 7 metres to my fall. Breathing heavily throughout clenched teeth, I flopped onto a ledge, roughly
10 metres above my last useful piece.
Jah Man turned out to be the route of the trip and should be
on the “to-do” list of any solid 5.10 trad climber. After a longish
approach, there are a couple of 5.8 pitches to warm you up for
the business.
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The two crux pitches are steep enough to require confidence
and some level of competence, but the true cruxes are short, and
there are rests to be found. Just don’t panic and Z-clip yourself
like me. The final pitch is cool: a short, bolted, and balancy arête/
face. A nice finish after all that thin jamming and liebacking. We
summited around 11:30 .
After some short summit celebrations we ran away to the
coolness of the nearby Colorado River. As much as I am afraid
to death of murky water, we took the refreshing dip to end all
refreshing dips before heading into town for beer.

Fisher Towers

MIKE HENGEVELD

Perhaps the most notorious of all desert towers, the Fisher Towers are a collection of fins backed up against the eastern edge of
the Castle Valley area. Were you to continue up the road, you
would end up in the tiny, desolate collection of rusty trailers and
falling-down buildings that is Cisco. I thought it was a ghost
town and got out to take pictures. That’s when the crazed, barking dogs appeared.

Fisher Towers.
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The Fishers are quite different from the other towers in the
area, namely because they are composed of mudstone. They
weather into dribbly Dr. Seussian shapes with bizarre bulbous
features. The major drawback, of course, is that they are not so
solid. From my understanding, mudstone largely remains the
realm of suicidal aid climbers.
The route Stolen Chimney on the feature Ancient Art remains
one of the most popular desert summits because it is atypical to
the Fisher Towers. It protects well and is easy fifth class, with
the exception of about 3 metres of 5.10 early in the route. Since
neither Conor nor I are suicidal aid climbers, we banged off this
route and called it a day.
At this point, the hot July weather had taken such a cumulative toll on our bodies and psyches that we pretty much decided
that we had to drive until we escaped the heat. As a last stop
and somewhat of a rest day, we took in Island in the Sky of
Canyonlands National Park. Always on the prowl, I peered over
the edges of lookouts and scanned the vistas for inspiration and
towers to climb on future trips...

WHAT THE GOVERNMENT
REALLY WANTS TO SAY

When It Gets a Letter from a VOC Member*
Matthias Jakob

 . ,
Thank you very much for your letter and concern. As you will
clearly appreciate, it is our job to weigh the interests of various
stakeholders in deciding to whom we grant permission for heliski operations. In this light, please allow me the opportunity to
respond to your “issues.”
We fully agree with you that “without a doubt the Waddington Range is the most superlative area for ski mountaineering
in this province and that aside from the absolutely stunning
scenery and terrain for ski mountaineering it is the wilderness
aspect of this area that is literally world class.” That is precisely
the reason why Knight Inlet Heli Sports has targeted the Waddington area for its application. In fact, attention to this area
came through your book, which Knight Inlet Heli Sports has
consulted thoroughly to pick its target. While we in no way
wish to belittle your well-meant effort to protect the interests
of a tiny handful of outdoor enthusiasts, you will need to appreciate the interests of the wealthier and more powerful interest
groups that stand behind the heli-skiing industry. This group
*This letter, courtesy of Andre Zimmermann, was a joke response written by Matthias to a letter submitted by John Baldwin regarding a heli-skiing operation
proposed in the Waddington Range.
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is sponsored by business and industry leaders with a combined
clout that you and your granola-eating, Lifa-wearing, igloodwelling, Birkenstock-sporting, middle-class Vancouver buddies can only dream off. But let me address a couple more of your
well-meant, but oh so misled, arguments. First, you mention
that the heli operations would make the area unacceptable to
the few backcountry skiers that are
silly enough to expose themselves to
You don’t want to
the unpredictable weather and ruggedness of the terrain. Wonderful— share? Fine—go skiing
that’s exactly what we want. Heli- elsewhere. I hear there
skiers don’t really like to share terrain with bearded, grubby, smelly is a mountain range
backcountry skiers, either. Second,
in Antarctica where
you mention that the area has been
used for ninety-five years by the one can find some real
backcountry ski community. Good,
solitude at 50 degrees
so you folks had it for ninety-five
years—now it’s time for ninetybelow zero.
five years of heli-skiing. Fair is fair.
Third, your argument that the eco-mountaineering contributes
to the local economy made me smile. Yeah, right! You cheap
bastards buy everything wholesale in Vancouver, schlep it up
to the hills, eat in your trucks, pee in the bush, and sleep in
tents. Economic contribution? Oh yes, the few hundred dollars you pay to White Saddle to get you to and perhaps from
you destination. John, don’t kid yourself. Do the math: compare
your combined few thousand bucks a year with the hundreds of
thousands of dollars that are going to come in from those rich
folks that want to live in luxury. Jobs will be created for contractors and construction workers building lodges; chefs; maids;
makers of hot tubs, saunas, and soapstone ovens; heli pilots; ski
guides; and on and on the list goes. The dichotomy is striking;
the economy of scale is convincing. Do I reach you?
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So, to sum up, the economic and ecological arguments that
you offered are cute if nothing else. Keep on lobbying, by all
means, but progress continues. The 2010 Olympics will bring
people, fame, glory, money (lots of it), and the media to our province, and your beloved Waddington Range will go to those who
can afford its pleasures—the rich and famous. You don’t want
to share? Fine—go skiing elsewhere. I hear there is a mountain
range in Antarctica where one can find some real solitude at 50
degrees below zero. Long live progress; long live development!
Perhaps you should join the ranks and enjoy the pleasures of
heli-skiing yourself. Think about it—20,000 m of vertical relief.
Every day. For only $12,000 a week. Come on, I know you want
it. I am sure we can arrange a discount, if your next guidebook is
called Explore the Coast Mountains by Heli-Skiing.
Sincerely,
Telling It as I See It
Matthias Jakob grew up in Germany but later moved to Canada.
He was a VOC member when he was completing his PhD in geography in the early 1990s. He now works for BGC Engineering.
Former VOC President (1998–99) and Gold Pin recipient (1999)
Andre Zimmermann found this letter in his old email messages
and thought it worth publishing in the fiftieth-anniversary issue.

MY FAVOURITE
VOC TRADITIONS
Matt Gunn

10. VOC Huts
Without question, the VOC has built some winners. In addition to
being a gorgeous structure, the Phelix Hut really does have a magical
feel. The terrain around the Harrison Hut is spectacular, and whoever thought of placing a hut near fantastic hot springs should be given
an award. Sphinx is the ultimate location for a spring ski trip with
so much fantastic terrain right behind the hut. The new Brew Hut
location provides amazing views in all directions and offers some
excellent ski terrain on cold, clear days. None of the huts are particularly easy to get to, and in my mind this is one of their best features.
The VOC huts all give you the feeling of being out in the mountains
and have far fewer problems with the overcrowding typical of huts
like the one at Cerise Creek. It’s fantastic that the VOC has been
able to offer them on a first-come, first-served basis for so long, but
I think the new wiki registration system for booking trips to the hut
is a great idea. As our population increases, it may be necessary to
look closer at management of these great destinations to protect the
experience of those heading out.

9. The Carless Trip
“I’m keen to go skiing/climbing this weekend. It would be great
to get into the mountains/off. Anyone interested? Oh, and by
the way, I don’t have a car, so it would be great it you did…”
X
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Elizabeth Nethery leaving Harrison Hut.
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Of course, the VOC is a student club, and with student life
comes student budgets. Unless you’re a masochistic member
of the Self-Propelled Outdoor Club (SPOC) you’re going to
need to “burn some dinosaurs” to get to the hills (and even those
SPOC people are known to drive a vehicle on occasion). Truthfully, it’s amazing the club manages to run as many trips as it
does given the reality of the distance to destinations. We’ve all
been there at some point, and it’s worth raising your glass to all
those who have the means and inclination to pack a car at 6 
with strangers and brave the asphalt leading to adventure.

8. Roland Burton
Who else has done so much for the club? Between endless work
maintaining the VOC hut system and an amazing patience
for shepherding beginners along classic routes, Roland has remained an institution within the club. My first steps into the
Coast Mountain wilderness were on trips led by Roland, and I
love knowing that he is still helping others discover this amazing
area. Three cheers for Roland!

7. Glacier School
Unbelievable! Frankly, I’m stunned that this event hasn’t seen
more accidents, but it truly is a fun experience. People really trust
those instructors! I was pretty surprised at the enthusiasm with
which people hurled themselves into massive crevasses at one
Glacier School I attended. One of my most memorable Glacier
School experiences was the time one girl put the front points of
her right crampons deep into her left calf. Ouch! Well, at least
everyone came out in one piece.

6. Rock-Climbing Road Trips
These days I’m not the biggest climber, but I have to say that
the VOC rock-climbing road trips are awesome. There are many
amazing places to climb in North America, and the VOC does
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a great job of helping people experience these places. The annual
trips to Skaha, Smith, and Leavenworth are really fantastic, and
I’m sure many young climbers get inspired by these events. Other,
more sporadic, destinations like Red Rocks are very worthwhile;
have you seen the size of the plates at the Circus Circus buffet? I’m particularly fond of the concert-climbing combinations
possible at the Gorge Amphitheatre and Frenchman’s Coulee;
there’s something amazing about finishing a day of climbing by
watching the sun set over the Columbia River to the sound of
great music.

5. Mulled Wine and the Penny Whistle
I’m not certain if penny whistles are still kicking around the
club, but I’m sure mulled wine is. This is a classic combination
and, in my mind, should make an appearance in the evening
of every Glacier School. Nothing says good times in the Coast
Mountains like a 4-litre cask of the cheapest red wine flavoured
with a Harvest Foodworks mulled wine mix and warmed on a
Whisperlite. It wouldn’t be responsible of me to recommend a
midnight Matier ascent after rounds of mulled wine, but it has
been done…

4. Longhike
Without question, this is a key social event in the minds of both
the starry-eyed beginners (particularly of the fairer sex) and the
slightly more experienced “manthers.” This, of course, is prime
hunting ground for our favourite characters, the Crusty Old
VOCers™, many of whom make this their annual one-stop
VOC shopping experience. I’m certain the question “Wanna
climb Diedre?” has been proposed at more than one Longhike
party.
Of course, this “fair lass–elder dude” pairing does leave the
greenhorn male and the slightly more experienced female at a
disadvantage, but since we’ve all heard the stats on ages of sexual
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maturity, perhaps these two groups could integrate for a far superior experience. Makes you think, doesn’t it?
As a side note, I’m glad to see the candy necklace–Longhike
combo, which led directly to my marriage, is still around. Way
to go, kids!

3. The Beginner-Telemark-Slog Trifecta
A classic recipe for epics! Assemble a large number of raw beginners for an introduction to the joys of backcountry skiing. (I’m
not sure what they expect when they sign up, but I sure hope
their minds aren’t filled with images of Warren Miller and TGR
films, ’cause they aren’t going to get that!) Next, load them up
on telemark equipment. (Recently the VOC has invested in a
schwack of new tele gear, so fortunately the days of exploding
bindings may be over). Telemark, of course, is an ancient form
of Norwegian torture forced upon mortal enemies. Somehow
it’s come to North America as a recreational activity. Next, pick
a destination that may or may not be viable as a day trip (likely
not, as the number of excited new recruits increases). Finally,
stuff everyone into whatever mix of rust buckets, rental cars, and
wheelbarrows is available and head for the hills! Don’t forget
your garbage bag/emergency shelter. Everyone should be able to
look back at a “character-building” trip like this.

2. The Gong Show
A close relative of the Trifecta is the gong show. Really it comes
down to numbers. As the number of trip participants swells
there is an exponential increase in the likelihood of being part of
a gong show. Personally, I think if you’re in a group of ten in the
mountains you’ve got a very high probability of coming home
with a good story or two. The choice of reflective markers for the
new Brew Hut winter route says it all.
Unfortunately (or fortunately) there are just so many great,
keen people in the VOC that it’s hard not to wind up with big
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Matt Gunn on Brandywine, his first VOC summit.

groups. And there’s no question—if you’re not stressed about
reaching a particular goal, big group trips are fun. Bring on the
gong show!

1. Enthusiasm!
Raw, unadulterated enthusiasm is a mainstay of the club. I’m still
impressed by the gung-ho attitudes that fuel adventures both
large and small. From local trips to international expeditions, the
VOC is getting it done. Who else celebrates ascents of Siwash
Rock and other general wackiness? With whom else would you
start up Cerise Creek at midnight with a Nalgene full of red wine
that you promise to finish before reaching the hut? Keep it up!
   encounter was in a logbook at the RC Hind Hut
below Mount Assiniboine. Something about the energy and
vibe in that entry made me want to check out the VOC and was
part of the reason I eventually moved to UBC and the Coast
Mountains. My time here has been amazing, and I look forward
to many more years of mountain exploration with friends I first
met through the club.
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Matt Gunn joined the VOC in 1998 and served as trips coordinator in 1999–2000. It was during these years that met fellow
VOCer Dora Repard, whom he married in 2007. Following his
stint with the VOC he spent several years working at the MEC head
office as the photography coordinator followed by more years teaching outdoor education at St. George’s School in Vancouver. Matt has
spent close to a decade working on two guidebooks for southwestern B.C.—a scrambling guidebook and an as-yet-unpublished skitouring guidebook. Matt is currently at SFU completing a master’s
degree in resource and environmental management.

THE DELICATE ART
OF BAILING
Cam Shute

B

   been part of your life, with you as
either a bailee or a bailer. These are rather general terms, and
I think that the balance between commitment and bailage is
much like the balance between yin and yang.
I actually think that bailing on someone does require a commitment of sorts—a commitment to the bail. I can’t count the
number of times I’ve been up to Squamish in the pissing rain
with either Jay Burbee or Matt Buckle trying their hardest to
convince me that it was “just about to burn off ” only to wind
up shivering and wet in the middle of the Apron. If I had only
stood my ground and bailed, I could have been watching from a
warm coffee shop instead.
There is a full spectrum of approaches to bailing, and depending who you are bailing on you may have to employ different
tactics. Distraction is often a good technique to employ when
your objective has become too daunting. Distraction techniques
I’ve employed include needing to go down to find an appropriate place to go to the washroom, acting lost even when I wasn’t
but was actually too scared to press on, losing the topo, worrying about the car, and suggesting that there’s not enough food,
fuel, or daylight. Talk of eating or drinking can sometimes lead
to a successful bail, but it often just leads to feeling thirsty and
hungry.
X
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CAM SHUTE
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Bailing in darkness.

If you’re blaming your bail on your partner/job/dog/car,
you’re only lying to yourself. Bailing because of money can be
justified logically, but it’s not really a reason, since you have your
whole life to work. The no-communication bail or the failure-toremember bail are the worst, since being on the receiving end is
such an emotional rollercoaster. The only other type of bailing
I dislike more than these two types is the bailing-because-ofa-better-option bail. It’s a bit like having salt thrown on your
wounds to realize that not only have you been bailed on, but it
was because you or your trip wasn’t good enough.
Knowing a good bailer can sometimes be a good thing. Once,
while pondering the descent off a peak in Bolivia with Jay, he
put me completely at ease when he said, “Dude, you’re with the
right guy… I can bail off of anything.” The confidence in his
bailing ability boosted my confidence, and we didn’t even bail
(okay—we got a bit lost, but we didn’t bail). Bailing because
you’re broken is okay, too.
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Commitment can often lead to success in many aspects of life,
but being committed can also get you into situations where you
wish you had bailed. Most of the gullies on the Chief are quite
pleasant in heavy rain, and I’ve heard some people don’t even
wear helmets to climb them. Sounds like a fun day out, doesn’t
it? Sometimes commitment is easier when you’re ignorant that
there is such a thing as a bailing option in the first place. I remember that for my first two seasons of learning how to climb
with Conor Reynolds I didn’t realize that bailing was an option.
I remember the moment on the second pitch of Western Dihedral
when the grim reality of how committed I was and how I was in
a potentially really dangerous situation becoming hard to accept.
Thank God it was Squamish, and I could reach a branch (this is
also a bailing of sorts for you purists).
Anyhow, I’ve only just scratched the surface of what bailing and
being bailed on means to me, and I’m hoping that you may include
other good reasons to bail in future editions. Am I really going to
submit this? Hmm… I could always bail on submission…
Cam Shute was active in the VOC between 1999 and 2002 and
has been working as an engineer for G3.

ICE CLIMBING
WITH A RETARDED MOJO
Kelly Franz

I

   this past weekend. Ice climbing scares
the hell out of me. I am no longer some youth-infested VOC
whippersnapper chomping at the bit. No sir; I now have a healthy
dose of experience—experience that, in my case, translates nicely
to fear. But since my climbing partner is also my girlfriend-forlife, and since she seems less afraid of ice climbing than I, I have
little choice but to ice climb. And since I am now a nine-to-fiver
who hasn’t been getting out climbing enough lately, I figured
this might be a good idea, too.
Katy climbs ice better than I do. Actually, Katy climbs most
things better than I do; she has more style, grace, agility, and
good looks than I could ever hope for. To top it off, she has more
determination than a steam train all fired up going downhill
with a full load of gravel and busted brakes. For those reasons,
when Katy says we climb ice, we climb ice. Best to heed the
gentle prodding of the steam locomotive and not to languish on
the tracks.
I started out the season with a few bad experiences, backing
off things well within my ability, letting Katy lead, and generally
being a nincompoop. I lost my ice mojo, baby, and I didn’t really
want it back. This weekend was different, though. After some
hard work and determination, I forced the mojo back into action and was relatively fired up for the gong show that is called
X
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ice climbing. Up early, on the road, coffee- and carbo-loaded
and gear-laden, we fired off for some climb. We were up to the
base in record time, despite some wet, heavy snow, and on to
the climb. The first pitch was a real morale booster—the first
successful pitch in a while with no whining—and heck, I think
I even had fun (albeit the “it doesn’t have to be fun to be fun”
type of fun). Pitch two was mine again; so up the next pitch I
go, harder this time, but I was doing well—givin’er, even. Up, up,
and then I hear, “! , !”
Hanging on for what I imagined was hundreds of pounds
of snow on my head, I kind of rethought the whole ice mojo
thing, kind of thought I might get killed, the last day before I
turned thirty. Damn—maybe this was not so fun. There were
avalanches sliding two feet to my left and fifty feet to my right.
What the fuck were we doing here?
I guess I was pretty lucky—the slide wasn’t all that huge—but
if I had climbed a few feet left, I probably would have been
tossed off the climb and been somewhat broken. Nonetheless, I
was not about to mess with a good thing (life) and decided to
back off. When you are old like me, you may decide that some
things are worth fighting for and some are not.
We wanted to climb some ice that wasn’t liquid and wasn’t
going to kill us, so when we left the hotel the next morning, we
headed to Marble Canyon. Since it was my thirtieth birthday
and I now qualified as old, we decided to leave some camping
room for the younger crowd and do our duty by staying indoors.
Luckily, when we got to the parking area, we saw we had made
the right choice, because every single suitable campsite was occupied by tents—a veritable sea of tents stretched past the zillions of cars in the parking lot and over the lake ice as far as the
eye could see.
As we strolled past the refugee camp–style accommodation of the squatters, we noticed that something was odd, that
something was awry. Partly because a friend told us and partly
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because of our uncanny innate sixth sense, we knew that this
was a VOC crowd. Other indications included people standing
around in the sun, people still sleeping, and cars full to the tits
with gear in the parking lot.
Anyhow, off we went climbing the ice, and as we got to the
top pitch, we sensed something else. Katy was just leading up
to the crux of the climb a distinct sound came up from below:
whack, whack; kick, kick. First an orange blob, then a few silvery
sticks. Over the top of a lower step came a keen, energetic VOC
ice climber. Valiantly placing a top rope for his mates, he carried
on up. About 30 metres above his head Katy climbed on, scared
for her life because the ice was thin and so brittle she could
scarcely set a pick without sending ice crashing down exactly the
way the young lad had come up. Ho! But it mattered not, the
lad deftly scampered up and set up his top rope and was down
again.
Really, though, I thought he was gonna lose his face if she let
one of the two-foot-by-two-foot blocks down that I had sent
down earlier. This was no laughing matter.
Anyhow, we averted disaster, backed off, went down, laughed
about it, and even found out the guy, Ian, who was pretty nice
and pretty sincere and pretty cool about taking a little feedback
about the situation. Who says young punks don’t listen? I was
amused to see every conceivable line had a top rope on it, from
WI9 lines to WI1+ gullies, all with a healthy contingent of yetto-be ice climbers, want-to-be ice climbers, and trying-to-be ice
climbers; the only has-been ice climber in the place was me.
But I’m working on it.
I guess there are a few morals and take-home points to the
story. For clarity I shall list them here:
1. Katy has good ice mojo.
2. The VOC has good ice mojo.
3. I am thirty, and I am still alive (came close to dying there
a few times, though).
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4. The VOCJ is fifty and still alive.
5. The VOC taught me how to climb, how to play outside,
and yes, even a little about how to survive.
6. All of my experience is not translated to fear, maybe just a
healthy amount.
7. Shit happens.
8. Some of my best friends are or were VOCers.
(Don’t tell my Mom about this, okay?)
Kelly Franz served on the VOC exec doing public relations one
year and coordinating the climbing wall another year. During his
time at UBC he partook in a lot of quality buildering. After he
finished university in spring 2002, he travelled to Asia and Africa,
doing a little climbing on the way. In 2005 he did a trip to the
Alaska Range with Ken Glover. In 2006 Kelly, along with Katy
Holm, purchased a house in Squamish, where he keeps in shape for
buildering by rock climbing.

AUTHORS IN OUR MIDST
Iva Cheung

P

   about the outdoors has been a longstanding VOC tradition, but some of the club’s alumni have
taken the practice a step further and compiled their wisdom
into books for a wider audience. Here are some highlights (read:
a non-exhaustive list) of alum-authored titles. Some of these
books are no longer in print, but several of them are still available through used-book sites and in the VOC library, and others
are being updated—expect new editions soon.

  and climber Dick Culbert is credited with the first ascents of countless peaks in the Coast and
Cariboo ranges. He was active in the VOC in the 1960s, earning
a Silver Pin in 1963. In 1965 he wrote the first guidebook to the
Coast Mountains, A Climber’s Guide to the Coastal Ranges of British Columbia, which was updated in 1968. In 1974 he published
the Alpine Guide to Southwestern British Columbia. Although
both titles are out of print, Culbert’s writing set the stage for all
of the other guidebooks of the region that followed.
   wrote several books of nonfiction, as well as one of the first guidebooks to the Chief in
Squamish, but he is perhaps best known for writing Hot Springs
of Western Canada: A Complete Guide, published by Gordon
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Soules in 1977 and updated in 1999. His
book covers both natural and artificial hot
springs, some in oft-visited resorts and others in more remote locales and accessible after a hike or paddle. In addition to featuring
hot springs in Western Canada, this guide
also covers some hot springs in Alaska and
Washington State.
   writing A Guide to Climbing &
Hiking in Southwestern British Columbia (Gordon Soules, 1986), Bruce Fairley is also the editor of The Canadian Mountaineering Anthology
(Lone Pine, 1994), a collection of sixty-three
pieces from Conrad Kain’s
account of the first ascent
of Mount Robson to Sharon Wood’s thoughts on
her experience as the first North American
woman to reach the summit of Mount Everest.
Although some readers have noted that Fairley’s
guide is in need of an update, the stories in the
anthology are timeless.
“  ” with John Baldwin’s classic
Exploring the Coast Mountains on Skis. The
second edition of this guide was published
in 1994 by Gordon Soules, but an updated
edition is forthcoming. Baldwin, who was
active in the VOC in the late 1970s, is also
an avid photographer and in 1999 he published Mountains of the Coast: Photographs of
Remote Corners of the Coast Mountains.
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 , daughter of VOCers
Iola and Gordon Knight and first
ascensionist of over thirty routes
in Squamish, was only in the VOC
for the one year she attended UBC
before transferring to another institution, but in that time she left her mark
in the form of cartoons that currently adorn
the clubroom. She has since published several books of her cartoons with Menasha
Ridge Press, including Climbing Tales of Terror (1990), Teetering on the Brink of Climbing the Ugliest Stuff Yet (1997), Vicious Lies
an’ Heinous Slander (1997), and Everest: The
Ultimate Hump (1999).
   likely best
known for his Scrambles
in Southwestern B.C.
(Cairn), but he also coauthored Hikes around
Invermere and the Columbia River Valley (Rocky
Mountain Books) with
Aaron Cameron in 1998.
Scrambles, which guides the reader through 120 routes that cover
a range in difficulty between hiking and mountaineering, is currently out of print, but Gunn is working on an updated edition
and expects to complete it soon.
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   and Silver Pin recipient Jeremy Frimer spent time exploring and putting up some impressive lines
in Peru’s Cordillera Huayhuash. In 2005 he
teamed up with Squamish’s Elaho Publishing to publish a guidebook to the region:
Climbs and Treks in the Cordillera Huayhuash
of Peru. Like all Elaho books, this one is well
researched and authoritative, and readers
describe it as a must-have for anyone looking to travel to the
Huayhuash Range.
   just about every outdoorsperson can use, check out Fred Touche’s selfpublished Wilderness Navigation Handbook
(2005), a comprehensive guide for outdoor
navigation that includes discussions of both
old-school techniques—from using celestial
bodies to determine your position to measuring the temperature of boiling water to figure
out your altitude—and new-school gear, including GPS systems and digital altimeters.

 
 

  

2 years in the Hemlock family
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NINETY YEARS OF
THE VARSITY OUTDOOR CLUB
A Glimpse into the Archives
Duncan McPhedran

2

VOC ARCHIVES

  the ninetieth year of the club’s existence and the
fiftieth anniversary of the VOC Journal.
Over the past year I have been working toward digitizing all
of the VOC’s archives in order to preserve that portion of the
club’s history. As I write this, I am nowhere near finished, but I
have found some amazing photographs stretching far into the
VOC’s near-mythical past. With the passing of legends Bert
Brink and Hans Gmoser in the past year, even more of the club’s
living memory has passed beyond reach.

Image 1: Skiers on Seymour, January 22, 1928: Geoff Burton, Gil
D’Aoust, Elmer Crawford, Stan Bruce, and Jackell Fairley.
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Far back in the
first days of the club,
there were no photos—at least none
that were entrusted to
the club—so our first
picture is from the
late 1920s (see Image 1). The VOC has
a long history of skiing, and, by 1927, we
already had a decrepitlooking ski hut that
would be replaced the
next year.
When the snow
melts in spring, members pursue other activities. The VOC has
a tradition of exploring the mountains
surrounding Vancou- Image 2: In the “crater” of Crown, October 1930.
ver, and trips to Crown
and the Camel are part of that tradition (see Image 2). Equipment
in the 1930s was, from today’s perspective, interesting at best and
terrifying at worst.
Travel to and from the mountains before the Sea-to-Sky
Highway was built required significantly more logistics. Supplies and boats and cars were all needed to get to the Lions (see
Image 3, overleaf ); the approach to a trip of less than an hour
could take most of a day.
In the 1940s, as with the cabins we currently sleep in, there
was never enough space. Image 4 (overleaf ) demonstrates that
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Image 3: Inside the good ship Miss Victoria II, spring 1938.

Image 4: Thirty-three of us slept there, 1940.

the VOC has always brought more people than anyone anticipated and put them in a smaller space than thought possible
(more on that later).
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Although the Second World War did not slow the activities of
the club itself, the club lost at least one member overseas in 1943.
There are no notes in the photo albums concerning others, nor do
they provide any other information on this young man in Image 5.

Image 5: John Moncton, riding, spring 1940.
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From as early as the 1950s, the VOC has held Longhike as a
climbing event involving no hiking at all. It has been an instructional trip focused on safety and the enjoyment of climbing, held in
some of the most beautiful locations in the world (see Image 6).

Image 6: Longhike at SS Harbour Navigation, 1958.
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Image 7: First VOC Ascent of Mount Rainier.
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In 1960, the VOC made its first ascent of Mount Rainier (see
Image 7). From VOCJ 3, it sounds to have been crowded and
very warm (which caused rockfall from Gibraltar).
The Whistler Cabin (see Image 8) was built in 1965 and was
eventually taken away as the VOC could no longer afford to pay
for the maintenance. An attempt to make it a joint operation
with the Ski and Board Club attracted the attention of the AMS,

Image 8: VOC’s Whistler Cabin, November 1965.
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which proceeded to confiscate it. This development remains a
point of contention, even though the club now has four other far
nicer cabins in places free of crowds.
During the 1970s, members of the club spent an inordinate
amount of time climbing buildings (see Images 9 and 10).

Image 9: Climbing on the SUB, Clubs Days, 1970.
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Image 10: On the gun tower, 1971.
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By the 1980s there were not enough climbing routes for people to spread out on (see Image 11), and, as a result, learning to
lead required extra concentration to block out the crowds.

Image 11: Longhike, October 1987.
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The club turned seventy-five in 1993. There was a banquet
and many people danced. Some wore amazing pants (see Image 12).

Image 12: Someone wearing amazing pants.

This latest decade has seen the numbers of members in the club
take off. In the past year there have been waiting lists a mile and a
half long for every trip. The most stunning example was the clandestine ascent of Siwash Rock in late November 2007. This tiny summit was host to seventeen people at once (see Image 13, overleaf ).
I have no idea who, when, or where Image 14 (overleaf ) depicts, but it is stunning and typical of the type of stuff members
in the club get up to when no one is looking.
The VOC has an extensive archive of photos that date back
to 1927. These photos are well on their way to deteriorating, and
I and a few other dedicated club members spent this past year
digitizing both the VOCJ and the photographic collections in
the club’s possession. What I have presented here is a minute
selection of our documented history, the majority of which has
no names, dates, or places associated with it. If any of the alumni
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Image 13: Siwash Rock, November 2007. From left to right: Andrew
Paré, Christian Veenstra, Ben Singleton-Polster, Tim Blair, Duncan
McPhedran, Emma Vardy-Bragg, and Kaja Sadowski. The other ten on
the summit at the time were hiding.

Image 14: Do you know anything about this picture? Email your VOC
archivist with any leads.

recognize anyone in this article or would like to come by the
clubroom at UBC to play “name the content of that photograph”
I would be happy to accept the help, whether or not I am the
archivist at the time.

GRAD NEWS 2007–08
Christian Champagne and VOC alumni

A

   of exile, the Grad News section is back—
and bigger than ever! I would like to thank everyone who
helped me write this article—without whom I couldn’t have
compiled such an extensive list—despite all the hours I’ve been
devoting to it. Enjoy.
  (Quartermaster, 2000–01) and  
(President, 2006–07) will be married in April 2008 at a backcountry ski lodge. Scott works as a product design engineer for
Intel, and Sandra works as a fisheries biologist for Jacques Whitford AXYS, an environmental consulting firm.
  (VOCene Editor, 2006–07) has somehow understood his research and completed this master’s thesis
in materials engineering. He was last seen leaving for Calgary
shortly after a ski trip, where he now works for a wind power
engineering firm called Genivar.
  ( Journal Editor, 2005–06) is now at Oxford
University, working on her master’s in philosophy and development studies.
  (Special Projects, 2005–06) is a research assistant in the department of zoology at the University of Otago in
Dunedin, New Zealand. He is still active in the outdoors and
reportedly owns five pairs of crampons.
  (2000–04) is burning the midnight oil writX
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ing her PhD dissertation in genetics at the B.C. Cancer Research
Centre. She is looking forward to rekindling a mountain-based
lifestyle in spring 2008 with   (1999–2004), who
is working on his PhD at the Institute for Resources, the Environment and Sustainability at UBC.
  (president, 2004–05) is back at UBC as a
postdoc after spending the last two years at Microsoft Research
in Seattle. During this time he bagged many peaks in the North
Cascades, Olympics, and Alpine Lakes. He and his wife, Zosia,
circumnavigated the Tetons and went mountain biking in Moab
for their honeymoon. Somehow he still hasn’t climbed Mount
Baker.
  ( Journal Editor, 2004–05), our blue-haired
climbing freak from Québec, moved back to the land of the
frogs and is now engaged to Jennifer Plante.
After finishing a bachelor’s in engineering physics, former
VOC President   (1995–2005) did the obvious
by starting grad school in developmental psychology. In between
expeditions to Pakistan, India, Peru, and the St. Elias, he pretends to work on a PhD and contemplates the academic life.
  (1995–2005) works as a research hydrologistgeomorphologist for the Ministry of Forests in Nanaimo. He
has two young children, Leif-Finlay and Nemiah, whom he is
introducing to the outdoors. Dave still manages to get out into
the hills around Vancouver Island, the Coast, and the Rockies as
much as he can and is a member of the Strathcona Park Public
Advisory Committee.
  (VP, 2003–04) is back at UBC completing her bachelor of music in voice performance. She’s married to fellow VOCer   (Climbing Wall Coordinator,
2004–05), who works at Valhalla Pure Outfitters in Vancouver.
  (President, 2003–04) is a professional photographer who recently took photos in Antarctica and on Baffin
Island. She currently volunteers for search and rescue with the
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Lions Bay Mountain Rescue Team and is an official artist of
the International Polar Year (2007–08). Roberta will soon be
publishing her first book.
  (Public Relations, 2003–04) and   (Special Projects, 2003–04) are living in Revelstoke. Vérèna
works as a teacher and is involved in work with environmental
education on mountain caribou issues, and James is doing a PhD
at the University of Calgary in avalanche research at Rogers Pass.
The two are engaged to be married in 2008.
  (?–2004) has been an assistant professor in
the Department of Commerce at Massey University in Auckland, New Zealand, since 2005. He still enjoys rowing, cycling,
and some backpacking down under.
  (mid 2000s) is now stuck in North York, Onterrible, working to become a certified chiropractor at the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College. At least there’s some ice in
Québec for him to climb...
Designer of the VOC website and former president (2002–
03)   is working of his PhD in the Department
of Mechanical Engineering at UBC.
   (VP, 2002–03) is in graduate school at McGill, studying urban planning. He often works as a cycle-touring
guide in the summers. The McGill Outdoors Club is just not
quite the same as the VOC...
  (1999–2002) has been working for G3 for many
years as an engineer. He recently moved to Nelson, B.C., with
his fiancée, Genevieve, to teach at Selkirk College, drink good
coffee, and ski everyday. He likes rolling hills and soft fluffy kittens. He’s not yet realized what living away from Squamish will
do for his climbing.
  (Membership Chair, 2001–02) currently works
for Advanced Cyclotron in Richmond, B.C. When not at work,
Jay travels all over the world but still heads up to the hills every
weekend.
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  (Climbing Wall Coordinator, 2001–02)
does cross-fit, skis, climbs, works for an engineering firm in Vancouver, and is still the strong, silent type.
Former VOCer .   (Treasurer, 2001–02) still
enjoys climbing, either at Squamish or on the other side of the
world. She’s currently doing a residence in anesthesiology at St.
Paul’s Hospital in downtown Vancouver. This past summer she
established a new 900-m rock line—all free—on a splitter granite spire situated among the legendary Latok and Ogre peaks of
the Karakoram in Pakistan.
  ( Journal Editor, 1999–2000; VP, 2000–01) is
now in UBC Medical School, heading into emergency medicine,
infectious diseases, or anesthesia (it’s still too early to decide!).
She still climbs and skis whenever she can and for as long as her
knees and knuckles hold out, with some bouldering on the side...
She is planning to climb in Brazil this summer while working
in a hospital there.
  (Trips Coordinator, 2000–01) is a Vancouverbased writer with a day job at the Emily Carr Institute. She will
be cycling from Cairo to Cape Town in 2009, writing/directing a
documentary on Japanese Love Hotels, and hopefully getting her
first book published (when time avails).
  (VOCene Editor, 2000–01) is currently living
in Switzerland, working in IT during the week, and spending
his weekends playing in the Alps. He married fellow VOCer
  (1999–2000) in 2007.
Still short, quick with the wit, and brave with the ropegunning, only to be outdone by his partner, Katy Holm, 
 (Public Relations, 2000–01) works for a geothermal
power company and lives in Squamish, B.C. He has climbed
in various places in the world: Alaska, Cuba, Thailand, Spain,
South Africa, and Namibia. Oh, and Canada.
  (2000s) has been to the St. Elias Range several times and yet has failed to climb Mount Vancouver twice.
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He started a company in Vancouver that measures water flow in
rivers. He proudly owns a jacked-up carbon-neutral SUV.
  (2000s) is a high-school teacher, currently
working in the Take a Hike Program for high-risk youth at John
Oliver Secondary in Vancouver.
  (early 2000s) got married in summer 2007
and works as a physicist for Sea Breeze Power, a wind energy
developer.
  (early 2000s): “i am writing this update on
my fancy pager from the warm-up area for the Keskinada,
a 59km xc ski race in Gatineau park outside of Ottawa, in
which my fellow Onterrible exile ( ), is currently racing. this tells you a lot about my life these days: I
have a pager(!)-soon to be upgraded to a blackberry(!!!)-as i
am just starting out practice as a registerd midwife, i liv in
eastern canada—Kingston, one month into a 1 yr contract and
loving it so far—and i am content not to b the one racing—i
am out this morning to support robin and was quite glad not
to be suiting up for a 59k ski this morning, but rather looking
forward to dawdling around on the trails in the sunshine for
a few hours while robin is out there busting his ars. Although
I do still delight in getting out for a daily xc ski on the frozen
river estuary near my home, I guess u could say i’ve mellowed
a little in my old age. Go Robin!”
  (1997–2001) is currently a high-school
physics teacher in Vancouver and a father of two. Despite persistent rumours, he does not still warm up on 5.13. The club still
enjoys reading his VOCJ articles.
  ( Journal Editor, 1999–2000) works as a geophysicist for a consulting firm in Burnaby. She climbs lots of rock and
ice, and skis as often as she can.
After completing the Coast Range Traverse (Vancouver to
Skagway), the son of   and  , 
 (late 1990s–early 2000s), moved to Africa and is
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currently the country director for the Norwegian Refugee
Council in Abidjan, Ivory Coast.
  (late 1990s–early 2000s) married 
 (late 1990s–early 2000s) upon his return from self-imposed exile in California, where he was an overworked postdoc who
occasionally played chess with nice street people. Krystyna gave
birth in 2006 to lovely Sylvia Vocadlo and then decided to take a
break from making big bucks in biotech. David decided to get a “real”
job and is now an overworked assistant professor at Simon Fraser
University. They occasionally break out the climbing gear or skis, but
most of their spare time is spent at swings or training for the upcoming Tiddly-Wink World Championships in Dubai in 2009.
  (late 1990s–early 2000s)—a.k.a. Ard
Arvin, a.k.a. DJ ak45—is living in Vancouver and builds highperformance industrial digital cameras for Prosilica. He still
climbs, does DJ gigs (like at Longhike) and maintains his website buildering.net. He’s been organizing buildering competitions and buildering evenings on campus for the last few years.
  (late 1990s–early 2000s), the moral superhero, and   (Archivist, 1993–94) were lost with no
trace while attempting a difficult route on the Devil’s Thumb in
2003. Long live Fast Eddie!
2000 Loving Cup recipients   and  
(Trips Coordinator, 1999–2000) tied the knot in July 2007. Both
Dora and Matt are currently working on their master’s degrees at
SFU in resource and environmental management. Matt is working on a ski guidebook and a second edition of his scrambles
guidebook. Dora is pursuing a career in land-use planning and
is working in the Integrated Land Management Bureau.
Former VOC president (1999–2000)   is applying his math degree as an electrician in Vancouver. His interests
have moved from climbing to hula-hooping, resulting in a much
more developed social life. He will be married this August at a
huge disco party.
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  (VP, 1999–2000) completed an MSc on
moraine-dam outburst floods and is now living in Toronto and
working as a geomorphologist. He frequently returns to the
coast to get his fill of mountain traversing.
When he’s not trolling on forums such as cascadesclimbers.
com, clubtread.com, and other outdoor-related websites, 
 (1990–2000) is an environmental consultant for Madrone Environmental Services Ltd. in Abbotsford, B.C. He is
also the regional correspondent for the American Alpine Journal.
Drew has been back at UBC doing a part-time PhD in forest
hydrology since 2006 but is rarely on campus and has so far managed to avoid spending eight-hour days in the VOC clubroom.
The master planner behind the Brian Waddington Memorial Hut,   (President, 1998–99), is working on his PhD in fluvial geomorphology in the Department of
Geography at UBC. He still spends a lot of time skiing, hiking,
canoeing, and sailing.
  () ( Journal Editor, 1998–99) is a
program coordinator for parent and tot activities in Cherryville,
B.C. and a private voice and piano teacher. She hasn’t been on
many trips lately since she now has two sons under the age of
three. Their last major trip was a three-day backpacking trip
into the Monashees when her oldest was eighteen months old.
Lately she has just been happy to live in a place where she can
ski out her back door.
  (1994–99; VP, 1998–99), daughter of ex-VOCers
  and  , is living in Squamish and is holding long phone dates with her husband, Chris Gooliaff, who is
working in Rogers Pass as a park warden. She is currently teaching outdoor leadership, among other subjects, enjoying coastal
rock, and contemplating interior powder!
  (Treasurer, 1998–99) works for B.C. Transmission Corp., and lives in Vancouver with his wife and one-yearold son, James. He spends a lot of time sailing.
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  (1997–99) died while attempting a ski descent of Liberty Ridge on Mount Rainier in 1999.
  (1997–99?) got tired of 100-km-in-a-day adventures and is now living and teaching in Sitka, Alaska. He is
engaged to Kate Coseo.
  (1997–99?) is teaching geography and
infecting people with her laughter at Thompson Rivers University in Kamloops.
  (late 1990s) is currently finishing a naturopathy degree in Portland, Oregon. She still skis and climbs
when she can. She’s also concurrently working toward her midwifery license.
  (late 1990s) is a geologist living in Canmore,
Alberta. He has travelled the world looking for mountains to
climb—rock, ice, or mixed. He was a member of the 2007 Latok
Expedition in Pakistan, which also included fellow VOCer  .
  (1995–99) was tragically killed in a rockfall accident on Mount Athabasca in 2004. Jeff was in med school in
Calgary.
Loving Cup recipients and climbing fanatics  
and   (1994–99) have been married for six years
now and are expecting their first child this May. Even so, they’re
still climbing every chance they can get. Alanna teaches English
and history at a high school in North Van, while Ron works as a
physicist at the B.C. Cancer Agency.
1998 Loving Cup recipient   (1994–99) is
working in Calgary for Parks Canada as a fire ecologist. He is
still slowly working on his PhD at the University of Washington,
studying fire-bark beetle interactions in ponderosa pine forests.
He’s taken up the mandolin and still has hopes of becoming a
rock star.
The latest word is that   (President, 1997–98) has
returned from living in New Zealand and is working as an engi-
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neer in the Lower Mainland. He is married to Laura Erven and
has a young daughter.
  (Membership Chair, 1997–98) lives in a quirky
but beautiful little ski town high in the Colorado Rockies and
runs his own search-engine marketing business. He’s married,
has a cute toddler munchkin, and is now obsessed with playing
goalie in hockey.
  (1994–98; Treasurer, 1996–98) is back in Vancouver and teaching grades one and two. She and her husband,
Firas, try to get outdoors as much as they can, although backcountry activities have been sidelined for the past few months as
they’re renovating their condo themselves.
-  () (1992–98) and husband, Ryan,
are living in Revelstoke with a young child and a dog, and they’re
still skiing and climbing and running and knitting... a lot. AnnMarie works as a public health nurse.
  (1998 and some other years) completed
his BFA and is applying it to outdoor education. He works with
local schools, taking kids into the wilds of B.C. After a hundredday hike through the Rockies, and six months cycle-touring
through South America, he is now focused on the home front
serving as president of SPOC (www.SelfPropelledOutdoor
Club.com). He has written a buildering guidebook for UBC and
spends mostly all of his summer days in Squamish climbing.
  (President, 1996–97) lives in North Vancouver.
After a failed business venture in turd farming he now works as
a park ranger for B.C. Parks in the summer and a Nordic ski patroller on Hollyburn in the winter. He makes occasional forays
to Dubai to make emergency humanitarian deliveries of maple
syrup, and he wrote the off-road guide to Oman. Mark manages
to get out on a number of exploratory ski and mountaineering
traverses in the Coast Mountains every year.
  () (VP, 1996–97) and   (President, 1994–95) finally got married in 2003 and are
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living in Vancouver with their humongous cat. Blair works for
Environment Canada’s Canadian Wildlife Service, and Judith
is on tenterhooks waiting to see if she gets into medical school.
When not cuddling the cat, baking, or enjoying the mountains,
Judith is working in psychiatric research (insert joke here). Blair
paid to ski at Whistler this year for the first time ever and discovered that his skis are noticeably longer than everybody else’s.
  (1994–97) has dragged husband Dave White
to Hobart, Tasmania, to take a job as a research officer with Forestry Tasmania. In between raping and pillaging the forests of
this beautiful island, they do as much surfing as they can. Their
other outdoor pursuits include barbecuing, drinking, visiting
wineries, and thinking about doing more hiking and camping
next year.
After completing university,   () (1994–
96) didn’t want to give up the lifestyle of time off and climbing
trips, so she became a flight attendant. During her stay with the
club, she enjoyed many climbing trips with Doug Wilm, Drew
Brayshaw, Jason Malloff, Carlos Fleet, and Eric Clemson. She
now lives on top of the Smoke Bluffs in Squamish and climbs
every chance she gets.
  (1991–96) is working out of Revelstoke. He
tries to enjoy the skiing in the area and has just fallen in love
with a pair of skis from the G3 Factory sale. He also thinks that
by using the climbing gear he had when he was nineteen that
he’ll stay young. Pssst, John... there’s no such thing as a fountain
of youth—especially in a pile of old gear!
After graduating in engineering and working in Campbell
River for five years,   (Climbing Wall Coordinator, 1994–95; President, 1995–96) moved to Nelson and studied
music for a year while skiing and paddling in the area. He then
was awarded a scholarship to the Berklee College of Music in
Boston, Massachusetts, from which he graduated in 2004. He
moved to Brooklyn, New York with his wife, Jen, where he has
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been teaching private lessons, gigging, and producing music
for commercials and films. He recently released his first album,
Constant (www.andygabrys.com).
  (1992–96) is art teaching at a high school in
Vancouver and has occasional gallery shows.
  (1991–96) and wife Anne live in Vancouver
with two small kids and get out skiing and climbing as much as
the kids will allow. Andrew is a geotechnical engineer, and Anne
teaches high school.
Skiing fifty to eighty days a year in the Rockies,  
(1990–96) is living in Banff, Alberta, as a contractor, building
houses in Banff and Canmore. On his days off, he volunteers to
help build the race tracks and run the races for the national and
World Cup ski events in Lake Louise, Panorama, and Whistler
during the winter. In the summer, he climbs in the Rockies, with
the occasional climbing trip down to the States.
  (1983–87 and 1992–96) lives in Edmonton and works for the Air Quality Science Unit of Environment Canada. He is married to Tanya Binette. Together they
still get out to the mountains on a semi-regular basis. He is active with the ACC in Edmonton as section chair.
  (1987–96) still climbs once in a while but
spends most of his rare free time whitewater paddling, skiing,
mountain biking, or chasing around his two-year-old daughter,
Jade. He married Grace Win several years ago, and after some
great trips abroad, they have settled into life in Surrey. Eric remembers his VOC years fondly and wishes he were doing it all
over again!
  (1988–95) and   (1991–95)
got married in 1998 and have two daughters—Kayla, nine, and
Lauren, six. They live in North Burnaby and work at Sunny Hill
and BCIT. The whole family is in the Hollyburn Jackrabbits Ski
Club, and they all camp, canoe, climb, bike, and get out telemarking once in a while.
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 and   (1989–95) are still in Vancouver as
a biotech consultant and a clinical biochemist, respectively, but
their more important job is promoting enthusiasm for outdoor
pursuits in their two boys, Thomas and Willem, both age eight.
  (President, 1992–93) has moved away from
working in IT at UBC to work at a computing acceleration
company in Calgary.
  (Climbing Wall Coordinator, 1992–93) is a chemistry professor at Malaspina University College in Nanaimo.
  (President, 1991–92) is a research associate
in oceanography at UBC. He is still doing lots of exploratory
trips in the Coast and Boundary ranges and in Alaska. He is
married to ex-VOCer  . They have two kids,
Pascal and Pilar.
  (Special Projects, 1991–92) has moved
back to Vancouver from Victoria after discovering trail running
in a serious way. He is trying to avoid becoming a cog in one of
the local software companies. Recently he has taken down his
Lavalife posting by request. Climbing mountains and skiing in
the backcountry remain his key pursuits.
  and   met in the VOC in
1990 and married in 1996. They travelled together around South
America from 1992 to 1994, climbing lots of mountains in Ecuador and Bolivia. They lived in Calgary for a few years, where
Fiona attended medical school. They currently live in Victoria,
where Fiona practices geriatric medicine and Scott founded and
runs StarFish Medical, a medical device development company.
They have three children, ages ten, seven, and two, and do a lot
of kayaking and canoeing and the very occasional backcountry
ski trip.
  (1990s) works for the municipal government in
Ottawa. He just had a kid, so outdoor activities are constrained
to the immediate area—ice climbing, kayaking, etc. he should be
back to the mountains this summer!
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  (1990s) occasionally works when he no longer
has money to do ski trips full-time. He lives in North Vancouver
and published the Wilderness Navigation Handbook back in 2004.
He still hates yo-yo skiing.
  (1990s) lives in Revelstoke with his wife and
two children. He works as a wildlife biologist and is project coordinator for the Revelstoke Mountain Caribou Research Project.
  (1990s) married an American named Lilian and
had a girl named Sierra, and they have been living in California
and Washington for the past few years. They are finally moving
back to the homeland in March.
  (1990s) is a great chef looking for a new position somewhere in Vancouver.
After a stint in Holland,   (1990s) is back in
Canada. He works as a professor in Public Health at the University of Alberta. He is married to Pam Cruise, and they have
two young kids.
  (1990s) married Judy Campardo, lives in North
Van, and has two little boys. He is a process development manager at EnGene Inc., a biotechnology company in Vancouver.
  and   (1990s) are married and
are living in Vancouver with their dog, Pika. Ashley is a teacher,
and Cam is a forecaster for the Canadian Avalanche Centre.
  (early 1990s) works for his own homerenovation store in Nelson, B.C.
  (early 1990s) is currently working for Blue Coat
Systems, a software company in Sunnyvale, California.
  (1980s and 1990s) taught up in the Yukon
after a lucrative sponsorship deal with Tua Skis fell apart. He
has since returned to teach in Surrey while living in North Vancouver. He is occasionally seen on Hollyburn whizzing around
on skate skis (and muttering about all the post-holes left by Argyle High outdoor ed students), or in remote locations where he
poses elegantly for his latest Lavalife profile photo.
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  (1980s—1990s) moved to Nelson ten years
ago. He’s taking winter guiding courses and enjoys skiing with
his daughter, Katie, eleven.
  (late 1980s) has sold his software company and
now works for another software company in Burnaby.
1990 Loving Cup recipients   and 
 (1981–87; Quartermaster, Journal Editor) currently live
in Berkeley, California. Peter is a physicist with Lawrence
Livermore National Lab, and Denise is a painter. They ski and
mountaineer in the Sierra Nevada and still do regular trips with
ex-VOCer friends.
  (1986–90) is a software engineer for Optiwave
in Ottawa, designing software for optical engineers. Married
to   (1981–87), they are raising two teenage
daughters. Anita works as a regulatory/environmental scientist
and also dabbles in policy. The family has enjoyed lots of travel and actively hike, canoe camp, and ski in B.C. and Ontario.
Steve has discovered a love for ice climbing and also takes his
daughters rock climbing in Gatineau Park on routes pioneered
by former VOCer  .
  (1984–90) works at Mount Rainier National Park, where he hikes and skis to backcountry camps to
clean toilets in the summer and fall. In the winter and spring
he travels to Nepal, Thailand, and Vietnam to go trekking and
enjoy the beaches.
  (President, 1988–89) and  
(President, 1989–90) are at University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee.
Andy is an associate professor in chemistry, and Muriel is spends
most of her time as Mom to their almost-three-year-old daughter, Elise. They are a long way from the mountains in Milwaukee,
so they make do with the climbing gym until the summers, when
they usually go to Vancouver to get their climbing and mountain
fix.
  (Public Relations, 1988–89) lives in
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Vancouver with partner Jason and continues to hike, backpack,
and telemark ski. She works for Metro Vancouver.
  (President, 1987–88) lives in Germany, in
northern Bavaria, in Franken (English: Franconia). Married to
past VOCer   for twenty-five years now,
they have a ten-year-old son, Nicholas. Catherine is a permanent researcher at the Bayerisches Geoinstitut (Bavarian Geoinstitute). Richard has guided with Yamnuska out of Canmore for
a number of years and has spent some seasons working in New
Zealand with Alpine Guides at Mount Cook.
  ( Journal Editor, 1987–88) is living in
Auckland, New Zealand, and is a scientist at HortResearch, a
New Zealand Crown Research Institute. He is married to wife
Ali and has two children, Becky and Matthew. He still does lots
of hiking and orienteering.
  (late 1980s) is married to Julie Rezler, currently
lives in Vancouver after spending eight years in California, and
works as a management consultant. They still climb and hike.
His range of music has expanded somewhat, but he still favours
The Best of Bob Seger on road trips.
  (late 1980s) is in Australia. He occasionally
makes trips to join ex-VOCers on bush thrashes, but it’s been
a while.
  (Treasurer, 1986–88) is back from Oz and
lives on Vancouver Island. He teaches mathematics at Malaspina University-College in Nanaimo.
  (Archivist, 1986–87) was tragically killed during the final section of a descent from Mount Robson, in the
Canadian Rockies, following a successful climb of the North
Face. The current rock-climbing wall in the Norm Theatre is
dedicated to him.
  (1984–87) has been living and working in Cranbrook since 1987 with his very understanding wife, Barbara,
and their daughters, now seventeen and nineteen. He has spent
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the past twenty years exploring, hiking, and backcountry skiing
40,000 vertical metres of dry powder every season.
  (President, 1985–86) was tragically killed in an
avalanche at Kokanee Glacier Park in 1998. Rob was a prolific
mountaineer and doctor, very active in B.C. and internationally
in the 1990s.
  ( Journal Editor, 1985–86) currently
lives in North Vancouver and works for a land survey company.
She also teaches skiing part-time in Whistler and earns extra
money shovelling snow and cleaning houses. When not doing
any of these things she is out skiing, climbing, or hiking.
  (1982–86 and 1989–93; Archivist, 1985–86)
currently lives in Salmon Arm and is married to Alan Bates, with
three girls—Hannah, ten; Rachel, seven; and Teslyn, three—and
she works in emergency at Vernon Hospital. She still does lots
of skiing, mountain biking, hiking, and bits of climbing, desperately getting up to high elevation when she can.
  (Project Coordinator, 1984–86) is a geomorphologist based out of Squamish, working at Baumann Engineering.
  (1982–86) is a poet, writer, and artist. She
works on a mountain fire lookout in Alberta and with homeless
people in New York City, where she currently resides. Vivian is
the author of the environmental novel Eyes of the Forest and the
poetry collection Breathing Nose Mountain.
  () (1982–86) works as a geomorphologist in Vancouver and lives with Captain Bivouac,
 . Betsy continues to be active in the mountains.
  (mid-1980s) died of trauma-related
injuries in an avalanche on Mount Cerberus on the Monarch
Icefields in 1996. Brian is remembered as an irrepressible skier,
mountaineer, and lover of the outdoors. He was very active in
the BCMC in the early and mid-1990s. The VOC’s Brian Waddington Hut is named after him.
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  (mid-1980s) lives in Coquitlam with Mike
Tyndall and her three children. She is a research coordinator at the
Vaccine Evaluation Centre in Vancouver. With her family she enjoys spending time in the outdoors hiking, skiing, and canoeing.
  (mid-1980s) is a high-school science teacher
in Richmond.
.   (mid-1980s) works at a medical clinic
at Heriot Bay on Quadra Island, B.C. She lives with son Luka,
six, and daughter Shanti, four. Both kids are keen skiers.
  (President, 1984–85) and  
(1990–94) married in 1994. They live in Coquitlam with their
two children, Richard and Rachel. They still get out hiking and
ski-touring occasionally and are members of the ACC. They enjoy lift-skiing, biking, and canoeing with the kids, both as a family and via Scouts/Cubs/Beavers as leaders.
  (1979–85) is a personal chauffeur to three teenagers and a wildlife biologist for Banff, Yoho, and Kootenay national parks. His wife and fellow VOCer   (1982–87)
is a family physician in Invermere.
  (President, 1983–84) is a consulting geologist based
in Vernon, B.C., who has spent most of the last few years working in Argentina. Jay remains a keen adventurer and is an active road cyclist, Nordic skier, sailor, and wilderness explorer. He
is married to Sharon McDonald and has one daughter who is
planning to enter university this fall. The Pages have just bought
a Klepper folding double kayak and are looking forward to exploring the rivers and the coast of B.C.
  (Treasurer, 1983–84) teaches mathematics at Selkirk College in Castlegar.
  (Treasurer, 1982–83) is a professor in electrical
and computer engineering at the University of Alberta.
  (VP, 1982– 83) has a PhD in forest ecology
and works in research in coastal forests. She’s doing everything
she wanted to do when she was in the VOC.
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  (1981–83) is running his own hydrology
consulting company in Prince George, B.C. He is married to
  () (Membership Chair, 1983–
84). They and their children are active skiers.
  (Climbing Chair, 1981–82) has been a computer science professor at the University of Arizona in Tucson
since fall 2003. His wife and VOCer   is an assistant professor in the Division of Family Studies and Human
Development at the same university. Unfortunately for them,
there’s not much snow down there...
  ( Journal Co-editor, 1981–82) is a family
physician who teaches at UBC and does travel medicine. She is
married to Mark Haden, a BCMC member. They have two children, Kirsten and Eric, and the whole family can be seen skate
skiing, canoeing, cycling, and hiking as much as possible.
  ( Journal Co-editor, 1981–82) lives in Kits
with Dave Robertson and her two mountain-biking sons. She
works at G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre as an occupational
therapist.
  (Public Relations, 1981–82) is a teacher at an
elementary school in Vancouver. He and wife Greta have two
children, and the family remains very active in the outdoors.
  (no relation to Debbie) (Climbing Chair,
1980– 81) is teaching chemistry at UBC Okanagan in Kelowna. He was the first to use computers to organize the Hustler’s
Handbook and Sphinx Camp.
  (1978– 81) stepped down after three years as
chair of the ACC—Vancouver Section, and got married to another BCMC/ACCer Margaret Hanson in September 2007.
  (1974–81) does research part-time in engineering at UBC and is currently updating his guidebook Exploring the Coast Mountains on Skis. He lives in Vancouver with
Linda Bily and has two children, Stephen and Rachel.
  (1980s) teaches physics at Thompson
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Rivers University in Kamloops, has three children, and skis regularly. In 2007, Normand completed the Penticton Ironman. He
and his family often provide a base camp to ex-VOC friends at
their friendly home over Christmas and New Year’s.
  (1980s) lives in Deep Cove, where she can carry
her kayak from her home to the ocean, with her son, Markus,
and partner, Frank.
  (1980s), brother to , is a doctor with a
restless spirit, who enjoys travelling the world.
  and   (1980s) live in
Cambridge, UK, where both work in biotech.
  (1980s) married BCMCer Mary Prendergast. After spending several years in San Francisco, they now
live near New York City. Gavin works as a researcher in a biotech company. Gavin and Mary spent three months this summer
mountaineering in Europe and the Canadian Rockies. He was
active in the BCMC for a number of years in the 1980s and
early ’90s.
  (1980s) is an adjunct professor in glaciology
in the Department of Earth and Ocean Sciences at UBC. He is
active with the ACC.
  (early 1980s) lives in Golden, where he continues to practise law in his own firm. He still climbs actively
and usually gets out with former VOCer   on
a mountain trip every year. The years haven’t completely dulled
his quest for new routes—last year another VOC alumnus, 
, and he made the first ascent of the north ridge of
Mount Rogers in Rogers Pass with Dave Jones.
  (1973– 77 and 1980–81) has been working as
a park warden for Parks Canada since graduation. Currently she
works in Banff, but she has also worked in Kootenay National
Park, in Gwaii Haanas, and on the Chilkoot Trail. She continues
to be an avid fan of backcountry trips and international travel.
  (1973–80) lives in Kits with wife 
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 (1979–80) and their two sons. They ski, kayak, and
hike. Jacques has also taken up long-distance cycling.
  (1970s–1980s) is a geomorphologist and
lives on Gabriola Island.
  (Treasurer, 1978–79) is a lawyer living in
Vancouver. He works advising societies, charities, and other
non-profit associations about the issues of particular concern
to such organizations. He continues to be active in climbing
and mountaineering, though never as much as he’d like. He was
past-president and honorary member of the BCMC. He has
also been active in the Climbers’ Access Society of B.C., which
was formed in 1995 to represent the interests of the climbing
community. It works on public access to, and conservation of,
the cliffs and mountains of B.C.
  (1972–74 and 1976–79) still lives in the Vancouver area—now in West Vancouver. He is happily married to
Donna, with two daughters, ages nineteen and twenty-one. He
still enjoys annual week-long backcountry ski trips (sometimes
to Kokanee), along with downhill skiing and mountain biking.
  (1977–78) is a certified International Federation Mountain Guides Association guide and is currently based
in the Canadian Rockies, in Golden. She is one of five internationally certified women guides in Canada. She has worked in
the mountains for over twenty years as a guide, educator, and
adventurer.
  (President, 1977–78) lives in Whistler
with his two children and partner. They have lots of fun skiing
big mountains in the winter, and they enjoy cycling and water
sports in the summer. His works at a ski business in the winter
and in management consulting in the summer.
Married for twenty-two years now, VOCers  
and  - (Archivist, 1977– 78) currently reside on Pender Island, B.C. They have a twelve-year-old son,
Evan. Gerry has been a doctor for eighteen years and teaches
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piloting classes for the Canadian Power and Sail Squadron on
the island. Helen does a lot of volunteer work on island and is a
secretary to five different groups at present, runs Summer Story
Time at the local library, and manages the Amateur Theatre
Society Costume Room. They head out on family sailing trips
when they can, ski when they can get the time—and that applies to hiking too. Both Gerry and Helen act in amateur theatre
productions on the island.
After driving   around in his van on various
trips,   (1976–78) now works on his website Bivouac.
com in Vancouver, to the pleasure of many VOCers and outdoor
enthusiasts. Over the years, he has compiled a songbook database with over nine hundred songs. You can catch Robin playing
guitar at the Wired Monk in Kits on open mic night.
  (1974–78) has been married for twenty-six
years to Karen and has four children aged fifteen to twenty-three.
He lives and works with one of his sons in Port Coquitlam, B.C.,
operating his own video production company, Techno Monkey
Media (www.technomonkeymedia.com).
  (1974–78) has recently remarried and now lives
in Maple Ridge, B.C. She works as computer contact teacher
at two elementary schools in Maple Ridge. Heidi continues to
blunder around in the mountains with VOC alumni.
  (1972–78) lives in Smithers with his wife, Mary.
They have five children and are grandparents to two. Rob continues to be active in climbing and hiking and has also taken up
kayaking recently.
  (1973–78 and 1980–82) is a geotechnical
engineer and project manager, has worked in Western Canada
and Asia, and now lives in South Surrey. He is married to Teri
and has twin sons, and the whole family enjoys hiking, ski-touring, kayaking, and a bit of scrambling to summits now and then.
  (1972–78) is an asset and investment manager
for SITQ Inc. in Calgary. She is still a die-hard downhiller but
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planned her first backcountry ski trip ever for this March to
Skoki Lodge near Lake Louise. She has a condo on the hill
at Fernie since last year and now heads south to Fernie Alpine
Resort every weekend.
  (President, 1976–77) is still climbing,
skiing, and leading trips for the ACC. Last summer he climbed
a few peaks in the Bugaboos, even getting up the northeast
ridge of Bugaboo. The summer before, he went climbing in the
Alps with former VOCer  . They were able to climb
the Matterhorn and a few other 4000-metre peaks. He’s married to Lucy and has two girls, ages fourteen and nineteen.
  (Ski Rep, 1976–77), son of 
 and father of  and  , is now
retired from his own consulting firm out in Penticton. He describes himself as a “farmer” now...
  (1972–79; VP, 1976–77) is Director of Public Libraries for the Government of Yukon and has lived in Whitehorse
since 1990 after working as a librarian in other parts of Canada.
She played a proactive role during the successful VOC–AMS
lawsuit concerning the VOC Whistler Cabin, now known as the
AMS Whistler Lodge, and still treasures the Silver Pin she was
awarded in recognition of her efforts. She continues to enjoy the
outdoors, hiking, car camping, canoeing, and snowshoeing in the
magnificent wilderness areas of Yukon and Alaska, although gardening makes it harder to get away from home in the summer.
  (VP, 1975–76) is living in Delta with her
husband, Lyndon Mager. They still hike with their two kids.
  (1972–76) is currently a lawyer for Burns,
Fitzpatrick, Rogers and Schwartz LLP in Vancouver after several years with B.C. Parks and Parks Canada.
  (VP, 1974–75) works for the Canadian Wildlife Service, Environment Canada. She lives with fellow VOCer
  (Climbing Chair, 1973–74). Chris has served
on the MEC Board of Directors for eleven years. He is an avid
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outdoors enthusiast, was an Outward Bound mountain instructor for fifteen-plus seasons, and is passionate about all things
wild. They live in Ladner, B.C., and spend most of their free
time exploring new and old favourite mountain trails and coastal hideouts.
  (1970–75) is a partner in an oceanographic
consulting company, ASL Environmental Sciences, in Victoria.
David has been married to Pat Javorski since 1976, and they still
enjoy the outdoors; their main activities are kayaking and skiing. They have three children, now all in their twenties, who also
enjoy the outdoors.
  (1971–75) is a respirologist, intensivist,
and director of intensive care at the Surrey Memorial Hospital.
He is married to Lynn McCormack, and they have one child,
Calvin. Grant still climbs and ski tours around B.C. and is a
member of ACC–Vancouver Section, the BCMC, and the International Society of Mountain Medicine.
  (President, 1973–74) was killed in an avalanche in California in April 1983. The Harrison Hut was dedicated in his honour.
  (Climbing Chair, 1972–73) is in Kamloops
working for the Ministry of Tourism, Sports and Arts as the
Southern Interior Region East Regional Recreational Manager.
  (PARC chair, 1972–73) is a research geomorphologist for the Ministry of Forests in Nelson.
  (1969–73) is currently a vice-principal at an
elementary school in Penticton, although she lives in nearby
Summerland. Ellen is still active in the mountains. She climbed
Fairweather in 1986 to become the first female to reach the
summit and made it to 25,000 feet on Broad Peak in 1995. She
celebrated the hundredth anniversary of the BCMC this summer with ten days in the Chilcotin and went off for a week’s
backcountry skiing this February.
  (1970–72) is a retired lawyer now married to
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former VOCer   and living in Rossland, where she
does a lot of snowshoeing and hiking. She plans to kayak up
the B.C. coast yet again. One of MEC’s founding members, she
has served on its board and wants to convert the world to selfpropelled recreation.
  (1969–72) is an instructor at Thompson Rivers University, a consulting planner, and an agrologist in Kamloops, B.C.
  (Cabin Marshal, 1970–71) is a geologist, mining
entrepreneur, and chairman of Pan American Silver Corp., one
of the world’s leading primary silver producers. He recently donated $8 million toward a biodiversity research centre that will
include a museum of natural history at UBC.
  (President, 1970–71) has his own fluvial geomorphology consulting firm based out of Victoria.
The VOC was issued member number 52-1 at MEC in September 1971.
  (early 1970s) is married to  
(early 1970s), and they have four children: Tim, Kate, Sarah, and
Peter. They spend half of the year in Nanaimo and the other half
in New Zealand, where Paul works in fisheries management.
  (1968–73; Cabin Marshal, 1970–71) is an assistant professor of geography at Thompson Rivers University in
Kamloops. He married to Louise Marcelette in 1992, and he’s a
principal in International Remote Sensing Surveys Limited.
  (1967–73) climbed high on Sky Pilot back in
the day. She taught high school English and art for a while in
Richmond and later in Williams Lake. She is married to David
Richardson, and they have three sons: Avery, Kent, and Brock.
She recently retired and is now living on Rose Lake near 150
Mile House.
After working as a field geologist,   (1968–72)
went to the University of Western Ontario to get an MBA and
worked for Petro-Canada in Calgary for a while. He is married
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to Val Taylor, and they have two kids: Sarah and Mark. Now he
manages a number of western Canadian real estate assets, among
other things. Bill still finds time to get out in the hills and does
a fair bit of cross-country skiing in the winters.
  (1968–72; Treasurer 1972–73) is married to
Paul and has two daughters, Courtney and Lara. They currently live and work in Calgary. In addition, Anne has returned to
school at the University of Alberta to pursue a PhD in nursing.
  (1966–72) lives outside Telkwa, near
Smithers, and is still doing income tax. For excitement, she’s
learning springboard and platform diving to the point that she
went to the World Masters in Edmonton and California. She
also does athletics at the Seniors Games—all the throwing and
jumping events, including pole vault, which she learned five
years ago. She also took up snowboarding nine years ago, got her
instructor ticket, and worked part-time for a couple of years.
After spending what seemed like an eternity at Fort Camp,
  (1966–72; Public Relations, 1968–69) went on to
be the first employee, and manager, of MEC. Jim is married to
Gabi (née Messerschmidt), and they have three kids—Cameron,
Malcolm, and Christine. Jim lives in Kelowna and describes
himself as a “not quite RSD (Retired S*** Disturber)”
  (1966–72; Membership Chair, 1971–72) is
living in Port Moody and married Terry Corriveau in 1971. They
have two boys—Brent and Ryan. Walt and Terry now travel a
lot. Terry is retired from teaching, and Walter is warily contemplating retirement, but he says that the upside is he’ll finally be
able to work on those one-of-a-kind special furniture projects
he couldn’t get to while working at a regular job.
  (Membership Chair, 1970–71) is now the head
of ACC–Vancouver Section. He organizes a Thanksgiving reunion with past VOCers at his place every year. He is married to
VOCer   (VP, 1970–71).
  (1966–71) is a retired teacher and principal and
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serves on the school board in Squamish. He is also currently
employed as a grandpa.
Since 2004 professional forester   (1970s) has
been working for herself in Smithers, and currently her main
client is a not-for-profit natural resources research organization. Back in 1986 Kirsteen and her then partner established
Laing and McCulloch Forest Management Services and based
their operations out of Smithers. She still enjoys adventure and
the outdoors—in particular, running, biking, cross-country skiing, hiking, and travelling (forty-six countries so far). Her two
teenage daughters keep her busy with their activities of competitive cross-country skiing, triathlon, cross-country running, and
long-distance track.
  (1957–61 and 1966–71) is enjoying his retirement
from a successful and long-lived teaching position in the science
education department at UBC. He is married to  
(1963–67; VP, 1965–66), who, after many years of teaching ESL,
is contemplating joining him in retirement. They live in Burnaby,
B.C., and continue to enjoy fresh air, hiking, and the occasional
turns. One of their annual highlights is the Silver Star reunion
of VOCers from the 1950s and ’60s.
 .  (late 1960s–early 1970s) has been a
geologist working for his own consulting firm, Baumann Engineering, in Squamish, B.C., since 1991. Frank is an active
mountaineer who has completed numerous first ascents in the
Coast Mountains, including the first ascent of Warbler Ridge on
Mount Logan, Canada’s highest mountain.
  and  ()  (1965–69) live
in Vancouver. Brian is presently a UBC faculty member in biotechnology (Michael Smith Laboratories), and Margaret works
as a part-time bioinformatician. They are both competitive orienteers and enthusiastic backcountry travellers, and they ride
their bikes to work every day. Some of their favourite mountain
trips over the years have been the first Sir Richard traverse in
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Garibaldi Park (1969), the Tahumming Traverse (2001), and the
Spectrum Range Traverse (2005). The Ellises have two daughters, one working in Vancouver as a professional geoscientist and
actively enjoying the B.C. backcountry and the other studying at
the University of Toronto.
  (Useful Person, mid-1960s–forever) is retired from the Pharmaceutical Sciences Department at UBC.
He is married to Carla, and they have three boys—Dave, Jeff,
and Kevin. Even with a hut named after him, Roland still regularly participates in beginner-friendly trips. His older son Fred
recently graduated from Simon Fraser University and is employed writing computer programs for the B.C. Central Credit
Union.
Since 1975   (1964–68) has worked in the Banff
search and rescue and avalanche safety programs and has been
the supervisor of the area rescue team since 1981. He has worked
to refine the helicopter sling rescue system, developed rescue pilot standards, and researched avalanche probing methods.
  (1963–67) lives in Vancouver, B.C., working as a freelance personal historian, and continues her love affair with radio. She enjoys hiking and skiing with her husband,
Robin.
  (1965–67 and 1969–74; Membership Chair,
1966–67) has practiced medicine for fifteen years in Hazelton
and in Vancouver. He explored such disparate places as Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, Nepal, Georgia, Moldova, mountainous bits
of Africa (most recently the volcanoes of Rwanda), the Atacama
in Chile, and Baffin Island fiords. He and wife   (1965–67) recently kayaked together in Toba Inlet, and
they have four kids.
  and   (  ) (1962– 67)
lived in Ladner for thirty years and are now retired to Okeover
Inlet, north of Powell River near Lund and Desolation Sound
in 1999. Their two daughters and their families (four grandchil-
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dren—three girls and a boy) are in the Lower Mainland and
enjoy outdoor activities, too. Axel and Frankie swim, water-ski,
travel, do some hiking (Chilkoot Trail, Machu Picchu), work on
their property taming the forest, and spend time on their beach
picking oysters and digging clams. They enjoy having company,
so if you’re in the area, drop by!
  (1963–66) continues to follow her passion
for music and is actively involved in the Vancouver Folk Music
Society. She lives in Vancouver, B.C.
Renowned mountaineer and conservationist  
(mid-1960s) passed away in 2003 from cancer. From 1964 until
his death, John would spend more than half a year, every year,
in the backcountry on various trips. He spent so much time on
trips that people couldn’t offer the time to go with him, and he
did them mostly solo.
  (mid-1960s) is a semi-retired geologist. He
returned from Chile and lives in Gibsons, B.C. He did countless
first ascents on the Chief and buildings on UBC campus; Dick
also did the first ski ascent of Siwash Rock.
  (1963–67; Climbing Chair, 1966–67) and
  live in Vancouver. Alice is now retired after a
nursing and consulting career, including lots of interesting international work. She has been BCMC secretary for several years,
is active with North Shore Hikers, and gets out backpacking and
travelling as much as possible. Unfortunately she doesn’t climb
campus buildings anymore...
  (1960s) has been retired since 2000. He used to
work for the B.C. Ministry of Environment as a senior habitat
biologist. Dave has been active in the Prince George clubs and
the FMCBC since the mid-seventies. He is currently the trail
maintenance manager of the Caledonia Ramblers.
  (1960s) is a geologist in Vancouver
and part-time book publisher married to   (mid-1960s).
He still gets out in the mountains and is still updating his Hot
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Springs of Western Canada guidebook. Back in 1965, Glenn was
part of a group of four students, including  , who did
the first ascent of the University Wall route on the Chief at
Squamish.
  (VP, 1961–62) was tragically killed by an avalanche
during a Christmas ski trip in Yoko National Park in December
1962. The photography competition award for Best Climbing and/
or Ski Mountaineering Pictures is dedicated to her.
  (1957–61 and 1981– 91) passed away in 1991
from hypothermia after an aneurism and a stroke in North
Vancouver. Even with a career as a nuclear chemist at Chalk
River, Ontario, John would come back every year to B.C. for
the mountains. He was remembered by many generations of
VOCers for his independence, quixotic nature, and sense of
humour. Pringle Ridge, the high point on the Garibaldi Neve
crossing, was named informally for him.
  (1955–59) was active in the mountaineering community for a couple of decades, climbing widely in the Canadian Rockies and getting involved in three major expeditions. The
highlight was the first Canadian Himalayan expedition (1964), on
which VOCers  ,  , and   were
also members. After twenty-seven years with the Burnaby School
Board, Don and his wife, Heather, retired to Nelson, B.C.
  (President, 1958–59) is a glaciologist and a local
naturalist, and he still lives in Whistler. He has been buying two
copies of the VOC Journal every year, since the first one in 1958!
Thanks to Karl, the VOC Journal was initiated to record club
activities and achievements and was modelled after the Alpine
Club of Canada’s journal.
  (President, 1957–58) and  . 
() (Archivist, 1962–63) are now retired in Barriere,
B.C. They still spend quality time hiking, skiing, and travelling
and are active in a local outdoor club. They’ve attended all but
one VOC reunion in the last forty-five years!
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  (1950–55; President, 1953–55) has enjoyed VOC
and ACC trips, reunions, and overseas encounters through the
years. He has served as manager of the ACC’s 55+ Summer
Trekking and Climbing Camp and hut custodian in the Rockies. He works on the Lake Louise World Cup Downhill events
and races Masters and Kokanee in the winter, often meeting up
with VOC grads. His consulting work in retirement has taken
him to thirty-seven countries, mostly with eight UN agencies
and NGOs. And it’s the Silver Star ski reunion and the Cypress
summer reunion that bring “the VOC family” together for tall
tales, singsongs, and fresh plans.
Honorary member   (mid-1950s) sadly passed
away in the summer of 2006. He is remembered for the advice,
hospitality, and guidance he gave to all of VOCers who happened to be in the Rockies in the early ’50s.
 “”  (President, 1952) lives and fly-fishes
in Lillooet. He is proud of another VOC past-president—his
granddaughter  .
-  (1950s) lives in Squamish. Her husband,
and brother to Harold,   (1950s), passed away a
few years back. Jack was the one who designed the VOC logo.
  (early 1950s) is back in Vancouver and now focuses his time on trail maintenance—Sigurd Creek Trail, Silver
Daisy Trail, Sigurd Peak Trail, just to name a few.
 and   (late 1940s) are still kicking around
in North Vancouver. Mother of Tami and Tony Knight, Iola organizes the pre-’55 Old Timers’ VOC reunion every other summer at Cypress, with around a hundred past VOCers attending.
 “”  (1929–36) passed away on November
29, 2007. Known as the father of nature conservation in B.C., he
will be solemnly missed by all.
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Matthew Breakey by the Sharkfin, crossing the Neve in a day.
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SETH ADAMS

RICHARD SO

PASCAL ZILTENER

Opposite, top: Kaja Sadowski cold and hot at Red Heather. Opposite, bottom: Charlie Caunt and Line Christiansen are all smiles in Garibaldi Park.
Above: Christian Veenstra at Phelix Creek, New Year’s 2008.
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RYAN GUSTAFSON

Above: Clint Morgan snowboarding on Mount Baker. Opposite, top: Duncan McPhedran old-schooling it at Red Heather: before ski poles, telemarkers used a single
pole known as a lurk; before pants, telemarkers used a single pole. Opposite, bottom: Stu Masterman at Phelix Creek.
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PETER HUDSON

RICHARD SO

LARA THOMPSON
RICHARD SO

Top: Bram Van Straaten skiing on Mount Fee. Bottom: Scott Nelson on a
sketchy log crossing across North Joffre Creek.
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THE WORLD’S LONGEST
SPEARHEAD TRAVERSE
Or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying
and Hate My Downmat
Scott Webster

O

 , April 28, 2007, Krystil Koethler, Sandra Nicol,
Scott Nelson, and I packed our stuff into Scott and Sandra’s
Pathfinder and drove to Whistler to start a planned nine-day
traverse of the McBride Range in Garibaldi Provincial Park. We
would start at the top of the lifts on Blackcomb Mountain (only
a little cheating) and finish either along Paul Ridge or Garibaldi
Lake, depending on conditions and timing.
We struggled to ride the chairlifts to the top of Blackcomb
with our heavy (fifty-pound) packs and were unlucky to find
that the Showcase T-bar was not running. So we strapped on
our skins and started the hard work. Things were pretty busy
heading into the backcountry at the Blackcomb Glacier. We
worked our way to the top of the glacier in the nice weather.
We made good progress despite our heavy loads across the
Decker, Trorey, and Tremor glaciers with a little bit of a bootpack required to get over Mount Pattison. It was getting a little
late in the day, but we ditched our packs and walked up to the
top of Tremor Mountain (2,691 m, the highest along the Spearhead). We then made our way down to the Platform Glacier and
set up camp.
We unfurled Christian Veenstra’s enormous four-person tent
with extended vestibule (Hilleberg Nallo 4 GT) that we had
borrowed as the most weight-efficient option. It was thereafter
X
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SCOT T NELSON

known as “Château Veenstra” because of its luxurious nature and
enormous size. It was here that my trials and tribulations with
my new Exped Downmat would begin.
The Downmat is an inflatable sleeping pad (similar to an air
mattress) that is insulated with down. It is supposed to be more
luxurious (much thicker) while being the same weight or lighter
than a Therm-A-Rest. I bought one of these just before the trip
in order to have something warm enough for sleeping on snow.
The Downmat has two valves at the top, supposedly to make
deflation easier. You only use one to inflate the mat and the entire inner volume is interconnected. Since the mat is filled with
down, you shouldn’t blow into the mat to inflate it since the
moisture in your breath could affect the down. Instead you use
the stuff sack as a sort of pump. This takes some getting used
to, but is only minorly inconvenient once you get the hang of it.
Well, only minorly inconvenient if you only have to inflate once
per night. Now we come to the problem. The valves were terrible.
If you even looked at them the wrong way they would either pop
open entirely or loosen a little to allow a slow leak. And there

Climbing up steep slopes out of Wolverine Pass.
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were two of them! Throughout the trip I would have to wake
up during the night to re-inflate my mat, and several times I
resorted to sleeping on my backpack instead. The problem was
definitely exacerbated by sleeping in close quarters with several
other people in a tent. Apparently other Downmat owners don’t
have this problem, but it was certainly a huge annoyance to me
during this trip.
So, back to the traverse. We woke up the next morning, packed
up, and headed off across the Platform Glacier and then past the
Ripsaw. A short, steep walking descent popped us out onto the
Naden Glacier. We descended a long way on hard snow to Diavolo Creek. We made our way down into the trees and then up
to the headwaters of the Cheakamus River toward the McBride
Glacier, which extends northward from Mount Sir Richard. The
weather was still nice, and we set up camp. We had been able to
fill our water up from an open spot on the Cheakamus, so we
saved ourselves a lot of snow melting.
The next morning we started trekking up the McBride Glacier under clear blue skies. After a while we reached the col to
the northwest of the summit. You could see through a hole in
the snow to the bergschrund, a huge open space covered by
some snow on top. Scary! We took out the ice axes and popped
up to the top of Sir Richard and enjoyed great views all around.
Mount Pitt was impressive to the south.
We glissaded back down to our gear and started across the
top of the Ubyssey Glacier. Soon the Gatekeeper was upon us.
The Gatekeeper is an infamous peak you have to traverse below
to do the McBride. It was late in the day, and the sun was hot.
There was lots of evidence of wet-snow avalanches. Things didn’t
really seem too scary, though, so we headed across after finding
the least steep area possible to drop down to start (it was still
pretty steep). We kept on plowing through avalanche debris, and
at one point a smallish slide came down between Krystil and me.
We hurried through the rest of the traverse and completed the
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short climb back up to Wolverine Pass. Veeocee Mountain was
just a short ways off but far enough to prevent an ascent, unfortunately. We decided to press on a bit farther to try to make it to
the Snow Bowl Glacier before dark.
We skinned up the steep slope and started traversing again.
The slope got ever steeper and there were cliffs below. At some
point we were getting sketched out, and I was holding my ice
axe in one hand. Eventually we ended up with our skis off and
walked slowly. Thankfully it started to mellow out again and we
reached the Snow Bowl. I think this section was made scarier by
taking off our skis and getting out ice axes since it made everything take longer, but a fall would have had serious consequences,
so the process was probably justified. We probed for crevasses
and set up camp in a nice flat spot after building a snow wall.
The next morning we woke up in a whiteout. Since the traverse got technical beyond this point we were forced to wait in
the tent. We amused ourselves with various activities, such as
taking turns reading So Long, and Thanks For All the Fish out
loud. We also played bridge. I’d never played before, but this was
a good opportunity to learn. The day passed reasonably quickly,
and we went back to bed.
The next morning we woke up in a whiteout. It was relatively
warm but snowing fairly consistently. We took turns throughout the day shoveling out the tent and looking for blue sky. A
few times we caught a glimpse but were not lured out of our
camp. My bridge skills were progressing rapidly at this point. It
was relatively comfortable in our large tent, but we were starting to get a little bored. More snowing, more shovelling, then
back to bed.
The next morning we woke up in a whiteout. But it wasn’t
quite as bad a whiteout. We started to see some blue patches.
Now we had a tough decision to make. It was day six of our
planned nine-day traverse. We had just enough time left to finish the trip on our intended route but no more leeway for get-
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Scott W. and Krystil playing bridge in Château Veenstra. Scott is on
the accursed Downmat.

ting stuck in the tent. It had just snowed several feet, and the
steepest parts of the traverse were yet to come, so we were worried about avalanches. We knew previous parties had escaped
out the Cheakamus River but that it had been quite a terrible
escape involving skiing on marsh and getting wet crossing the
river several times. Eventually we decided to escape, but to head
up the Cheakamus River back to the more familiar Fitzsimmons
Range. We would exit via Whistler Mountain to complete the
Spearhead Traverse.
We enjoyed some nice skiing down the Snow Bowl Glacier
to Wolverine Creek. We went down the creek in very springlike
conditions, past some large avalanche debris piles and eventually
crossed the creek at a shallow point. We started eastward up the
Cheakamus now, looking for a good place to cross. Eventually
we found a snow bridge and made our way to the north side. We
climbed steeply in the forest next to Detour Creek and narrowly
avoided a cliff band. Late in the day we reached a nice flat meadowy area and set up camp again.
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View from camp when the weather finally cleared up.

The next day we climbed up Detour Ridge in the heat. It
seemed ridiculously warm but it was probably really only a few
degrees above zero. Glop Stopper was applied vigorously to the
skins. We climbed up to the very top of the ridge hoping to be
able to traverse over the top, but the northwest side was too
steep. We went back down and traversed around on the steep
slopes of the south side. Now we were back on track on the wide
Diavolo Glacier. It got fairly windy as we crossed the glacier and
climbed to Mount Benvolio. We booted up to the top of Benvolio on the way by and then around the north side of Overlord.
We traversed around and then dropped down a small chute to
get to the Overlord Glacier. This was a brilliant little ski run. We
skied across the glacier, past Whirlwind Peak and Fissile and
down to the Himmelsbach Hut at Russet Lake. We enjoyed
the luxury of the hut and played some more bridge. I slept alone
with my Downmat on the upper level and succeeded in having
it not deflate for once.
The final day (number eight) brought us down to Singing
Pass on rock-hard snow, up Oboe, past Flute, and into the ski
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area (closed for the season). We skied down but soon came
to a plowed road blocking our way. They had plowed a trench
through the snow with enormous snow walls on each side about
eight feet high. After crossing the plowed road several times we
made it to the gondola, which was unfortunately out of commission for repairs. We managed to charm some employees into
driving us down the mountain (since we would have had to walk
from this point because of a lack of snow). After we had piled
into their truck they told us that we stunk. They were right.
Soon we were back at our vehicle, having completed the
world’s longest Spearhead Traverse!

ESCAPE FROM GARIBALDI
Christian Veenstra

A

   Mount Garibaldi in late April, we
hoped to find spring conditions; instead we found deep
powder, a winter storm, and (eventually) each other.
The plan seemed solid—Line Christiansen, Matthew Carroll,
Lara Thompson, Piotr Forysinski, and I would summit Garibaldi. I’d been hoping to climb it for a while, and Piotr had already
done so just a few weeks prior. After a rainy traverse of AshluElaho just two weeks beforehand it seemed that spring was on
its way and the time was right. To save weight all five would
cram into my four-man tent, and I’d carry the whole thing (to
keep the party moving fast...).
Our approach would take us up Brohm Ridge, and we expected a cakewalk. Having heard stories of people day tripping Garibaldi from Brohm we weren’t too concerned when
we’d parked the rental car at the snowline and started skinning
around 11 . We thought we’d have time to practise crevasse
rescue with Line and still be able to sing songs in camp that
night. I’d even brought my ukulele...
After spending almost all afternoon skiing and still not getting out of snowmobile range on Brohm Ridge, we had a quick
chat and decided that Piotr and I—since we were moving faster—would skin up ahead and set up camp on the big flat piece
of glacier under the northeast face.
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Matthew, Piotr, and Line carrying skis on a logging road on the way
to Mount Garibaldi.

Although we’d broken well ahead, once we got into the alpine
the latter half of the party began catching up quickly—the trailbreaking had started to get pretty real, and the light had gone
flat, causing us to ski cautiously, often throwing the ski pole to
check whether the snow was really in front of our skis. By the
time we were on the glacier at the bottom of the last uphill before camp the other group was pretty close and appeared no
more than ten minutes behind us.
Piotr suggested we just stop and wait so that we could all
head up together. I suggested we just skip on ahead, set up the
tent, and start making water. I also liked the idea that on the
chance the slope might slide, the whole party wouldn’t all be
caught at the same time. Piotr thought this was a great idea, so
we started up; I went straight up, and Piotr cut switchbacks at
a reasonable angle. Eventually the rest of the party disappeared
behind us because of the rolling nature of the slope (you know
the kind—the one that looks like the top is just 50 m ahead the
whole way up).
It was windy up on the flat bit, so we dug a tent hole and
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built up a wall as darkness settled, and we began melting snow
for water. We thought the wind was a result of our more exposed
location and didn’t fully realize it was actually a storm coming
in. Matthew, Lara, and Line were late arriving, and we imagined
that this was due to them having stopped to make some water of their own (after enduring a previous 17.5-hour epic—see
“A BREWtal Adventure,” VOCJ 49—Matthew decided that he
would never just push on through dehydration because the camp
or hut was “just ahead”).
When they hadn’t shown up about an hour later I left the
tent and began searching... I was only moderate alarmed when
I noticed that our tracks had blown in—after all, Matthew was
carrying his GPS, and everybody knew where camp was supposed to be. Expecting to find them just a short distance below
camp I took a bearing and began skiing down the slope. I saw
scattered bits of track around, enough to imply the others might
have skinned up already but nothing conclusive, and I certainly
didn’t actually find any skiers. Heading back up, I ran into Piotr
who had just run out of the tent looking for me—alarmed that
the tracks were blowing in and that I might have wandered off
never to return.
Piotr eventually joined me in the search, and we got progressively more worried as the night drew on and the storm worsened.
By 3:15  we’d grid-searched basically the whole area by placing markers and taking bearings, and Piotr finally convinced me
that we had done all we could and should go to bed—of course
we still hadn’t even cooked dinner. At about 4:30  we went to
bed, although I was too worried and couldn’t eat my half of dinner (which was really just half of the dinner Piotr had planned
for himself, as Line was carrying my food). I don’t think either of
us slept at all, and our night was interrupted frequently by mad
dashes out of the tent after one of us thought he saw a headlamp
or heard the squeak of bindings or even voices outside the tent.
Around 6  dawn had broken to worse visibility than had pre-
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Piotr on Brohm Ridge, all smiles before the group was split up.

vailed during the night. I attempted to eat breakfast but failed. We
went back to the bags, fully clothed, for another hour, in hopes of
greater visibility (and because we were really tired by this point). I
actually managed to sleep for about half an hour during this time
and was saddened when I awoke to realize that the worst night
of my life had in fact been real—and still wasn’t over.
After getting up the second time I choked down my breakfast
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(with help from Piotr), and we broke camp, planting a picket to
mark our spot in case this might be useful knowledge to someone later. Visibility was outright terrible—we often couldn’t even
see the pickets/probes we’d placed about 50 m from the tent to
increase its visibility during the night. We tentatively headed off
into the white, hoping our map/compass skills would be sufficient to make up for our lack of either a GPS or visibility (read:
hoping for some luck).
Hoping to find that they’d backtracked to a better spot and
set up a bivy we blew whistles as we skied but found no sign of
either them or a snow cave. Upon reaching the snowmobile cabins on Brohm Ridge we knew that they hadn’t skied out ahead
of us. After we waited there for a few hours two snowmobilers
arrived and were very helpful—and they both had cellphones. I
called Iva Cheung and got Matthew’s cell number. We tried to
call him for a while but got no answer. Eventually we decided
that it was time for outside help, and I placed a call with the
RCMP. It was the first and only time I’d ever called the RCMP
to report something about my own party. At the time we felt
that it would be better to report the situation and let the RCMP
decide what to do, as we were in no position to make any rational decisions. Just when I was explaining that the missing party
members all had sleeping bags, knew how to make snow caves,
and were carrying a GPS, Piotr reached Matthew on his cellphone. It was 4:30 , almost twenty-four hours since we’d last
seen them, and I was relieved to say the least. Instantly I realized
how tired, hungry, and sunburned I was. I ate some food and
collapsed asleep on the snow until they arrived, and we skied out
together just as darkness settled in.
 , one might wonder what happened to the other half
of the party…
They had, in fact, stopped to make water. After melting some
snow, Matthew estimates that they were about thirty minutes
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behind us—but during this time the tracks got blown in. After reaching the top of the rise they somehow managed to ski
past our tent. Continuing until the glacier steepened toward
the Tent (Mountain), they were about to turn around and take
another pass—but then they saw headlamps down on the Neve,
on the far side of the Tent. “What the hell are they doing down
there?”, they thought as they skied about 2 km to go around the
Tent and down onto the Neve.
Upon arrival, they discovered that it was some other party, doing a Neve crossing and just setting up camp for the night. The
other party thought it was pretty funny that a bunch of VOCers
would show up in the middle of the night, in a storm, separated
from the rest of their group, and way off route.
Being far too tired to safely climb back up and look for Piotr
and me they bivied there with the other group, knowing that
Piotr and I would survive fine on our own. The next morning
they slept in until 11  or so (waiting for improved visibility,
which never really arrived) and skied out. Matthew fell halfway
into a crevasse, but they otherwise made it out without incident
and had just turned on their cellphone when we called them for
the second time.

DECISION TO DESCEND
Samantha Brett ( VOCO)

W

  have to be creative with travel in our situation. My car is a 1989 Cadillac Brougham d’Elegance,
a comfortable car to take on long road trips in warm weather.
However, driving the beast into the hills of interior British Columbia was a menacing thought. My roommate, Kaitlyn Bausler,
and I were trying to plan an adventure for the weekend; we were
thinking Revelstoke, or maybe Needle Peak on the Coquihalla
Pass. Of course we could always resort to Big White or Silver
Star if need be.
There are some things you should know about Kaitlyn. First
off, she stands a towering 5´1˝ and can be one scary chick if
she does not get her weekly skiing fix. She comes from Juneau,
Alaska, where she was raised on fresh salmon and reindeer sausage. She looks harmless, but looks can be deceiving. Born in the
snowy rainforest of North America’s west coast, she probably
came out with skis on her feet and teeth in her head.
We were both getting anxious now about our weekend plans.
We were easily distracted by the thought of being aloft on a
mountain peak, but we still needed to get there. I tapped in to
my optimism. I figured that help was on the way, and soon we
would know precisely where to go. We were pondering about the
different resorts and the snow pack at each place. At that point
the 2007–08 winter season in B.C. had killed eleven people in
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avalanche accidents. We needed to choose carefully and decide if
we’d go backcountry or head to a commercial resort.
That Thursday night we attended a potluck dinner at our
friend Nick Therrien, a fellow outdoor enthusiast’s, place. Perhaps we can see what those boys are up to this weekend, I thought
to myself as I walked up to his place after class. The thought
didn’t enter my mind again until a few hours later, after we were
all stuffed with chocolate zucchini bread and corn soup, sitting
around the table ready to pass out. “Hey Nick! What are you up
to this weekend?” I yelled at him from across the room. We were
both extending our necks like turkeys in a field of grain, trying
to have a conversation with each over a game of Guitar Hero. I
knew Nick and two other guys were heading up to the Gorge
near Sicamous, B.C., that weekend; maybe Kaitlyn and I could
join them. The more the merrier, right? They had been pondering about camping out in the backcountry as well. “Can Kaitlyn
and I join you boys this weekend up at the Gorge? I will rent a
splitboard so that I can keep up.” Everyone else was a skier—a
fact that constantly haunts me, because I secretly know that I am
meant to be guiding a pair of skies through the mountains.
The splitboard is a marvellous invention. To think: a board
that can be broken into two symmetrical units and used for uphill travel, then easily locked back together and used as one unit
for the descent. “Yes, I will check out splitboard rentals, and we
will bring some food,” I said to Nick. You always need to mention food when speaking with guys; it’s second on their list of
priorities.
“Sure, you guys can come. We were thinking of camping out
overnight. What do you think of that?” Nick said, very relaxed
and casual. By this point, Kurt Devlin, from Golden, B.C., had
wandered over to the discussion as well, and the four of us were
figuring out the weekend plan. Neil Schroeder, also a Goldenite
and the fifth member of our party, had already taken off back
to his room. “We need two bags of tortellini, and everyone else
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can look after his or her own breakfast and lunch. Oh, and make
sure you have all of your avalanche equipment, and be ready for
a 7  departure tomorrow morning.”
Nick is a thick boy from Anchorage, Alaska, with passionate
red hair, a strong build, and a consistent smile on his face. What
the heck was I thinking going out with two people from Alaska and
two people from Golden? Surely, they had way more experience than
I do—I am from Ontario! Regardless, I knew I had enough mental and physical stamina to keep up with everyone.
So that was that; Kaitlyn and I had our weekend plans. We
were heading to the Gorge with three fantastic boys, all keen
to take advantage of the pleasant weather forecast. I went into
Venture Gear (a local ski shop) on Friday evening to perform
surgery on the splitboard that I was going to be using. I got
home, and Kaitlyn and I marvelled at the shiny new splitboard.
We packed up our things, and I set my alarm to wake up at
5:30 . “Good night. I will wake you up in the morning,” I
said to Kaitlyn, and off we went to bed.
“Sam! Get up! It’s 6:30!” I could faintly hear someone’s little
voice yelling my name as I drifted in and out of sleep. Suddenly
I realized: Wow, it is 6:30! Oh my God, we are going to be so late.
What if Nick leaves? What do we tell him when he calls? Surely
Nick would call, since we were meant to be at campus in fifteen
minutes. Kaitlyn and I live in downtown Kelowna, so it takes at
least twenty-five minutes to get to school. I realized that I had
set my alarm for the weekday, and today was Saturday. The two
of us ran around the house gathering our things and loading
them into the car. We were out of there by 7 . We began to
explain ourselves on the phone to Nick when he called moments
after. “We are stuck in traffic; we’ll be there in two to ten minutes,” Kaitlyn told him on the phone. I was too afraid to talk to
him.
We were finally two minutes away from school, and a heartwrenching feeling fell upon every cell in my body. Oh my God, I
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left my snowboard boots on the kitchen floor. I fell silent and felt as
though I were going to be sick. “Hold on, Kaitlyn,” I said, and
I pulled a massive U-turn on the highway. Kaitlyn is used to
my sporadic driving habits. “What are you doing, Sam? We’re
almost there!” Feeling silly at this point, I told her what I had
done. She looked at me as though I were joking, as I made a
mad dash to get back home. She accepted there was nothing we
could do, so we laughed about it and agreed not to tell the boys
about my disorganized actions. So far, I was not doing so well
with this backcountry scene.
Nick called a few more times within the half hour it took us
to drive back downtown and then back to the campus. “I’m leaving,” he said over the phone. At this point it was 7:30.
“No Nick, you can’t! Don’t leave, we are almost there! We will
be there in two minutes,” Kaitlyn pleaded with him over the
phone. “That’s what you said last time! Two minutes… Fine, we
will wait, but hurry up!” I still refused to do any of the talking.
Finally we came ripping into the parking lot and searched
high and low for the Nick’s car. We couldn’t see Nick, and the
parking lot was empty. Then Nick pulled out from behind a
snowbank, looking pleased with himself, as though he had been
hiding. We unpacked our things, stuffed them into Nick’s car,
and were off.
“Look at that—the sun is rising. How nice. Good thing we
are still in Kelowna.” That was the first sarcastic comment of
many coming from Kurt that morning. Kurt had spent his entire
Christmas holiday in the backcountry. He topped my experience
any day of the week when it came to backcountry skiing. We all
chuckled at his comment and drove off toward Revelstoke.
About two hours later a wall of snow brought us to a halt on
a logging road. This was not the usual parking spot; however, the
snow cat stopped plowing the track farther up the mountain,
meaning we had to skin up the road for 4 kilometres before we
could turn off into the bushes to break our own trail. This would
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take hours. Eventually we reached the place where we would set
up camp for the night. We dropped our gear in the protected
forest area and persisted up the mountain through the powder.
When we reached the top we were astounded by the atmosphere that surrounded us. The air sparkled with tiny flakes
of snow as the sun filtered through the clouds. It was around
2:30  by the time we got to the top, and we gazed across the
bowl in front of us lying like a white open mouth of a killer
whale. However, it was getting late, and we did not have the time
to descend into this bowl, but we did take many photos so that
we could look at all of the runs later on when resting at camp.
“We need to go there tomorrow,” Kurt said with great confidence.
“I will be a happy man if we go there tomorrow.” We all agreed
and began our descent down the same face we came up.
We got back to our gear stash in the woods and began to set
up camp. I was dreaming of that chute I had just seen on the
other side of the bowl, and I couldn’t wait to finally ride my first
massive backcountry slope. Nick began to boil water, while Neil,
Kurt, and I began to dig a hole in the snow that would eventually
be our sheltered sleeping pit. We grabbed some tarps and started
placing them inside and overtop of the shelter, when Nick decided what we were doing was not quite right. “It needs to be
way, way smaller, guys,” as he held a shovel, using it to measure
the edges, smiling as usual. Kurt and I looked at each other and
thought, Is he serious? It’s no bigger than a baby’s crib! Kurt could
hardly stretch his legs inside. “No, no, it needs to be three shovel
lengths long and two shovel lengths wide,” Nick responded, still
using the shovel to show us what to do. This was way smaller
than the first hole we dug, and I really had no idea how we
were all going to fit in there and come out alive in the morning.
Regardless, we measured the edges and began to dig, lined the
hole with a tarp, and then made the roof using a combination of
another tarp, four avalanche probes, and a piece of climbing rope.
After some tortellini we all piled into the winter den and began
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to get comfortable… and hot. It was 8  when we crammed
in and by 10  I felt as though someone had wrapped me in
cling wrap. Then, at 12:30  we awoke to a collapsed roof. It
had been snowing all evening, and a knot in the climbing rope
had come loose with the added pressure of snow building on the
roof. The tarp was three inches from my face, and I began to feel
claustrophobic. Kaitlyn and Nick were the first two out of the
shelter and began to fix the problem. Kurt lay motionless, trying
to ignore what was going on, and I began to put my snow gear
back on, while Neil emerged from the tent in his long johns just
to take a piss and come back inside. Regardless of this commotion, we all managed to get the best sleep of our lives, waking up
at ten the next morning.
Somewhat pissed about our sleep in, we spoke few words and
began to disassemble our sleeping structure. Again, we left our
camping gear in the woods and began the steep ascent to the
summit. Once again we reached the edge of the bowl and peered
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over to the chute that we were so determined to slice down. Off
we went, casually checking the snow pack as we made our way
around the rim of the bowl. Kaitlyn said she wasn’t sure she
wanted to ski down the chute, whereas Kurt was the complete
opposite. “I don’t think it is a very safe idea, since we don’t know
the area as well as we should,” Kaitlyn said to the group as we
were trying to decide if we should ride the chute or save it for
a season with a less traumatic avalanche history. Neil seemed
indifferent, I was extremely keen to snowboard down this fresh
chute of powdery heaven, and Nick was calling the shots based
on other people’s preference. We all wanted to ski this chute, but
was it really safe?
This was a time when group dynamics were essential, and we
had to assess every aspect of avalanche danger. I could see the
frustration building within Kurt. He wanted to ski it so badly. I
was right behind him, but I was less forward with my thoughts.
Neil did not say much, as usual, and Kaitlyn repeated that she
did really want to ski the chute but that we just didn’t know
enough about the area to make an informed assessment. Nick
had the hardest job as the unofficial leader. He also wanted to
head down the chute but had to listen to everyone in the group.
We eventually decided to tour to a safer area and ski back
down to camp. Again, it was getting later in the day, and we still
had to collect our camping equipment and ski down the 4-km
cat track to the car. It seemed like a waste of time and energy to
ski up that mountain all the way to the summit only to eat lunch
and admire the beauty from the top looking down into the wide
mouth of Mother Nature wondering if she would actually have
swallowed us on that day. The conditions were the most perfect
they had been all season, and it was unlikely that they would
get any better through the rest of the season. As we went back
down the edge of the bowl, I know everyone was speculating
about the same things: Could we have made it? It is not too late to
turn around and go back to the top and look down the chute one more
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time. There is still time. What if we hit that second chute in front of
us, just on the side where it is much smaller? That cornice isn’t too
big… The rest of the bowl didn’t present any other good entry
points, so we took our descent down the same slope as we did
the previous day.
The alternative route we chose was a wonderful, psychedelic adventure through the alpine and fresh powder that would
bond to every crease in our clothing. As the sleepy sun hung in
the blue sky, we learned that our group was a wonderful mix of
people, but “what if ” questions will always arise. Did our lack of
knowledge of the area mixed with being over anxious and tired
have anything to do with our decision-making abilities? Had we
just thrown away an absolutely perfect run for nothing? Or had
we made the right decision based on the group’s comfort level,
thoughts, and observations of our current environment? Did we
avoid the next major avalanche of the 2007–08 winter season in
B.C.? We will never know, but I do know that our weekend was
full of fresh powder and was rewarded with quality food from
the Burner Bar in Malakwa, B.C., making for a fitting end to my
first weekend of backcountry skiing.

THE BONNINGTON TRAVERSE
Madeleine Martin-Preney

B

    of the school year, when we were all
fantasizing about the snow to come and the talk of potential
ski tours was bubbling, the fact that we knew of a large house
located in the West Kootenays, complete with three wood stoves,
cedar sauna, chickens, dogs, a fluffy kitty, and two alpacas, made
it seem reasonable to choose a tour in that general area during
the Christmas break. Two months after reserving four teeny (by
VOC standards) huts for January 1 to 4, the four of us—Tim
Blair, Natalie Stafl, Jeff Ferguson, and I—gathered at the homestead in Nelson to start the Bonnington Traverse.

January 1
Day one of our Bonnington Traverse—the avalanche conditions were not too bad, despite a rain crust that the forecasters
were keeping a close watch on about 80 cm down in the snow
pack. This didn’t concern us so much, as the first 6 km were on
a forest service road frequented by snowmobilers, at the top of
the Bombi Summit between Castlegar and Salmo. We trucked
along until we saw a set of ski tracks heading into the woods,
which we then followed to the Grassy Hut. Trail breaking was
minimal, as the tracks were fresh with only a skiff of snow from
the previous night. As we approached the hut, my skins decided
they were no longer attracted to my skis and promptly hid themX
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selves under the snow, requiring me to dig them out while the
other three skied down a few hundred metres, where Tim found
the hut. At the hut a couple with a dog gave us a little update
on snow activity in the area over the past couple of days, and we
decided to head up the enticing tree-studded slope to grab a few
turns in the Kootenay pow, after digging a pit and a Rutschblock
to check the snow stability and look at snow crystals.
Sweet, sweet powder! There were a few whoops and hoots
to be heard as we all floated down the slopes then gained the
up-track back to the cabin where we lit a fire and had some
lentils to bring good luck in the New Year (a Czech tradition,
says Natalie).

January 2
Some new snow overnight, and flakes falling throughout the day,
made for some better trail breaking and interesting route finding as we made our way from the Grassy Hut to the Steed Hut.
But after a couple of ridges and slopes, navigated by trusty Tim,
map, and compass, we made it to the sturdy A-frame hut just
before the light began to fade. Apparently Tim is the hut finder,
Natalie is the outhouse locator, and Jeff is a machine when you
give him a shovel, clearing the entire porch of the cabin and
setting a track to the outhouse that was equivalent to the Sea-toSky Highway (the good parts, that is). After the happy discovery
that there was a teakettle large enough to satisfy both my and
Natalie’s copious tea consumption, a fire was built, water boiled,
clothes hung to dry, dinner made, and the songbook cracked
open. We all enjoyed Natalie’s dinner of hummus, crispy falafel,
veggies, and chocolate-covered Asian pears, while singing multiple renditions of popular favourites from the songbook.

January 3
After a somewhat prolonged packing up and extraction from
the warmth of the hut, we headed out into a few more inches
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of new snow accumulation, wind, and falling flakes. The trail
breaking was much more interesting, and we all shared the task
happily, again relying on Tim’s route-finding skills as we travelled along cornice-encrusted ridges toward the Snowater Valley,
finally opting to head down into the valley a little earlier in order
to avoid the sketchy ridges and eye-piercing, windblown snow.
Everyone made it down into the valley safely, and after having
to wait for me as I “turtled” a few times on the way down, we
hopped onto a cat-track forest service road and started heading
up a much more tree-covered slope to access the bowl in which
we were supposed to find the Copper Hut. The trail breaking
was spectacular through the trees, with Jeff and Natalie plowing
the way as the light faded, and we were still a good hour from
our destination.
It should be noted that the Copper Hut has been notorious
for not being found—hence, our chances were quite slim, as we
arrived into the bowl after dark, and it was snowing. In short,
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visibility was drastically limited, and after searching for the hut
for over an hour over a radius of about 400 m, we resigned ourselves to the idea that we would be building a snow cave for
the night. Luckily, Jeff and Natalie had had practice in Oregon
building quinzhees, and Natalie agreed it would be good practice
for Winter Longhike. So while Tim and Natalie prepared water,
soup and dinner, Jeff began to tunnel and dig while I cleared the
debris. A few mugs of soup, and many shovelfuls of snow later,
the cave was pretty much complete. I turned to see what Tim
and Natalie were up to, when all of a sudden Natalie’s eyes grew
about ten times in size. I turned back to the cave only to find a
slightly befuddled and somewhat frustrated-looking Jeff, surrounded by a collapsed snow cave.
Well, the snow wasn’t stopping, and the night was wearing
on, so we sucked it up and started digging again. This time we
started in two separate places, with the idea of building two
separate snow caves in order to avoid having the caves collapse
again. However, I hit bushes a few metres into the slope, and so
we reverted to the original four-man cave idea. Luckily, there
was no collapse this time, and we were all able to set up our
sleeping pads and bags, enjoy a hot and tasty version of Tim’s
shepherd’s pie with veggie ground round, and settle in for what
ended up being one of the warmest nights of the trip.

January 4
Popping out of our cozy cave, into more fresh snow, we boiled
water, packed our bags in the falling flakes, and decided on a
plan of action: to search or not to search. We decided to search
for this elusive Copper Hut as opposed to heading on to the
Huckleberry Hut across avi slopes, as a phone call back home
provided info that the avi danger was high above treeline, and
considerable below. Splitting into two groups, with a whistle for
communication, we went our separate ways to locate the hut.
Natalie and Jeff headed back to the area around our snow cave,
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while Tim and I headed up a nearby ridge during a momentary break in the clouds in order to get a better look at what
the burned-out forest area looked like—basically a large area of
similar sized trees, with no obvious non-burned copses. There
was, however, one stand that did look slightly larger than the rest,
and after some debate and map consultation, Tim and I headed
down in that direction. Lo and behold, Tim’s super hut-locator
senses were tingling, and we soon found the elusive hut, complete with a set up stove, a bag of food, underwear, socks, and
sleeping apparatus, apparently left behind by other skiers from
a couple of nights previous. (We found out upon our return that
these belonged to two skiers who were caught in an avalanche
and had to be medevac’d out, in perilous condition.)
We met up with Natalie and Jeff, set up our gear in the hut
(mindful of the resident pack rat) made a fire, and ate a lot of our
lunches accumulated from the previous days. After a round of
“Slamwich,” we headed out on our skis in the falling fatties to retrace the route to the ridge in case we were to use it the next day.
On top of the ridge, we were met by howling winds and blowing snow, as well as impressively formed cornices, so we quickly
pulled off our skins and made tracks over wind-packed snow to
the hut, where Tim prepared a delicious, if slightly crispy and
gooey, chocolate cake for his birthday, the day before. We sang
happy birthday in three languages, then pulled out the songbook
for another round of caterwauling as Jeff prepared dinner with
help from Natalie. It was then off to bed, as the next day was
bound to be either long and somewhat tedious if the Snowater
forest service road was not groomed, or fairly quick if it was.

January 5
We had an early start compared with the other days, and we
headed out into the approximately eight inches of fresh snow,
still-falling flakes, and limited visibility as we made our way
toward the pass below Mount Connor and into the Snowater
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drainage. Surprisingly it was not until this point that we actually started arguing about who got to break trail, but it was all in
good fun, and once we hit the road, there was enough room for
everyone to break his or her own trail. It was a wonderful romp
through the woods before hitting the clear-cut area, and then
it was a fast “skins off ” ski down the road as we descended into
rapidly warmer and wetter snow conditions. Apparently all that
snow we had had up above had been rain in the valley, and it was
almost a slush cup as we neared the area where Tim’s truck had
been left for us.
We got back to the “Casa des Kootenays,” showered, ate,
started packing, prepared dinner, and then had a rousing game of
Cranium and Mad Gab before heading off to bed (or more packing in my case) in preparation for the return trip to “reality.”

INTRO TO BACKCOUNTRY
(And a Few Extras)

Bob Lai and Michael Kaye

T

   with an ungodly cellphone alarm wake-up
call at 4:30 on Saturday morning. The previous night Michael
Kaye, Julie Valk, Evan Morris, and Bob Lai went to another
friend’s party and didn’t get home until past midnight. Knowing
that both Evan and Bob live in redneck country—Delta and
White Rock, respectively—Mike and Julie nicely offered for the
two of them to crash at their place.
The three male specimens managed to leave the house without waking up Julie. After a quick stop at Stephen Mullen’s
(a.k.a. Muffin’s) house, they headed off to the weekend destination—Manning Park.

: Mike and Muffin dozed off as we drove toward Manning
Park. Evan asked me, as the “navigator,” to stay up. Somehow
though, I fell asleep for maybe thirty minutes just before we arrived in Chilliwack. We had a quick pit stop at Timmy’s before
we continued on with our drive. The hot double-double kept
Evan and me up, but it had no effect on the other two passengers
as they continued dreaming and snorting occasionally.
We arrived at the parking lot to find that we were the only
VOC car there. If you were in Venturers or Rovers in your earlier
days, you would have a lot of recollections about this particular
parking lot, as it is the site for the many ridiculous winter social
X
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camps called Rovent. VOCers soon showed up, and we began
getting ready. Mike unloaded his telemark skis and began putting them on for the very first time in his life.
Mike’s warning: arrogance and the ability to downhill ski
does not give you the inherent ability to telemark ski.
After we struggled for what seemed like an eternity everyone
finally got their asses together, and we started off down the Fat
Dog Trail. Most of the trail was relatively flat, with occasional
climbs. About an hour into the trip we discovered that one of
Anne Vialettes’s VOC telemark bindings was loose, with only
one screw holding it on. Muffin and Scott Webster quickly
whipped out some Voile straps to strap to Anne’s binding. Periodically Anne would stop, and more straps were added on to
secure her binding.
: I discovered new muscles that I never knew I had. Trail
breaking was tough. Moving all the snow out of the way so that
those behind you can move is hard work, and I was really glad
that Muffin was feeling tough enough to do it. I was horrified at
how hard the work was in second place.
It was an incredibly beautiful day: clear blue sky, the sun rising over the mountains, and untouched powder. The stringy
green moss that you can see all over trees in B.C. was covered in
specks of frost, the sun was pleasantly warm, and everything had
an untouched exquisiteness.
After a few hours we stopped for lunch. I had gone out of my
way before the trip to buy non-crunchy granola bars, as I prefer
chewy ones. Ironically, it was –5°, so my granola bar was very
crunchy. I later found out the crunchy bars do not freeze, unlike
chewy bars, apples, sandwiches, and people without down jackets. A few in the group had grown specks of frost on their beards,
like on the green moss.
The lunch break was a great way to eat some fatty food in an
attempt to gather as much energy as possible. Muffin climbed up
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a tiny little bump on the side of the trail, skied down, and demonstrated a beautiful teleturn. Soon we made it to the end of the
trail and started heading up to a ridge that leads toward Three
Brothers Mountain. This was where the brutal ascent started…
: A stuffed nose combined with a lack of sleep from the
previous week made me incredibly slow. While some VOCers
rolled through the fresh powdered trail as if they were skating
on ice, I was falling behind, struggling to keep up. At one point
I found myself dozing off while skinning up a hill. How I managed to do that is beyond my imagination.
: Following behind two people with snowshoes on the
steepest sections was like a cartoon. To loosen the surface area
on which I had traction left me sliding backwards with each step.
I didn’t notice a snowshoe hole as I stepped into it, fell, and acted
like a turtle on its back trying to roll itself back up… I loved it!
A few hours of climbing later we got to the top of the ridge. This
was a picture-perfect panorama, and a series of VOCers posed
in the X-treme—pretending to go downhill, teleski poses. Dammit—we’re so cool!
: Since this was no Winter Longhike where people had fun
digging snow caves, we set up tents in the snow as people normally would do on a winter backcountry trip. Mike and I dug a
six-foot hole as a “wind shield” and propped our tent up inside.
At the same time five or six tents rose from the powdery snow,
adding more colours to the already beautiful mountain scenery.
After setting up camp, most of the group headed toward the
northwest aspect slope, hoping to get a couple of ski runs done. A
quick survey of the slope showed that the slope was quite mellow,
and there was little chance that any slab avalanche could happen
in this gentle terrain. Without digging any pits, the group managed to get one run in in the fading light. I managed to make
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some sweet teleturns in the fresh powder but managed to demonstrate an awesome tele-face-planting as well. The group got
back just before dark and set up a kitchen area to cook dinner.
: I was warm earlier in the day, but I quickly cooled off. Eating a litre of chili didn’t help as much as I hoped. After enjoying
the dazzling clarity of the night ski accompanied by some rum,
brandy, and whisky, I had to escape into my warm sleeping bag.
I detoured via an out-of-the-way spot to “dig, fill in, and repeat”
to warm up and slipped away.
: Mike was complaining how cold he was the entire time we
were making food. He attempted to keep himself warm by doing some crazy British dances. However, it was no use. According to Evan’s watch it was –14° outside. To keep warm, many
of us were wearing our down jackets. I was pleasantly surprised
that I was slightly warm with only three top layers (one layer
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was a down jacket) and two bottom layers. Just like most VOC
events, gear talk soon broke out, and Chris Petrus kept bugging me about my lack of down booties and fleece pants. Muffin
shared some of his huge pasta dinner with the rest of the group,
but Evan somehow managed to demolish 1.2 litres of food!
After dinner we noticed that everyone without a down jacket had disappeared into their tents. The duckie bunch shared
laughs and inappropriate jokes. A bag of 4 litres of wine was
opened, and the duckies were having a merry time drinking
hot wine. At one point in the night Christian Champagne and
Emma Vardy-Bragg decided that ass grabbing was a fun activity, so the duckies started grabbing each other’s asses. Ah, what
a typical VOC trip! Champagne then whipped out his chef ’s
hat and made us a cheesecake dessert. Lacking in sleep, I soon
decided to call it a night and retired to my sleeping quarters just
shortly after 9:30 . From a distance the duckies were making
some weird animal noises, but I paid little attention, as I soon
fell into deep sleep…
: I had spent the night sliding toward my tentmate, Bob,
and then rolling back to my side. However, after not fully inflating my roll-mat I had been regularly turning myself to stop one
side of me from getting too cold, and there was eventually a fourinch groove in the snow beneath me to dispel fate from putting
Bob and me together. The next morning we all got up late to
accommodate most people getting two to six hours of sleep the
previous night. As I looked up out of my sleeping bag I could
see that Bob had brought his boot liners inside the tent; that was
a lesson I knew I would not forget as I slipped into my iced-up
teleboots. When I say slipped into, I mean I got halfway before
I couldn’t wait to go pee any more, hobbled out, and demanded
that those present “just look away”…
: Mike was the first one to wake up. Apparently he had to
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pee really, really badly. I lazed in my toasty MEC Merlin –10
sleeping bag for another ten minutes or so before I rolled out
of bed, dressed, and got out of the tent. I was greeted by an
overcast sky and falling snow. People slowly showed up in the
kitchen area and soon made themselves breakfast. I was shocked
to discover it was past 10  already. Nick Chng was one of the
first to go to bed last night but he was one of the last to get up. I
guess I wasn’t the only one who was short on sleep.
: Breakfast was great; while Bob packed, I set up breakfast.
I was a little cold waiting for the water to boil while warming
up my boots so I performed my “happy dance.” Four people’s
portions of porridge soon hit the spot, and we were debating
between skiing and avalanche training.
I decided that we were going to ski for two hours getting back
down, so I would take on the opportunity to leach knowledge off
the highly educated VOC trip leaders. We went to dig another
pit; it was 3 m long. We made our columns, pushed, and prodded the different layers, and demonstrated a high level of danger.
Then it was time to ski down…
: Around 2  we all packed up and started skiing down. I
was in the first group to leave. Skiing down in the trees on fresh
powder was quite enjoyable. The entire time I was remembering what Sandra Nicol and Christian Veenstra had taught me
in Tele School the previous Saturday—lean back, put pressure
on both feet, and keep my knees close to each other! I managed
to ski down the tree section without falling. Emma was not as
lucky, as one of her skis got caught in a tree and popped from
underneath her, leaving her in a spectacular fall.
The funniest thing on the way down had to be skiing behind
Nick and Jason Bedard. Coming out from the trees and onto
the trail, all three of us were skiing close to full speed. Nick was
skiing first, leading the pack. All of a sudden he decided to show
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us how tele-face-planting was done on the right side of the trail.
Trying to avoid him, Jason skied to the left side of the trail, only
to fall on his face and block the entire trail. Skiing behind the
two of them, I had very little choice but to try to stop by running
into a tree next to the trail. After a few struggles, all three of us
managed to get up from various awkward positions and shared
good laughs about our telefalls.
: By the time we struck the downhills that were clear of
trees, I had gained confidence in my teleturns and was thoroughly enjoying the skiing and the incredible views. I caught up
with a group of people who had stopped, had taken their packs
off, and were shovelling. Emma had crashed and was looking for
her lost ski. They had dug a series of 1-metre-deep holes as they
tracked the line of fall back up the hill (following the scuffed-up
snow). I looked at the track and saw the slightest hint of black
about ten metres up the hill from them and told them to stop
digging as I pulled out the missing ski. There were some less
than happy looks at the fallen skier who had been sure they were
digging in the right spot.
Zooming down the hills now, I realized where we were: near
the end. Steve and I were side by side. He had paused to put his
skins on, so it was skins vs. no skins for the last kilometre. We
had remained neck and neck but at the very end Steve risked
cardiac arrest to power along a flat and got to the car park finish
line with a clear victory.
: After about two hours of skiing we all made it to the cars.
Anne’s already broken binding exploded on her entirely, and she
finished by skiing down on one teleski. Quite impressive, if you
ask me! After reloading our gear onto the car everyone showed
up at the Home Restaurant in Hope and had a feast.
After dinner Shane’s car passed us on Highway 1. Someone (Ran?) in the car was flashing headlamps. Evan pushed his
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4Runner and we managed to return the favour, as well as giving Shane and his passengers an awesome view of some hairy
asses. Someone in Shane’s car (Emma?) mooned us. Laughing
hysterically we continued this stupid antic for the next five minutes but we were very disappointed that the rest of the female
passengers on Shane’s car didn’t flash us by pulling their shirts
up. Mike thought they’d get the hint if he pulled his shirt up to
reveal his chest. Our hairy asses must of scared Shane and his
mostly female passengers, as they never passed us again…

NEW YEAR’S AT PHELIX
Shredding Gnar and Naked Foolery
Emma Vardy-Bragg

T

   of the story is the skiing that was had (skidoo
free) round the mountains of Middle Earth at Phelix Hut over
New Year’s. Since 2008 is my first ever ski season my “Pow Pow
Portfolio” is still quite limited. There was just something in the
way my club teles disappeared into the white glistening icicles,
seamlessly slicing through them, that told me there was something quite magical about this skiing business. It was if I were
floating. I’m almost tempted to use the word “flying,” but I’ll reserve that adjective for ski machines like Christian Veenstra, or at
least until I have another season’s experience under my wings.
Back in the hut that night, people kept leaning over and telling me in deep, wizened Roland Burton–like voices to savour
the moment, as “powder like that may only appear once or twice
in a lifetime.” I think we had all had a tad too much to drink at
this point, and our memories were being nicely spiced by the hot
mulled wine, but regardless, it really was magic stuff.
To top it all off, we brought in 2008 in fine VOC style by
jumping down off the tables at midnight, kissing the person
closest to us (or whoever grabbed us the fastest), stripping down
completely (including shoes), and then running outside around
the hut. Admittedly I kept my hut booties on… okay, and my
undies and bra, too. Lame, yes, but not quite as wimpish as
whipping out my camera (like a certain un-named someone)
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and secretly filming the whole spectacle instead. Next time I’ll
up the ante and do the Full Monty, I promise. Perhaps even give
Ran Zhang something more substantial to capture.
Being a (semi-)starker in minus twenty has to be the greatest
way to wake up, welcome in the New Year, and blow out a few
cobwebs from the old. The naked hut circumnavigation is fast
becoming VOC tradition, and I only wish I could be there for
2009’s New Year rendition of “Bohemian Rhapsody,” round-theworld snap, firework (singular, as I think there was only one),
and endless amounts of aged whisky, as well as great people,
great skiing, and great times!
So if that was the guts of the story, this next part is the heart.
New Year’s often brings with it a time of alcohol-induced
reflection. Sitting in darling Brian Waddington Hut that night,
surrounded by an incredible bunch of outdoor enthusiasts, I
couldn’t help but be deeply thankful for having been a part of a
group like the VOC.
When people ask me what I’m studying on exchange at UBC
I promptly tell them that I’m double-majoring in the Varsity
Outdoor Club (which is certainly a more truthful answer than
a BA in history and English—at the moment, anyway). So off I
went on my first excursion—Longhike in September (which to
my surprise was neither a hike nor long), and I haven’t looked
back since.
That’s the type of club the VOC is. It initially intrigues you
with all its technical lingo (like “gnar,” “pow,” “shred,” “scapegoat,”
“faff,” “VOCulator,” “epic types one, two, and three”) but it won’t
take long before you speak fluent VeeOCee. I could add a few
more terms in there for the benefit of my fellow naïve Aussies
(yet to freeze their titties off ), like four-season tent, down jacket,
and negative-degree sleeping bag (admittedly I’d also have to
explain the words season and jacket as well), but learning through
experience is the only way to guarantee retention, so no more
gems of advice from me.
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In short, the VOC draws you in, grips you, teaches you, and
enables your dreams to dance in the hoarfrost! Now I’m getting
all sentimental, but it really is a group with endless possibilities
that have energized me for life. Thank you all!
The VOC nurtures you from your early days of what our avalanche instructor termed “unconscious incompetence” (which is
the stage I was at when I rappelled for the very first time—off
a Munter hitch—down Siwash Rock in Stanley Park at 4 )
to being “unconsciously competent,” which is arguably the same
thing and just as crazy as the former, the only real difference being that you tied your own knots this time!
So to all those oblivious exchange bums out there: the VOC
really is the type of group you would consider moving halfway
round the world just to be a part of, or even enduring the bureaucratic bungles and applying for permanent residency.
Alternatively, just marry a Canadian for convenience.
Any takers?

GOING FOR GLORY
ON NORSKE
Gili Rosenberg

A

   I’d read a trip report by Robin Tivy on
Bivouac.com describing a two-day trip to Manning Park
and an ascent of an obscure peak—Nordheim. This was possibly
the first recorded ski ascent of Nordheim, and it was mentioned
that “if you really want glory,” Norske was up for grabs. I’m not
usually one to look for glory, but it seemed like a good enough
excuse for a trip into a relatively untravelled area. I emailed Piotr
Forysinski, who was eager, and Phillip Zielke came along, too.
Phillip had arrived in Vancouver in December from Germany
and had only skied a few times before this trip. The only constraint was that I had to be at the airport on Sunday at 1  to
pick up Maya Goldstein, my wife, but it seemed there was no
way I would be late for that. This was supposed to be an easy and
relaxed trip. I had never been on a two-day skiing trip, so this
seemed like a perfect introduction to backcountry skiing. What
an introduction.
I woke up at 5  after a not-too-refreshing sleep of less than
three hours and picked up Phillip and Piotr, and we were off to
Manning. At Allison Pass we got out the maps, since our starting point for this trip was not at all obvious. A truck stopped
beside us, going in the other direction, and told us that there
was a rolled-over vehicle with injuries at the nearest brake check
and that we should get help. We drove to the snow shed, and the
X
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Piotr and Phillip on the summit of Norske.

people there radioed for help. We continued slowly, looking for
our logging road, and then saw the pickup truck: the windshield
was broken and there was a dent in the side. Skis and other
equipment were scattered on the bank. There were two teenagers around the car, one of them with a bloody nose, but besides
obviously being shaken up they seemed fine. They claimed they
had hit an icy patch on the road, although the road seemed fine
to me. After a short chat, we parked our car at the brake check,
hoping it would still be there when we got back. We almost left
a note but couldn’t find a pen and paper.
We had seen some ski tracks, which looked like they might
be heading in the direction we were going in, so we hiked along
the road for a bit and then skinned on the bank parallel to the
road. After about five minutes we intersected the tracks, and it
was quite obvious that we were on the old logging road we were
looking for. The trip report on Bivouac.com had mentioned an
“easy-to-miss” turnoff on the left, to a smaller road, but we were
surprised to see a compact ski trail up that spur. Soon the rea-
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son for this was apparent—there was a small temporary structure, perhaps a camper, at the turnoff. There were skis outside and
two people inside warming up with a wood fire. The trail showed
obvious signs of continued use: they had been using the trail as
their toilet (yellow/brown snow) and dumping their charcoal on
it, too.
We continued on along this trail, which switchbacked up the
mountain, making relatively fast progress. At the top the forest
thinned out somewhat, and we arrived shortly to the top of the
bump that is Jim Kelly Peak. After this the tracks disappeared,
and we broke trail along the ridge toward Nordheim. We got
some blue skies and sun, and as Piotr remarked it seemed more
like spring than the dead of winter. I even stripped down to a
T-shirt. When we were close to Nordheim, Piotr’s skins stopped
sticking to his skis, so he resorted to hiking and carrying his skis.
We made it up the southeast peak of Nordheim as it was getting
dark, skied down a bit on the other side and found a flat and
somewhat sheltered spot on the ridge. We pitched my two-man,
three-season tent, and Piotr built an impressive wall. It was snowing at this stage and probably continued snowing for most of the
night. We had a dinner of noodle soup, gummy bears, chocolate,
mushroom rice, and chocolate, in that order, and spent an hour
melting snow and filling up our bottles for the next day.
Piotr scraped his skins and tried to dry them out in his
sleeping bag. Our original plan was to summit both the peaks
of Nordheim, continue along the ridge to make an attempt on
Norske, and then return the way we had come. Over dinner we
discussed alternate routes, and because of the skin problem we
even considered ditching Norske and just returning the way we
had come. The descent from the northwest peak of Nordheim
suddenly seemed too steep (on the map), so we decided to skip it
and concentrate on Norske. Somehow we managed to convince
ourselves that it would be better to summit Norske and then
return via an unknown route along a ridge, which would drop us
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down at the road about 10 km from the car, although at the time
we thought the distance was shorter.
An early start was in order, so Piotr set his alarm clock for
6 . At the prescribed time, I said, “Good morning” and heard
grunts from the others, and we all promptly fell asleep again. At
7:30 the sun woke us up, and we poked our heads outside to glorious views all around and about 20 cm of powder. After breakfast we headed down the side of the ridge and got some good
turns in lovely powder on a sparsely treed slope. We were aiming
for a col on a ridge that would lead us to Norske. This involved
a mellow ascent, which got steeper and steeper, and eventually
we had to cross some avalanche slopes with a long runoff. At
this point both Phillip’s and my own skins started falling off, too.
My skis are twin-tip backcountry skis, so they have a round tail.
This means that the tail of the skins keeps coming off, since if it
gets tugged hard enough from the side it will just fall off. The ski
tails with the groove in the back now seem much more practical.
Piotr discovered that using the edges of the skis to scrape the
skins clean of snow worked well.
Eventually we got to the top of the ridge and continued along
it, passing several bumps and finally arriving to the summit of
Norske. It looked exactly like all the other bumps we had passed
along the way. The names of these mountains, Nordheim and
Norske, do not appear on the government maps. They were
named to reflect the Nordic ski history. Nordheim is the name
of the guy who invented the telemark binding, and Norske
means Norwegian. We had lunch and enjoyed the views, then
started making our descent. It was already after 2:30 , and it
was starting to look as though this trip would end in the dark.
The ski out involved traversing the ridge, ascending a bump, and
then a descent through the trees. We could barely see anything
through the trees, so at this point we relied completely on our
master navigator’s skills (Piotr) and followed the estimated bearing of the ridge.
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The trees got thicker and thicker and the slope got steeper,
so we had to keep our skins on. Then night came, and it started
snowing. We continued skiing down the slope at an agonizingly
slow pace, stopping to drink and eat snacks. Every now and then
we had to take off our skis to climb over a fallen tree. Piotr suggested that hiking would be easier and faster, and it was, but we
kept on falling into the deep snow. Eventually we dropped down
into a ravine, and there it was even worse—deadfall everywhere,
and our feet kept on punching through the snow to the stream
bed. We alternated between skiing and hiking, and each switch
was a welcome change, as both were a nightmare. We used Piotr’s altimeter to follow our slow descent, with the metres-to-feet
conversion offering a welcome diversion and source of mistakes
(why are B.C. maps in feet?). Eventually we started seeing headlights through the trees and hearing the distant rumble of trucks.
We reached the road just before 11 . At this point it was quite
obvious to me that we should have just returned the way we had
come, since it would have been faster even if it was longer. That
route would have been easier to follow in the dark, too. It’s easy
to say this after the fact, but at the time it didn’t occur to us that
the innocuous-looking slope might be so densely treed that we
would not be able to ski it.
My car was still at least 10 km along the road, so we tried
waving down the sparse traffic on Highway 3 at this late hour.
The third truck stopped—it was a sand truck. There was only
room for one of us and no equipment, so I got on with just my
shovel and car keys. I had a nice chat with the truck driver—he
works four months a year and spends much of the year on Sumatra in Indonesia, “resting from life.” The car was covered with
snow, but the brake check had been plowed. After driving back
and forth to compress the snow underneath the car, I managed
to drive out. I had this nagging feeling that I would miss my
friends and just keep driving, but I spotted them easily, and we
were soon driving down the snowy road. Piotr joked that arriving
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at the car before midnight is a treat—the weekend before he had
returned at midnight from a winter ascent of Black Tusk. We
were all hungry and tired, but don’t forget we still had to go to
the airport. On the way we had some communication problems
with Maya—for some reason the cellphone didn’t ring when it
was supposed to, twice. We got to the airport about ten minutes
after Maya had given up on waiting and caught a taxi home. I
drove Phillip and Piotr to their houses and arrived home around
4 , ready for a series of dinners and a hot shower.

THE TELEMARK JOURNEY
Stuart Masterman

N

,   that it would be reasonable to assume that a very
large proportion of the VOC has had some experience with
telemark skis, whether as a telemarker or a spectator. For those of
you who have had direct experience, I hope that you will identify
with the following; for those who are yet to free your mind—er, I
mean heel—I hope this description will either help you through
your journey when you come to make it or allow you to offer words
of understanding to those embarking on their own journeys.

Stage 1a: Conscious Incompetence, Part I
Looking at a pair of skis with tele bindings and those crazy
leather boots… and wondering what the heck to do with them.

Stage 1b: Conscious Incompetence, Part II
Putting a pair of skis with tele bindings on… and wondering
what the heck to do with them.

Stage 2: Very Conscious Incompetence
Trying to ski with teleskis. After hours of trying to figure out
how to drop your knee and suffering through the pain you become very conscious indeed of how incompetent you actually are.

Stage 3: Unconscious Improvement
In a desperate effort to avoid a stray three-year-old on the green
run, you find yourself hurtling down uncontrollably for the
X
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seventh time that day, when, suddenly, you manage to execute a
turn that could indeed pass off as a “teleturn.” But as the adrenaline subsides and your racing heart slows, it is all you can do to
be thankful that it is time to call it a day and go home to inspect
your bruises.

Stage 4: Conscious Improvement
As you graduate from relatively safe slope angles to the dizzyingly steep slopes encountered on a typical blue run, you find
that you can actually make a turn, and every now and then you
are even able to link some together! Awesome. Good job. This is
the first step toward becoming a grinning idiot addicted to the
sweet motion of this form of skiing.

Stage 5: The Plateau (Realized by a truly
humbling experience)
Now this will vary drastically between individuals. For some it
may involve a tree well, others may only need a simple open
slope, while some may find that it is the fabled powder that
forces them into calm (yeah, right!) submission. One common
theme to the plateau seems to be a certain pattern left behind on
the slope, characterized by a dot-to-dot formation: Turn… fall…
struggle. Turn… fall… struggle. Turn… fall… etc., etc.
For me, the plateau was marked by a Christmas day tree run
on Whistler Mountain. While my best friends carved happily
through the trees totally at ease, I found myself very much frustrated and covered in snow as I floundered to keep upright with
the confined turn radius I was now experiencing for the first
time. I realized that I still had a long way to go before I could
count myself as a competent skier.

Stage 6: The Realization That You Are Not Alone
Also called the VOC Intro to Backcountry trip. Need I say
more?
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Stage 7: Dreams of the Steep and Deep
Often follows a trip to Phelix Creek. Man, the skiing is fantastic
in there.
And the final stage…

Stage 8: The Perfect Run
Face shots in steep and deep powder, a bluebird day, or maybe
just a good old naked run down a mellow slope. The perfect
run is what you make of it. One consequence of the perfect run
seems to be a small sticky patch in your ski pants (if you have
any on, that is); however, this is to be expected and, some may
say, hoped for. Do try to keep the number of patches down to
a minimum if you are camping, as you will still need dexterity
in your legs the next day, and a frozen pair of pants is quite a
hindrance.
The perfect run is not the end of the journey. After all, success is
a journey—not a destination.
Tele-ho!

HOW TO FIX
TELEMARK BINDINGS
Stephen Mullen

T

  have been the subject of debate in the “AT
vs. Tele Flame War” thread on the VOC message board. This
discussion included quotes from some cheeky bumper stickers:
• Randonee: French for “Can’t Tele”
• Telemark: Norwegian for “Hey guys, wait up!”
as well as the normal gamut of jokes:
How many telemarkers does it take to change a light bulb?
Eleven—one to change the light bulb and ten to say how
beautiful the turns were...
and Confucius-like proverbs:
“Free your heels and your mind will follow…”
“To AT is human, to tele is divine…”
“Fix your heels down and fix the problem…”

Since that discussion began I’ve had two different tele bindings break on me. A few of the alpine-touring crowd saw this
fact as an admission of weakness on the part of the telemark system. I disagreed completely, arguing that in spite of the failures,
X
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I was able to fix my bindings with basic tools and materials on
hand and was able to ski back out from the trip in control (and
even linking some sweet turns in the process). This situation
would have been significantly different with AT bindings, as
nearly any breakage results in the bindings being totally unserviceable without a hoard of specialized spare parts and a healthy
shop loaded with tools.

Case 1
In early December, Meghan Anderson, Matthew Baker, and I
were going to visit the Himmelsbach Hut at Russet Lake. The
ski in was a little chilly at –15° but largely pleasant and uneventful—until the final downhill stretch that drops down to
Russet Lake... Apparently, Rottefella Hot Chili bindings were
“hot” bindings in their day, but now they were approaching ten
years since their initial release. Combine their older tension
springs with their thin aluminum construction, and you’ve got
trouble waiting to happen. Add a burly pair of four-buckle plastic boots to the mix, and you’ve got a set of bindings with an
expected lifespan just short of ten turns. Upon closer inspection,
the toe plate of one binding had nearly cracked off and was being held on with less than 50 per cent of its original metal (see
Figure 1).
The solution involved removing the offending binding, shaving a clearance groove in the plastic riser plate, and wrapping
steel baling twine around the whole foot plate and toe plate.
Add a few extra wraps to stop the new bands from sliding off the
front of the toe, and you’re good as new (see Figure 2). Granted,
performance wasn’t stellar, but the bindings didn’t get any worse,
and I was able to ski out with adequate control.

Case 2
For New Year’s (December 2007) we found ourselves spoiled
rotten, skiing the 40 cm of fist-density, and 40 cm of four-finger-
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Figure 1: Rottefella Hot Chili binding with a cracked toe plate.

Figure 2: Twine-repaired binding.
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density powder at our wonderful Waddington Hut in Phelix Creek.
Armed with my trusty G3 bindings, I thought I’d be carefree in the
binding breakage department. Wrong!
At the end of day two, I found myself skiing the last half of
the run “Return of the King” with two (of four) sheared rivets
that would usually hold my toe plate onto the rest of the binding.
All that seemed to prevent me from patching the binding together with a few old nails was the old rivets themselves, stuck in
the toe plate. Unfortunately, stainless-steel rivets are far stronger
than aluminum or even mild-steel wire. After much frustrated
hammering, drilling the rivets out looked like the only option.
Now, not many huts come equipped with a range of metal
drill bits or power drills, but between the drill bit scrounged from
the tool drawer, the thimble provided by Sandra Nicol’s repair
kit, and Christian Veenstra’s swede saw re-rigged with a piece of
2-mm cord, I managed to fashion a rudimentary caveman-style
bow drill (see Figure 3). After much huffing and puffing, the rivet

Figure 3: Sandra Nicol (left) and Duncan McPhedran (right) hold the ski
while Steve uses the improvised bow drill to remove broken rivets.
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was dispatched, and my binding attained version 2.0 status with
the addition of a galvanized nail pin. Not only did the fix stand
up to two midnight ski runs of Cabin Hill with Pascal Ziltener’s
cousin Lucas (00:00, January 1, 2008, was cheered in on the second run), but it survived the whole next morning’s yo-yoing and
the ski out to the cars as well.
I’ve been convinced that there isn’t such thing as invincible
equipment, especially not at a weight that we would put up with.
When (and not if ) you find yourself having to complete a trailside fix, it’s really reassuring knowing that you can take care of
yourself, whether you’re on the last few kilometres of a trail or
the tail-end of a multi-week traverse.
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Andrew Paré climbing Side Effects in the Calico Hills at Red Rocks, Nevada.
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Opposite, top: Clandestine nighttime scaling of Siwash Rock. See “Siwash
under a Full Moon,” page 301. Opposite, bottom: Climbers at Longhike
2007. Above: Richard So leading up The Eye, 5.3R, at Joshua Tree National
Park.
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Route Cleaning the Painful Way
Jeff Mottershead

S

   from a disastrous attempt on
Mount Waddington (see “Escape from Knight Inlet,” VOCJ
49), which consisted primarily of wallowing around in a swamp
about three hundred metres into the approach with some terrible
disease, I started thinking about cleaning Crap Crags, because it
would be a real service to the climbing community and because
it would be less financially (gear to get nowhere on Waddington
cost over $10,000) and physically (Waddington took twenty-six
pounds off me, and a significant portion of a toe) punishing than
the Waddington attempt. Looking back, it seems so naïve.
The goal was to turn the now heavily vegetated climb known
as Crap Crags (first ascended by Dick Culbert and Hamish
Mutch, 1962) into a line of clean rock that would stand alone as
the one full-height line up the Chief that could really claim to
be beginner friendly. Although there are many, many hard, magnificent lines up the Chief, and many easier climbs that don’t
summit, there was nothing that most people could do to climb
to the top. (Of course, they could hike up the back, but there’s no
adventure or feeling of accomplishment in that.)
X
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Crap Crags
“A long and vegetated climb, which if cleaned up would
provide the most moderate full-height route on the Chief.
Start just right of the Black Dyke and follow a long line
of bushy corners and grooves to Trichome Ledge. Follow
chimneys above the left end of the ledge to the top, or
Clean Corner to the rim.”
—The Climbers Guide to Squamish, 2005 edition
“If this climb was to be restored to its original condition
of say 9,000 years ago, it would be the most popular long
route on the Chief.”
—The Climbers Guide to Squamish, 1999 edition
The case for large-scale cleaning, which is frowned upon in
many climbing areas, is pretty strong in Squamish. In a desert
climbing area, removing even a small piece of vegetation is a
contentious act, as it might have taken many years to grow and
is probably the only one like it for a considerable distance. In
Squamish, by contrast, it’s pretty hard to climb fast enough to
catch up to the top of a tree as it grows at a good run, and any tree
you might want to attack has many, many relatives living nearby.
What makes the strongest case, though, is that the trees on the
face of the Chief are essentially manmade. Archival photos from
the early days of Squamish look about the same as photos from
the ’60s; trees all around the Chief, but very few trees on the face
itself. In the ’70s, though, something suddenly changed and the
trees started invading. What was once bare cliff split by a crack
is now a vertical row of trees stuffed into what used to be a great
climbing opportunity. Lots of people say that this explosion of
tree growth is due to global warming, but I don’t buy that, as
trees beside the Chief were doing fine back when things were
colder. If I had to guess, I’d say organic particulates, kicked up by
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logging, pulp mills, and the highway have been settling on any
little imperfection on the face and providing just enough for the
trees to get a foot in the door and begin the invasion.
“The trees are winning. The rock is disappearing.”
—The Climbers Guide to Squamish
Perhaps most telling are the actions, and lack thereof, of B.C.
Parks. There has always been moss on the boulders at the base
of the Chief. B.C. Parks will chastise people for unnecessary removal of small quantities of moss. However, B.C. Parks has not
made any attempt to stop people from removing trees from the
face and has given the Squamish Access Society the green light
to do whatever it can against vegetation encroachment on the
walls of the Chief. Further, B.C. Parks was informed about what
I was proposing to do and gave the unofficial nod. There is no
official mechanism for getting official approval—unfortunate, as
it would have made me have to do a lot less explaining.

The Early Days
“By the mid-1980s, a free-for-all had opened up. A wire
brush, a small saw, jumars, and an old ice-axe for raking
the cracks were all that was required to get your own threestar classic.”
—The Climbers Guide to Squamish
I could get all those things. Heck, I had most of them already.
There were a lot of trees on Crap Crags that were of some size.
Maybe I’d need a bigger saw. I might need to leave some hardware up there. I’ll probably need some help. It’ll likely take a few
full weekends of work to finish, and I might need to spend a
couple hundred bucks.
I had no idea what I was doing.
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In October, 2006, I tricked Scott Webster into doing an
exploratory climb with me (“Crap Crags Exploratory Mission,”
VOCJ 49). He didn’t like it so much, but we got to the top. We
didn’t actually touch much rock, though. It was mainly a climb
from tree to tree, but there had to be some good holds underneath, somewhere, because the trees weren’t holding on by magic.
In a couple places there were just loose dirt and the tiniest scraps
of vegetation to hold on to. I was surprised to learn that I could
hang off saplings no bigger around at the base than a pencil. The
flipside, though, is that if me hanging off a tiny sapling wouldn’t
pull it, how was I supposed to remove a substantial tree from the
rock? Other people do it with only an ice axe and a wire brush,
though, so I was sure it’d work out.
I really had no clue whatsoever.
The first cleaning attempt was with the epic-machine
Christian Veenstra. Armed with a not-so-small saw, an electric chainsaw, and some ice axes, I got Christian to lower me
to nowhere, and we spent at least an hour trying to pull on the
rope enough to stretch it to where I would reach a tree. Judging by the rotted-out stumps nearby, I’d bet that this tree was
growing out of a stump of great historical import (see “Crap
Crags: The Beginning,” pages 58–62).
Things went pretty well, in general. We endured confusion,
a lot of time spent in a waterfall, and a desperate escape in the
dark, but all in all, it wasn’t too bad.
The second time out went a lot worse, and I spent a good part
of the night with cut off trees hanging from my frozen ropes.
When I finally escaped, I stumbled, exhausted, filthy, and totally
soaked into the Howe Sound Brew Pub, where I discovered that
there is a limit to how gross you can be and still get service (“Escape from Crap Crags,” VOCJ 49).
Subsequent epics blended into each other, many people came
out to help, some ropes were chopped and gear was busted, and
I started bringing heavy stuff (shovels, eighteen-pound wrecking
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Steve Mullen and Christian Veenstra chuck a root ball off Europa.

bars, cable pullers), which began to get the better of some of the
mid-sized trees. By the end of the winter, I’d spent a few thousand
bucks, had resigned myself to spending a few more by the time this
thing was done, and had a much better understanding of what it
would take to finish this thing off. I was also getting into the habit
of marathon sessions where I’d see the sun come down and come
up again, in which I would get a heck of a lot done.

The Name
As it became clear that we were going to actually finish cleaning
the climb, that we were going to do a good job of it, and that
many of the pitches were being rerouted from the original Crap
Crags line, I started to get pressure from the author of The Climbers Guide to Squamish, Kevin McLane, to give the climb a name. I
had been labouring under the impression that it was, and should
always be, named Crap Crags. He pointed out that a number of
routes with uninspiring names, despite being great climbs, were
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highly underused. I told Kevin that I was a little uncomfortable with renaming the route, both because it seemed hard to
come up with a name that would sound good now and fifty years
from now, and because I didn’t want to irk the climbing community, the first ascensionists, or anyone else. Kevin insisted that
no one would care, the first ascensionists had zillions of climbs
they were actually proud of to their names, and that if I named it
after a celestial body, it wouldn’t get old. So I did what was asked
and came up with a name: Europa. I thought this kind of made
sense, because Europa is a moon around Jupiter that is certainly
more hospitable than any other celestial body. It’s got liquid water on it, albeit covered by a think layer of ice, and I’d been dealing with a lot of water and ice while cleaning. It also has a fairly
mellow tone, and so does the climb. Kevin really liked this name,
and so did a lot of people. One of the volunteers didn’t, but he’d
only been out a few times. What I really did regret, though, was
not talking to the first ascensionists, Dick Culbert and Hamish
Mutch. Although things are sorted out now, Hamish was understandably concerned about the renaming when he first learned
of it, not knowing the full background of the situation.

The Hard Days
In the spring, the top of Crap Crags, as well as the neighbouring climbs, are closed, as peregrine falcons nest near Trichome
Ledge. Knowing this closure was coming, I’d been holding off
doing anything about the bottom two pitches. My plan was to
devote the spring, during the falcon closure, to pulling out all of
the vegetation on the bottom two pitches. My first foray into
that area was a disaster. A winter of dropping rocks and trees off
the upper pitches had left the debris all hung up in the trees I
was trying to extract. Any foray into them involved a large number of rocks and trees falling onto you. It took about one hundred hours of work, spread out over about eight trips, to make
that area navigable again.
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It also became clear that my standard approach of maybe using a cable-puller and yanking at the bottom of the tree with a
pry bar wasn’t going to do it this time; not even close.
Eventually I came up with the following concept: Left of the
top of pitch 2, there was a gigantic tree—one that would clearly
win a tug-of-war with any of the trees I wanted to get out. All
I’d need to do is attach some sort of line from the big tree down
to the ground and connect some sort of hoist to the line beside
the tree I was currently working on and connect the other end of
the hoist to the tree being pulled. It didn’t sound so bad.
A little research informed me that the hoist I’d need was going to cost $1,850. It weighed ninety-one pounds, and the chain
that went with it was another seventy-five pounds. It could pull
6 tonnes 5 metres, which seemed like a lot. Then there was the
question of what to use to make it from the anchor tree down
to the ground. Rope was clearly not going to cut it, so I looked
at chain, but for stuff rated to go with the chain puller cost $30
and weighted fifteen pounds a metre. That was clearly out of
the question. Eventually I found 7/8” wire rope slings, which
were rated for work at the full 6 tonnes and could be purchased
in forty-foot lengths for only $135 each, and they each only
weighed sixty-six pounds. They worked out to only a bit over
five pounds and $11 per metre—good enough for me.
Getting the tree-pulling stuff up the pitches was a major challenge. Not only was it really heavy, but it liked to snag on stuff, so
I couldn’t pull from above. I had to be with it, unsnarling it all
the way up. This necessitated setting up a three-to-one pulley to
haul a load and myself up at the same time. These efforts would
take all day and well into the night.
Once set up, the system basically worked. With sufficient mechanical advantage to pull 6 tonnes just by cranking on a lever by
hand, the stroke per crank was aggravatingly small. It’d be about
thirty cranks of the lever to pull a single chain link. Many trees
still had roots holding on for the full 5-metre pull, and some
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required re-rigging and a second pull. For the whole summer, I’d
be up there two or three nights a week pulling trees.
In August, I was getting close to finishing the heavy industrial phase of the cleaning operation, but I hit a major snag when
I broke my ankle climbing. It was in Murrin Park, well away
from Europa, but if my cam hadn’t been jammed with Europa
dirt, I’m sure it would have held. Of course, it would have also
held if I’d cleaned it…
While I was on the mend, the other people working on the
route stepped up their efforts, and progress continued. In particular, a gas powered air compressor was taken up to the upper
chimneys, where it accomplished a huge amount of dirt removal
in a very short period.
When I returned to Europa, I was still in the cast, but the
rainy season had started. I’d been storing the chain puller in one
of three watertight barrels mid-climb, but since it was raining
all the time, I had no choice but to bring it out in the rain and,
consequently, cover it in mud. Things started to rust and not work
properly anymore, so I resorted to including a can of WD-40
on my rack. This worked for a while, but eventually the WD40 started to dissolve the grease in the chain puller itself. This
setback necessitated racking a grease gun, which is something I
never would have imagined putting on my harness before Europa.
The other major difficulty during this period was the mud slides.
There were piles of loose dirt everywhere from the summer’s efforts, and they would soak with water until they collapsed under
their own weight and came down at us. It was hard to stay warm
sitting there cranking on the chain puller when the water pouring down my neck filled my boots. Eventually I resorted to putting my good rain wear under my formerly waterproof overalls
and putting another raincoat overtop.

The Final Push
As I write this, we’re not there yet, but were really close. All
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the heavy-lifting stuff is down, and I’m going up there with just
hand tools. I estimate that there are maybe one or two hundred
hours of labour left to do up there, which might sound like a lot,
but compared with the fifteen hundred hours I’ve already put in,
and the thousand or so hours put in by the other volunteers, it
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doesn’t seem like so much. In total, I’ve spent about $14,000, not
counting gas money, or buying a cheap used van for the project and the associated repairs. A contribution from the VOC
and other donations have amounted to over $6,000. I’m hoping
to raise another $6,000 to make my personal contribution just
$2,000.

Route Description (grades approximate, as the
climb hasn’t been done in a fully clean state)
• Pitch 1: Follow a well-featured corner up to a corner crack,
and finally to a ledge. (60 m, 5.7)
• Pitch 2: Continue up the corner system up to a roof, staying
well right of two large trees. Pull a forgiving roof and belay.
(50 m, 5.7)
• Pitch 3: Follow a finger crack up underneath a large flat block.
(25 m, 5.7)
• Pitch 4: Emerge from the other side of the block and climb a
tree to gain the top of a large flake. Traverse right and them
up a large, easy corner, with little pro. (40 m, 5.5)
Climbers should not proceed past here before July 31, as
peregrine falcons are nesting. A bolted rap line goes straight
down.
• Pitch 5: Mainly easy climbing up blocks. (55 m, 5.6)
• Pitch 6: Start up a nine-bolt ladder, to the right of a bolted
belay. Follow a crack of steadily increasing difficulty to the
start of a chimney (40 m, 5.7 or 5.8)
• Pitch 7: Follow the chimney to the top (40 m, 5.7)
Follow the climber’s trail to the backside trail to walk off.

Credits
Over fifty volunteers have helped clean, and many more have donated funds. The following, though, have distinguished themselves:
Steve Mullen has spent many, many days and nights up there
and aside from me is the only person that’s cleaned till he fell
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asleep mid-climb, woke up, and started cleaning again. Steve’s
spent about 200 hours on the climb.
Matthew Carroll oversaw the installation of the air compressor (see page 294), and has spent many nights up there, for a
total of 150 hours.
Christian Veenstra has done a large number of trips and has
broken more of his own gear than anyone else, over the course
of about 100 hours.
Natalie Stafl has gone out many times and on several occasions has seen the sun go down and come up again without taking a break, amounting to around 100 hours.
A total of fifty other volunteers have put in a total of around
500 hours.
Both the VOC and MEC have donated $2,000 to the project.
Climb On in Squamish has been providing heavily subsidized
gear to the project, for a savings of at least $2,500.
B.C. Mountaineering Club members have given over $600 of
individual donations.
The Vancouver Section of the Alpine Club of Canada has
given $500.
Sandra Nicol and Scott Nelson have given $300.
Other VOC members, a few Climb On customers and a few
unaffiliated climbers have given a total of over $700.
Lastly, I bought a van for Europa. It breaks down an awful lot.
My financial situation would be a lot more dire than it is right
now if Christina Child at Vancouver Chrysler Dodge Jeep hadn’t
been giving me this massive pity-based discount on the parts
I’ve had to replace. She’s saved me at least a thousand bucks.

HOW TO INSTALL
A GASOLINE-POWERED
AIR COMPRESSOR
200 M UP A ROCK FACE
Matthew Carroll

I

     of the night, August 2007. Steve
Mullen and I were covered in filth from head to toe, dust flying everywhere around us, suspended halfway down pitch seven of Europa. Every hold we cleaned in the back and sides of
the chimney let loose another cloud of crap, which would be
whipped up by the wind into our eyes and nostrils.
Scrub, scrub... snot-rocket.
Scrub, scrub... snot-rocket.
Over six hours of scrubbing and we’d made, perhaps, 15 metres of progress down the chimney. I was exhausted, my muscles
sore from scrubbing, kidneys aching from hanging in my harness in every conceivable orientation trying to reach both sides
of the chimney from one rappel line, and lungs saturated with
abrasive granite dust. “There simply has to be a better way,” I
thought to myself as I wiped the thick mud from the thread of
my Nalgene where the dust and water met, and took a drink.
But how, exactly, does one go about efficiently removing the
final layer of filth from seven pitches of rock? The next day, trying
to work in my usual shell-shocked state of post-Europa soirée exhaustion, I noticed a layer of dust on my computer keyboard and
remembered the small cans of compressed air you can buy for
blowing dust out of electronics. I posted on the VOC message
X
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board asking if anyone knew where I could procure something
similar that runs on gas and is fifty times as big.
At the time, I was almost completely joking.
Little did I know that Jeff Mottershead had actually been
looking into ways of mechanizing the removal of dirt from Europa. In an ideal world, we would have a pressure washer to blast
the rock with water, removing mud, dirt, lichen, etc. all at the
same time. The problem is where to get enough water from—the
kilometres of hose and booster pumps to get water from Olesen
Creek (on the backside trail) would be prohibitively expensive.
The other option was an air compressor. This would be less efficient for removing lichen, but compressed air can certainly blast
away dirt with awesome effect. However, although an air compressor was deemed possible, these machines still do not come
cheap, and Jeff ’s position at the time was that “In the end, the
best option is probably to suck it up and scrub.”
I agreed. But then a few days later I got a voice mail message.
There was a spark in Jeff ’s voice—that element of insanity combined with brilliance that led him to even begin the project in
the first place. I knew something crazy was afoot. “So I’ve got a
deal with the devil for you,” he said. “I’m not sure which one of
us is the devil—you or me. Probably both. Give me a call.”
The deal was that if I committed to cleaning once a week, he
would not only buy an air compressor but also drag it up the
backside trail and install it on the climb for me to use. I knew
what he was proposing was utterly insane, but I couldn’t say no.
After all, the man rips trees out of the Chief like weeds, and how
many times in life do you get an offer like that?
So a 65-kg gasoline-powered Hitachi air compressor was ordered on eBay, from Georgia, at a cost of $420. Now, I knew
I had gotten myself into something. It arrived in Canada at the
end of August, but not before Jeff broke his ankle climbing in
Murrin Park. This left an air compressor sitting on the floor of
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MAT THEW CARROLL

Jeff ’s apartment, rather than hanging 200 m up the Chief where
it was supposed to be, letting loose hell. In late September, that
situation was rectified.
We disassembled the compressor into three main parts: motor, pump, and tanks. Over the course of a weekend, a team of
VOCers carried those, plus all the parts for a metal-frame compressor house covered with plywood, 100 m of high-pressure
hose, a 200-m, 11-mm static rescue rope, substantial quantities
of rope access hardware, gas, oil, tools, and two-way radios up
the backside trail and up the handlines to the top of Europa.
It was hard work, the tourists on the backside trail were delighted, and recent Glacier School students got to see some
more avant-garde applications of pulley systems in action. Jeff ’s
auto-locking rescue pulley was especially useful, except for when
Christian Champagne got a little carried away posing for the
cameras instead of watching the haul and pulled the compressor
tank as hard as he could into the back of my leg, trapping my left

“Mummy, why is that man wearing a rocket pack?”
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foot between the heaviest load and a large root. I escaped after a
bit of wriggling with only minor discomfort.
The weather was lovely, and we stopped for an early lunch
after the handlines. Everything was going well.
We reached the top of Europa in the early afternoon sunlight.
After an explosion of gear and compressor components everywhere, we eventually got somewhat organized. Steve worked on
rebuilding the compressor at the top of Europa, a few of the
dedicated pack-horse team hiked up to the South Summit, and
I worked with Madeleine Martin-Preney assembling the substantial rigging operation that would eventually use over 350 m
of rope.
Then the “issues” began.
In an ideal world we would have done a full dry run of the
assembly in the city. Oh well. First the maillon links didn’t fit in
the holes drilled for them in the frame. Andrew Paré’s Leatherman file fixed that one, slowly, with a lot of filing. Next up was
that the feet of the compressor were supposed to sit inside the
frame so as to make it impossible for the compressor to slide.
The spacing of the cross pieces on the base of the frame was such
that the compressor legs would sit exactly on top of them and be
free to move with nothing more than a flimsy piece of plywood
between the compressor and vertical oblivion. That was deemed
to be sub-optimal. After much head-scratching we eventually
called Jeff, who declared, “Maybe I’m not qualified to operate a
tape measure.” We lashed it down with prussik cord, and lashed
it good, a process that took some time. Then both batteries for
the cordless drill were exhausted before we finished attaching all
the plywood to the frame. Attempts (slow) were made to install
the self-tapping screws by hand, but eventually we abandoned
the end pieces of the box as non-critical so that we could get on
with lowering the beast.
By this time most of the valiant pack-horse team had left
hours ago, and it was dinner time. When planning the day I had
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initially thought we were going to do the lowering operation in
the glorious afternoon sunshine and then go to the Brew Pub
for a victory dinner. I was wrong. So, instead of yam fries I got
Bagel au Chocolat and another handful of trail mix. Darkness
set in, with the compressor still very much at the top of the
climb. I realized it would be a long night.
Eventually Steve satisfied himself that all the bolts on the
compressor cage had been tightened and double-checked, and
the compressor was declared ready to lower. A spider’s web of
rigging was attached, checked, and triple-checked.
The ledge at the top of the climb where all the lowering lines
were to be attached wasn’t big enough to construct the compressor on, so we had to build it on the other side of the chimney
and rig a second lowering point to support the compressor while
shifting it carefully over the edge and down onto the main lowering line. That was the hardest part, but thankfully my heaps of
rigging proved to not turn into a complete clusterfuck.
Once ready for the main lower, Steve and Champagne rappelled down to the side of it while I controlled the lowering from
the top. The compressor made its way down pitch seven and then
off to climber’s left of pitch six slowly, inch by inch, with Steve
and Christian guiding it clear of obstacles. Occasionally one of
them would shout or radio up “stop,” and things would pause
while they manoeuvred the behemoth over something or other.
Despite the late hour everything went okay during the lowering
process, until it was a few metres above its intended location, a
large tree on Trichome Ledge we were planning to tie it off to.
Then we ran out of rope.
So close, yet so far. We considered various options, including
stealing a few metres of rope from the bottom of the pitch-seven
fixed line, but the eventual solution, after consulting with Jeff,
was that I left Madeleine operating the compressor-lowering
line while I rapped down the fixed line to a large ledge 10 m below in the chimney and set up a second lowering point from the
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fixed line. All hail the alpine butterfly. Madeleine then lowered
the compressor’s weight onto my shunt attached to the fixed
line and untied the compressor line from the tree. I then put my
grigri in above the shunt and rigged a two-to-one pulley above
to transfer the weight of the compressor off the shunt, onto the
grigri, enabling it to be lowered the last few metres. Quite the
faff.
Steve and Champagne tied off the compressor to the tree, and
I lowered the weight onto the tree at their end. Installed. Steve
radioed up to declare that he was now standing on ten square
feet of new prime real-estate. The lower was complete, and the
moment of truth had arrived.
Vrooooooooommmmm!
In the small hours of the night the sound of a gas motor
echoed up and down the dihedrals. After a few seconds passed
“psssssssssss” came the sound of Steve releasing compressed
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air, followed by howls of delight from four VOCers. Mission
accomplished.
It took another hour for Steve and Champagne to ascend
back up to the top, pull up 200 m of heavy static rope, and pack
away all our junk. We hiked back down to the parking lot and
started the drive back to Vancouver (via a detour to Tim Hortons for necessary caffeine and sustenance, as none of us had had
a real dinner). Of course, the inevitable happened, and we hit the
3 –5  highway closures, slept in the van, and eventually got
back to Vancouver at 6 .
Thanks go to Natalie Stafl and Jeff Ferguson for carrying up
the motor and pump on Saturday, Andrew Paré, Christian Sampaleanu, and Tegan Adams for helping to carry huge amounts
of gear on Sunday, Christian Champagne and Steve Mullen for
carrying gear and guiding the compressor down on rappel, and
Madeleine Martin-Preney for hauling the 200 m “whale” rope
all the way up and back down the backside trail and sticking
around to the bitter end. All in all it was an amazing team effort.

SIWASH UNDER
A FULL MOON
Natalie Stafl

C

 , container ships, and seventeen VOCers on a
rock—an ideal Friday full-moon faff-fest. The night before
I sent out a last-minute call for fellow chocolate lovers and adventurers. The idea was to play chocolate-chip poker and then
summit Siwash Rock while the tide was out.
I rounded up an old deck of cards and, with a little help
from Wikipedia, we sorted out some rules, got a game going,
and consumed enough chips to get sufficiently sugared. Around
midnight we had had enough and proceeded to melt the pot of
chocolate winnings with some mint tea and stash it in Matthew
Carroll’s Thermos for later consumption.
En route to Stanley Park our bright collection of bicycles was
matched only by the sweet tandem set-up that Carroll and Elissa
Smith had scored on Freecycle and the ridiculous number people sporting orange MEC packs. We had a pleasant moonlight
ride along the seawall until we encountered a sign announcing
that apparently we were in “Danger of Active Forestry.” The wire
fence provided a perfect place to secure our bikes.
The car folks shortly arrived with the gear, and before long
Pete Hudson was leading the assault. He managed to place a
hex and clip the classic rusty pitons. (Solely to pay homage to
history, I do believe.) The moon was brilliant and (almost) made
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headlamps unnecessary. This we discovered when we periodically masked our beams as choppers did rounds on the North
Shore.
Eventually three top ropes were set up, and everyone got to
the top. In the meantime Richard So got some sweet night shots
(see pages 190, 280). There was no shortage of trad gear—only
a shortage of ATCs and helmets, which were circulated among
those nearest the base and among the belayers. The summit was
a classic faff involving a merry-go-round of circulating people
trying to escape the low-lying branches of the Douglas-fir to
glimpse a view of the bay. We were all back on the ground around
3:30 , the tail of our tidal window, with a fantastic first rappel
for our Australian friend, Emma Vardy-Bragg.
Many people (myself included) headed out of Vancouver
sleepy-eyed for trips the next morning. Next time we’ll bring
songbooks and ukuleles.

AID CLIMBING IN SQUAMISH
WITH JEFF
Dorota Palaczek

J

  and I picked one wet and crummy Saturday this past summer to do some aid climbing in Squamish.
The wetness and crumminess did not dampen my enthusiasm
for wanting to learn trad climbing. And, conveniently, aiding is
one of the best ways to learn how to place trad gear—the immediate feedback teaches you what will and will not hold your body
weight. It does not, however, teach you what will hold a lead fall,
but you do place a lot of gear, so it’s really good practice. And if
you do fall, you have a good chance of not falling too far—that
is, if you have better luck than I do.
We spent the morning hours in the Smoke Bluffs, where Jeff
explained how to place “ludicrously bomber” pieces—ones capable of “holding a truck.” Now, I am quite a bit lighter than a
truck, so placing these “radical” pieces made me feel quite comfortable. After some more practice, it was time to actually climb
something. Quarryman (5.8) would be our task.
As I started up the climb, my stomach grumbled, and I
thought that it must be lunch time. In reality, the horror that
is aid climbing in bad weather would prevent me from feeling
hungry again for another five hours.
I looked up at the climb and heard myself swallow. The first
piece I placed was a tiny nut. As I clipped the six-step ladder
into it, put my foot into the bottom loop, and shifted my body
X
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weight on it, I was happy to find that it actually held me. Shortly,
I was up on the first ledge and preparing to make my way up the
actual crack.
I slowly and awkwardly made my way up the crack. And by
slowly, I mean s-l-o-w-l-y. Aid climbing is a complicated affair. Gear management is key; otherwise one may find oneself
entangled in one big giant mess of gear, confused and unable to
make any progress, requiring the help of an attentive belayer and
several gymnastic moves to untangle oneself. An undeterminable amount of time later I found myself at the crux, which is a
diagonal, somewhat parallel, crack with a flake next to it.
I placed one cam into the crack and another several inches
above it. I passed the rope through both, then clipped my other
ladder into the highest one. I wiggled my foot into the ladder
while still holding my other foot in the lower ladder. The piece
looked solid, so I put my entire body weight on it. I reached
down to collect the lower ladder and clipped it into my gear loop.
Now, I should mention, that I had never really taken a lead fall.
In sport climbing, I had always led well within and often below
my ability in order to avoid such a circumstance.
So the 5-metre fall that followed my next step up the ladder
really surprised me. As I was sliding down the crack, I had time
to think these three thoughts:
1) Holy f***, I’m actually falling.
2) Holy f***, I’m still falling?
3) Holy f***, I hope my pieces hold.
Unfortunately, many of them did not—I pulled three pieces
out along the way. I found myself at eye level with a nut I had
placed earlier but forgotten to collect and now had the opportunity to retrieve.
I was quite miserable at this point. I was cold, wet, exhausted,
shaken up by the fall, and hit by the sudden realization that I
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had no clue what I was doing. But I did enjoy looking up at
the highest cam that was holding me and all the nuts below it.
Thank you, cam. I love you.
I rested for a bit and proceeded to try and climb back up the
crack. In my boots and the wet rock, this was not working very
well. Thankfully, both ladders were still attached to me with runners clipped into my belay loop. I sluggishly aided my way back
up to the highest point, liberally pulling on anything in sight to
make my way up, including the rope. Aid climbing at its best.
Here I inspected the rock and tried to figure out what could
have compromised my placements. I put in a few pieces but
could not talk myself into trusting them again, so I got Jeff to
lower me down. He laddered his way up and made it to and
through the crux without too many problems.
After Jeff got down, I was shocked to find that it was after
5 . We had been on the climb for five hours.
I’ll never forget this action-packed day aid climbing in Squamish with Jeff. I shall be damned if I ever aid climb anything
again. But I did learn an incredible amount about trad climbing
that day, and free trad climbing has since always felt much easier
in comparison.
And for that, I am forever grateful to our crazy Jeff.

WHEN IN DOUBT

Twin Mini-Epics on the Squamish Chief
Nick Waber

W

   of 2003 reached its zenith, I was working at the Rock House Indoor Climbing Centre in Richmond (now the Hangout), cranking plastic four days a week
and blasting up to Squamish the other three. My life’s goals at
that point were to climb the hardest routes possible, and maybe
get a girlfriend too. The routes goal was going well. I was 170
pounds of lean crimping fury. Every day off saw Ginger (my
1984 Civic) parked somewhere between Chek Canyon and Cal
Cheak. Sport was the order of the day: the printed words “thin”
and “fingery” made me salivate.
My partner in these activities was English Mark (Mark for
short). Hailing originally from Birmingham, Mark had come to
Vancouver via Brisbane and then Waterloo, Ontario. He actually came to Vancouver because he had found that after a year
in Australia, he could not stand to wear shoes anymore, and the
Waterloo winters were considerably less flip-flop-compatible
than those out here. Mark, while not as fanatical as I was about
training, was keen to build up his tick-list and had a bold gritborn leading style that pushed our limits further and set our
sights higher. Whenever I was paused, chalking up longer than
Mark considered appropriate, his voice would waft up to me:
“When in doubt, run it out!” And then, generally to emphasize
his ethical status as a grit climber who deigned to sully his tick
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book by climbing bolted routes, “Though, that last piece (a bolt)
looks like it could pop at any moment. Better back off and let
me have a go.” Similarly, he would refuse to clip the first bolt
of a route if he deemed it too low: “You Canadians need some
proper ethics. I didn’t think the francophone influence was so
strong out here!”
It was Mark who convinced me to forgo another day of crimpy
sport and try “something moderate” on the Chief. Every time we
sped past it en route to Chek, Mark’s face was plastered to the
window, unless his head and shoulders were fully outside the
car, gazing longingly at the endless granite. I eventually relented.
I even offered to find a rack to borrow and spend a few days
practising leading on gear. After all, even though Diedre and the
Squamish Buttress are almost entirely 5.7 or 5.8, the one 5.10c
pitch could prove a challenge, despite our sport prowess.
The rack was no problem. The individual who taught me to
climb, my high-school literature teacher, had decided on his
fifty-fifth birthday that climbing was not an “old man’s sport,”
so he quit and took up ultra-marathon trail running. He handed
his rack over with glee. It was composed of antique forged stem
friends and hexes, drilled out in the school’s metal shop, clipped
to a faded sling of webbing by Chouinard ovals. He offered to let
me use his rope (I think it was probably 11 mm in 1988 but was
too thick to fit through a belay device now). I still climb with
this rack, and the only piece that gives me more confidence than
a forged stem friend is a nice big hex.
Trad practice was not quite as much of a success. Mark and
I decided that the best way to ease ourselves into a gear-placing
mindset was to climb pleasant, easy routes in the Smoke Bluffs,
clogging the cracks with as much gear as we could cram into
them. The second would then critique the placements and then
take a turn. We reasoned that if we just made placing solid gear
a habit on routes we couldn’t possibly fall off of, when one of us
was getting Elvis-leg, 5 metres above a #4 Smiley, he couldn’t
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help but plug in a solid cam. The theory was fairly sound, except
that five metres and as many pieces up Ferrets Folly, the first of
our practice routes, I got bored and ran the rest of the route out,
save for a cheekily placed nut-stack halfway. Mark seconded in
flip-flops and then led the way to The Zip or, more accurately,
to Gaia, 10 metres to the left. We worked that route until our
fingernails were well back to the quick, romped up The Zip, with
Mark placing nests of three pieces between runouts that I’m sure
his mother would not approve of, and then hit 7-11 for slurpies.
The next practice day was similar, except without the preliminary
fooling around somewhere easy. And without any trad at all.
Chief day. Our first indication that the expedition might
not go as smoothly as we hoped for should have been that we
could not find the bottom of Diedre. (Actually, it should have
been that we got an “alpine start” of noon, having stayed up late
watching X-men the night before.) Diedre is probably the most
popular Squamish route after Burgers and Fries and should have
a double-wide trail beaten to its base by the hordes of climbers
who swarm up it every summer. You frequently see multi-party
lineups sharing a belay ledge, waiting for a turn on the next pitch.
Nonetheless, we could not find a trail that took us to the base.
We could, however, find a trail that took us to the base of two
manky slab routes directly below Diedre. We reasoned that if we
just cruised up the more bolted of these climbs, we would find
ourselves at our objective. I roped up and set out. The climbing
process was slow, mostly because before I could weight each foot,
I had to scrape away the lichen and general filth with my shoe.
It was also slow because, as we later learned, these filthy, licheny
climbs were both around 5.11c, and the first ascensionist was
thrifty with his bolts. I quickly perfected my technique of falling just before my next clip, slide-scampering backwards whilst
turning the air blue, and then grabbing the last quickdraw as
I fell past it. This saved me from taking one substantial whipper after another and then struggling/cheating back to my high
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point, and it saved Mark from being heaved repeatedly into the
wall. We reached Diedre around 1:30.
Diedre was a refreshing change. Rather than excavating for
footholds, we were presented with them, gleaming white from
the passage of the thousands before us. Instead of negotiating
with the Almighty through hairy runouts and stiff cruxes, we
found ourselves chatting casually as we ambled through the
comfortable preliminary pitches. I could understand the popularity of the route.
Our pre-planned system was working well. I had agreed to
lead everything up to the crux pitch of the Buttress so that Mark
would be fresh for the 5.10c. I had the gear racked to my sling
and the draws to my harness. Mark cleaned the gear to a second
sling that he would hand me at each belay station to re-rack. He
would then hand me the draws, cleaned to his harness. There
was a bit of a hiccup when we reached the famous dihedral
pitch. That’s the long one (actually two, but they can be—and
were—linked) with very polished smearing up a steadily steepening right-facing corner with a shallow two-inch crack. As
usual, Mark handed me the cleaning sling, I restocked my leading sling, I handed his sling back to him, we exchanged the usual
pleasantries about being “on belay,” and I set off. I placed my first
piece uneventfully 5 metres up and clipped it. It was not until
I was another 4 or 5 metres up with the second piece in that I
realized that I had neglected to relieve Mark of the quickdraws. I
had enough carabiners to patch together an anchor but certainly
not enough to protect a pitch to my mother’s exacting standards.
I could downclimb to collect the draws, or… “the anchors are
almost certainly right next to this solid crack… nothing on this
route has tested me yet… I feel strong… we already wasted too
much time on that horrible slab monstrosity… when in doubt…”
Onward.
I arrived, level with the anchor bolts, way above my last piece.
Far be it from me to criticize the Jims Baldwin and Sinclair (or
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whoever placed the anchors), but I would have preferred that
particular one to be an arm’s length from the crack—not a 5metre glassy traverse to the right. Chances are I could cruise
out to the bolts without incident; if there was an incident—one
away from my dear, dear crack—it would be an uncomfortably
long while (both in terms of time and distance) before I got to sit
back in my harness and chalk up for a second go. I acted quickly.
I used a stemming head jam to achieve a no-hands stance and
proceeded to re-rack all of my gear to one or two carabiners.
The remaining biners were clipped to either end of one of the
hexes’ spectra loop. This would be my runner. I placed a cam
as deeply as I could and stepped onto the sweaty, polished slab.
Sure enough, nothing I happened. I didn’t fall, my piece didn’t
pop, no falcons attacked. I belayed Mark up and was greeted
with a phrase lifted directly from Kevin McLane: “My! That was
delightfully bold! Were you in some doubt?” “Shut up and give
me my draws back.”
The rest of Diedre was uneventful, though I defy anyone to
find another 5.8 with a mantle as difficult as that one on the last
pitch. We finished our water and proceeded to Boomstick Crack
and the Buttress. Boomstick Crack is 5.4 but is a little spooky
because most of it entails standing on the dime-thin upper edge
of a house-sized flake, detached about four inches from the wall.
The route is listed as two pitches, but can be linked without difficulty. Not knowing this, we arranged that I would stop at a
sapling most of the way to the forest beyond and assess whether
or not a link-up would be feasible. I reached the sapling with a
minimum of effort and gear expenditure and shouted to Mark
that I would pull in some rope to better gauge whether it would
reach the forest. It would, so I relayed that info in my best quarterdeck bellow and proceeded. Halfway to the finish I glanced
back and saw Mark traversing around the bulge, blithely cleaning the last cam. He had not heard my shouts correctly, and I
had misinterpreted his responses. Between us now was a single
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sling around cedar sapling as thick as a slender woman’s wrist.
We realized this more or less simultaneously, and Mark promptly stuffed every viable piece of gear into the crack in front of him.
In the forest we decided that we would from then on be more
diligent in our communications.
Most of the Squamish Buttress is largely made up of fourthclass scrambling, and apart from the initial 5.8 pitch, we climbed
ropeless to the enormous ledge below
the crux pitch. We mantled onto the He had not heard my
platform and were surprised to find
ourselves in the midst of a bachelor shouts correctly, and I
party. Apparently, half of the crowd
had misinterpreted his
had preceded us up the Buttress
while the other half lugged the hi- responses. Between us
bachi, coolers, Bubba Keg, and fonnow was a single sling
due pot up the backside trail. Since
it would have been the height of around cedar sapling
rudeness to capitalize on their conveniently placed top rope (hunger, as thick as a slender
thirst, and a few awkward moments
woman’s wrist.
can compromise the old ethics a bit)
without partaking of their chocolate fondue and beer, we partook.
We then grovelled our way up the uniquely unpleasant 5.10c and
balanced through the final 5.8 pitch to the summit.
Bouncing from one misadventure after another with a break
for beer and chocolate fondue takes time. By the time we were
packed up and trotting along the summit slabs it was 9  and
fairly dark. “Fairly dark” on top of a monolith means that in a forest like the one found between the top and bottom of the Chief,
it is very, very—almost completely—dark. True to form, neither
of us brought a headlamp or other light-emitting tool. Nonetheless, we learned several valuable lessons about descending the
back of the Chief in the dark: Clip shiny carabiners to your pack,
the rope you’re carrying, and your pockets so that your buddy can
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see you occasionally. Rope together with ten feet of rope so that
when one of you shouts, “I found some stairs!” the other can find
them easily, rather than engaging in risky mountainside games of
Marco Polo. Take your flip-flops off so that you can differentiate more easily between the somewhat packed pine needles and
dirt of the trail and the not quite as packed dirt of not-the-trail.
Caress the trees. Generations of people hiking down the steep
backside trail, using trees to steady themselves, have given the
bark of most of the trailside trees a smooth polish right around
shoulder height. This is a far superior blaze than anything visible. Finally, by bringing a headlamp or flashlight one can avoid
eventually using one’s digital camera to snap a flash photo, running madly toward what looks like the next set of stairs (or rather
their residual image burned into your retina), and then consulting the 1.5” LCD screen when you’re lost again five steps later.
Finally, when a half dozen somewhat boozy bachelor partiers run
past with headlamps, going to their truck for a beer run, with
a ghetto blaster strapped to one’s back cranking the Trainspotting soundtrack, slap your trail-running flip-flops on and follow
them! We got to the car a mere three and a half hours after topping out the Chief and called my paranoid parents about five
minutes before they were going to call search and rescue.
Since the universe was not content with mocking us while
we blundered through the forest, when we got to Vancouver a
police car started following us. Eventually, just as I turned onto
Twelfth Avenue from Crown to drop Mark off, the cop flashed
his lights at us. He sauntered over, asked our business in the
neighbourhood (“Um, I live here, officer.”) and ran a check on
my licence. I challenge anyone to replicate our journey to that
point and then stay awake while some overeager lawman calls in
your license. Mark’s Visa ran out at the end of that summer, so
he returned to England a few weeks after our harrowing ascent.
I started my UBC career that September, joined the VOC and
have only had safe(ish) (mostly) epic-free fun ever since.
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Part 2
When the summer of 2007 reached its zenith, I was considerably more mature than I had been four years earlier. I had graduated, was putting my BA to use by working full-time at Valhalla
Pure, could count on the fingers of one hand how many times
I had climbed on plastic over the past two years, but had been
up to Squamish about once a week for the past three months.
Having gotten married, I was no longer concerned with finding a girlfriend, and since I was not training (it turns out that
girlfriends and wives are way more fun than training), climbing really hard was more or less out of the question. At a John
Dunne–esque 210 pounds my halcyon crimping and campusing
days were well behind me. I had become a crack addict, shunning any route that did not boast a hand- (and gear-)swallowing
abyss. Despite a relaxed climbing schedule, when I did get out I
was putting serious mileage on that classic rack that had already
seen so much action. Also, a headlamp and spare set of batteries
were in my climbing pack, permanently. Going to Burgers and
Fries? The headlamp comes along!
Somehow, that July, I had miraculously managed to get the
same four days off as Bryce and George, my illustrious compatriots from “Mostly Just Loathing in Las Vegas” (VOCJ 47). Discussion of what we would do was not even necessary: we would
live at George’s place on the rafting base in Squamish and wear
our shoes and fingertips out with dawn-to-dusk climbing. My
gear placing experience (this was not my first summer as a devoted gear-head), Bryce’s inhuman off-the-couch strength, and
George’s ability to climb whatever is placed in front of him (as
only a Squamish resident can) would see us through whatever
we tackled. We figured a day plumbing the depths of the Smoke
Bluffs, some time exploring little-visited corners of the Bulletheads, a while spent in Murrin, and maybe even something in
the alpine would be in order. However, like most plans, this was
not to be. Both George and Bryce’s jobs called them back to the
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grind prematurely, leaving us a single day of climbing fun. Our
goal became obvious: the Chief.
The first step was to decide on a route and to determine how
far to take it. After hemming and hawing about whether Rock
On would be dry (probably not), or Diedre would be crowded
(probably), or what George had already climbed (most of the
reasonable routes), and what we were comfortable attempting
as a three-man rope team (nothing harder than low 5.10), we
settled on Vector, listed as a two-pitch 5.9 on the North Apron. I
freely admit that McLane’s description of “handjamming, some
fist, some offwidth” prompted me to argue hard for this route.
We decided not to try to top the Chief out. Vector, followed by
playtime in the Bluffs, would be fine.
Having settled on Vector, we set out to find breakfast. George
guided us to a café with promises of delicious pastries and breakfast burritos worth walking over burning coals for. What we
found were dry, second-rate, overpriced burritos and mundane
muffins served by Squamish’s three prettiest baristas. I would
relate the name of the café here for interested VOCers, but the
horridness of the burritos (we were foolish enough to buy several—enough for lunch) has driven it from my memory. I think
it was near a gas station.
In the Apron parking lot we organized the rack and planned
our assault. We decided for whatever reasons (probably mostly
because I like wide cracks) that I would lead every pitch of Vector,
set up the anchors and then simulbelay Bryce and George up
after me. This would be accomplished by me leading on one rope
while trailing a second one behind me. The ropes in question
were a pair of identical Beal 70-m singles, belonging to Bryce
and George, respectively. Using ropes of this length would allow
us to connect pitches easily, and then with the seconds simulclimbing, we would be moving considerably faster than if they
each waited a turn. This set-up was very appealing, as not only
did I get all the leads, but I didn’t have to climb with Bryce’s
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cumbersome lunch pack. The approach pitches to Vector/St. Vitus went well considering that they are less rock climbs and more
vertical bushwhacks. The challenge came mostly in dragging the
two 70-metre ropes through the jungle and then being able to
distinguish between them so that when Bryce yelled, “Take!” I
didn’t haul George off of his mossy holds. After some comic
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situations involving double rope tangles, we arrived at the base
of true Vector.
Vector, for the information of the uninitiated, is the spectacularly perfect splitter 30 metres to the right of St. Vitus Dance
on the apron. The line fires straight up the low-angle face for a
rope-stretching 50 metres, swallowing cams like some sort of
large, hungry, cam-swallowing thing. It is well situated with a
very comfortable belay ledge and copious trees nearby in case
you have the pre-pitch shits (I did). After losing some weight, I
gave my hands a few turns of tape, racked up, and set off. I was
admittedly nervous that George had decided to leave the third
#3 Camalot in the truck but reassured myself that my trusty big
drilled-out hex would cover that range if necessary.
Wow! The climbing on Vector is indescribably fantastic. After
sinking my mitts into 10 metres of the world’s most deliciously
comfortable hand crack, I got to a point where the technique
called for involved dropping my entire forearm into the fissure,
with my cupped hand at the top. This combined with some clever wide-crack footwork allowed me to move with the utmost
confidence. This confidence was useful, because the crack was
too flared for my hexes, so I was sliding a #3 cam along with me,
coaxing smaller pieces into shaky placements in the back of the
crack at intervals that are not recommended by any climbing
manual.
About 25 metres up, Vector’s friendly countenance changes
slightly—where one could previously use straightforward fistjamming and toe-camming technique, I found myself with my
shoulder well into the crack, working hard to find a feasible
way to use my feet. The crack was too shallow for convenient
knee-jamming and too narrow to fit my size twelves into for
heel-toeing. Nonetheless, after some thrutching, I managed
to develop a hand-down shoulder-jamming technique that allowed regular upward movement… as long as I did not have to
pass a cam. Fortunately, since I had only one cam that could
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fit and was sliding it along ahead of me, that problem resolved
itself. There was some nervousness when I reached a spot where
the cam was completely tipped out (and was only in the crack
because that provided more convenient storage than my harness), but some vigorous grunting got me through. I was understandably relieved when I could place the #4.5 and grunt past it
into thinner terrain. The 15-metre runout above one of the two
#3s was getting a bit heady.
I was understandably not relieved when I realized that unless
the crack miraculously offered placements for my assortment of
finger-sized gear, my entire useable rack consisted of the lone
remaining #3, and possibly a hex, if the crack’s flare could be
overcome. The remaining 15 or 20 metres looked to be about
one-third nice hands (#3-ish) and the remainder cramped hands
(#2-ish) with nothing thin enough for nuts. I really wanted more
gear. I managed to find a placement for the hex, slapped the #3
in right above it, teased a tiny nut into a joke of a fissure, equalized things, and informed Bryce that he would be seconding up,
cleaning everything before the #4.5, and delivering the bounty
to me. I would then lower him and continue. George would
keep me on belay so that should something go amiss with the
anchor, we could at least hope that the #4.5 would hold us both.
In hindsight, I recommend strongly against this course of action.
After I received the gear, lowered Bryce, and unweighted the
anchor, the hex promptly fell out of the crack of its own volition.
Only the consistent downward pull of my body weight on it had
been keeping it “solidly” in place. Wheeew. Also, as it turns out,
the left-facing corner above Vector’s splitter is dirt-easy and super
fun, and I should have just run it out like the old days.
After sending Vector’s last pitch in record time (a mad slabsprint to the bushy ledge to yet again answer nature’s frantic,
untimely holler) we lay back, forced some grotesque tortilla-filth
atrocities down our gullets, and considered our options. We had
planned on descending the Apron and then hitting the Smoke
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George, Bryce, and Nick, immediately upon topping out the Chief.

Bluffs for some fun on much ogled projects, but we eventually
settled on finishing the Chief via Memorial Crack and then the
Buttress. I was initially against this plan, as we had already finished half of our water all of our food, and it was well into the
afternoon, but George’s enthusiasm and his promise of leading
every pitch faster than is sensible won me over. Onward!
George’s speed-leading technique does not involve climbing
noticeably faster than usual but, rather, placing an absolute minimum of gear. He reasons that trad climbing is slower than sport
because of the time spent finding a stance, gauging the crack, selecting a piece, setting it properly, and then clipping, as opposed
to mindlessly clipping bolts. Sport is likewise slower than bouldering because of the time necessary to take a quickdraw from
one’s harness, clip it to the bolt, and then attach the rope. Thus,
his approach to climbing the Squamish Buttress would be best
described as multi-pitch bouldering with a harness on, dragging
a pair of ropes and wearing a trad rack (mostly so that we could
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hear by the jingling gear how he was progressing, and perhaps to
convince any possible onlookers that we were legit climbers).
George’s plan worked brilliantly. About six pitches (and pieces of gear) later we hauled ourselves onto the giant platform
immortalized by the bachelor party of 2003. Unfortunately for
us, there was no party this time. We rationed our water out (a
capful each) and promised George 100 of the remaining 150 mL
if he on-sighted the 5.10c pitch. Much to our combined relief
and chagrin, he did. We soon found ourselves running across
the summit slabs, racing to the forest before the light was gone.
Sure enough, we hit the woods in the failing twilight. I thought
to myself: “Good thing I’ve got that headlamp in my backpa…
FUCK!” My pack (and headlamp) was resting comfortably in
the back of the truck. My vow never to remove the headlamp
from the pack had come back to haunt me in the most fitting
manner.
We found ourselves in the forest, on the backside of the Chief,
in the dark. No food; no water; no lights. Fortunately, I had
experienced this before. We promptly removed our shoes and
started fondling trees. An hour an a half later we were sauntering through the Chief campground, discussing the likelihood of
contracting giardia from Olesen Creek and receiving admiring
(even reverent) glances from obviously less hard-core climbers
who had finished their descents in the light.
From these experiences I have learned a few important lessons: (1) Attach a mini-LED light to the climbing helmet you
use for multi-pitching so that it’s always with you. A second one
clipped to your nut-tool lanyard is smart, too. (2) Two litres of
water looks like a lot inside a 12-L daypack already stuffed with
sandals and lunch for three. It’s not. (3) When in doubt, run it
out.

CLIMBING IN SMITH ROCK
Christian Sampaleanu

I

   one big trip that really stood out from my first
year in the VOC it was the November long weekend trip to
Smith Rock in Oregon. I was new to the sport of climbing and
in an environment that seemed completely foreign—towering
basaltic cliffs and intricate formations surrounded by wide open
farmers’ fields, with the snow-capped volcanoes of the Cascades
in the distance. Quite a change from the crags of Squamish.
Coming home from that trip, all I could think about was that
my return to Smith Rock was inevitable.
And so as the November long weekend of 2007 approached,
my anticipation grew. I was so committed to going that I was
ready to take the hard and uncomfortable backseat of Steve
“Muffin” Mullen’s truck for the entire ten- to twelve-hour drive
down, along with Meghan Anderson. Fortunately, in the days
leading up to the trip, Matt Breakey was convinced to drive us
down in a more comfortable vehicle, and we recruited Madeleine
Martin-Preney to take the last spot and round out the group.
It was also in these days leading up to the trip that Breakey
came up with a rather innovative proposal of leaving early on
Saturday morning instead of Friday evening. This would save us
a few hours at the border, get us more sleep Friday night, and
hopefully leave us better rested for a full weekend of climbing.
The Friday came, and we all met at Breakey’s place for dinner
X
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and a spoonfest. To ensure that everything went according to
plan, not one but two alarms were set for 3:45 the next morning,
with the plan being to leave at 4 . At 4:45, a full hour after our
scheduled wake-up, we somehow awoke to realize that neither
alarm had gone off and we were already behind. Unfazed, we
quickly packed up and were out the door.
Breakey’s first theory proved correct—the border lineup was
minimal. Our entry into the U.S. was shortly followed by breakfast at the IHOP in Renton and our introduction to what would
become the song of the trip—“The Last Saskatchewan Pirate”
by The Arrogant Worms. Sitting in the car began to take its toll,
and my itchiness to climb became evident as I started clinging
on to trees at a rest stop. Driving through the Cascade Mountains of Oregon, and seeing Mount Hood in all its snowy glory
on what was shaping up to be a cloudless day put thoughts of
climbing on hold. Ski season was right around the corner (and
for some in the car, had already started the week before), and the
majestic white peak brought out fond thoughts.
Soon enough, however, we were out of the mountains and
arrived at the Smith Rock parking lot around 3:30 , after just
over ten hours of driving. There was no time to waste, and after
a rather speedy faff we quickly made our way to join the rest of
the VOC crew at Five Gallon Buckets on Morning Glory Wall.
The remainder of the afternoon was spent enjoying the large
pockets that provided excellent holds, and we climbed well into
the evening by headlamp. It was also during this time that Muffin managed to break off an overhanging ledge while traversing
about a metre off the ground, providing a good laugh to all those
watching.
We then headed into Terrebonne for groceries, planning a
feast one can only enjoy while car camping. We returned to the
campground and cooked dinner while waiting for the less thrifty
types who had gone in search for the great American cuisine
known as Mexican food. Eventually Tiffany Shen’s car arrived,
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with stacks of wooden pallets in the back. The fire was lit, and
the night descended into drunken chaos. Clothing came off,
spooning was done, fires were jumped, and songs were sung. The
night ended late, and we stumbled off to our tents.
The next day I was up early. I have a tendency to do that
while camping—generally when the sun comes up, it wakes me
up, whether I like it or not. And despite the previous night’s
festivities, I wanted to be up. The mornings at Skull Hollow
campground, before anyone else got up, were slightly surreal.
The cold air, thin wisps of clouds in the sky, frost on the ground,
the lonely two-lane road, and the mountains in the distance
over yellowish-grey fields had found a place in my heart and
stayed clear in my mind for the entire year between visits. This
was the one moment, between frenzied campground cooking,
adrenaline-fuelled climbing, and drunken revelry that made me
realize how much I loved being there.
Of course those moments never last, and soon enough the
rest of the crew was up, breakfast was through, and we were off
to the crags. As some of the members were feeling for some trad
climbing, we headed to Lower Gorge, a lesser-known area further upstream from the more popular crags. It was here where I
realized that I do, in fact, suck at crack climbing. My 5.9 “warmup” on top rope ended up kicking my ass, and the remainder of
the day was spent swearing profusely, getting my hands bloodied,
and having Duncan McPhedran tell me to “Get in the crack, you
pussy.” That being said, as darkness came, I wasn’t quite ready to
give up, and only the jellylike feeling in my arms convinced me
to quit.
While packing up, we were debating which trail to take back
to the car—either cross the river and scramble over large boulders (the way we came), or follow the river around the bed and
get to the footbridge (presumably). I have a strange attraction
to going places I’m unfamiliar with when it’s dark out, and also
I didn’t want to navigate the boulders with my headlamp. A
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previous navigating disaster coming off of Europa should have
taught me to stick to what I know, but it seems I don’t learn
things that well. While everyone else decided to cross the
river, Madeleine reluctantly came with me. Since we were following an actual trail, I was convinced that we could beat the
other group, despite not knowing how far the river bend was,
or where the bridge was. At first, it seemed that we were accomplishing our goal—we hurried down the trail and through
the bushes, and the headlamps on the other side of the river got
farther and farther back. But of course, nothing is ever as easy as
it seems, and eventually the dark and unfamiliar territory confused us. The trail veered away from the river, the only sign we
were on the right track, and we backtracked, and backtracked
again, passing several spots more than once. Tensions grew, but
we soon found the river, and the bridge, and arrived at the parking lot to find Breakey and his vehicle alone—the others had
made it up and left almost half an hour earlier.
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Night two of drunken revelry followed. The wood from the
previous night’s fire was seriously dwindling, prompting Kaja
Sadowski, the trip’s organizer, to announce a state of emergency.
Cars came in, but no wood. Tiffany, being completely worn out
from the day’s climbing, was in no state to go find pallets but
was generous enough to volunteer her car. Christian Champagne and I jumped in and made the run, stopping at five different locations in Terrebonne and Redmond and eventually filling
the back of Tif ’s SUV. We drove quickly back, knowing that
our compatriots might be freezing their asses off. As soon as
we arrived, the wood was quickly unloaded and broken up, and
the fire was raging once again. The night was saved! Antics once
again happened, although I was feeling the effects of the day
and soon had to retire. I was rather sad that I did, because a few
hours later Breakey stumbled into the tent to regale Madeleine
and me with a story of how he almost burned his face off. A
discussion on the price of cheese followed, as well as talks of
spooning, and we passed around a sandwich.
The next morning, I awoke and opened my eyes, expecting to
see Madeleine next to me and received a mild shock to see the
ragged, unshaven face of Breakey. Apparently I’d had a much
better sleep, and Madeleine was able to climb over me to go for
her run without waking me up. Breakey, undoubtedly having
seen better mornings, got up and we had breakfast and packed
up. This was where the second part of Breakey’s ingenious plan
came into play—everyone else was getting ready to drive home
and get to bed early to sleep for school or work the next day, but
not us. We headed right back to the crags for another day of
climbing. The Dihedrals were our destination, and with most
people having already headed home, we were among the only
ones left to enjoy the day. Helmets were a must on this day, as
strong winds occasionally pelted us with large chunks of rock
from above. My newfound confidence leading sport was also put
to the test by the wind, as powerful gusts seemed to try to knock
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me down right before I was about to clip in to the next draw.
However, it was still a successful day, with Meghan, Madeleine,
and me getting in several sport climbs, while Breakey and Muffin climbed the adjacent cracks.
We packed up relatively early, took a good look back, and
hit the road. The beautiful weather we had on the drive down
did not materialize this time, and the going was slow through
the Mount Hood area. We decided to opt for a homier-looking
place for dinner, as opposed to a fast-food chain, and we eventually stopped at a nondescript bar in Sandy, Oregon, for what
could possibly have been the greasiest pasta dishes I’ve ever
seen. The trek continued, and several hours later I was home, at
around 2 —hardly an unreasonable hour, especially since my
roommates were all still up.
There were several elements that contributed to this being
probably one of the most memorable trips I’ve ever been on with
the VOC. The people, the climbing, and the location itself will
be on my mind for a long time to come. Of course, no sooner
had I arrived home than I was already thinking about my next
trip down. I can hardly wait to feel the pumping adrenaline, partake in the alcohol-fuelled festivities, and savour the inner quiet
brought on by a Smith Rock morning once again.

CLIMBING TRIP TO SKAHA
May 2007

Dorota Palaczek

I

  on Saturday morning that the amount of
people and gear that fit into Bob Lai’s little Civic was simply
impressive. The five of us—Bob, Christian Champagne, Urszula
Palaczek, me, and Bob’s friend catching a ride—arrived at the
Skaha climbing parking lot shortly before noon and headed
straight for the crags. We went to Go Anywhere and had a great
afternoon cranking and crimping. Except during one short
storm. Right before it hit, I was just about to get on a route, but
I was advised against it, and I was glad I did not go ahead as
I’d have been stuck on the third lead climb of my life braving
pouring rain and lightning bolts. So we huddled underneath a
small tarp along with quite a few other climbers and several wet
dogs. We seriously considered turning around and setting up
camp, but when the storm passed and the sun once again came
out and quickly began to dry the rocks, we were glad we didn’t. I
spent the entire afternoon top-roping and then leading as many
easy routes as I could find. Other VOCers spotted in the area included Evan Morris, Piotr Forysinski, Felix Wiedmann, Mahdi
Eynian, Andrew Paré, Afton Halloran, and Greg Dennis.
When late afternoon approached we went to Safeway and to
find our camping spot. After setting up camp and having a ridiculously gigantic dinner, We sat around the fire and listened to
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some enjoyable live guitar music. I fell asleep that night hoping
that we would have a sunny day the next day.
And we did! We spent the day at Claim-It-All, one of the
farthest crags from the parking lot. My sister and I spent most

Dorota warming up.
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Evan in the Skaha cave.

of the day working on a couple of harder routes on top ropes.
By the afternoon, most of us were burned out from climbing in
the sun for so many hours, and someone came up with the idea
of going to the Skaha cave. I wasn’t too keen on it, as neither I
nor Mahdi had a headlamp, and I didn’t like the idea of sharing
enclosed dark spaces with flying rats. However, my whining was
not working, and everyone else was pretty keen on going. Mahdi
borrowed a headlamp and gave it to me, at which point I ran out
of excuses and off we went.
The first move proved to be the most difficult, as one had
to squeeze one’s entire body through a rather small, cylindrical hole in an awkward downward sideways manner. Piotr was
first—he cursed himself for not losing that 5 kg since Christmas
and dove in. His feet were sticking out upside down for what
seemed like several minutes as he tried to squeeze his way in. I
was just considering giving him a push when they disappeared,
and it was my turn. With difficulty, I wiggled my way in... upon
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entering that cold, dark, and dusty cave, creepiness set in, but
soon the scramble upward turned out to be pretty “fun,” in that
not-necessarily-fun kind of way we all know and love.
The highlight of the cave is the “photocopier”—two flat, horizontally parallel walls of rock through which one must squeeze
one’s entire body. It is also known as “paper jam.” Just in case it’s
unclear, the person is the “paper,” and “jam” is the situation he or
she finds him- or herself in between the walls. Going through
it was almost as entertaining as watching other people make
their way through—wiggling, squeezing, pushing, pulling, and
doing whatever they needed to do to “unjam” themselves from
the photocopier.
Dusty and dirty, we emerged from the cave and headed back
to camp before nightfall.
On our last day, Monday, we got in a few hours of climbing
at Grassy Glades, where I learned that leading a route you don’t
know is very different than leading a route you have top-roped
beforehand. I had just started lead climbing the previous weekend, and the 5.8 (Professional Belay Slaves) I was on, with the first
bolt about 5 metres off the ground (side note: Why are the first
bolts so far off the ground? It’s crazy.) was basically my first real
lead climb. And it was awesome—at least it was after I finished
it. During—well... there was a moment or two (or three, or four,
or a lot) there where my entire body was shakin’ like a leaf and I
really wanted my mommy.
Anyways, we folded up the show in the early afternoon, sardined ourselves back into Bob’s car, and headed home—tired,
sunburnt, and happy we were there!

SAVING THE SKAHA BLUFFS
Christian Sampaleanu

T

 , aside from being an amazing organization for getting people involved in outdoor activities, is also involved in
protecting the interests of the outdoor community. This year the
VOC had two such challenges—the currently ongoing fight to
save the Phelix Creek area from motorized use (see page 511)
and the drive to save access to the Skaha Bluffs climbing area.
For a long time, the Skaha Bluffs have been a favourite destination not only for VOCers but also for climbers from all across
B.C. In 1992, the Dunlop family donated a small piece of their
land—what has been known as the Braesyde access—to be used
as a parking lot and trail up to the bluffs. However, this arrangement was never meant to be a permanent solution, and the time
came for the Dunlops to sell their land. In late 2006, negotiations and discussions were well underway between local climbers, city officials, and The Land Conservancy (TLC) to try and
find a permanent solution to this problem. A buyer was quickly
found for the Braesyde property, with a deadline of April 12,
2007, to seal the deal. The Land Conservancy, which is a registered charity and land trust protecting wilderness areas and
cultural landmarks in B.C., would become the voice of those
who wanted to keep the area open.
In January 2007, an option was brought to the table that involved purchasing a 750-acre (300-ha) parcel of land adjacent to
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the bluffs known as Sublot 18, and a deadline was set for the end
of June. The Land Conservancy took charge of the drive to raise
funds, but by this time the VOC was already looking for ways to
secure the future of these popular crags. The club helped get the
word out that the bluffs were in danger, members wrote letters,
and people began asking how they could help and if they could
donate to the cause. Enthusiasm was high and was fuelled by the
news that temporary access to the bluffs would be granted for
the 2007 climbing season. Sources for funding appeared, much
in part thanks to pressures from the climbing community, including an offer from MEC to match donations pledged by its
members, in addition to a $250,000 grant.
Unfortunately, raising the amount of money necessary was a
tall order, and the June deadline was quickly approaching. However, there are some things money can’t buy, and one of those
things is the insistence of a group of dedicated and vocal individuals, concerned with losing not only world-class climbing
but also a fragile and unique ecosystem and wildlife habitat. The
Land Conservancy asked for an extension, and their request was
granted. They now had until September 30, 2007, to raise the
required funds.
VOCers making summer pilgrimages to Skaha continued
to raise awareness, with members constantly being reminded
that their trip there could be their last. In September, the VOC
exec reconvened, and this issue was high on the list of priorities. Meghan Anderson and Natalie Stafl were among the most
willing to spearhead any initiative. As it seemed time was short,
any and all ways of raising money were explored early on, with a
simple change jar in the clubroom and at the table during Clubs
Days. A little later on, Meghan and Natalie acquired apples at
cost from Klippers Organic Acres and were able to sell them as
yet another fundraising venture. Once again, however, the deadline loomed, and TLC was still short a substantial amount, but
yet again, the efforts of climbers and conservationists alike were
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enough to have yet another extension granted, this time until
January 15, 2008.
With more time now on our side, efforts were focused on
having larger fundraising events. The first and most obvious opportunity for this was Longhike—with a mass gathering of eager new climbers, it would be a perfect chance to bring up challenges and responsibilities that outdoor enthusiasts face. Either
that, or fuel an already hot, sweaty, and sexually charged dance
party with alcohol, with the proceeds going to the Skaha Access Fund. No matter which way you looked at it, the idea was a
success: several hundreds of dollars were raised that night, and
the kegs ran dry by 10 . But above and beyond that, the exec
believed and hoped that all those who learned to climb that day
would continue not only to climb but also to get involved in issues such as this that matter to the VOC and to themselves.
A second fundraising opportunity arose out of the blue. As
VOC secretary, I receive all emails sent to the VOC info address, and one day in late September I received a message from
Alex Lavigne, a movie producer. He had just released a mountain adventure film called Higher Ground, was looking to show
it at UBC, and was wondering if the VOC would help put it
on. After a flurry of emails among the exec, we decided that, if
anything, this would at least be a memorable social event worth
hosting and another way to raise more money for Skaha. Over
the next month I was in contact with Alex, finalizing the venue,
pricing, promotion, and other details. We were able to book the
Norm Theatre, for a true big-screen experience, and on October 23, the VOC was ready to put on its first ever outdoor film
presentation. The night was a complete success, with over a hundred people coming out, many of them not even VOC members.
On top of that, the night also netted the VOC another several
hundred dollars toward the Skaha fund.
The end of October also brought the VOC’s annual Skaha
climbing trip. This was mere weeks before what could’ve pos-
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sibly been the closing of the access forever, and so it was at the
forefront of everyone’s mind. A reasonably sized contingent of
VOCers showed up at the Lost Moose campground on Friday
night, excited for a great weekend of climbing. At one point during this time, Jeff Mottershead, who was the trip organizer, went
to the campground owner to discuss
the camping fees. The owner was faA group of dirt-poor
miliar with the situation at the bluffs,
and also with the VOC’s efforts to student types might
save the access, and believing that
not be able to procure
this was a worthy cause, allowed the
VOC to stay at the campground for enough money to buy a
free. With karma now on our side,
large piece of land, but
all the money that was originally
intended to go toward camping fees their voices can have an
was donated to TLC.
It was a great effort by a large impact on the people
number of people, and, as the Janu- who have the power to
ary 15 deadline approached, it bechange things.
came obvious that this time, the deal
would go through. Shortly after the
deadline passed, it was officially announced that Sublot 18 had
been purchased and that climbers and wilderness enthusiasts
alike would retain access to this long-time favourite area.
When looking at the actual numbers, the actual amount of
money and where it came from, it seems that the VOC’s contribution was just a drop in the bucket. This may be true—the
vast majority of funds came from federal and provincial governments, as well as large organizations such as MEC. However,
I believe Roland put it best when he posted on the message
board saying, “The small amount of cash members contributed
probably didn’t affect the outcome. The enthusiasm shown by
members might have.” A group of dirt-poor student types might
not be able to procure enough money to buy a large piece of land,
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but their voices can have an impact on the people who have the
power to change things. I do not believe that we would have
achieved this outcome had the climbing community stood back
and accepted the loss of Skaha as their fate, but I also do not
believe that this community would actually have let that happen.
We can only hope that this is a sign of things to come and that
the enthusiasm and support shown by VOC members and those
outside the VOC will continue to make a difference and get the
results we seek.

LARA THOMPSON

Alpine Climbing

Bram Van Straaten recording an entry in the summit log on Wedge Mountain.
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Opposite, top: Helmcken Falls. Opposite, bottom: Snowpatch Spire and
Pigeon Spire in August. Above: Christian Champagne au cheval on the
summit block of Mount Gandalf. Tim Blair is in the foreground.
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Mountain Hardwear constantly subjects our products to the most
challenging conditions on earth. Here, Kevin Mahoney is testing a
prototype Mountain Hardwear pack on the west face of Aiguille du
Midi in the Chamonix Alps.
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ESCAPE FROM SAMPSON
Matthew Breakey

W

   my life happens, good or bad, I
tend to head to the mountains. What better way to celebrate or contemplate than to go to some of the most beautiful
places on the planet? It was no exception when my girlfriend,
Charlie, had to go back to Britain. Piotr Forysinski, always full
of excellent trip ideas, proposed we climb Mount Sampson the
weekend after Charlie left. I was quickly on board.
The plan was simple: drive up the Hurley forest service
road, climb the mountain, bivy Saturday night, and return
home with lots of time for dinner. The approach was listed as
easy, 1 to 1.5 hours, the route 7 to 10 hours, and the descent
an easy scramble. I had been on a glacier two out of the last
three weekends, and the weather had been terrible both times.
I was really hoping to be able to get somewhere this time.
Piotr and I left Vancouver at 8  on Friday and made it to the
trailhead at 1 . It was pissing cats and dogs, but after driving
for so long, we were not about to turn around. We camped centimetres from the back door of my truck so that we could use it
as a rain shield. We were both so exhausted; sleeping through
the downpour with streams of rain running under the tent was
not a problem. We awoke at 7 , crossed the stream via a log
au cheval, and headed up the logging road in high spirits. The
bear that checked us out seemed more cool than scary; the
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View of Mount Sampson during the approach.

pepper spray on Piotr’s pack helped allay any fears. Eventually,
the logging road disappeared, and we followed the flagging tape
as instructed on Bivouac.com. As we followed the tape, I wondered what type of sadistic bastard would place flagging tape in
a dead straight line right through more than a kilometre of slide
alder. Not only was the slide alder slow, exhausting, and frustrating, it also ate Piotr’s foamy (this becomes important later on).
As it turned out, the flagging tape was marking the boundary
of a mineral claim site and had nothing to do with a trail—our
mistake.
We finally arrived at the terminal moraine, still in pretty good
spirits but a little more tired than an “easy” approach would typically have left us, one foamy lighter and about 10 kg of water
heavier. We still had to make it to the glaciated basin on the
other side of the first ice falls, which was going to be our bivy
site and the start of the climb listed in Alpine Select. How technical could an approach be? Well, as technical as low-fifth-class
scrambling through loose choss in the bottom of a wet gully
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plus one roped HVSV (hard, very severely vegetated) pitch with
20-kg packs. We highly recommend taking the route just to the
right of the glacier. We have no idea what it is like, but it could
not have been worse than the route we chose.
We managed to gain the basin at 5 , only eight hours of
hiking/scrambling/soloing from the car. The new snow didn’t
help, either. Approach time in Alpine Select was 2.5 to 3 hours
(with the extra logging road added in). We set up camp and were
soon in bed because it was frigidly cold. I had done a number of
winter camping trips the previous winter, but I had never been
so cold. The temperature was at the absolute coldest my sleeping
bag and tent cold handle. Now you can feel sorry for Piotr and
his missing foamy. He laid gear under himself to make a pseudoinsulating layer. He said it worked.
We decided that the conditions were absolute crap for the
intended climb. The route looked terrible, with seracs precariously perched the entire way up the face. The arête was stunning and covered in 30 cm of fresh powder. There was no
way we could do the arête. The retreat down the approach
seemed ludicrously difficult. After studying the topo, there
was only one reasonable way down, and that involved going up.
As a random side note, our campsite was stunningly beautiful.
Our bedroom had a wall of steep snow, two walls of impressive
rock buttresses, and a valley view filled with green trees, white
snow, pink and orange clouds, a navy ski, and red iron ore staining the side of the valley. Even if I was a little scared, I was happy
to be able to experience something so beautiful.
We awoke at 4:30  but were missing the excitement of any
normal climbing day. We just wanted to get out alive, and we
had no idea how we were going to do that. The Sampson cirque
is a fortress. The only ways in are around the ice fall we had just
passed or over the steep walls on the other three sides. All three
walls had an “easy” side and a hard side. If one side looked reasonable, the other side did not. The 1:50,000 topo map showed
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Top: Piotr, gear, tent, and truck at a “dry” moment. Bottom: Piotr and
the route, which goes up the ice falls on the right.
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the detail of a landscape portrait drawn in crayon; cliffs longer
than our 60-m double ropes barely showed up. We chose to go
up a direct line of up to 50-degree snow to the ridge and try to
follow the ridge around to the summit. Once past the summit,
we could follow the easy scramble off the mountain. The arête
was out, so any of the routes we had topos for were pretty much
useless.
Even though the weather was perfect, we left with a sick
feeling in our stomachs. Our boots had frozen solid during the
night, and putting them on was a real chore. We had no plan
beyond the first 300-m vertical and no idea how we were going
to get down the other side. The situation left both of us thinking
of better places. The only thing I wanted was to be home sharing
heat with Charlie, but that thought made me sadder because
even if I were home, she wouldn’t be there.
We raced up the face, simulclimbing the steep bits, climbing
without pro in the more mellow areas. We raced, driven by fear
of the avalanche hazard that was far higher than either of us
was comfortable with. We were both glad that the sun had not
yet risen and that the snow was still cold. We made the ridge in
good time, but this was about the end of our fast progress. We
needed to get to the summit ridge, but it was tough, peppered
with huge moats and crevasses between vertical rock faces. We
tiptoed over a really wobbly snow bridge to try and bypass a
massive crevasse/moat. The ridge looked beyond our ability. To
our left down the escape side of the ridge was a gully that emptied into a larger gully of steep snow. We could only see about
one-third of the route. Decision time: do we fight our way to the
summit and take the easy descent, or do we take a risk and hope
that this escape gully doesn’t cliff out before it hits the glacier on
the other side?
The wobbly snow bridge made up our minds for us, as neither
of us wanted to go back across it. We could see more of the
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Descent route. Dots are rap stations, and lines are scrambled
sections.
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route down the gully than we could along the ridge. Neither of
us had any desire to summit. We had less than ten hours of light
left and at least a three-hour bushwhack back to the car that we
didn’t care to do in the dark. The gully was nerve-racking only
because we could never see more than a few pitches below us
and the pro became worse and worse. I think it was at this point
Piotr said, “I’m sort of tired of thinking I’m going to die every
weekend; why can’t we just go on a hike?” Two slung horns followed by a downclimb, rap, downclimb, and another rap off two
mediocre pitons got us to some scrambling. We scrambled down
some loose choss until our gully cliffed out, and we had to traverse over where we found some rap tat on another horn. It was
the first sign of humans since we left the cutblock. We were not
sure of what to make of finding rap tat. Is it free booty or proof
that someone else has equally bad route-finding skills? Anyhow,
we made it onto the glacier after climbing a 3-m section of the
moat that dropped off tens of metres on either side.
Once on the glacier it was all smiles. Our little adventure
didn’t seem so bad; our trip might even be considered fun at
some point in the future, probably distant future. The smiles
were short lived because the reality of the bushwhack back to
the car set in. Remember, it was an easy approach...

ADVENTURES
IN SALAL CREEK
Richard So

S

  is located in the Upper Lillooet River, approximately 70 km past Pemberton. This past summer, I had a
chance to visit the area twice—once to climb on the Salal Creek
walls and another time to hike into Athelney Pass. Both of these
areas are well worth visiting in the summer, whether you’re a
climber or hiker.

Lillarete
For those who don’t know me, I tend to read a lot of guidebooks,
especially at social events. While flipping through Alpine Select,
this route caught my eye: Lillarete, sixteen pitches of 5.8, which
leads to the summit of the Randy Stoltmann Tower. The route is
named for the view of the nearby river and icefields and its position near the buttress crest. Lots and lots of pitches of moderate
climbing in a remote area—what else could a climber want?
After climbing in Squamish for a few days, I was longing to
get into the mountains. It didn’t take too much effort to convince
Nick Elson, Ian Garber, and Stefan Albrecher to go climbing. It
was middle of the summer, and it was supposed to be hot.
From the end of the logging road, you can see the Salal Creek
walls and realize why the route is eighteen pitches long. The approach to the bivy site is short but steep, but with every step you
get a nicer view of Plinth Peak. This volcanic peak has a steep
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north face, which is all that remains of the crater wall when the
peak erupted.
To save some time for the next morning, I sorted out the rack
with Stefan once we got to the bivy site. Stefan really likes aid
climbing, so he had a tonne of nuts and sketchy-looking gear,
like offset Aliens. It turns out that he lost most of his nuts, but
he brought the one carabiner that had a full set of nuts. The only
problem was that they were all the same size but from different
manufacturers.
The bivy site here is probably one of the best that I have experienced. There are a series of dug-in platforms on a pumice
slope, just wide enough to fit one or two sleeping bags. It was a
clear night, and the Perseids were putting on a spectacular show.
I didn’t sleep much; it was too hard to close my eyes and miss out
on another shooting star.
From the base of the climb, you can see a large, square flat face,
which has a diagonal crack cutting across it. Apparently this is
what you want to climb up to. This is the first half of the route,
which takes you to a notch below the summit of the Gnomon
Pinnacle. I can’t say the climbing in this section was particularly
enjoyable. Most of the rock was a bit loose, and there was pitch
after pitch of classic grass. I guess this is the mountains, not
Squamish. Climbing with two parties can be tricky on such terrain; there is a real risk of knocking rocks down onto the lower
party. This entire time we were in the shade, wondering when
the sun would hit the rock. We’d brought a lot of water, but
because we were shaded most of the time, we barely drank any.
Somehow we climbed farther left than we should have. After
climbing through a few pitches of less than memorable gully
pitches, we reached the full-pitch traverse on a ledge.
At the end of this ledge, we found a bail anchor. These are
never reassuring. But we knew we had to be on route—the ledge
was described in the guidebook—and we could see the Gnomon
Pinnacle above us.
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Stefan high above Salal Creek.

Beyond the Gnomon Pinnacle, the route got a lot nicer. We
were finally in the sun, and the views of the mountains were
incredible. The belays were more comfortable, as they were all
in the sun now. We had trouble naming most of the mountains
around us, meaning there were more trips to do in the area.
Some of the climbing in the upper parts was actually enjoyable,
with some exposed moves on good rock. We even found a short
hand crack near the top. The entire time on the route, Stefan
and I were trying to beat Nick and Ian to the summit, just so
that we could booty the MaxCam that Peter Hudson and Tom
Furst had left behind on his epic trip here a year ago. The other
two got to the top of the narrow summit first but didn’t find a
good place to belay from. Surprisingly, they found Pete’s cam
one pitch below the summit; I guess this route didn’t get a lot of
traffic. I went over and down the side of the pinnacle, and tied
some slings around a solid block to belay from.
The two rappels from the summit to a col were not trivial.
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Both rappels were at awkward angles, and there was a lot of
loose rock up there. When we pulled the rope, we found a new
core shot, right in the middle of the rope. At this point, we could
either have climbed another pitch of 5.7 on what looked like
very loose rock to reach the glacier descent, or we could have
gone down a couloir on the left, which joins up with the glacier
lower down. It was already late afternoon, and refrigerator-sized
blocks were beginning to tumble down the main glacier, whereas
the couloir was still in the shade and wasn’t releasing any rocks.
The glacier didn’t look any easier, either; full-length crevasses
spanned it, with bare ice visible.
The descent down the couloirs was equally as, if not more,
terrifying than climbing down the route. We were going light
and fast and didn’t have the best glacier equipment. For example,
Stefan had a combination of approach shoes and New-Matic
crampons. He used climbing tape to hold it all together, using a
glove to pad his feet against the metal. If we’d all had proper gear,
we could have downclimbed most of the gully. Just be prepared
for 50-degree snow or ice. I was glad Stefan and Nick were there,
since it took a full bag of alpine rappel tricks to get down the
gully. This included a hex and tied blocks, multiple v-threads,
one snow bollard, and a single #2 knifeblade. We bootied the pin
from higher up, and Stefan thought the placement was so good
that he rappelled last on it.
Rocks were still tumbling down the main glacier, so we had
to move fast to avoid becoming human bowling pins. The sun
began to set as we arrived back at camp. It didn’t feel right to go
back to the city when the surroundings were so beautiful, so we
spent another night watching the meteor shower.
The route felt quite serious for me, especially with all the loose
rocks, but it was in the mountains. If you go and climb this route,
I recommend bringing some pitons just in case, and crampons
and compatible boots if you go in mid- to late season. The route
is a really nice one, though. It’s long, challenging at points, but
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Nick Elson at the summit.

there are sections where it is quite comfortable. The view of the
Coast Mountains can’t be beat from up high; climbing on an
arête can be quite aesthetic. The approach to the bivy is quite
short, and there are other routes in the Salal Creek walls that can
be climbed, too. Go check it out!

Athelney Pass
You have to go to Athelney Pass. You start hiking in a wide-open
creek bed, and you end up high in the alpine with expansive
views of glaciated mountains. It’s definitely one of my favourite
places in the Coast Mountains. I’d wanted to visit this area for
a long time and finally went there this past summer with Matt
Gunn, Dora Repard, Grahame Quan, and Jan McPhee. After
coming back from Lillarete, it didn’t take much for Matt to convince me to explore Athelney Pass with him for his guidebook.
Unlike a week earlier when I was climbing in the Salal Creek
walls, the weather wasn’t very nice at first. Since my memory was
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still fresh from the previous week, I tried to explain the views in
the area, despite the fact that everything looked like the inside
of a milk bottle.
We followed vague flagging tape from the end of the road
and contoured down toward the open creek. Active logging is
taking place in Salal Creek, and the logging company will probably continue pushing the blocks farther up into the creek. Salal
Creek has wide gravel bars on both sides, so you’re walking on
smooth pebbles most of the time. The exception is when the
creek changes direction and in sections of high water—in those
two cases, there’s flagging tape that lures you into the slide alder.
The slide alder is never bad and is far better than getting wet feet.
We didn’t quite make it all the way to Athelney Pass on the first
day, stopping approximately 2 km before it. The valley up there
is nice and wide, with lots of camping spots.
Usually organizing food for five people is complicated; sometimes people forget items or bring too much of something.
Somehow Matt managed to divide up the group through email
so that we could have a Mexi dinner one night and a pesto pasta
dinner another. Mexi dinner consisted of beans, cheese, salsa,
peppers, and avocados, and that was delicious! I highly recommend dividing food responsibilities by email and assigning each
person to bring one item. You’ll be amazed at the results.
The weather wasn’t very good the next morning. I woke up
and looked outside, and it was socked in. Eventually we woke
up and had breakfast sometime around 11 . A good alpine
start. To quote John Clarke, you’re already in the alpine and
you’re starting—that’s good enough. From our camp, we walked
up the valley, which continued to widen as we got toward the
pass. The glacier off Ethelweard is quite amazing. It has a classic
tongue shape, and there are successive moraines below it, with
a moraine-dammed lake too! This would be a great place to ski
in the early season if you could time it right. You could drive
up the road and hopefully ski up the creek, and the Ethelweard
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Glacier even looks mellow enough to ski on, without having to
worry about falling in a crevasse.
From the pass, we hiked up a steep slope covered in wildflowers to gain the flatter terrain below Ochre Mountain. Along the
way to the west ridge of Ochre, we saw approximately twenty
oil drums sitting in the meadows. I’m not sure if these were left
behind by the prospectors or if they’re from heli operations. Regardless, it seems like a bad place to leave oil drums behind.
You can’t miss Ochre—the entire peak has the same namesake colour. Ochre Peak is basically a big scree pile, and it’s quite
easy to ascend from any direction, but we followed the easy west
ridge. From the summit, you can see all way to the headwaters
of the Slim, the Lillooet Icefields, and the Manatees. On nice
days on top of a mountain, I like to just look as far as I can and
think about all the nice places to visit. At least until it gets too
cold and windy.
Afterwards, Jan and Dora headed back to camp, while Graham, Matt, and I continued on toward Salal Peak. Along the
way, I climbed the Elephant, while the other two waited. The
Elephant is an volcanic outcrop, with a steep, loose east face,
similar to other choss piles like the Black Tusk or Little Ring
Peak. However, getting to the top from the west side is much
easier. The summit wasn’t very exciting, as it wasn’t much higher
than the surrounding ridge.
We continued toward Salal Peak afterwards, hiking along the
big glacier on its north face. It felt like ski-touring terrain, with the
hot sun, the mellow snow, and the long slog, except we didn’t have
skis. We saw heli-ski wands near the top, so it must be good skiing.
It was really nice to be high up there, though, where we had really
good views of the Bridge Glacier. Descending back to camp was
much easier. We glissaded most of the way and then luckily choose
a good gully to hike down. It was somewhat unnerving boot-glissading down the steep snow in the gully, not knowing whether it
would reach the valley bottom or end up in a waterfall.
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Naturally on the third and last day, the weather was
the best. Unfortunately, we had to hike out. Mount Guthrum looks as though it would be a nice climb, maybe a steep
scramble via its north ridge. It’s a bit of a long walk getting
out from Athelney Pass, but the views are always great. I
would definitely recommend doing this trip in three days.
We finished off the trip by taking a nice dip in the Pebble
Creek hot springs. Matt is now thinking of doing a Scrambles
and Hot Springs in Southwestern British Columbia guidebook.

PADDLING @ ALTITUDE
Mountaineering Camp 2007
Piotr Forysinski

I

   rather suspiciously; it had been hiding behind
all the bigger boxes, and I hadn’t seen it until just then. It was
heavier than a five-litre bottle of water but lighter than an eightlitre one; I dared think that I would actually be able to carry it.
Hope suddenly filled my soul—perhaps this was going to work
out after all. The picture on the box showed three people in it, so
I reckoned that two VOCers might just make a reasonable fit. It
was also made by Coleman, so at least it wasn’t a Canadian Tire
Special, and it included paddles. I was all set. I hurriedly paid
the $100 or so that it cost and dashed home on my bike through
the Friday evening traffic, desperately trying not to break all the
precious bottles I was carrying and to be slightly less late than I
was going to be otherwise.
Breakey, however, was even more late. This gave me more
time to admire the look on Henrik’s face when he saw me unloading the box from my bike and strapping it onto my already
more-than-full backpack. “Are you really taking that with you?!”
Henrik Nilsson was an old friend of mine from my Scotland
years and had just flown over to visit for a wee while. He had
since moved back to his native Sweden and gotten himself what
some refer to as a “proper job.” The proper job deal seems to
deprive most regular mortals of their fitness and stamina in no
time whatsoever, so Henrik was rather concerned about the hike
X
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we had planned for that night. I had announced that we were
going to tackle a mere 1,150 m or so of elevation gain up a steep
trail carrying camping and mountaineering gear that night, and
now this. “A dingy? I seriously thought you were joking…” Well,
I hadn’t been. The master plan was worth any sacrifice—paddling on Wedgemount Lake at 0430 hours on a Saturday morning and drinking beer as meteors fell right out of the sky was
worth any price. A meteor shower of Aurigids was forecast for
that night. The Fin du Monde was all ready to go too—what
other beer would we drink on such an occasion? I figured it’d
even be worth the weight of the glass bottles. At this point Henrik sheepishly announced that he had just left half a bag of baby
carrots in the fridge, trying to save on the weight he was going
to have to carry. I didn’t know whether to feel dead stupid or
super macho for thinking I could carry all my stuff. There was
only one way to find out.
Matthew Breakey and Charlie Caunt arrived at my place at
about 9  in the faithful 4Runner, somewhat later than planned.
We headed up north to the sound of the Killers, arriving at the
Wedgemount Lake car park about two and a half hours later.
Matt volunteered to carry my half ropes, and Charlie took the
beer, and I was left wishing I had a less significant amount of
rock and ice gear, but nonetheless we headed into the long and
dark of the Wedgemount Lake Trail.
There was a point along the trail, about two-thirds of the way
up, when I simply couldn’t stop myself from thinking that I was,
in fact, dead stupid. I seem to get that fleeting sensation rather
often. However, as soon as we hit the hut and were on the last
straight to the Mountaineering Camp base camp by the lake I
was revived—I wasn’t actually going to collapse and die on this
trail. It was just after three in the morning, and we had a bit of
time until the most intense meteor shower. The bad news, however, was that it was cloudy—not a star in sight, and only the
bright glare of the moon through the grey skies. There would
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be no falling stars that night; no wishes granted. We joined the
rest of the VOCers on the trip and pitched our tents. All my
companions fell asleep, leaving me alone, in a sea of tents, staring
at the cloudy skies.
Saturday was supposed to be the only day with decent weather;
however, an alpine start on the north arête of Wedge was somewhat beyond our capabilities. We awoke at a leisurely 8 , with
me absolutely incapable of holding back from inflating my new

Piotr and Charlie paddling.
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purchase. I must admit the thought of paddling on an alpine lake
on a beautiful morning works better than any amount of caffeine.
The dingy was soon operational, and I was out on Wedgemount
Lake paddling around like a five-year-old, giving various VOCers rides around. Many people had already left on ambitious
missions involving Wedge or Weart, and it took a while for the
rest of my party to fully wake up and for me to stop aimlessly
paddling in circles. Since the weather was nice and we were all
rather keen to do something, we set our sights on Rethel Mountain, the peak on the south side of Wedgemount Lake.
I was entirely convinced that paddling straight across the lake
and then up scree slopes toward Rethel was by far the quickest
way to go. However, most of the responses I got from VOCers
involved water being cold, the lake being deep, and gear being
hard to fish out. Only fearless Pascal Ziltener volunteered to
come with me, and nobody was keen on my offer to ferry people
across one by one. Well over an hour later Pascal and I finally
gave up on waiting for everybody else who was hiking around
the lake and chose to start scrambling ourselves. Some choss, a
few snow slopes, and a very, very loose gully later we were flying
up the summit ridge, admiring views of just about every peak
in the Sea-to-Sky corridor. On the way down we came across
everybody else coming up, rather exhausted from their lengthy
round-the-lake detour. The fact that we had separated actually
worked very well—with all the loose gullies we had to tackle, not
having a large group of people was ideal. The climbing party expressed serious interest in getting ferried back across the lake, so
we waited at the dingy for them. It was getting late, so we made
the most efficient use of muscle power by everybody doing one
ferry run and getting dropped off at the far end on their second
crossing. One of the two paddles broke at some point but was
promptly fixed with a hiking pole segment and some duct tape.
Eventually only Christian Champagne and I were left on the
far side, and it was our task to paddle our vessel back to camp.
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By this point it was almost dusk, and a rather vicious easterly
wind picked up, making for some choppy whitewater paddling.
Thanks to Christian’s expert paddling we made it back to camp
in one dry(ish) piece without rolling over.
As soon as we reached camp, it was beer time. We had dinner
and followed it up with copious amounts of Fin du Monde and
Famous Grouse.
The next morning was somewhat rougher than the previous
one, and it was also cold and foggy. A bunch of us decided to try
going up Eureka and headed up onto the Wedge Glacier. After
a bit of glacier-skills instructing on my part, we were off into the
sideways snow toward the Wedge-Weart col. After reaching the
col and seeing nothing but more sideways snow and some feline
paw prints, we turned back. Upon returning to camp we found it
almost completely deserted, as everybody else had bailed because
of the weather. We chilled out, and I paddled some more in short
rain-free intervals. During one of these intervals I scoped out a
piece of rock on the far side of the lake that I thought we could
climb—a pitch that was only climbable by belaying straight out
of the dingy. However, by the time I had paddled back to camp
and extracted Breakey from his tent it really started pissing it
down, and all plans of climbing were abandoned.
Monday turned out to be a fine day, like most Mondays during
the summer and fall of 2007. All remaining VOCers left in the
morning, which was still rather cloudy, and the four of us jaunted
up Mount Cook, to spend yet another amazing day in the hills. I
should probably remember the descent back down to the car that
afternoon, but somehow I don’t—it couldn’t have been as bad
as it should have been. Maybe my knees still remember it—but
they also remember countless other escapades of mine. Food at
the Shady Tree tasted exceptionally good, although the requested
lukewarm water arrived with ice cubes in it as usual. Overall, it
was yet another amazing weekend spent among best friends in
the beautiful setting of the Coast Mountains…

EAST FACE OF MOUNT
GARIBALDI IN THE SUMMER
Evan Morris

T

   for our trip was an abridged traverse of
the Garibaldi Neve from Elfin Lakes to Brohm Ridge, with a
quick jaunt up Dalton Dome. Add in a few keen souls and some
mountaineering gear, and you have an adventure in the making!
We split into two groups, with Bram Van Straaten, Lara Thompson, and Ben Singleton-Polster forming the Brohm Ridge contingent, and Piotr Forysinski, Jason Bedard, Stu Masterman,
and me starting from Elfin Lakes. The plan was to each start at
the same time from our respective locations and meet up below
the southeast ridge of Atwell on the glacier. The following day
we were to climb the east face of Garibaldi up Dalton Dome as
a group, descend, and carry on to the other end to pick up each
other’s cars. Piece of cake, right?
So early Saturday morning the Brohm Ridge trio set off
across Brohm Ridge, onto the Warren Glacier, and through the
Garibaldi-Tent col, negotiating the crevasses that looked pretty
nasty in the Alpine Select pictures. Thinking they had a much
hairier route with many crevasse end-runs, plus a much longer
drive up the jeep road, we figured we could get away with leaving
town an hour later. We flew up the road to Elfin Hut and made
good time through Ring Creek as well. The standard approach
route to our camp below Atwell follows the Ring Creek drainage northwest up onto the Diamond Glacier, but this looked
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like an uninviting scree slog to us, so we followed the beaten
track past Opal Cone and onto the Neve itself.
Only three hours since leaving the car, we figured we’d still
arrive at camp well ahead of the others, so we took the more
adventurous route directly up the icefall below the east face. A
system of fun benches and ramps with only a few steep sections
led us with surprisingly no troubles right up to camp where the
others had arrived and eaten dinner already. Camp was directly
below Atwell at the top of the glacier with panoramic views all
the way to Vancouver and of Mamquam in the golden sunset. It
was a very cold windy night in our summer sleeping bags.
At 5  our alarms went off; a frigid alpine start! We split
into three rope teams, with Bram, Lara, and Ben leading the way
up the 35-degree snow slope. Halfway up Lara’s crampon busted,
so Bram kicked steps the rest of the way. The summit plateau
was way larger than expected—large enough to play soccer on
(Except for a few bottomless crevasses. Goals?). We all quickly

Piotr, Evan, and Stu on the summit.
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scrambled up Dalton Dome and ate lunch drinking in views of
Tantalus.
From here the group split after some discussion. We all spent
a long while staring at the choss heap that is Garibaldi in the
summer and the few rappel slings that were left behind by other
parties who had bailed halfway up. But those who know Piotr
know that there was no way we were turning back. Plus, we
had already hauled all our gear up there, and going back would
mean a longer route (at least on paper). Piotr, wearing an overnight pack, led the wall of rotten rock fearlessly, with only a few
placements that moved in the cracks and only a couple of curses
halfway up. As he climbed, rocks were flying all over the place,
and Stu and I tried to dodge the rockfall while keeping the ropes
from getting hit. As Piotr passed an old rap sling and into the
final overhanging chute, the brown stream of rockfall he sent
down looked as though Garibaldi were experiencing a violent
case of choss diarrhea. With a T-slot snow anchor at the top, he
belayed the two of us up, and we were standing happily on the
summit at 2  with awesome views all around.
Then the next stage of the journey started: how to get down
an unknown route and find the car. Getting down off the summit onto the northeast ridge involved a choss scramble mixed
with ice, so near the bottom we awkwardly put on our crampons
for the transition from an ice downclimb onto the ridge snowpack. The next step was to descend down on to the safety of the
Warren Glacier; however, the bergschrund was completely open.
It was a first for all of us; we built an overly hefty snow bollard,
backed it up twice, and then sat on the backups just to be sure.
Fearless Piotr was the first to go, rappelling down the progressively steepening slope 10 metres to a defined lip. An “Oh shit”
was heard as he disappeared all of a sudden into the 20-m free
hang over the bergschrund. Still on rappel, Piotr scrambled over
the suspended ice blocks and out of the crevasse to build another
anchor. Stu and I followed in what was probably the most hair-
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Stu rappelling to the bergschrund.

raising but awesome rappel of our lives. Upon pulling the ropes
they got snagged on some ice blocks, so once again our fearless
leader was lowered back into the bergschrund armed with ice
tools to free our lifelines.
Three more full-length snow bollard rappels down the steep
northeast face and over crevasses landed us on the Warren Gla-
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cier, which felt safe and flat in comparison. It was now 6 , and
we still had a few kilometres of glacier plus Brohm Ridge to negotiate. The glacier brought no surprises and instead only good
views. We made it to the edge at 8  and stopped for our first
break since noon, fourteen hours of roped travel later.
The sun started to set as we scrambled over the one bump
in the ridge, but that would be no problem for us, as it was an
“easy hike down a jeep road” afterwards. Finding a road, we felt
as though we were cruising and would only be a bit late for our
rendezvous. Our road made for quick travel and was descending quickly, too, so we figured we would be at the car in no time.
Soon, however, our road turned out to be a motorcycle track
that led into a drainage, and we found ourselves too far south
on some steep heather-covered slopes. We got a call from the
concerned others at 11 , saying they had already eaten dinner,
had drunk some beer, and were now waiting for us at Timmy’s.
We told them we were at the end of the ridge and would be
down shortly!
We found the road shortly thereafter, and a quick but footpounding two hours later we found the Trusty Justy waiting for
us at the gates. It must be said that either Lara is an amazing
driver, or the Justy is an amazing car, because the whole way
down Piotr and I had to run in front of the vehicle moving all
the large rocks to save the underside as Stu drove the borrowed
car gingerly. Finding a small creek partway down, we all drank
until our tummies hurt, since we had run out of water long ago,
around 5 .
Bram, Lara, Ben, and Jason were extremely nice and patient
and waited for us this whole time. We ordered some sandwiches
and ate them while sitting in the middle of the parking lot at
2 . Timmy Ho’s never tasted so good!

COST OF A TRIP
TO THE TANTALUS RANGE
Urszula Palaczek and Dorota Palaczek

Cost of gas: $7
Cost of food: $25
Cost to cross Native land, payable to a Native man in his trailer:
$10/person
Chains to clip into: $30
$PRXQW*UDYROZRXOGKDYHFRVWLI'RURWDKDGERXJKWLWWR¿JKW
seasickness while crossing the river: $3.53
%HOD\LQJELQHUWKDWJRW¿OHGGRZQDVDUHVXOWRIGUDJJLQJRQHVHOI
on it: $15
Ski baskets lost in the river on the trip across: $0.34 each
0DS*/ZKLFKGLGQRWKHOSLQWUDLO¿QGLQJ
Gore-Tex patch to repair pants ripped while bushwhacking: $4
&RVWRI/RIZDWHUFRQVXPHGRQWKH¿YHKRXUWUHNXSWRWKHODNH
$0
New insoles to handle four days of alpine rambling around the
lake: $54
Future medical care for Urszula’s trashed left knee: Presently
unestimated
Bird’s-eye view of Lake Lovely Water from the summit of Mount
Pelops: Priceless
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Top: Dorota on a Tyrolean crossing on the approach to Lake Lovely
Water. Bottom: Urszula on the top of Mount Pelops.

BUGABOO FIRSTS
Kaja Sadowski

I

  of last year, Duncan McPhedran and I set out for
the Bugaboos for a week of climbing and adventure. It was a
trip full of firsts: our first visit to the Bugaboos, our first alpine
rock route, our first time climbing above ten thousand feet, our
first time above ten thousand feet, period, and (as it turned out),
our first first ascent. It all went something like this:

Day 1
We left Vancouver at 5  in order to make the eleven-plus–
hour drive to the trailhead before sundown and to hike in to
the park that evening. It’s not a course of action I’d recommend.
The drive was quiet and even pleasant, as we blasted through the
B.C. interior sans traffic and played our favourite pirate songs
on loop. We arrived at the Bugaboo parking lot around 5 ,
wrapped the car up nice and tightly to keep out brakeline-eating
porcupines, and headed up the trail.
The hike up to Applebee Dome campground is short (5.5 kmish). It is also steep as hell. The first kilometre or so is a flat
wander along the valley bottom that seems designed to lull you
into a false sense of security before the elevation gain kicks in.
The rest of the trail is a slog up steep switchbacks and ladders,
across rockslides and up a moraine to gain almost a kilometre’s
X
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elevation. It’s fairly civilized (see the mention of ladders above),
but pleasant it is not—especially if you’re hiking up with a pack
full of climbing and camping gear for five days after a full day in
the car. It feels even worse if, the night before leaving, you (fairly
successfully) doubled your boyfriend home from the company
picnic on a single-speed bike. Uphill.
We arrived in the dark and pitched our tent on some variety
of rocky surface after finding the campground by the reflection
of the Scotchlite tabs on other parties’ tents in the beams of
our headlamps. In our awkward stumble off the moraine and
onto the granite dome of the campsite, we somehow managed
to avoid falling into the creek or either one of the nearby tarns.

Day 2
We awoke to discover that, after narrowly avoiding death by
drowning, we had managed to set up our tent with its entrance
pointed directly at Snowpatch Spire’s snow patch. It was the
most beautiful view I’ve ever had from a campsite.
Since we were fairly wrecked from the trek in, we decided to
make an easy day of it and follow a scrambly route, with a small
5.6 step in it, up the southeast ridge of Eastpost Spire. Since
the climbing would be brief and easy, we took only a minimal
rack (a single set of nuts and a single half rope) and set off in
our mountaineering boots. The guidebook, in classic Baldwinian
style, directed us to cross the creek below the Conrad Kain Hut
and “gain the ridge.” Although we did our best to follow these
instructions to the letter, it was here that the trouble began.
From the foot of the south face, it looked as though we had
two options: traverse far to the right across scree slopes and
through a thin forest to reach the ridge directly, or cross a meadow straight above us and then climb a rock gully up to a bench
that would let us join the ridgeline higher up. We chose the
latter and spent an enjoyable hour or two wandering up easy
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The view from the tent.

scrambling in the sunshine, all the while looking for a break in
the trees on our right that would let us move over to the ridge.
The forest, however, wouldn’t let up.
On one of my turns to “lead” (i.e., navigate, since we weren’t
roped yet), I came upon a short chimney capped by a small roof
with a nice finger crack leading out and past it to the right. We’d
been running into more and more gravel and other loose junk,
and it seemed to be the most solid way up to the next rock step.
I was feeling confident after the long warm-up and started up
the chimney without much thought. Duncan’s voice floated up
from below: “Um, do you want to rope up for this?” He’s the
cautious half of our partnership. “Nah, it doesn’t look so bad,” I
replied. Sometimes, I’m a bit of an idiot. In fact, I’m liable to get
punched if I try to pull that one again.
A few moves into the chimney, I discovered that the climbing was harder than anticipated and had to resort to pulling on
some sturdy-looking grass to move up past an awkward bump. I
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arrived at the rooflet without further incident, only to find that
the “nice finger crack” I’d seen from below was actually a sealedoff seam that wouldn’t fit so much as a pinky. There was nothing
to do but to rope up, and I sure as hell wasn’t going to reverse
that grass-pulling move. As I faffed at the top, Duncan started
following me up into the grassy patch, and I had to yell at him to
stop, find a stance, and get the rope out of his pack. Meanwhile,
I shifted around until I could wedge myself into the chimney
tightly enough to not fall off the little ledge I’d found and take
off my own pack.
At this point, I should mention that we weren’t wearing
our harnesses yet. After the really rather terrifying experience
of putting on a harness mid-climb, I can heartily recommend
unbuckle-able leg loops. Sure, they add a few grams to the harness, but they also allow you to put it on properly while wedging
both your knees against the sides of a chimney to avoid falling on your partner’s head. Once we were both properly attired,
Duncan tossed me the rope, and I belayed him up and past me
on shaky face holds to the right of the seam. He found himself
a nice, sandy belay ledge a few metres beyond the chimney and
took a turn belaying. Now it was my turn to shake my way up
dubious holds. I led the scariest 5.7ish traverse of my life on sloping footholds and blind hands around corners, and with no gear
that fit. This led me to a pleasant and protectable flake, which I
followed to the end of our “route.” Unfortunately, it deposited us
on a tree island in the middle of the south face, which was surrounded on all sides by yet more scree slopes. We traversed one
of these all the way back to camp, which we had just managed
to draw level with.
We named our new route the VOC Direct but neglected to
report our first ascent to the folks at the hut, as we weren’t at all
able to draw a topo of it or even remember exactly where we’d
gone. Of course, if you ever have the desire to climb an easy and
runout route to nowhere interesting on Eastpost Spire, let one
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of us know, and we’ll paint you a pretty picture of whereabouts
you can find it.

Day 3
After the previous day’s warm-up, we were ready for a go at the
classic Kain Route on Bugaboo Spire (5.6). It was the longest
and most beautiful day of climbing I have ever had. The sky was
blindingly blue, the rock was warm, and the route was fun—just
technical enough to be interesting, and titillatingly exposed. Everything went off without a hitch, except for a stuck Camalot
(Duncan’s fault), a minor detour up some overhanging flakes on
the rap route (not Duncan’s fault), and a stuck rope on the descent (also not Duncan’s fault). Somewhere between the summit and the glacier, I fell in love with alpine rock and with the
Bugaboos.

Day 4
Rest day. We spent the day basking (perhaps even baking) in the
sun and attempting to eat our way through the fifty or so dehydrated fruit bars we’d brought along as trail food. Between bites, we
read some fine European literature (Milan Kundera’s Unbearable
Lightness of Being makes for a nice afternoon), went for a dip in one
of the tarns and chased after the ground squirrels to keep them
out of the chocolate. That evening, we got a peek into the difficult
lives of sponsored climbers as we watched Matt Maddaloni and
his crew, fresh from a high-speed ascent of the Beckey-Chouinard,
get roused from their well-deserved rest to pose for dramatic photos in front of Bugaboo Glacier, Snowpatch Spire, the sunset, etc.,
and even get sent off on an evening ascent of McTech Arête to
photograph a re-enactment. At that moment, at least, I preferred
my nap on the granite to stardom and free gear.

Day 5
On our last full day in the range, we opted for some more explor-
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Crevasses!

ing instead of hauling our battered bones up anything rocky and
steep. After an early-morning ascent of the Bugaboo-Snowpatch
col, we wandered up the Vowell Glacier toward the far end of
Pigeon Spire. After a brief peek at the imposing South Howser
Tower, we crossed over to the Bugaboo Glacier and traversed
across to the Pigeon Feathers. This ended up being one of the
high points of the trip: a heady climb up steepening-to-vertical
summer snow took us up to a surprisingly solid belay stance on
bomber nut (and ice axe) placements in the granite above the
cornice. The weather was still holding, and the view down the
glacier was breathtaking. We finished our day with some tricky
crevasse skirting down the Bugaboo Glacier and around below
Son of Snowpatch to complete our circumnavigation of Pigeon
and Snowpatch spires.

Days 6–7
We hiked out at a leisurely pace, terrifying a few day-trippers
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along the way with our cracked and bloody smiles and amazing
goggle burns. As we got into the car, the first drop of rain hit
the windshield. We drove home by way of a fantastic winery (St.
Laszlo’s) outside Keremeos with a highway-side tasting room
and a barmaid with a generous pour. Vancouver welcomed us
with rain and rent to pay, but we minded a lot less than usual.
Although it only lasted a few days, our trip to the Bugaboos
gave me a welcome break from the grinding madness of a nineto-five summer in the city. It also introduced me to the most
beautiful place I have ever seen and reminded me of how lucky
we are to be out here in this mountain paradise. Even though we
didn’t climb anything hard-core, or much of anything at all, the
experience of being up there and moving confidently over beautiful rock made the sunburn and the sore muscles worth it.
Go visit the Bugaboos; they’ll do you good.

FOUR UNEMPLOYED
CLIMBING BUMS SPEND TIME
IN THE MOUNTAINS
July 24–27, 2007
Richard So

F

    (Nick Elson, Tyler Linn,
Krystil Koethler, and I) spent four days climbing in the Anderson River range, north of Hope, B.C. This place is amazing!
Big granite domes that resemble those in Yosemite but without
the crowds or the rock quality.
The first day was spent hiking into the area. Although you
can see most of the Anderson River group from summits along
the Coquihalla Highway (like Needle Peak), you actually have
to drive a long ways up the Fraser Canyon from Hope and then
along a gated logging road. If you ask Cattermole Timber and
tell them that you’re going climbing there, you can get a key for
the gate (though it wasn’t locked when we drove up and down).
I think it opens at 8  and closes at 3 .
Five years ago the approach to all of these peaks would have
been much easier. But today, the logging roads are covered in
slide alder. It’s fun. Once we left the road, we traversed along old
cutblocks, through second growth, and then up talus slopes to
the Steinbok-Ibex col. Despite the four hours of slogging, the
views and the atmosphere up on the col were worth it. From the
col, we could see Old Settler, Baker, Urquhart, Silvertip, Slesse,
Breakenridge, and more! It was nice being up high in the mountains. There was just enough snow at the col to get water from,
but it was melting fast.
X
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The next morning, Nick and I left camp around ten o’clock (a
real alpine start) to climb the classic southeast ridge of Ibex—six
pitches of 5.9. After ten minutes of walking, we were at the base
of the route. Nick and I swapped leads, and we were on top by
1 . It’s a really fun climb. The best pitch was a finger crack
on an exposed face. Krystil and Tyler arrived shortly after. The
highest point of Ibex is a refrigerator-sized boulder. Nick and I
took summit pictures on it, and I napped on it for half an hour,
not realizing that it actually moves. We tried to push it off the
summit, but it would just rock back and forth. We rappelled the
route and was back to camp well before sunset.
The next day, Tyler and Nick were planning to climb the
Springbok Arête on Les Cornes, one of the more popular hard
rock climbs in southwestern British Columbia. Krystil and I
were planning to climb something more within our skill level:
the north buttress of Chamois. It’s twelve pitches of 5.6, and we
thought it’d be so much fun. Plus, Tyler said he climbed it with
his dad in a thunderstorm several years ago. How bad could it
be?
Unfortunately, the north buttress of Chamois is on the other
side of the massif, a fact that meant Krystil and I would have to
hike down to the road. We considered traversing the west side of
Ibex and then hiking around Chamois to avoid the logging road,
but the slabs didn’t look easy to traverse. While bushwhacking
down in the dark, we somehow managed to miss the higher
switchback of the road. This meant an extra-long bushwhack in
the dark down the cutblock, until we stumbled upon a clearing.
Both Krystil and I thought we were hallucinating when we saw
the road. We passed out on the road, thinking about bears. At
least I was.
We left the road at six the next morning and did a long traverse across the cutblock to the base of the Les Cornes toe. This
part is tricky—you don’t really want to gain or lose any elevation.
Eventually we found some flagging tape, which led to an okay
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route up through steep trees and then open talus and snowfield
to the base of the Chamois north buttress. If you came here and
only wanted to climb Chamois, the area below the base of the
climb makes for a very nice bivy spot.
It’s hard to mistake the base of the route. Just look for the
obvious buttress with the low-angle slab at the bottom. Krystil
led the first pitch, and we had to simulclimb a bit so that Krystil
could get to the belay tree on the treed ledge. It was somewhat
unnerving, since the last 10 m to the trees were on wet grass
with no protection. I would soon discover that wet grass is just
part of the fun. We saw a rap sling nearby, and we thought about
backing off. It’s always hard to get motivated by first pitches,
since they’re usually crappy. At this point Krystil realized that
she usually climbs with a more experienced partner, and I realized that I’d never really done any alpine rock route before Ibex.
My only other alpine rock experience was the Camel—not exactly a long route.
I walked along the treed ledge and saw a nasty wet chimney but walked past it, thinking that it was too scary looking. I
climbed up approx 15 m on some easy blocky, offwidth terrain,
and ending up downclimbing when I saw blank face above me. I
ended up climbing the chimney pitch, which was more of a wide
corner, with abundant face holds and a lack of gear. Partway up,
I wondered if my #3 Camalot in the wet mossy crack was really
confidence inspiring. Krystil later told me that on some of her
pitches, she was swearing as she tore out moss chunks to place
gear. I found another rap sling at the top of this pitch. It’s really
unnerving to find rap slings on a route, since you don’t know
whether you’re on route or making the same mistake as somebody else who is now safe at home.
Krystil led the next gully pitch, which wasn’t too bad. The
following pitch was terrifying. It was basically a 40- to 50-m
pitch along a “long, exposed, sloping grass ledge with a few trees.”
Bruce Fairley also calls the ledge traverse from Crown Mountain
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to the Camel “incredibly exposed,” but this ledge was far worse.
It was wet, and at one point in between pro, I was grabbing wet
tuffs of grass praying that my feet wouldn’t slip on the mud and
send me in a pendulum down the north face. After a little bit
of sweating, and some creative gear placement, I belayed Krystil

Krystil on the last pitch of Chamois.
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across. Since it was my idea to keep on climbing, I took the next
pitch, supposedly the crux pitch. I traversed across a slabby platform and then up into a gully/corner. Krystil led the next pitch
up to underneath a dripping roof. Kevin McLane calls these two
pitches the difficult 5.6 pitches.
However, the next pitch on the slab traverse below the roof
was far more terrifying. Fairley says to “go left on slabs (5.4,
much harder when wet) to a belay ledge.” I wiped my shoes on
my pants, clipped a tattered sling, put in a bomber TCU next to
the sling, and then stepped out of the gully onto the slab. On
my first attempt, I carefully placed both feet on some small
wet ledges but got scared of the potential to slip and pendulum
across into the gully. I managed to make it across on the second
attempt, by stretching out my left foot until it touched a dry spot,
smearing on it, and finally finding some better crimpers. I think
I might have s*** my pants. I’ve climbed easier 5.9/5.10 slabs. In
retrospect, this route would have been way easier if it was dry.
The rest of the traverse was easier, since I could put gear into the
roof. We took a well-deserved break at the belay ledge, then realized that it was already 3 . We were only averaging a pitch an
hour together. We kept on talking about quitting climbing and
taking up golf, yoga and jigsaw puzzles.
I led the next pitch, which steps out left from the ledge, up
blocky terrain, and up slabs to another ledge. The next pitch consisted of runout face climbing. The crux involved face climbing
similar to Star Chek, minus the bolts. There was one hard move
where I was only protected by a small nut 10 metres below and
a non-confidence-inspiring yellow TCU with one lobe sticking
out. McLane wasn’t joking when he said good route finding is
essential and that you have to be willing to run the route out on
mid-fifth terrain. He also mentioned something about greasy
conditions in the early season.
The next two pitches were much better. Krystil led one, and
I led the final pitch to the summit. I was quite happy at the top,
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since we didn’t encounter a cornice, we had topped out, and it
wasn’t dark. There was a cornice farther to climber’s right, which
drips water down the route until August, but we managed to
avoid it. I managed to build my most bomber anchor yet, with
five glorious pieces. Maybe it’s just because of my lack of climbing experience, but I found it hard to trust any of the anchors we
built on the route. The experience made me appreciate the shiny
3/8” bolts that you find in Squamish. It’s funny when you top out
of a route, since you suddenly become ecstatic about finishing
the route, forget about how scary the route was, and start dreaming of more routes to climb. I guess most climbers have little
short-term memory. Maybe that’s why we write trip reports.
I walked over to the true summit of Chamois, higher by maybe 1 metre, and farther along to see how Nick and Tyler were
doing. It turns out that they had summited two hours earlier,
around 3 , and were already finished with the descent at this
point.
The descent was straightforward—basically we walked toward the Chamois-Anderson col, climbed down loose rock, and
then descended on scree until we could traverse back over to the
north face. There was still some snow lingering around, but ice
axes and crampons were not needed. We ended up bushwhacking through the cutblock in the dark. It was tricky there. Once
we left the flagged route, we kept traversing just below the toe
of Les Cornes and continued over the forested ridge. It was very
tempting to descend, but we knew we’d end up in trouble if we
went that way. We stumbled onto the logging road again in the
dark and decided to bivy on the road again. I thought a bear was
going to eat me.
We hiked out to the main logging road the next morning.
With lighter packs, the slide alder wasn’t so bad, but it felt like
a washing machine with all the morning dew. Tyler and Nick
showed up shortly afterwards (they had slept at the SteinbokIbex col and had a longer walk out).
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To summarize, go to the Anderson River range and climb
some of these awesome routes. Ibex is amazing and feels more
casual even though it’s technically harder. Chamois would make
for a nice day in the mountains if you go in the late summer, as
long as you’re comfortable running it out on easy climbing.

THE FIRST FREE ASCENT
OF MOUNT QUEEN BESS’S
SOUTHEAST RIDGE
August 5, 2007
Peter Hudson

W

,   was 1980. The free love had been dead for
a decade, and people were about to find out that cocaine
parties, poofy hair, and leopard prints weren’t cool. Nonetheless
two Coast Range mountaineering hardmen, Mike Down and
Don Serl, were doing the first ascent of Mount Queen Bess’s
southeast ridge—a stunning line of clean alpine granite. They
aided the route—understandably, given they were climbing in
leather mountaineering boots and rated the route 5.8 A2.
Much like Siberia, Mount Queen Bess, located on the north
end of the Homathko Icefield, doesn’t see many conquerors—
the season is short, and getting there and back can be a problem
(see N. Bonaparte, D. Brayshaw, A. Hitler, and J. Baldwin). So it
is not entirely surprising that four young whippersnappers could
postulate doing the free ascent of such a stunning line some
twenty-seven years after the initial ascent.
Cam Shute was the ringleader, with none other than Jay Burbee in cahoots. I joined the group to make three, and Brock Wilson made our forth. Since we were all working stiffs with more
money than time away from the office, we elected to fly in with
White Saddle Air.
After an all-night 800-km drive from Vancouver to Tatla
Lake we slept three hours. We had hoped to fly in early Saturday morning so as to maximize our climbing weather window
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and so dragged our bags to the White Saddle helicopter pad just
early enough to see the helicopter get diverted to fight forest
fires all day.
Fortunately Cam’s friend Steve was working at the Nature
Conservancy a few kilometres down the road, so we drove off
in the hopes of finding something to do while we waited. Steve
wasted no time when three engineers and a physicist showed up
at his door. The Conservancy’s bridge over the Homathko River had washed out the previous year. The fellowship of Mount
Queen Bess was commissioned to build another one. After much
naked log wrestling, we improvised a passable crossing.
The day had grown long, and we’d all but given up hope of being flown in when the radio crackled and the voice from White
Saddle said it could take us that evening. After a short ride the
helicopter dropped us on the glacier southwest of Mount Queen
Bess, just as the sun was getting low in the sky.
We scrambled a bit on the granite close to camp that evening,
then got into bed early in anticipation of the climb on the morrow. The next day dawned clear, and we quickly crossed the glacier to the base of the southeast ridge. The buttress rose above us
in a stunning bastion of granite blocks laced with crack systems.
The base of the route was around 2,650 metres, so our line was
delightfully devoid of lichen. We climbed in two parties—Jay
and I went first, with Cam and Brock as a separate pair below
so that I could get the best vantage for paparazzing Cam as he
led the crux pitches.
The rock was stunning. Difficulty varied, and the ridge was
conveniently broken every 60 metres of so for belay ledges.
There were also several fun sections of fourth- and low-fifthclass climbing where we were able to simulclimb. The crux of the
route was a short slab traverse (5.10+) followed by an overhang
on hand jams. We were grateful to have sticky rubber climbing
shoes and a full rack of Camalots and Aliens.
After about seven pitches of technical and simulclimbing, the
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Cam on the first crux of Queen Bess.

ridge eased off and we scrambled (roped up) to the summit. Our
inspection of the summit registry indicated we were only the
seventh ascent party, and the first to free the southeast ridge. The
first ascent was by the Mundays in 1942.
We didn’t dilly-dally long on the summit, and after scrambling back to our packs, we rappelled down the south face and
then downclimbed a long gully to the glacier below. The weather
had held all day, and we had a stunning sunset over Mount Waddington as we trudged, tired but happy, back to camp.
The following morning we slept late and cooked eggs for
breakfast before heading out to scramble up Mount Diadem. Jay,
Brock, and I elected to try the North Glacier route, while Cam
was smarter and went up the northeast snow slopes. Jay, Brock,
and I ended up soloing up rotten bare glacier ice with a single
alpine axe each above a gnarly ’shrund (my crampons fell off
twice). All the while Cam had minced up a gentle snow slope
and taken a nap on the summit. Eventually Jay, Brock, and I rejoined Cam before we all descended the northeast snow slopes
back to camp.
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Since the weather looked to be turning we had hoped to fly
out that evening. However, forest fires once again foiled us, and
the helicopter was too busy to pick us up. As Cam puts it, mountaineers are like the gravy—the meat still tastes good without it.
The weather held overnight, and early the Tuesday morning
we were picked up by the White Saddle Air helicopter amid the
lenticular clouds gathering threateningly. From there it was just
another 800 km to drive home, which we did in one long push,
arriving back in Vancouver around 6 .

MAT T GUNN
RICHARD SO

Top: Cam Shute descending the north face of Mount Currie in a rather exposed
spot. Bottom: Shauna Connaughton, Eva Oberle, and Rawan AlAsad inside a
quinzhee at Winter Longhike 2008.

AMY JEAN SINGLETON-POLSTER
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Ben Singleton-Polster heading for a swim in the Atlantic Ocean via False Bay, Simon’s
Town, South Africa.
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MICHAEL FULLER

The son of the chief in a Masai village in traditional clothing plus a “Fila” toque.

MINING IN ZAMBIA
Michael Fuller

F

   beginning in May 2007, I worked in Zambia at an open-pit copper mine.Then for one month I travelled
solo in Kenya and Tanzania (see page 392). I kept a regularly updated journal of observations, insights, and anecdotes. I’d like to
share with you a few of my favourite snippets of my time in Zambia.
For the complete unedited collection of journal entries, visit my
blog at fuller.mine.nu or check out my photos at www.flickr.com/
photos/mrfuller/sets.
While I worked in Zambia I only twice ventured more than
20 km outside of the town, and only for a day. But being stationary for three months in one remote northern town near
the Democratic Republic of Congo border, in a poor and littleknown landlocked country, meant I had an entirely different
“travel” experience than what would follow in the second part of
my African experience.

Tuesday, May 15, 2007
I’ve been getting very nostalgic of late, thinking back to my
childhood days in elementary school. The reason? I ran out of
lead for my imported mechanical pencil. Now I have to sharpen
my pencil. How can people work in these conditions?
In order to drive in the pit here, the employees must pass a driving examination. This normally wouldn’t present any difficulties,
X
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but a few special circumstances made it an interesting adventure:
They drive on the left. They sit on the right. The turn signal on the
steering column is on the right. The vehicles are all manual transmission (I normally drive automatic), and the gear-shifting hand
is the left.
I stalled the vehicle once; I drove through a stop sign; I scored
perfect.
I met a South African guy describing “croc feeding” at a
reservoir full of crocodiles that he found a few hours away. He
and his friends attached a leash from a stake in the ground to
a live chicken’s ankle, then ran back to their car and waited.
The real fun began when the leash snapped and the chicken
came straight toward their car with the crocodile in hot pursuit. If I get the chance to try this out, I’ll be sure to send
photographs.

Tuesday, June 5, 2007
The isolation of where I’m located is setting in as the initial “travel euphoria” wears off. There are no cinemas, galleries, museums,
clubs, culturally significant sites, or even musical shows here. A
Google search for “Solwezi tourism” yields two pages. One page
contains nothing but two photographs. The other page has the
headlines: “Dining,” “Nightlife,” “Lodging,” “Activities,” “Experiences,” “Things to Do,” then “No Entries.”
I am still meeting new people every day and discovering the
cultural differences through conversations with co-workers and
random employees. I meet many people by picking up hitchhiking employees on my way into town or back to site, and we talk
the entire trip.
For instance, I’ve met two Rastafarians so far. I guessed they
were Rastas and was right both times. This isn’t telepathy—you
can spot them from a mile away. They’re literally the only men
with hair longer than a few millimetres. They have radical names,
too—Gift and Happyguy. No joke.
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Thursday, June 21, 2007,
after one week surveying in the bush

MICHAEL FULLER

I learned an amazing amount during this week. The first thing,
learned on the initial drive to the camp, was that the movie scenes
of young children from roadside villages excitedly waving and
chasing after cars are true. I learned that on Sundays you’ll find
very smartly dressed, humble elderly men bicycling to church.
And on Sunday night, while driving through the local village we
stopped to pick up some of the workers for Monday morning. I
found everyone acting goofy—pawing the vehicle, shaking our
hands limply, muttering in broken English or their local Kaonde,
calling out to Dom and Amos, peering into the car by pressing
their faces to the windows. Every single person was completely
intoxicated. They were drunk on their locally brewed beers (katchasu) and liquors (chibuku). This is what happens every Sunday
and most Saturday afternoons. But by sunrise the next morning,
a dozen guys had walked and bicycled 15 km to our camp to ask
for work, seeing our Land Cruiser the day before and assuming
we were the big bosses.

A Zambian surveyor working at the copper mine.
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The backcountry in Canada is typically devoid of people
and is where you go to be alone with nature. In Zambia the
local people really add an interesting spice to the backcountry.
As we drove, hiked, bushwhacked, forded rivers, motorboated,
paddled in dugout canoes, and even rode dirt bikes through
the virgin woodlands we encountered evidence of human habitation: An abandoned grass-roofed hut appears in the forest. A tiny footpath. Small snares to catch ground-dwelling
animals. A random forest clearing, full of sorghum or maize.
Raised rows of soil where a small farm once existed, now hidden by natural vegetation. Or more obvious signs like a group
lying about in their family-sized villages chowing down on
kapenta (dried fish), wild hot chili peppers, and nshima (maizemeal dough). Fishermen scrambling to maneouvre their small
dugout canoes to the shore to avoid being swamped by our
motorboat wake. (As an aside to all my canoeist friends, I was
totally shocked to see that the local fishermen haven’t learned
to J-stroke. They were switching sides every few strokes like
amateurs). I found the natural setting to be enriched by the
presence of the peaceful local Zambians.
One of the fondest memories of my trip was from one very
peaceful night at the campfire. As the temperature dropped
toward single digits, everyone else in the camp went to bed
and I was left alone, snuggling up to a personal-sized campfire
of hot embers that never once blew smoke in my face. The air
was completely still, and occasional raucous laughter drifted
down the open marshland from local villagers miles away.
With zero light pollution, the sky overhead was foreign to me
but bursting with stars and constellations—like Scorpius, and
the Southern Cross. The mosquitoes, which were laughably
small by Canadian standards, had all gone to sleep. The tranquility of the scene was only surpassed by peaceful nights in
Algonquin Park, where the beautiful and unmistakable loon
call echoes down the lake.
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Tuesday, July 3, 2007
During the monthly safety meeting the mine manager relayed
a story about his time working at the Palabora mine in South
Africa, which is separated from Mozambique by a large game
reserve. The mine had two large smokestacks that could be seen
from over a hundred kilometres away in Mozambique, and escaping refugees would use these as landmarks for navigation to
South Africa. The mine would frequently catch trespassing small
groups of starving, dehydrated refugees who had come through
the fence from the game reserve. The mine would give them food
and water, and my boss would then ask them about their journey.
He discovered that one party of five initially started with about
thirty people; all the others had been bitten by snakes, collapsed
from exhaustion, or been eaten by lions. The refugees actually
came to be the primary food source for the lions of the game
reserve. I wish I were joking.

SOLO IN EASTERN AFRICA

VAUGHAN PERKINS, COURTESY OF MICHAEL FULLER

Michael Fuller

Fuller playing at a turtle sanctuary in Zanzibar.

A

   for three months in a Zambian open-pit
copper mine (see page 387), I travelled solo by bus, boat, car,
and train from Zambia to Tanzania, Kenya, Zanzibar, and back
to Tanzania. Here are a few of my favourite snippets from the
journal I kept during my time there. For the complete unedited
collection of journal entries, visit my blog at fuller.mine.nu or
see my photos at www.flickr.com/photos/mrfuller/sets.
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Sunday, August 5, 2007
So, I got robbed. Well, maybe the correct word is conned. Where
do you draw the line? If you figure out you’ve been conned within
ten seconds, and the perpetrators are still visible, does a con turn
into a robbery? I was trying to change money on the street because
the official places were closed on Sunday, but instead I paid $50 to
learn a valuable lesson in Livingstone (on the Zambia–Zimbabwe
border). After the man had taken the money I yelled, “Thief!” and
gave chase, but my groceries slowed me down, and he hopped into
a getaway van around the corner. A woman with some friends on
the street scolded me afterwards: “Why didn’t you yell louder? We
would have caught them if we heard you. Next time don’t be so
quiet!”
It was essentially my first day travelling alone, and I felt pretty
stupid. I had encountered so many friendly Zambians (all of
them) and let myself become naïve. I was pretty down on myself
but tried to forget about it because the next morning I was going to bungee jump off the bridge to Zimbabwe—one of the
highest bungees in the world. That would help me forget about
what happened. But in the morning I find out that the bungee
doesn’t run Mondays. It’s the worker’s day off. Why close one of
the biggest tourist attractions in Africa for one-seventh of the
week rather than switching staff? If you’re asking such questions,
you haven’t been in Africa long enough. I had to catch a fortyfive-hour train ride to Tanzania the following day, so I couldn’t
wait, and I didn’t get the chance to bungee. However, during my
day wandering around town, I was determined to pay attention
to everyone’s face so that I could try and catch my con man.
After the entire day of errands and sightseeing, I had resigned
myself to the fact that any man smart enough to con tourists was
also smart enough to lay low for a day. Around 4  I realized
I still hadn’t changed money and rushed to the official foreign
exchange office. As I was comparing rates, a man tapped me
from behind and asked if I needed to change money. I turned
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around and couldn’t believe what I was saw: the stupidest con
man in the world, staring back at me without even recognizing
me. I casually put my arm over his shoulder, explained who I was,
and asked for my money back as I looked for a policeman on
the street. The guy protested at first, but when he realized who I
was, he burst away like lightning. I learned my lesson from the
previous day, and within seconds five guys joined my chase. Then
my five helpers yelled ahead, and we were joined by ten more. In
under a minute the man was caught, and my posse had grown to
thirty people. They asked me what he did, and I told them. Then
the fun began.
The thirty enraged townspeople climbed over each other to
slap down the con man. Hard, echoing, open-palmed hands
rained down on his face, his shaven head, and his back. The cops
arrived, stopped the crowd after a minute, and dragged his sorry
ass to the station. I didn’t expect my money back but figured this
episode was $50 well spent. Fortunately his father came and offered to repay me if I dropped charges. I accepted—content that
we had both learned valuable lessons—and in my remaining few
hours in Livingstone before catching a night bus north I had a
wonderful dinner with a friendly Welshman I met.

Monday, August 20, 2007
A strange thing about Kenya is that smoking is banned in public
places. Outside. But inside bars and restaurants it’s fine. This is
one of those laws that run contrary to logic (like Zambia making
it illegal for cars to run their lights in the daytime). It’s best not
to think about these things and just accept them: this is Africa.
Nearly every day I do a double take and see something totally random that makes me laugh. Most people in East Africa
buy second-hand clothes, and most of these clothes come from
North America. So you encounter the most random and fun
shirts. Example: a kid on the side of the train tracks in Tanzania
with an old-school Canucks logo on his sweater. Or a begging
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man on the street wearing a Vancouver SeaBus shirt. Two of my
favourite shirt sightings were of a teenager with a shirt reading
“#1 Grandpa” and another with a shirt explaining “It’s not a bald
spot, it’s a solar panel for my sex machine.”

Friday, August 24, 2007
As my flight is midday today, I opted for the cheap night ferry
from Zanzibar back to the mainland last night. It would also
save me a night’s accommodation. Seemed like a brilliant plan
to me. It wasn’t, but most terrible adventures are worth it for
their stories. I boarded this boat at 9  and, along with a handful of other backpackers, was shown to the “VIP lounge” upstairs,
with couches and foam mattresses. And cockroaches—but only
the small ones. Later on, another dozen well-to-do Tanzanians
joined us upstairs. Downstairs, I wish I could have had a photo
of the second-class seating on the boat: bodies lying everywhere,
limbs strewn over armrests, boxes, and railings. I even saw one
man sleeping on a staircase—now that is a feat.
I visited the bathroom below deck and noticed it was in a
sorry state. I expected not to revisit it and was thankful for that.
Upstairs I slept well at first, despite the exceedingly rough seas
that tossed the small ferry up and down, giving me the feeling of weightlessness characteristic of rollercoaster rides. I’ve always enjoyed that feeling when your stomach goes up into your
throat and started to wonder how people could become seasick.
At 4  I awoke when the violent tossing was rolling me around
too much, so I watched the angry waves splash over the bow
from my bed beside the window.
I thought of something I had to write down, and I took out
my notepad and light. Within seconds I felt seasick. As I tried to
sit up and breathe slowly, I took out my earplugs and heard the
retching of several others in the dark room. The air in the room
was stuffy and unpleasant. I realized that fabric furniture, carpeting, and foam mattresses were not appropriate for a place that
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holds a handful of seasick passengers every night. The air began to feel much more unpleasant at that thought. I scrambled
downstairs to the bathroom, whose condition had—as expected—deteriorated noticeably. A bathroom that starts out messy
does not improve during a journey. I wasn’t going to be sick—I
just wanted to use the toilet. But in this part of Africa people
squat; they don’t sit. Since the toilet seat was covered in “muddy”
footprints, I had to use it in the same fashion. Believe me, that
was a tough balancing act. I’m quite proud that I managed to
avoid both being thrown off by the rough seas and becoming
sick given the conditions at hand.
I went outside to get some fresh air, and all was well again.
My boat made it safely to Dar es Salaam, after one of the grossest journeys of my life, and I’m ready for a sanitary airplane trip
out today.

A GOOD TIME
AND A BAD PUN
Natalie Stafl

I

   of 2007 I was studying in Prague and had a
few weeks after my program ended to explore the countryside.
Below is a summary of my search for the second annual Czech
Slackline Festival on my last day in the country. It should be
noted that any rewards that came my way were out of luck—or
relative sobriety, if you prefer—not exceptional ability or skill.
That distinction is left to the good fellows who double-fisted
half-litres of beer while doing crazy manoeuvres on the line and
managed to not spill a drop.
4:30

Get up, eat breakfast (poppy-seed strudel—mmm…),
and catch the five-o’clock metro to the end of the yellow
line where my northbound bus is due to leave.
6:00 Board bus, sit down, fall asleep.
9:00 Arrive in Trutnov, a small town up north, and follow the
signs to the local info centre.
9:30 After considerable faffing with the map, realize I
should’ve gone two more stops to Teplice 25 km away.
9:45 Have a second breakfast at a small pekarna (Czech bakery).
10:00 Decide against the information person’s suggestion to
take the eleven-o’clock train; head out on foot from
Trutnov.
… continue walking
X
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... and walking, following the red markers through the
woods, avoiding the temptation to pick the mushrooms
(the edible variety, of course) that must have sprung up
in response to the previous night’s rain.
13:30 Come across an ice cream place selling scoops for 6
crowns (the equivalent of 25 cents or so).

Caution lines!
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Adventures Abroad

Balancing with beer.

14:00 Arrive at my destination, Bischofstein, the host castle
for the Czech Slackline Festival. Join in the fun, hop on
some lines, eat some pretzels, drink some Kozel, a local
dark beer—purely to economize my last Czech crowns
in a country where beer is cheaper than water. Unexpectedly hear my name called to compete. Oh dear. (I
was no doubt registered by two new “friends” of mine
while I was buying the equally inexpensive pretzels.)
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20:00 Leave the festival with contact info for some Czech
climbers, a sweet rock harness, two T-shirts, a chalk
bag, and some pretty nifty stickers. All for standing on
a piece of webbing a wee bit longer than others. I guess
it does pay to slack off every now and again. (Apologies,
but the pun was clearly inevitable.)
20:15 Catch a ride home with a fire juggler and the manager
of a local circus from the festival who were also headed
to Prague.
12:06 Just barely catch the last metro to my family’s apartment.
12:31 Close my eyes to get some sleep before my Lufthansa
flight the next morning.

THOUGHTS ON
THE ADVENTUROUS SPIRIT
Emily Beach

I

   of 2007, I found myself standing on the precipice of four months during which my only goals were to challenge myself and to explore Australia. The following is an excerpt from the journal I kept as I motorcycled and hiked my way
around the eastern regions of Australia:
So many people... are conditioned to a life of security, conformity and conservatism, all of which appear to give one peace of
mind, but in reality nothing is more damaging to the adventurous spirit within a man than a secure future. The very basic
core of a man’s living spirit is his passion for adventure. The joy
of life comes from our encounters with new experiences, and
hence there is no greater joy than to have an endlessly changing
horizon, for each day to have a new and different sun.
—Alex McCandless (Into the Wild, Jon Krakauer)

Inner peace is in no way a comfort or complacency. I believe
that our adventurous spirit comes from a desire to understand
more completely the nature of the life in which we play a part.
It is a drive that leads us to uncover truths within us that can
only be illuminated through discovery or connection with the
world around us. Challenging ourselves and pushing our bodies
(via rock climbing, hiking, yoga, cycling, etc.) seem to be of the
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Alone with the wallabies on the southern tip of Freycinet Peninsula
in Tasmania.

utmost importance in maintaining a positive balance in both
physical and mental health. The same can be said of surrounding
ourselves with the beauty of nature.
Conversely, a drive to be daring and to find that adrenaline
rush seems to come from a lack of feeling and connecting with
life. Almost like a momentary attempt to fill a void our society
has evolved to ignore. Most likely this is the same void we have
become so adept at covering up with the standard belief that if
only we become more beautiful, more successful, we will find our
place in this world.
But a passion for adrenaline-fuelled adventure should not be
stifled! How, then, should we approach our need to connect to
life?
I think it’s appropriate to return to the age-old Socratic idea
of the “middle road”: Our adventurous spirit keeps us constantly
learning about and interacting with our environment to nourish
the soul, to keep us physically healthy, and to teach us to live in
varied conditions and situations. Yet if we go too far and pursue

Adventures Abroad
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LYNET TE HANSON

adventure and challenge as an end, rather than a means toward
a radiant inner balance, we will never find a lasting peace or a
meaningful connection and will in all likelihood continue to live
a life of constant searching.

Climbing at Perpendicular Point in Australia.

ENGULFED BY A HIPPO
Natalie Stafl

[Author’s note: On nice, sunny days getting to and from trips one
eventually starts shooting the breeze and swapping stories. This particular account struck the journal editor’s fancy, who insisted upon
its inclusion. I have no clue what this has to do with the VOC, but
perhaps you’ll get a moral or two out of it.]

I

  my sister on a local crag in Eugene, Oregon,
when my friend recounted this somewhat absurd but all too
hilarious (and true, I’ve been assured) story about an acquaintance of his. Apparently Joel (as we shall call him) spent a fair
number of years competently guiding people down rivers in the
Pacific Northwest. Through his career, he’d polished his resumé
sufficiently to attract the attention of a company a continent
away and thus scored the sweet job of ferrying rafters downstream as part of their authentic Kenyan safari experience.
The novelty soon wore off, however. Long, hot, sweaty days
and hordes of blackflies combined with endless groups of overzealous tourists to put Joel on edge. One particularly sweltering
summer afternoon, fed up with the typical antics of his clientele,
he hatched a plan.
On a scouting run earlier that morning Joel had gotten quite
the start that sent his ventricles on a fleeting vacation as he identified an all-too-familiar lump in the river as a huge hulky mass
X
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of hippo.* Lucky for him this particular hippo happened to be
among the deceased variety. Still, it took some time before his
heart once again resumed its normal ker-thump.
We all forget quickly enough the lessons we learn and by afternoon Joel had recovered enough to devise a course of action to
impress his audience. Upon his return he drilled into his clients
the obligatory words of warning at their pre-trip safety orientation, placing special emphasis on large African mammals. He
would manoeuvre his boat in such a way so as to leap from the
bow, run across the spine of the hippo and hop back aboard in a
show of bravado. Just wait—he’d show the animal kingdom!
The craft was poised to perform. The raft’s trajectory was just
right, and even the current was co-operating; Joel rose, leapt into
the air, and gracefully took his first stride.
Only to sink… waist deep in hippo guts.
You can imagine the rest, I suppose. I’d rather not describe it
here.

*Hippos are dangerous animals. In fact, they kill more tourists than any other
animal on the African continent. Unless they’re dead, of course.
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TRACY WILKINSON

Land and Water

Paddling on Bowron Lakes.
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SCOT T NELSON

Above: Tiger Lily. Opposite, top: Jeff Mottershead swimming across Browning Lake. Opposite, bottom: Sandra Nicol runs into the Homathko River for
the first bath in nineteen days.
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PETER HUDSON

STEVE GILLANDERS
JULIE VALK

Top: Chris Jensen on the cable across the Squamish River. Bottom: Fionn
Wright hiking in the Hanes Valley.
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CANADIAN SURF CULTURE
Anton Bezglasnyy

M

“

   grab the wetsuits, dude,” my friend Alex
reminded me as we piled into his car at 5 . We were
on our way to Tofino, the proclaimed surfing capital of Canada.
The plan was to road trip to the west coast of Vancouver Island
and catch some long weekend waves. This weekend Tofino was
hosting one of the only surf competitions in Canada, the Volcom Beaverfish Surf Series. With a free lunch for all participants,
who knew—we might even enter.
Following a ferry ride to Nanaimo and a few hours’ drive
across the Island, we pulled into North Chesterman Beach. It
quickly became obvious that a 10:30  arrival time was too late
to enter any competition, so we settled in among the spectators.
This would have been our first attempt at a surf comp, and we
were quite content to watch the professional and amateur divisions paddle out into the fury of an aggressive-looking Pacific.
Surfing in Canada is bigger than most would expect, Tofino being the site of an annual pilgrimage. Licence plates from Quebec,
Saskatchewan, and Alberta are not rare among the Volkswagen
vans found at beach parking lots. If one’s idea of surf culture comes
exclusively from watching The O.C., prepare to be dumbstruck.
No breast implants or overworked pectorals here—just gumboots,
shaggy hair, and Cowichan sweaters. Speech is slow and relaxed,
with most faces sporting smiles, despite the horizontal rain. While
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companies like Volcom try to adopt this subculture for commercial
purposes by blasting their branded music and outfitting everyone
in their logo, there seems to be an unspoken understanding that
Volcom will leave tomorrow, but their prize money will stay and
support the scene. The surf culture is the constant here; it exists
regardless of who is trying to promote it: Volcom today, O’Neill
or Billabong tomorrow—these are all just sources of funding. A
surfer has got to eat. The love of the beach, the rhythm or the
surf—whatever ideology drives the individual is clearly resistant
to commercial exploitation. After a long day out there, completely
in harmony with the ocean, the transparency of capitalist society
emerges, even if for an instant.
  , Lonely Planet–style:

Tofino
Located in the heart of the legendary Clayoquot Sound and the
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, Tofino is a small town with a
large reputation. One of the only surfing communities in Canada, it consists of a year-round population of about two thousand,
one grocery store, one general store, and one bar, all among kilometres of sandy beaches that lie on the very edge of the North
American continent. Some of the young artists I’ve spoken to
say Tofino is their last getaway from the capitalist cultures so
dominant in the cities. No Starbucks here—not yet, anyway.

Info
A few minutes before you drive into Tofino there is a tourist
information centre with maps and some local insight. The most
useful thing you can do there, however, is to pick up a copy of
Tofino Time (www.tofinotime.com). Well written in a distinct
“island style,” this weekly magazine is a great place to get info
on accommodation, food, and upcoming events, including concerts. As with any adventure, the locals are the key to the “scene.”
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A surfer in Tofino.

Respect them and be friendly, and you might just find yourself
invited to an all-night bonfire party at a secluded beach.
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To Do
Surf, kayak, watch the whales, fish, watch the storms in winter,
check out the local art galleries. I’ve found the best way to introduce people to surfing is to invest in some sort of introductory
lesson, because of the risks involved with the sport. As corny as
it sounds, the $80 you spend on a two-hour lesson with all rental
gear included may just save your life. Surf schools are listed in
Tofino Time. The alternative is to be nice to your surfer friends
and have them take you.

Crash
There is a funky little hostel located in “downtown” Tofino. Very
well run, Whaler’s on the Point (www.tofinohostel.com) is clearly
owned by seasoned travellers and features a fully equipped kitchen,
a dining room, and living rooms with a fireplace and small library,
as well as laundry facilities, a pool table, and a wetsuit rinse station.
Another friendly alternative is Clayoquot Field Station (www.
tbgf.org/cfs), with a kitchen, a dining room, and living rooms, as
well as free wireless Internet.
The cheaper and hardier alternative to hostelling is, of course,
camping. Numerous campsites are available, and Bella Pacifica (www.bellapacifica.com) is just one example. I suggest the
beachfront sites if the first thing you want to experience in the
morning is the roaring Pacific crashing down majestically and
drowning every worrying thought you’ve ever had.
For those wanting a little more swank, I’ve heard there are
luxurious cabins, lodges, and hotels available in Tofino with fabulous beachside locations.

Eats
Hard to miss and even harder to ignore is the Co-op. The only
food store around, this is where the action is. You need to have a
membership to buy; it is well worth the $2.

Land and Water
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There are also a few small restaurants around, but prices here
have never appealed to me.
Some of the locals smoke their own salmon and sell it for a
reasonable price. Look for signs.

Party
The local watering hole is the pub at the Maquinna Lodge, conveniently located next door to the beer and wine store. A friendly neighbourhood pub atmosphere comes complete with a dance
floor, karaoke, and the pub’s own brew.
To catch a show, the place to be on Wednesday and Saturday
nights is the Legion. With recent performances by Nomeansno
and DJ Vadim as well as drink specials, a good time is pretty
much guaranteed.
If you’re looking for undisturbed starlight and rhythmic ocean,
try Long Beach after sunset. Don’t forget the wine.

Go
The Tofino Bus (www.tofinobus.com) is there for those not fortunate enough to have a friend with a car.
The most convenient way to get to Tofino is to drive North
along the Trans-Canada Highway past Nanaimo. Follow the
signs to and past Port Alberni, heading west across Vancouver
Island via Route 4.
Remember—picking up shaggy-haired hitchhikers wearing
Cowichan sweaters and gumboots is good karma!

BEGINNER-FRIENDLY
EDIBLE WILDS
Meghan Anderson

K

   edible wild plants in your region can be
useful for many reasons. The plants can serve as an emergency source of food, perhaps you can pack lighter, and you can
even put the money you save on groceries toward shiny new gear.
However, ethnobotany is not something that you can easily pick
up. To become a serious ethnobotanist—someone who studies
human uses of plants—can take years of training. It takes time to
learn how to identify species correctly and be able to distinguish
them from one another. Simply running out into the woods and
eating whatever crosses your path may get you into trouble.
A good place to start, though, is with a simple field guide for
plants of your region. When you go out on a hike bring your
field guide with you, and use the key to study some species you
are interested in. A key describes a step-by-step process that you
can use to determine the species of a plant based on its identifying features. The field guides published by Lone Pine are
particularly good and often tell you whether something is edible. Also, a good free online resource is E-Flora: www.geog.ubc.
ca/~brian/florae/index.shtml. Once you have established a basic
knowledge of common plants and how to identify them you can
expand your library with books on edible wilds. The majority
of the good edible wilds books for the coast are written by Dr.
Nancy Turner.
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It is a good idea for the novice to start off with plants that
are easy to identify—most plants are most distinguishable when
they are in bloom. Grasses and mosses, however, are particularly
difficult to identify, since their reproductive parts and other identifying features can be small and often require a hand lens or even
a microscope to examine. Fungi—that is, mushrooms—are a
whole other world and can be trickier to figure out than vascular
plants. As a novice if you are not certain that you have identified
a species correctly, chances are you have not. Field guides may not
cover all species in a region, and some poisonous plants—such as
the baneberry (Actaea rubra) and water hemlock (Cicuta virosa)—
may resemble edible ones, although a plant’s name may often
hint at its edibility. It helps to know the family traits and anatomy
of plants (and you get to put grade twelve biology to use).
Having said my words of caution, I will start you off with a
few basic plants that you can eat. Common blueberries (Vaccinium

Oval-leaved blueberries are among the wild plants that yield fruit
safe to eat. See Meghan’s Recipe for Brewberry Pie (page 491).
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spp.), raspberries (Rubus idaeus), salmonberries (Rubus spectabilis),
and thimbleberries (Rubus parviflorus) are edible and should be
easy to identify. Deer often eat the boughs of western red cedar
(Thuja plicata)—these can taste quite pungent, but they might
make a nice addition to a salad. In a bog you might be able to
find wild cranberries (Vaccinium oxycoccos) and Labrador tea (Ledum groenlandicum)—but don’t drink too much of the latter; it is a
laxative. In spring the young shoots of cattails (Typha latifolia) are
edible, and they taste like cucumber. The great big leaves of skunk
cabbage (Lystichum americanum) can be eaten as a famine food;
they are less pungent in spring and taste better if you let the leaves
boil for a long time. Parts of the elderberry (Sambucus spp.) plant
are poisonous, but the berry, if cooked, is edible and can be made
into a wine. If you are unsure as to what any of these plants look
like, please consult a field guide.
I have only provided you with a short introduction to edible
plants, but hopefully it will encourage some of you to pursue
ethnobotany a bit further. The study can be very interesting and
rewarding—not to mention yummy.

CYCLING THE KETTLE
VALLEY RAILWAY
Maya Goldstein

I

   , and it was raining in Vancouver. Gili Rosenberg and I packed the car with two pairs of bikes, a children’s
trailer, panniers, sleeping bags and mats, some food, and all the
rest of the equipment that we needed for about twelve days of
riding. It was about a six-hour drive to a small town called Midway (midway across B.C. east to west) where we planned to start
the ride. After we passed Hope, the skies cleared, and the sun was
shining. We were on our way to ride the Kettle Valley Railway.
Once upon a time there was a gold rush in British Columbia,
and there was a need for a train to pass through numerous small
villages, many of which don’t exist anymore. The Kettle Valley
Railway ran from Midway to Hope and was active between
1915 and 1975. In that year the train stopped running, and the
rails were gradually taken away, leaving us with more than 600
kilometres of trails perfectly suited for cycling. The trail passes
through wonderful canyons, rivers, and valleys and beside countless lakes. We had only been living in Canada for nine months
then, so it was a great way to get to know another beautiful part
of B.C.
We left the car in the parking lot of a supermarket in the
small town of Midway. It was already five o’clock in the afternoon by the time we got there, so we only rode for a few hours.
From the second day and on we had long and full days of riding,
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as it was June and the days were long. At night we had a routine: find a good place for our tent, stretch, pitch the tent, cook
dinner far from the tent, and, after dinner, gather our food and
toothpaste and hang it all in a sack on a tall tree. It was one of
our first Canadian wilderness experiences, and we still hadn’t
seen any bears. This whole business of hanging our food seemed
bizarre to me at first.
Along the way we didn’t see many people, and the scenery
was amazing. We saw many animals such as deer, grouse, Canada geese, marmots, one moose, and too many snakes. On one
of our snack breaks we looked around and a few metres from us
there was a coyote sniffing about. When it noticed us it ran back
in the direction from which it had come. On another occasion
we stopped to look at the map. While Gili was busy with the
map I looked to the side and suddenly noticed that someone was
watching us. It was an owl just sitting on a branch not far from
us, moving its head around as only owls can do.
The road kept on changing. There were days when we only
rode uphill, and we felt as if we were not getting anywhere. There
were downhill days, during which we just flew down the trail.
There were sections that seemed like a desert and sections where
you could still see a lot of snow on the mountains.
In the days of the train there were huge trestles in many sections. A well-known section of the trail called Myra Canyon
contains about fifteen trestles. Unfortunately, a few years ago
there was a fire, and the bridges burned down. They are now
rebuilding the bridges in the same way that they were originally
built. We cycled a few of the bridges that had already been rebuilt, but at a certain point we had to turn around and go back.
The next day we left the railway, riding on a trail that bypasses
the canyon and meets up with the railway later on. This trail
was steeper than the rail bed, but it was very beautiful and many
flowers were blooming. On this section we rode up and down
constantly, and it was then that we realized that taking a kids’
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Gili having a hard time with the trailer.

trailer on such a trip might not be the best idea. On one of the
downhill sections the connection between the trailer and the
bike broke. Gili worked on fixing it for about half an hour and
improvised a solution that wasn’t great, but it kept us going for
the rest of the trip.
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After a few days of riding we reached Penticton, the only
real city we passed on the way. We ate pizza and ice cream and
bought a few supplies. We also found a cherry tree that kept
us busy for a while. From there we took a detour along a side
spur of the railway that leads to Osoyoos. This area is called the
Okanagan Valley, and it is famous as “Canada’s only real desert.”
For us it was more of a wine country than an actual desert. A local family that we met on the way told us two secrets—one good
and one bad. The good secret was how to identify saskatoons,
small berries that grow on bushes all around there. The other
secret was a warning about poison ivy, which we started seeing
everywhere after they showed us how to identify it.
We had to go to the hospital in Oliver twice because of an allergic reaction of mine (probably not poison ivy). My eyes were
red and swollen, but I could still see, so it didn’t hold us back too
long. The allergy pills and antibiotics made me quite tired, adding an extra challenge to the ride. An outcome of the hospital
visits was that we met some very nice people from Osoyoos with
whom we became friends. In the end they even drove our car
from Midway to their house in Osoyoos, shortening the distance we had to travel to retrieve our car.
On the day before the last day, we reached a small village
called Brookmere, where they don’t even have a school, and the
children are educated through home schooling. We had some
difficulties on the next leg of the railway, the Coquihalla subdivision. A few years ago there was a washout that took away part of
the trail. Volunteers built a small detour, but we discovered that
part of the detour had washed out as well. It was quite challenging, not to mention scary, to pass the washout with two bikes,
full panniers, and a trailer. After we survived this section and I
was happy to be back on the trail, Gili told me that there was
another washout just 700 metres ahead. Same story there—the
detour had washed out as well. It was already quite late, so we
pitched our tent right before the washout and went to sleep.
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Maya on a trestle over Otter Lake.

Here it was extremely important to hang our food because there
was bear scat everywhere.
The next morning we woke up an hour earlier to cross the
washout. We had to cross this washout with all our equipment
right above the raging Coldwater River. But we did it faster than
I expected, and at 7:40 we were on our way with still more than
80 km to Hope, our final destination. It was still early in the
day, so when I heard Gili saying, “Maya, I think I see someone
in the distance with a llama,” I thought I was dreaming or just
not hearing right. But it wasn’t his imagination. It was Kathy, a
woman from Vancouver Island walking part of the Trans Canada Trail with her own llama! She was quite a character and very
funny and sweet. She didn’t know how long and till when she
would be hiking—she was just going to go as long as she felt
like continuing.
After we said goodbye to Kathy and the llama, we entered an
amazing section, with dense forest and high cliffs on both sides.
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Then we saw a bear, from about 100 m away. We watched it from
a distance for a few moments, and when it noticed us it ran away.
It was quite an exciting moment for us—the first bear we had
seen in the wild. However, the second bear we saw was much
more remarkable. After a few kilometres, Gili stopped riding
because he heard a noise in the bushes. He jumped off his bike
just as a bear ran out from the bushes and crossed to the other
side of the trail, only a few metres away.
Just before Hope we passed through the Othello Tunnels,
which are an impressive set of tunnels above the rough Coquihalla River. This was actually the end of the journey as we were
only a few kilometres away from our final destination. After
eleven days and 646 km we reached Hope and felt very satisfied to have successfully finished this hard but very rewarding
journey.
The next morning we left our bikes and gear at the campsite
and hitchhiked back to Osoyoos. The first ride was with a couple
from Québec, the second ride was with a small old lady smoking
a cigarette and driving a huge pickup truck, and the third ride
was with a group of young friends that were on a road trip from
Vancouver to Toronto in a van that one of them had converted
into a camper. It was for sure much shorter than taking the bus,
and much cheaper, of course. In Osoyoos we met our friends
again, who had driven our car for us from Midway. This was
just the beginning of the cherry season, and there were cherry
orchards everywhere. As we were riding we had passed many UPicks along the way and had dreamed about all the cherries we
would be picking if we hadn’t been on our bikes. We returned to
Vancouver with 10 kg of cherries that we picked and many good
memories from this incredible journey.

THE SPEARHEAD TRAVERSE
IN A DAY

STUART MASTERMAN

Stuart Masterman

Matthew and Stuart on the summit of Second Peak.

M

  and I planned to complete the Spearhead Traverse in a day on May 5, 2007. The days were long,
and the travel should have been fast by that time of the season.
We left Vancouver early with Natasha Tam along for the ride to
Whistler. The cloud base was low, and neither of us had completed the route before.
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Stuart and Matthew on the summit of First Peak.

Sitting in Tim Hortons in Squamish looking at the cloud
shrouding everything higher than the Smoke Bluffs, we decided
pretty quickly and easily that it would not be such a good idea to
try this in the current conditions owing to the tricky navigation
in bad weather. I had already turned around from the Overlord

Land and Water
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Glacier two years previous with Tyler Linn when the weather
closed in on us.
So, what to do in bad Squamish weather at 7  on a Sunday
in May? Hike the Chief, of course. With our avi and glacier
travel gear. Wearing our ski pants. Carrying a camera. By the
time we had hiked to Second and First peaks, done our mischief,
and were on our way down, we just started to encounter the first
hordes of keen early risers starting on their way up the path.
The question remains: what mischief can two boys get up to
with avi gear and a camera on top of the Chief? I will let the
pictures speak for themselves.
Never a dull moment with Mr. Breakey!

CRAVING BRITISH
COLUMBIA’S MOUNTAINS
Julie Valk

A

  an academic year on exchange at Cardiff
University in Wales, where the closest thing they have to
mountains are the Brecon Beacons in southern Wales, which
more resemble the hill along Eighth Avenue just after Alma
climbing up toward UBC, I was really starting to crave B.C.’s
wilderness and rugged beauty. Coming back to Vancouver didn’t
just mean seeing my old friends and visiting my favourite Vancouver places but also meant adventures in the mountains. I am
not as adventurous as most of my fellow VOCers who enjoy
rock climbing and ice climbing; however, I do enjoy hiking and
really missed it last year in Wales. Coming back to Vancouver,
I knew I was in the right place to find some companions who
were willing to escort me on my first jaunt back into the wilderness: ahh, fellow VOCers.
So in mid-September I put up a post on the message board
and soon enough I had round up a few companions: Andy Chan,
Elona Hoover, Fionn Wright, and my boyfriend, Michael Kaye,
who quite frankly didn’t have much choice in the matter. At
6  on September 29 the group met at Broadway and Granville,
where I learned my first lesson in planning hikes: tell people not
to wear jeans ahead of time! Another thing I missed on my year
abroad is how public transportation in Vancouver will get you
out to pretty impressive places, as long as you know which bus
X
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number to take. We were off for a stroll through Hanes Valley
in North Vancouver. The plan was to start at Lynn Headwaters,
hike through Hanes Valley on the Cedar Mill Trail, and end up
at the top of Grouse Mountain via Goat and Dam mountains.
Total distance covered would be 19 kilometres. After receiving
warnings from fellow VOCers to start early in the day because
it always takes longer than expected and not to lock our cars in
the parking lot, something that would trigger park services and
helicopters to come out looking for us, I thought we were all set.
And, in fact, we were.
My first hike back in British Columbia’s mountains was great.
The hike was gentle at first, making its way through a wonderful
forest filled with so many different shades of green. Moss covered the tree stumps, and mushrooms were everywhere. Water
was rushing through the streams and creeks. It was perfect. We
passed clearings in the trees where we looked onto the valley

From left to right: Elona Hoover, Fionn Wright, Andy Chan, and
Michael Kaye.
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that lay ahead. The fog was just clearing up, showing the rugged
cliff face in the distance. The end of the forest trail opened up to
the grandeur of the valley, which was filled with many colours
from its plants, bushes, and trees. I remember thinking that only
a couple of hours ago I had gotten off a public bus that had left
from my apartment in the city; amazing that this valley was so
close to a metropolitan area!
Part of what the entire group enjoyed so much about this trail
was its diversity. We walked on soft forest trails, passed all kinds
of wooden and suspension bridges and crossed streams and big
rivers. The next bit of the trail was via a boulder field heading
northwest toward Goat Mountain. We were literally climbing
on our hands and knees to get over these huge boulders that
seemed, at the time, to go on forever. Near the top of the boulder
field, it started to rain. This at first was not a problem for Fionn,
who was wearing jeans. However, as the rain intensified, we could
tell that he was getting colder and colder. The last 4 kilometres
of the trail was rain… and snow! September 29, and it snowed in
North Vancouver! This was quite unexpected. The spirits of the
group were still high, but looking back at our photos, you can
tell that we were all a bit cold. We were happy that we were near
the end, but especially Fionn, who was starting to really feel it in
his soaking wet jeans. We ended up running the last bit of the
trail to Grouse Mountain’s lodge. It was foggy and snowy, and
although I knew grizzly bears lived in the reserve at the top of
the mountain, I had forgotten about that at that moment, and
while running toward the lodge, all of a sudden I had a grizzly
bear staring at me. I stopped dead in my tracks while waiting for
the others to catch up. I thought, “Wow, this is what I missed
all of last year in Wales. An amazing hike through a sweet valley
with snow and a grizzly bear to greet me at the top!”
After some hot chocolate and food in the lodge, most of us
warmed up. Fionn was still shivering on the SeaBus, but he
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learned his lesson not to wear jeans whilst hiking. And I learned
as the hike coordinator to give my companions a list of things
to pack and wear. That same evening I sent out an email to my
friends back in Cardiff. I attached the photos, described our hike,
and explained that this is what I meant by Canadian mountains
and not the molehills of Wales.

HAIDA GWAII STORY
Vincent Johnson

O

  4, 2007, I arrived on the Queen Charlotte Islands.
Originally I had planned to do a fourteen-day exploration of the
mountain range in the southwest corner of Graham Island. It consists
of a major east-west ridge system with several offshoots to unclimbed
peaks. This trip turned into a six-day wilderness reconnaissance as I
travelled along Yakoun Lake, up to Three Falls Lake, and over the
ridge of Mount Matlock, before returning down the other side and
out along Mountain Creek to Rennell Sound.

Day 1
So arriving in the evening from the Prince Rupert ferry, I began hiking west from Queen Charlotte City out toward the Pacific Coast. I was loaded down with sixty-five pounds of mostly
food—my weekend bag on back and day bag on front—so it
was quite a trudge, but I managed to hike nearly 20 km up the
road before stopping to set up my tent.
I found a camping spot on a little spur road that promptly
ended at a cross ditch. It was my first night out in the woods by
myself for about two years. I was scared… so I peed a big circle
around my tent to claim my territory and quickly got a huge
fire going in the middle of the spur road with the ample logging
debris around. The mosquitoes were horrid… I was happy I had
my bug helmet.
X
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Going to bed, I carefully laid beside me my knife (five-inch
locking blade), my small canister of dog-strength pepper spray,
and my whistle. The fire, which was very large, quickly burned
down in an hour, making strange noises the whole time that
kept me awake.
That night I was rudely awakened by loud snorting and a clatter of hoofs as very large-sounding deer ran down the main line
near my tent. I figure I must have been camping in the middle of
the “trail” leading to their water source, which was the little creek
flowing through the ditch behind me. Perhaps they were angry!
Or do deer just run and snort in general cahoots at 2  for the
fun of it, just as people do in the city?

Day 2
After 3 klicks, I turned onto a small side road—two tire tracks
leading through grass in a nice shady alder forest. Eventually it
led to the Etheline Bay Trail, which is at the end of Yakoun Lake,
an 8-km-long lake that is hopefully to be a nature preserve soon.
My dad told me there was a trail of sorts along the west side of
the lake; unfortunately, I had come in to the eastern side, so I
prepared myself for bushwhacking around the lake...
There is a small rocky beach, next to which the mighty Yakoun River begins, upon which I had lunch, enjoying the view up
the lake. The sun shone warmly, the wind brisk coming down
from the mountains into which I was to head.
I managed to mostly follow deer trails that ambled from numerous beaches, up to the top of rocky “headlands,” and back down
repeatedly... mostly it was quite horrible bushwhacking, actually,
even on the trails. There were huge amounts of deadfall and headheight salal, and one marshy section where I lost the trail and was
for a while stuck, confused, between mud, huge deadfall (which
couldn’t be climbed over or climbed under or gone around!), thick
brown shrubs of some kind... one of those places where the vegetation is so thick the sky is blotted out and the sun never shines.
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Eventually, I reached roughly the midpoint of the eastern side
of the lake. The campsite was beautiful and serene, with a large
river running next to my tent, and was at a safe distance from
the bears and the forest on a grassy, wet delta. I started my dinner fire inside of a rock circle. The wood burned very hot and fast
owing to the recent drought. I got a scare when it quickly dried
out the surrounding knee-high marsh grass and a small fire ensued, sparks reaching up to grab onto nearby trees and shrubs.
Fortunately I succeeded in stamping the grass out with my running shoes, dancing in the flames, the wet grass slowing the fire’s
advance… Stupid me…
Reflecting on the day: I saw one deer, plenty of large fish
jumping, a squirrel, a kingfisher, two fresh piles of bear poo, one
fresh bear print in a berry patch, the Loon of Yakoun, who inspected me over dinner—and I think I heard a raven. I went
swimming twice through the day; the water was beautiful and
clean… so far so good!

Day 3
After another late start, I finished hiking around the lake—
mostly on animal trail, though some of it was still not entirely
pleasant. I entered into beautiful old-growth forest at the far end
of the lake, ambling through fields of moss among the giants…
one cedar, seven arm lengths around; one spruce, six arm lengths.
Moss is draped on everything, the woods unusually quiet, sun
coming down and shining into wide-open glades.
I began hiking up the creek that goes to Three Falls Lake, set
in a large mountain bowl higher up. I soon gave up on bushwhacking next to it, deciding to get my shoes wet and hike in
the river. The water level was now down quite a bit, since it was
August, so I could walk on rocks most of the way. The water was
quite warm and refreshing to walk in.
The terrain became drier, with the salal bushes returning as I
slowly climbed higher. Passed two high waterfalls by climbing up
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The mist swirls up and conceals Mount Matlock north of camp.

the bank to go around; the second was absolutely awe-inspiring…
journal quote: “Oh Lord!”… three cascades, in a semicircle arching north to west, splashing into a large pool. The first was a steep
slab coated with ferns through which the water was running, and
the second was a vertical series of ledges down which the water
splashed. The third and largest poured over a lip and crashed into
the main pool, 20 metres below, with large dead trees upended in
the pool, leaning against the falls.
And the lake surprised me. It was directly above! A short section of cascades from the lake led into the falls. Beautiful little
lake… another fire as I camped on a small rocky outcrop with
waves lapping up… a nice swim in the warmish water… Steep
slopes surrounded the lake, heading up to heights.
I was worried that I was camped at one of the few wateraccess points to the lake for animals, as there were many deer
tracks in the mud. It is amazing to think of all those who consider
the wilderness home, who live out their entire lives in the Canadian bush. Do they fear animals? When I am hiking through the
woods I am constantly on the alert, and at the slightest sound I
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freeze until I ascertain the source. When I am moving I do not
fear but maintain an animal alertness and awareness of my surroundings… it is when I set up camp and my mind starts to drift
that I keep looking over my shoulder to the woods and adding
more wood on the fire.
The loon of Three Falls came by and checked me out the next
morning as I ate my granola and hydrated milk powder. I was
also visited by a hummingbird, which is apparently rare on the
islands.

Day 4
I began hiking from my campsite along an animal track slightly
up from the lake and quickly found cliffs and near-vertical salal
slopes that were difficult to cross. So I climbed up to the top and
arrived in some pleasant subalpine lily-pond meadows, (which I
noticed were quite visible on Giggle Maps, after the fact!) While
wandering through the meadows a floatplane went by… I wondered if its passengers saw me and what they would think, seeing
a person down there. I went back into the woods, annoyed by
the noisy interlude.
Eventually I got back down to the shore of the lake and balanced out on a log several metres into the lake to see if I could
see a route up the hill. Unfortunately it didn’t allow me any view
over the trees. I can’t remember if I took a compass bearing or
just decided to dead reckon some kind of direction.
I headed up the hillside—fairly easy travelling, other than the
consistent steepness… not much undergrowth. After about two
hours I figured I must have climbed enough elevation and felt
I needed to go more to the left, and I did. I figured if I aimed
for 45 degrees up the slope I would eventually get back on track.
So a learning point: this might work on a homogenous angled
slope; however, it does not work when you are heading into a
valley drainage! It only gets you higher on the wrong side of the
valley, as it contours in and out the side of the mountain!
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Eventually I got up as high as I could. Amazingly, as I climbed
several hundred feet, the trees only became larger! Here were
glens of huge majestic cedars towering over the valley. I had also
reached the base of soaring rocky crags that visibly led up to the
summit of Mount Matlock a few hundred feet up, and I could
now also see through the trees south to where I wanted to be. I
descended a bit and contoured around, and I soon came upon a
wide basin with creeks and much avalanche slope greenery and
flowers and berries, which led up to some snow patches below a
summit ridge. On the other side of the basin was a steep slope
covered with shrubs and waist-high heather that led up to the
ridge, so fortunately getting off track didn’t actually waste too
much time… I yelled loudly a few times, as there were numerous
piles of healthy, fresh-looking bear poop, and I was concerned I
would surprise a bear behind a bush…
As I climbed up the steep slope of wet knee-high grass, grabbing onto heather and pulling myself up, the sun shone down,
white fluffy clouds drifting by as I neared the top of Graham
Island, an incredible panorama slowly revealing dizzying heights,
obscene summits, snow, rock, pinnacles, and lush greenery up in
the Haida Gwaii alpine. And all around and looking down into
the valley from where I came, I saw thick, dense forest back into
the valley, and from here… no logging slashes. Wonderful.
I felt dizzy, spun around, after three days of bushwhacking
along a lake, up a river, and up the side of a mountain. Three
days in muffled ancient forests, and suddenly I could see and
hear the sky. I reached a point on the ridge leading to Mount
Matlock, a fearsome-looking peak with a blocky scramble leading to a summit of black, heart-piercing pinnacles. I was on a
small, rocky knoll smothered by waist-deep heather of several
varieties and aged bonsai trees, bent over in suffering from the
relentless wind.
I was about 700 feet above the gentle col I had intended to
be standing on, and 20 feet above a small gap to the north, after
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A tease of the alpine rambling available, looking south from camp.
This ridge eventually connects up to the summits in the background.
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which the steep ridge leads directly 400 feet to the summit of
Mount Matlock, 3,228 feet high. I looked down the other side
from where I came to the narrow Mountain Creek valley, which
leads into the Pacific Ocean.
I feel a sense of euphoria at having actually reached the top.
When you are bushwhacking alone, it takes absolute focus on
the moment—never deviating from the next step. Thinking
more than two steps away can only lead to injury. And there
I was on the ridge, with mountains all around… and what was
that noise? I saw a deer only a short distance away on the side
of Matlock, sending shale down… It had spotted me and was
probably quite confused.
The clouds were changing. The white was gone, dry ice sweeping up Mountain Creek valley, currents swirling violently from the
Pacific to my perch. I was on an island on the top of Haida Gwaii.
Five minutes after arriving, the tide came in, and I was lost.
I quickly set up my trusty Tarn under the largest of the bonsai,
bent over 90 degrees, leaving a space for my tent underneath
that was completely protected from the wind. The misty rain
started—that Queen Charlotte drizzle that envelops and floats
into every opening. I sawed down a small tree and harvested the
few twigs lying about to get a small fire going to heat up my
couscous with dehydrated soy chili mix.
I ate half of my couscous and burned the rest, not hungry. I
had hardly eaten all day. Escaping the mist into the tent, taking
off my shoes, squeezing out my socks, I slipped into my sleeping
bag and took out my journal. The time was only 5:30. The wind
began to rise… but it actually went around my island, whistling
through the gap and blowing through the col far below me. For
weeks afterwards I would hear ghost sirens in my head…

Day 5
I wake up at the late hour of 10 AM, as I couldn’t go to sleep until the
wind died early in the morning. Looking outside, I see that I am in
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a thick fog… everything—the tent fly, bonsai trees, grass, heather—
was utterly dripping, saturated with water vapour, droplets hanging
on everything. It seems lighter where the sun should be… I hope it
will break through… maybe another half hour and I can go hiking…
What is it like, to live in a cloud
What is it like, to be in a shroud.
To never see light,
all day and all night,
What is it like, to live in a cloud?
Well, 11 o’clock and it’s just raining now. I retreat into my tent
where I lie the whole day, finishing the three books I have, and come to
various grand realizations about my life, humans in general, and our
relation to nature and our ways of living. I decide that self-reliance
is a good thing and that it is good to be able to attempt a trip such as
this alone; however, being trapped in a tent on a foggy mountaintop
listening to the wind scream emphasizes the loneliness of self-reliance
and solitude.
I listen to the raindrops fall on my tent from the bonsai, trickling
down, branch by branch until the final drop… It sounds like a drumbeat on the tent fly… BOOM! I decide it isn’t worth it to attempt
a fire for a dinner, or even to leave my tent to pee. I will sacrifice a
water bottle! No hot food for dinner tonight.
I decide I have nothing left to gain by forcing this stubborn journey
upon myself. Tomorrow I will try and escape into Mountain Creek
valley to camp beside the ocean. I think there is a music festival this
weekend… tomorrow is Friday, and I would rather be dancing with
girls than by myself.
I feel an enormous love for the possessions that I have with me—
my Tarn tent and Beothuk sleeping bag—which have both been with
me on so many adventures. I feel a special fondness for my single
hiking pole, the most important piece of equipment I have with me
on this trip. It would have been near impossible to bushwhack and
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climb over and under logs and climb up all the steep slopes without
having something to lean on and save me from falls while I gingerly
negotiated the locations of my feet and body weight. Never before
have I felt such a love for material things... but then I recognized this
love as an appreciation of the few things I had with me. In the city
I take everything that I have for granted and wouldn’t appreciate
something unless it were stolen.
It is quite the feeling to look at a hiking pole and feel your whole
heart and soul pouring love and compassion toward it.

Day 6
I woke up to a clearing morning—a mixed sun and cloud day,
giving panoramic views of the range. I snapped several photos of
poor quality on my disposable and quickly packed, stuffing my
soaked tent as best I could.
I decided against climbing Mount Matlock. Although it
was close, the scrambling looked time consuming. I wanted to
conserve my energy for getting down safely. Getting down to
the col was very tricky, with everything—rock, lichen, heather—
all dripping water, making my journey down the many ledges
and little alder gullies numbingly slow. The rock was quite coarse
and solid… as I observed the peaks around me, the buttresses
and ribs of rock gave me hope for unique scrambling on the
next trip.
Eventually I arrived at the bottom: numerous ponds covered
with lily pads… Zen garden… every imaginable shade of green
in a patchwork of dense low-lying heathers and flowers and
grasses….
Ankle-deep heather travelled as far as the eye could see along
the ridge; it was maybe three hours of pleasant ridge walking
south to get onto the main east-west ridge system. As tempting
as it was to tramp about, my mind was distant and the desire was
gone… I wanted to get down. So I followed the rivulet dribbling
from the largest lily-pad pond, over the west edge of the plateau,
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hiking down right in the creek, as my shoes were still wet from
three days earlier.
I managed to stay on the creek for a ways, hiking down
through open, grassy, and wet slopes with the odd patch of
shrubbery. Eventually the creek dried up as the water flowed under the ground, and I noticed it starting to converge with some
other drainages. Soon I found myself inexplicably on a small dirt
ledge, leaning against a small cedar tree as I looked over a drop
of several metres with deep gorges on either side of me. I began
to debate the use of my as yet unused hanging-food-in-tree-tokeep-it-safe-from-bears-cordelette to rappel down—somehow,
without a belay device or harness and with my pack!
I stored my food in my tent with me each night. If an animal wanted my food I wanted to know about it. Also I figure that in a wilderness area, animals are more apt to be cautious with strange-smelling
creatures like humans. Also there were plenty of berries and shrubs
around, and I could see no reason for a bear to risk an encounter.

Sunshine after a day in the clouds. Mount Matlock and adjoining
peaks are to the north. The tent is visible near the centre and bottom
of the photo, tucked under an ancient bonsai tree.
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After climbing up and down a few times and looking around
for options, I decided that this was indeed the large cliff band
that was evident on the topo map. From here the terrain became more extreme—I would lose my bag by lowering it down
or lose myself and probably somehow make the situation worse
than it already was. The cliff band itself was about 30 m high,
and I figured that repeatedly rappelling down short 4-m sections of treed ledges was ridiculous, even in my current state
of mind.
So I clambered back up the slope on various roots and blueberry bushes and went around the entire thing. Fortunately I
quickly found a way over the next gully over by crossing some
small trees that had fallen across and entered forested slopes that
continued around the cliff band without difficulty. Soon I was
able to climb back into the creek bed, now quite a bit larger.
Unfortunately a moments’ inattention while walking down
a wet slab in the creek resulted in a forward slip into a somersault down the slab and into a deep pool of water at the bottom.
Quite surprised and not knowing if I was hurt, I forced myself to
immediately stand, get the bag off, get out of the pool, lie down
on the ground and self-treat for shock by putting up my feet and
breathing deeply. I then checked myself out, and other than a
banged and nervous knee, I was okay.
I was able to follow the creek safely the remainder of the way
down until I reached Mountain Creek. It took me a seemingly
quick four hours to get down from the col. This would have been
a much easier access than hiking around Yakoun Lake!
I was incredibly happy to be on the way to the ocean. After
wearing wet shoes and socks for four days I had no reservations
about getting wet and staying in the river (the bushes and wood
being very thick on the sides). The sun was out, and it was a
beautiful journey as I tried to avoid the particularly deep eddies by hopping across big rocks. After a few hours, with every
hopeful bend of the river turning the ramble into more of a slog,
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I finally smelled campfire smoke on the breeze and soon came
upon the fishing camp at the head of Clapp Basin.
I managed to avoid the people (I did not want to explain myself yet) and hiked 5 km to the Rennell Sound Forestry campsite,
managing to do most of it along the beach, as it was low tide.
Eventually I reached camp where I dried everything (after soaking it from falling in the pool) in the sunshine and enjoyed a
fabulous sunset.
I watched the tide slowly come in to devour my fire, which
I kept especially excessive so that I could watch the water eat it
with swirls of violent steam. I noticed at 5  that clouds had
again hidden the tops of the mountain where I had been that
morning. Many times before I had looked at those mountains
from this viewpoint… and now I had been there and knew some
of their secrets.
The next day I woke to absolute drizzle, packed up my once again wet
tent, and went to wait for a ride back to the sunny east side of the
island. Two hours later a car finally passed, driving me into Queen
Charlotte City. That evening the “Edge of the World” music festival
started (highly recommended), and then on Sunday, I began the 89km hike up East Beach, which ended up being 110 km and finishing
much earlier than anticipated.

KAYAKING IN
THE GULF ISLANDS
Bob Lai

I

   outdoor activity is hiking, my second favourite is easily kayaking. So when Peter Eugster asked me to go
on a kayaking trip early in the summer of 2007, I automatically
answered “yes.” A few short discussions later, and three VOCers,
Peter Eugster, Evan Morris, and I, as well as four of our friends,
decided to venture to the Gulf Islands in an attempt to kayak
around Cabbage and Saturna islands.
The original plan was to get to Mayne Island by taking the
awesome, highly efficient, and inexpensive B.C. Ferries. However, most of us ditched the plan after learning that Rory Johnson was going to Mayne on his sailboat. I decided to take the
Friday off work and go sailing for the very first time in my life.
At 9 o’clock on Friday morning, Rory, Mike Musacchio, Mark
Eugster, and I hopped on the sailboat and began our sailing
journey. It was then I learned that the sailboat did not belong
to Rory but instead that it was a second-hand sailboat he had
borrowed from his friend. Apparently it was Rory’s first time
using this boat.
Blue sky, bright sunshine, and very little wind would have
made it an excellent day for climbing. But we were sailing. If my
faulty memory serves me right, sailing requires something more
than some occasional gentle breeze. So there we were, sitting in
the sailboat, drinking bottles of beer, and slowly sailing through
X
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English Bay. About three or four hours later, we eventually found
ourselves somewhere in the Strait of Georgia. This is where the
stupidity began: Rory, the most experienced sailor and navigator
in the group, declared that we should point the sailboat directly
west for Active Pass, a narrow gap between Mayne and Galiano
islands. When we got closer to the Gulf Islands, we realized that
the little gap we were aiming for was actually about four hours
north of Active Pass. No wonder we didn’t see any ferries while
crossing the Strait (Duh!). Perhaps Rory should learn how to
use a compass for his next sailing trip. When we arrived at the
northern tip of Galiano Island it was already 7 . Then we had
to contend with the following:
• The light breeze we had throughout the day completely died
around 8 .
• It was slowly getting dark.
• None of the lights on the sailboat worked.
• Rory forgot to buy additional fuel for the on-board motor on
the way out.
• There was only about three-quarters of a tank of gas left on
board.
Rory assured us that we were okay. But I had my doubts. The
tiny two-stroke motor was quickly whipped out and put into action. A search and rescue radio was also whipped into action to
scan for traffic information. At 10:30  we heard the Victoria
Coast Guards and a B.C. Ferries captain discussing seeing flares
going off east of Galiano Island. Initially we thought the coast
guards had mistaken our headlamps as flares, but soon we began
to see flares going off a short distance away. Luckily we didn’t
need to rescue anyone, as the coast guards were closer to the boat
in distress. Apparently the boat had run out of fuel (oops). Trying to avoid the same fate we continued along our course toward
Mayne Island. By some unbelievable miracle, Rory managed to
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steer the boat through Active Pass without running into any
other boats. This was done all without any lights on board! We
were then guided to the campsite beach by the blinking headlamps of Peter and Evan. After fourteen hours of sailing, we
finally reached our campsite just before midnight.
The next morning we drove to the kayak rental place and
started our gong show kayaking adventure. The odd number of
people meant I was the lucky anti-social bastard for the weekend, paddling a single while the others paired up in tandems.
The route from Mayne Island to Cabbage Island was considered easy, so we took our time. Along the way we saw lots of
seals and occasionally eagles diving down from the sky to catch
some lunch. After about three hours of easy paddling we arrived
at Cabbage Island—a 4-hectare marine park, part of the Gulf
Islands National Park Reserve. The rest of the afternoon and
evening were spent lazing around, drinking beer, socializing, and
attempting to swim in the frigid water. Unlike day one, day two
seemed quite uneventful, but this quickly changed…
After a filling dinner we decided to build a campfire by the
beach. We started the fire well below the high-tide line, very
close to the water to avoid any danger of setting the entire island on fire. We also had water (well, beer) around, ready to
extinguish the fire if anything went out of control. (It would
have been very difficult to convince Ian to pour out his share of
beer.) The campfire was started, and some of us started roasting
marshmallows and smokies. Within 15 minutes of starting the
fire we began hearing a helicopter flying around, getting closer
to the island.
“Oh they must be just patrolling the area,” we speculated.
The loud noise of helicopter rotors cutting through air got
closer and closer to us. Soon the helicopter was flying along the
beach. It flew past us then zipped back. It was flying ridiculously
low! It was at this time Mike decided to run for it.
“What the hell is going on? Is it the fire?”
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EVAN MORRIS

PETER EUGSTER
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Top: The infamous campfire. Bottom: The helicopter, carrying fire and
law enforcement, landing.

Land and Water
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The helicopter hovered right above us, and at the same time
we saw a coast guard boat moving very fast toward us.
“Dude, I think it’s the fire. Put it out!”
The helicopter moved about 10 metres away from us and lowered itself toward the beach…
“What the f***? It’s landing? You‘ve got to be f***ing kidding
me!”
Yes, the helicopter landed on a small patch of land. A couple
of fire wardens and a cop jumped out and gave us a lecture about
not having fires in national parks, along with a jaw-dropping
$86 fine. Oops. There went $12.30 for each of us.
About forty-five minutes after the incident Mike came out
from hiding. We held straight faces and told him that the fine
was $3,000. Looking at Mike’s stunned face, the six friends burst
into non-stop laughter.
We woke up early Sunday morning to find that the raccoons
had chewed through two of our plastic water containers. Damn
raccoons! After taking down our tents and repacking the kayaks
we left Cabbage Island and continued our gong show trip.
Going from Cabbage Island to the southeastern tip of Saturna Island was easy thanks to the low tide. At the time I was having so much fun paddling and watching seals swimming toward
my kayak that I did not pay much attention to the huge tide rips
behind me. I was paddling along, following Evan and Ian’s kayak.
Every time I looked behind me, this tiny island full of seals was
getting closer and closer to me. It appeared that somehow I was
drifting farther and farther away from Saturna Island. For what
seemed to be an eternity, I paddled for as hard as I could to try
to get closer to Saturna. But it was no use. I was too weak against
the powerful current. The strong current was sucking me farther
east, closer to the U.S. border.
“Crap, crap, crap, crap, crap!” I thought.
Exhausted, I looked around to evaluate all my options. A
quick survey showed that crashing into the seal-infested tiny
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island was my only option. I started paddling hard toward the
island, trying to save myself from drifting into the sea.
My kayak screeched loudly as it came into contact with the
giant rocks on the island. I quickly jumped out, pulled the kayak
onto the island, looked around, and saw a baby seal about 2 metres away from me. The image of an angry mother seal standing
behind me ready to strike popped into my mind. With paddle
in hand, I turned around to face the angry mother and defend
my life. But it seemed that all the adult seals had abandoned the
island, leaving their young all by themselves. Great parents these
seals were, I tell you! For the next fifteen minutes I was stranded
on the island with a bunch of baby seals. Fortunately, the rest of
the group knew I was in trouble and came to rescue me.
The next few hours were rough. We hit more giant tide rips.
Everyone was getting tired, and I was puffing like a dog. There
is definitely a disadvantage of paddling a single kayak in general—you can’t sit in the back, pretending that you’re paddling
hard, and let your partner do all the work. Somehow, though, we
all made it out alive and managed to catch a few glimpses of four
or five whales surfacing on the east side of Saturna Island about
20 to 40 metres away from our kayaks. The size of these beasts
was overwhelming, and I was praying that they wouldn’t get any
closer. The rest of the way back to Mayne Island was long but
uneventful. The tides were going our way most of the time, making life a lot easier.
Just as planned, we made it back to Mayne Island alive, just
shortly before the rental return time of 6 . The trip ended
with a delicious dinner and a nice relaxing time in the campsite
hot tub. Finally Peter, Ian, Mark, and I took the last ferry of the
day home while Rory, Mike, and Evan stayed on the island and
sailed back to Vancouver the next day. Apparently they caused
some troubles at sea and were confronted by the coast guard.
But that’s a story for later…

SETH ADAMS

RICHARD SO
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Top: Slacking at Wreck Beach. Bottom: Group Photo in Sphinx Bay,
Garibaldi Lake Backcountry. (From left to right: Seth Adams, Matt
Breakey, Charlie Caunt, Line Christiansen, Matthew Baker, and Rick
Havlak.) These photos were the winner and runner-up, respectively,
in the Club Activities category of the 2007–08 VOC photo contest
(see pages 452–57).

ERIC DEGIULI

VOC PHOTO CONTEST 2007–08

C

  coordinated this year’s photo contest,
which took place on the VOC photo gallery between January 17 and February 6, 2008. Out of 168 entries, the judging panel,
which consisted of Dan Eagen, Jeff Mottershead, Christian Sampaleanu, Andrew Silversides, and Richard So, had the challenging
task of choosing a winner and a runner-up in each of six categories. Their final selection is reproduced on these pages. They also
chose ten honourable mentions: “Quartz Monozonite Playground”
and “Scott Nelson on Monmouth” by Stephen Mullen; “Tantalus
Range and Zig Zag Peak” and “Nick Elson Checking the Guidebook” by Richard So; “The Belay” and “Au Cheval” by Christian
Veenstra; “Arctic Fox on Baffin Island” by Ryan Gustafson; “Tiger
Lily” by Scott Nelson; “Smith Rock Campfire Kung-Fu” by Michael Fuller; and “Navigation” by Afton Halloran. Unfortunately,
there’s not enough space to showcase all of these in this issue of the
VOCJ, but you can view them and all of the other entries online at
www.ubc-voc.com/gallery/v/contest2007.
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SCOT T NELSON

Opposite: Kaskawulsh Confluence, St. Elias Mountains, Yukon. Winner,
Landscapes. Above: Steve. Winner, Portraits.
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RICHARD SO

ANDREW PARÉ

ANDREW SILVERSIDES
ANDREW SILVERSIDES

Opposite, top: Rich at Red Rocks. Runner-up, Climbing, Skiing, and Mountaineering. Opposite, bottom: The Gang on the West Ridge of Ochre. Winner, Climbing,
Skiing, and Mountaineering. Above, top: Lunchtime in Red Rocks. Runner-up,
Portraits. Above, bottom: J-Tree Sunset. Winner, Flora and Fauna.

CHRISTIAN VEENSTRA
SIMEN VOGT-SVENDSEN

Above, top: Anything to Ski... Runner-up, Miscellaneous. Above, bottom: Grouse
at Twilight. Runner-up, Flora and Fauna. Opposite, top: Friendly, Moose, Spyglass
and Steve. Overall winner. Opposite, bottom: It’s Amazing What Some People Will
Do for a Doughnut. Winner, Miscellaneous.
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SETH ADAMS
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SANDRA NICOL

7E DON´T JUST SELL IT

Andrew Boyd off Bruce Lee vs.The Kiss Army 5.13+R Photo: Dave Humphreys

WE TEST IT

604 892 2243 • climbonsquamish.com • climbonsquamish@yahoo.com
On the corner of Second and Pemberton • Squamish, B.C., Canada

THE VOC
Just for Fun
Dan Eagen

I

   I first walked into the VOC clubroom,
after navigating the maze that is the basement of the SUB.
However, I found the door was locked—an experience I suspect
most of you have also had. No one answered when I knocked,
and a pleasant sign told me to come back at noon, when someone might just be there. And so began my journey as a VOCer.
Sure enough, when I returned a little later, I met a couple of
exec members lurking in the clubroom, hiding from any potential new members. I was lucky—they didn’t devour me, a
poor, innocent first-year. They were, in fact, rather nice. But this
is not the way it always has been and, indeed, is not even the
way it often has been. The club has, over recent years, experienced a certain cliquishness of groups forming and doing their
own thing. Perhaps this insularity is the inevitable nature of
the outdoors: those that can, do; those that cannot, sit at home
and write journal articles. But I like to think that the club has
become at least a little more open, and I suggest a couple of
reasons for this development.
Ever since my first year, when Jordan Tam’s “lets go climbing in Squamish” trip turned into a giant fiasco involving twelve
cars and dozens of hapless beginners looking for instruction, I
knew this was the club for me. I’d heard the stories—of beginners being left for dead, of old hard-core exec members killing
X
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and eating the innocent first years or scaring them into dark
corners at Longhike. But over the course of my time in the club,
the message board has exploded. Along with the use of the wiki,
it is now easier than ever to go on a trip. Read the message board,
see the trip, go to the wiki to sign up, and even see what gear you
need to bring, who is going, and who has space in his or her car.
Amazing.
Stemming from this relatively new and user-friendly system
is the sheer number of VOC beginner-friendly trips that the
club has run over the past few years. Every year, the number increases. With Trish Stathers as president in 2005–06, each exec
member for once actually ran his or her one trip per term, with
a focus on the not-so-hard-core choices. Under Sandra Nicol
last year, this trend became more established, with the revival
of Intro to Backcountry Skiing and the welcome additions of a
keg to the banquet and mulled wine to any occasion that even
vaguely called for it.
Let us not forget the parties. Even in my first year, when I
was new to the club and fresh out of Longhike, Matt Brown,
the president at the time, invited me to his James Bond–themed
birthday party. Trish invited half of UBC to a party at the Westside house during Clubs Days, and Tim Blair’s spontaneous firstday-of-class wine parties will go down in history (sadly no more
to be). Social events such as these help bridge the gap.
Yes, there is still more work to be done. If you look hard enough,
you will still see memories of green-shirted gangs of exec members clustered around the couch at Longhike. The clubroom is
still a scary and mysterious place, hidden in the basement of the
SUB, although it now has signs leading to it—“This is not the
VOC; they are across the hall by the bike co-op.” Beginners still
occasionally get themselves into trouble, but generally they are
taken care of by those who know how to get them out (see “A
BREWtal Adventure,” VOCJ 49). The club is more social, mainly
thanks to the efforts of recent presidents and their executives,
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but also thanks to the hordes of new members who come to the
club with their enthusiasm.
And so, this in a way is my challenge to next year’s exec, as
I like to think that after four years I have learned a few things.
Run even more beginner trips, have even more parties, and most
importantly, have fun. Sometimes we take things a bit too seriously, so let us never forget the reasons that we go to the mountains to begin with—the thrill and excitement we each felt the
first time we reached a summit or the top of a climb. Let us not
get caught up in whether people snowshoe or ski, if they AT or
tele, if they climb 5.6 or 5.11. Indeed, let us all recall why we
joined this club at all: for the fun of it.

VOCO RUNDOWN 2007–08
Kaitlyn Bausler
VOCO President

L

  VOCO (“vo-ko”) by its members, the
Okanagan chapter of the Varsity Outdoor Club began in 2006
when Dr. Craig Nichol, professor of hydrology, founded the club.
The 2007–08 school year has been a huge success with thirty active members taking part in lots of trips and events. Here’s a brief
rundown of what’s been going on in the Okanagan.

Hike/BBQ Kickoff
The year started off with a hike/BBQ after school one evening
in September. We carried down all the fixins for the BBQ plus a
Coleman stove to Paul’s Tomb on Okanagan Lake. Hamburgers
and hot dogs were devoured while people skipped along rocks
on the edge of the lake and eagerly chatted about plans for the
upcoming year.

Intro to Climbing
There are great climbing spots around almost every corner in
the Okanagan. Lots of new students were keen to learn to climb,
so we headed off to Cougar Canyon by Vernon to teach some
newbies the ropes. A few brave souls spent the night out before
the climbing commenced the next day. The wall we climbed at
had a vast mix of easy and hard sport routes for beginners and
kept the more experienced climbers busy as well.
X
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Revelstoke Climbing Trip
The trip to Revelstoke was a boys-only trip except for Shannon
Maclean, who was courageous enough to put up with their antics. Begbie Bluffs, which has some good sport routes, is where
the climbing went down. An overnight stay in Revelstoke’s very
homey Samsun Hostel was a great way to reenergize for climbing the next day.

Skaha Halloween Climbing

CRAIG NICHOL

During Halloween weekend a bunch of us went down to Skaha
Bluffs near Penticton to climb in the world-class bluffs. Although it was quite cold we braved the conditions and still had
a great weekend of climbing. We spent the Saturday climbing at
the Red Tail Wall. On Sunday we climbed at Fern Gully since
we had some beginners with us. Since we were feeling more
adventurous on Sunday, we decided to set up a rappel into a
cave and have our lunch there. We enjoyed the VOCO staple

Dave Donnelly, Brody Granger, and Brandon Farr at the Skaha Bluffs.
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NEIL SCHROEDER
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Neil Schroeder, Kurt Devlin, and Nick Therrien at Rogers Pass.

of tortellini and alfredo sauce, which Brandon Farr has perfected, while we explored the cave. Another rappel out of the cave
brought us back down to the floor of the bluffs, where we hiked
out full of tortellini and tired from the day of climbing.
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Danni Gurr, Brody Granger, and Brendon Benson at Cougar Canyon,
Vernon.

November Long Weekend
VOCOers went in opposite directions over the long weekend.
Some went south searching for warm rocks in Oregon and met
up with the VOC at Smith Rock, while others headed north
toward Golden to get the first turns of the season in. Before we
left UBCO we got the dirt on the good places to go from some
Goldenites at school. We found a logging road that we managed
to drive our Subaru pretty far up and then skinned the rest of
the way until we got into some good alpine. It felt awesome to
get back to the snow and get some great turns in. We celebrated
back in Golden at Packers Pub with some friends who were
kind enough to let us crash on their floor. The next day we drove
to Rogers Pass and toured part way up the Asulkan Trail and
found some excellent tree skiing.

VOC-VOCO Dinner at Silver Star
Natalie Stafl of VOC was kind enough to invite us up to the
place they were staying near Silver Star for dinner. We swapped
stories over dinner and learned about the long history of the club,
all of which was quite inspiring. The confetti cake we brought,
accompanied by some yummy chocolate and fruit fondue, was
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a huge hit and tied in nicely with the birthday celebration for a
member’s father, who had driven up from Nelson. Plans were
made to have the two clubs meet up again soon.

Avalanche AST 1 Course at Apex

BROOKE BAILEY

A group of fourteen keen men and women, mostly from VOCO,
all ventured up to Apex Mountain in early January to learn a
few things about avalanche prediction, prevention, and rescue.
Arranged by Brandon Farr, we all had a great weekend up on
the snowy peak and in the backcountry around Apex Mountain proper, Beaconsfield Mountain (Apex ski boundary), and
Mount Renouden. We learned how to use our beacons, probes,
and shovels in a variety of scenarios that Finbar, our highly experienced Irish instructor, had set up for us. We attended a very
welcoming wine and cheese party at the Ski Patrol cabin after
Saturday’s lessons in the field. Most of the group stayed in a
hostel in Apex Village. We had average snow conditions, which

Samantha Brett at the Avalanche AST 1 course on Apex Mountain.
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provided a few layers for us to observe, and the weather was
terrific. The touring was relaxed, and our descent each day was
across bumpy, steep terrain. We all passed our course and went
home sleepy and smiling.

Campout at the Gorge
See “Decision to Descend” by Samantha Brett (page 240).
This is just a highlight of what’s been going on at UBCO during
this year. There have been a lot of smaller climbing trips, backcountry skiing expeditions during the winter, avalanche and wilderness first-aid courses, and an abundance of potlucks as well.

ALL PHOTOS BY CHARLIE CAUNT

In winter 2007, I decided to take my newly acquired vehicle to the Intro
to Backcountry Skiing trip to Rainbow Lake. I think I was too proud of its
being a 4 × 4 and its new all-season tires. Just before leaving Vancouver,
I asked a friend to drive, as I was not experienced in highway driving. We
reached an empty parking lot, which didn’t look like a parking lot at all,
so we tried to drive out and continue down the road, but soon the car
stopped moving, and we realized that something was wrong. I jumped
out of the car and found that the tires had dug themselves holes to
hide in, and the car’s body was resting on the snow. A seasoned driver
would have called a tow truck, but we thought we could dig the car out
using snow shovels. This didn’t work. Matt Breakey had a combination
of static ropes and a climbing sling in his truck and decided to help tow
the car out of the snow. It worked, but the truck became too unstuck
and hit Matt’s tailgate, leaving an ugly ding on it. Matt described the
story in “Intro to Backcountry: The Hard Part Is Getting There,” VOCJ 49.
—Mahdi Eynian

VOC BANQUET 2007
Christian Champagne

I

   the VOC banquet had been held in a church
basement—the place had to be completely cleaned and vacated before midnight. The inconvenience of this arrangement
prompted us to find a more suitable venue for VOCers, and after
our vice-president, Richard So, did some meticulous searching,
we moved the location of the banquet to the Anza Club in 2007.
With the promise of a few kegs and a potluck dinner prepared by the exec and some active members, we hoped to lure
enough VOCers (all VOCers are freegans and opportunivores)
to attend the banquet so that the AGM beforehand could reach
quorum. Running on VOC time (local time plus 30 minutes),
people slowly trickled in. About fifty people finally showed up
when elections started. One of the conditions for being elected
was that the candidate had to be present. Andrew Silversides
was running late and decided to use Tiffany Shen’s cellphone in
hands-free mode to defend his candidacy for quartermaster but
not before making Tiffany look ridiculous after she commented
that she would like to sleep with him in his tent, in his room...
The presentation of the 2007–08 budget yielded some interesting and lively debates about our spending priorities with regards
to huts vs. gear, Europa (formerly Crap Crags), the fiftieth anniversary of the VOCJ, and membership fees, but the group quickly
reached a consensus.
X
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While people served themselves dinner, Dan Eagen announced the winners of the revived photo competition (see
VOCJ 49, pages 252–55). For dessert, the attendees were treated
to Robin Walshaw’s slide show about his 2003 Everest Expedition. The VOC Awards were then presented to their 2006–07
recipients:
The club presented a Gold Pin to Chris Michalak for creating the VOC website (see VOCJ 49, pages 215–18). Christian
Champagne and Natalie Stafl reSandra Nicol gave Piotr ceived the Most Active New Members award. Ben Singleton-Polster
Forysinski unscented received the Broken Board Award
deodorant for wearing over the crew of the infamous Waddington expedition (see VOCJ 49,
smelly, scented
pages 100–108) for severing a tendon
on a light fixture while coildeodorant (or “odorant,”
ing his rope after Smith Rock and
as Sandra put it) on a trip. skiing with a ruptured appendix
without knowing it during the New
Year’s Eve Brian Waddington Hut trip. In compensation for not
winning the Broken Board Award for the second year in a row,
the Waddington crew—composed of Christian Veenstra, Jeff
Mottershead, and Scott Webster—were given the Kitchen Sink
Award for carrying their mountaineering gear from Heriot Bay
to Knight Inlet and back (300+ km) in a pair of kayaks without
even coming close to any snow. The Loving Cup was presented
to Bram Van Straaten and Lara Thompson (one more Longhike
couple). Charlie Caunt won the Chorus Line Award for her superb voice in many VOC sing-alongs, and to prove that she deserved it, Charlie promptly sang the Canadian national anthem.
The Old Geezer Award wasn’t presented to Roland Burton but
to our outgoing president, Sandra Nicol, for sticking around
since 1998. With Roland finally retiring from the Faculty of
Pharmaceutical Sciences at UBC and from his beloved mass
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spectrometer this year, the exec decided to make a new award in
his honour (as if a hut weren’t enough...), and the Roland Burton Beginner-Friendliness Award was born. This new award will
be given to the VOCer who has contributed the most to getting
new members to participate actively with the club. Obviously,
the first recipient of the award was none other than Roland himself. He received a VOC logo–embroidered fleece jacket.
With so many candidates for the Broken Board Award this
year (see half of VOCJ 49), a few “mini” Broken Board Awards
were distributed—one for Roland Burton and his epic “Beginner-friendly” ski trip to Brew Hut, which turned into a 17.5hour ordeal (see VOCJ 49, pages 112–17); one for Peter Hudson
for leaving Christian Champagne hanging for three hours on
the bolt-ladder pitch of Monkey Face in Smith Rock (see VOCJ
49, pages 174–80); and one for Christian Veenstra for his failed
attempt to summit Mount Garibaldi after he and Piotr Forysinski got separated from Line Christiansen, Matthew Carroll, and
Lara during a whiteout, forcing the trio to sleep tentless.
Next, the Goon Awards were handed out. Tim Blair gave
Sandra Nicol an egg shaker for all the times she sang on trips.
Kaja Sadowski received a baggie of Jeff Mottershead’s facial hair
after she complained about people shaving their beards. Christian Champagne gave Christian Veenstra some anti-rash cream
for the itchy balls he suffered during the Mount Waddington
trip—memorialized in a picture of him naked, crouching over
the water trying to relieve his sensitive parts, which club members have had to see too many times. Sandra Nicol gave Piotr
Forysinski unscented deodorant for wearing smelly, scented deodorant (or “odorant,” as Sandra put it) on a trip. Afton Halloran and Vincent Johnson gave Christian Champagne Lorna,
a Barbie doll, for bringing his Einstein action figure on trips
because he had no one to spoon with.
Finally, Kaja presented the Journal Awards (see VOCJ 49,
page 257) and unveiled the latest issue of the VOC Journal.
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Afterwards, our own VOCer DJ, Arlin Kalenchuk—a.k.a.
Ard Arvin—lit up the dance floor with his DJ prowess and spun
a few requests some members posted on the message board earlier in the month. Nobody danced the Salty Dog Rag since the
current generation of VOCers (including me) has never learned
it, but that fact certainly didn’t stop us from doing some traditional VOC table bouldering instead. As the night wound down,
the remaining crew and new and old executives forced themselves to finish off the only keg we opened by doing keg stands
one after the other. Even before that point, some of us (like Dan,
our treasurer) were already pretty drunk. Arlin tried to rally the
troops and do the traditional climb of Siwash Rock after the
banquet, but most of us weren’t in the mood. (A few months
later, we did climb Siwash Rock [see page 301]—seventeen VOCers, all attached to a single sling around the main tree...)
Overall, it was a pretty successful banquet, and we definitely
plan to return to the same location and maybe having one or
two fewer kegs.

LONGHIKE 2007
Ben Singleton-Polster

T

 ’ Longhike was held at Evans Lake Forest Education Centre. We sold tickets for Longhike throughout Clubs
Days and for a couple days after; all tickets were sold before dry
school, and many hearts were broken. Dry school involved great
lunacy as names were called, additional people signed up, and
rides were organized—however, at the end everyone had a ride,
and the entire box of cookies I’d brought that night was eaten.
Friday night I get a phone call from Elizabeth Hubert: “I
am still in Calgary, and my passengers are counting on me to
give them a ride.” So I then had the great pleasure of meeting
Sophia Toft Moulton, one of the stranded passengers. We met
on Saturday in the chilly morning in the parking lot of Murrin
Provincial Park where everyone split off into their groups and
gear and car passengers were rearranged. The rain mostly held
off, only slightly sprinkling occasionally, and all got to try climbing, leading, and setting up anchors.
This year we hatched the idea that the club would supply the
beer for Longhike. I commandeered Tim Blair’s truck and set
off with Sophia to collect the beer from the Howe Sound Brew
Pub, where we’d ordered it. We collected the beer and ice, and
we headed off to cool it at Evans Lake. The dinner was good,
with everyone getting as much as he or she could possibly eat.
Then at about 6  began the epic eight-hour DJ session. The
X
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OKER CHEN
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Despite everything else that went on at Longhike, people—like June
Kim here on Burgers and Fries—did get quite a bit of climbing in.

DJ was climbing-community legend Arlin Kalenchuk, who kept
the rhythm to the table and human bouldering, and to other
stupid human tricks. All 150 litres of the beer ran out after about
two hours, leaving some thirsty and other souls very happy. We
got very hot and sweaty from all the dancing and of course the
logical thing to do in a situation like this is to take off all of those
pesky clothes. So we went for a quick dip in the lake… three or
four times.
Slacklining, once thought to be a safe and acceptable activity,
when combined with copious amounts of rain and a few malted
beverages, turned into a trip requiring a visit to the hospital for
one lucky lady from Spain, Elena Escudero. The important lesson learned from visiting the hospital is that it is very important
always to carry medical coverage when travelling, because doctors don’t work for free at 2 . On the Sunday morning after
a good breakfast of pancakes, eggs, and bacon most folks opted
not to climb in the rain and headed off back to Vancouver.

SHANNON FALLS
A Poem about Longhike
Brian Magahay

Bare feet hiding in two shoe puddles,
a pulsing rhythm of wind and rain beating
cold and refreshing tap tap tap on
one hundred per cent waterproof
but
still soaked through and through,
thoroughly aware of the wet locks
glued to my scalp as each step on
slippery rocks brought the sound
of Shannon Falls calling to eardrums...
Humming a roar so fierce
and majestic, this torrent of
liquid strumming an immortal
dirge of water, water, mutable,
ever morphing, all-powerful
life bringer, stone slayer.
And just on the tip with eyes closed...
those fucking Gods, blessed spirits
hucking waterfall at my face
infused with this this this this,
I shouted drowning in ecstasy
X
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with a gentle spray or
ephemeral kiss from this this this this.
Is there any word to describe
downpour resuscitation?
Can this push from the bowels
of condensation be transcribed
by any mapped out formation
of syllables or is it just this this this this?
.
.
.
A feeling of inexorable hum.
A lofty liquid grating on rocks.
Escaping the frame of sensation
in this landscape of elevation,
a lack of control.
Just give up, give in
to this this this this.
A natural machine
pumping my lungs like an iron breeze
with no shape or form just, just
this this this this.
Rain passing down my throat
and frigid air so pure the
body shivers and slithers into
its hearth of heart drawing
every unit of degree C
freeing me from me me me.

Club Life

My
eyes rolling around like an old dog
next to the fire;
Shannon plucking at the chords of
a six-string cliff.
So
Is there a fucking word?
No. Just
Om.
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ETYMOLOGY
AND INDIANA JONES
Winter Longhike 2008
Sophia Toft Moulton

winter (n) 1. the cold season between fall and spring
long (adj) 1. having considerable extent in space or in duration
hike (n) 1. to walk a great distance, esp. through rural areas

B

    any dirt on Winter Longhike, I’m going
to pause for a moment to contemplate the naming of this
trip. And heck, let’s ponder the name of (fall) Longhike while
we’re at it. I’ll admit to feeling somewhat misled by both names
and have heard the low mutterings of other persons as befuddled as I. If I were capable of raising my eyebrow quizzically, I
would have been forced to take such drastic measures (lucky for
you I have not yet mastered the delicate art of quizzical-ing my
eyebrows). The term longhike is problematic because neither trip
involves walking a great distance—on this year’s tromp into Falls
Lake someone said to me that right when they felt they were
starting to get some exercise, we arrived at the lake—and few
would consider one night to be a considerable duration (depending, I suppose, on whom you were sharing a snow cave with and
on how cold your sleeping bag was rated).
I am not going to pretend to be an expert on the history behind these misnamed outdoor endeavours, but word around the
campfire is that the Longhike is so called because it was once a
long, hike-filled initiation process, and participation was necesX
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sary for admittance into the club. Presumably, somewhere between then and now, initiation became a less socially acceptable
practice, and eventually the AMS put its large, metaphorical foot
down. One might also speculate that the “long” half of the name
is actually derived from long (v) to have a strong desire; yearn. If
this was the case—given the placement of the trips at the beginning of each new school term—it may refer to the outdooryearning of club members, and their strong desire to supplement
school work with outdoor adventures of all shapes and sizes?
Bringing us back to the 2008 limited-edition Winter Longhike (available   )… The event took place
on the first weekend of term—January 12 and 13. Although the
trip organizers thought we might head up to Mount Seymour,
the potential for rain sent us off to Falls Lake (off the Coquihalla Highway) instead.
After an early start, a communal coffee-donut, and of course
some requisite car faff, the ski/snowshoe out to the to-be snow
village was (as noted earlier) not long. Perhaps it was a bit of a
hike if the bindings on the cross-country skis you were skiing
in with disintegrated and discombobulated to various degrees.
Unfortunately I can’t take credit for this great feat of sketchiness,
but I think Colin Pither can, seeing as he recently scavenged his
equipment from someone’s garbage in an alleyway.
With a location selected, a gaggle of VOCers began probing their way through the lakeside property, searching for sufficient snow. Snow was scarcer than anticipated, and although
a few groups were able to build proper snow caves, most ended
up building quinzhees—where you first pile and pack the snow,
wait an hour for the snow to “consolidate,” then dig out your
cave. Like mushrooms, daffodils in springtime, and the acne of
your adolescence, snow structures popped up everywhere—all
over the snowy (tree-covered) hillside. It was the kind of thing
Romantic poets lived for.
Those who came later brought tents, and those who were
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Sarah Long digging, and digging, and digging...

too lazy to spend several hours tunnelling through snow slept
in tarp-covered pits (with varying degrees of success). Someone
(Richard So) got a little overzealous digging out the shelter’s
ceiling, and the result was a partial collapse of his group’s structure and their relieving him of any further ceiling digging. A
handful of groups were happily surprised to discover tree(s) in-
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side what was supposed to be their snow cave. Although most
adapted the size and shape of their structure to accommodate
their green-needled friends, I think a group managed to uprooted or dismember their tree, placing it outside of their snow cave
as “landscaping.”
By the time people started flocking to the communal snow
kitchen, we had a bona fide snow village on our hands, with upwards of ten snow caves/quinzhees! The snow kitchen also had
a bona fide problem: we had underestimated the number of rear
ends that needed to squeeze around the kitchen. Gasp! Horror! And there were even some rear ends that were absent from
the evening feast and festivities! (Piotr Forysinski and Matthew
Breakey had undertaken igloo construction a little ways away,
with help from April Hall and Andrew Silversides) But alas, all
was not lost: in the spirit of being-hungry-and-wanting-to-sitsomewhere, three smaller sub-kitchens were quickly constructed.
And once our dinners (of varying complexity) were cooked
and our bellies were full, we had but one option: we cracked
open songbooks and tuned ukuleles. Encouraged by bottomless mulled wine and endless desserts, more and more people
squished in and got cozy around the main kitchen. With the
accompaniment of a one-man dance party (Michael Kaye), and
an improvised pot-spoon percussion section (Erin Lee), our angelic voices rose up through the trees. As if in applause, the trees
returned the gesture with intermittent tree bombs. Many a song
was sung; my personal favourite was an impassioned rendition
of Queen’s “Bohemian Rhapsody” (complete with instrumental
solos), which I don’t think I have ever heard sung by so many
people or in so many different keys simultaneously. Many a joke
was told, and only once the evening had degenerated to the telling of dead-baby jokes did everyone begin crawling into their
respective snow homes.
Although one car of keeners was up at sunrise to maximize
skiing, most caves enjoyed a sleep-in. We ate some breakfast,
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collapsed some snow caves—a little faffing and a little laughing.
Eventually, some folks skied up to Mount Zoa; others practised
their turns on the pipeline road. Those of us on snowshoes meandered our way back to our vehicles—having the great pleasure
of meeting several groups of snowmobiles along the way. Before
leaving the lake, most people checked out the igloo, crawling and
slithering (I felt as if I were in an Indiana Jones movie) through
the igloo’s long, tunnelled entrance. Très cool!
’Twas lots o’ Type-I fun. Thanks to all fifty participants in
this winter’s hike of longing, and thanks to Natalie Stafl for
organizing!

BECOMING CONSCIOUSLY
INCOMPETENT
Avalanche Course 2008
Eric Escobar

H

   and raised in Mexico City meant that
my first contact with snow didn’t occur until I had a chance
to travel abroad. Yes, sometimes, when the air is clean and the
stars are aligned, you can see snow-capped volcanoes from the
city, but reaching that snow means you have to go into a mountaineering expedition, which very few people in Mexico are
prepared to do. So, my first time on skis was in Italy, back in
1997. I started by cross-country skiing, and I even ran a 42-km
marathon on skate skis. However, the downhill-ski experience
was a completely new game for me. My first time on downhill
skis was in 1998 (I was nineteen), and I had gotten to know the
white stuff really well by then. On my way down the hill, I got to
be above, inside, and sometimes even below a mountain of snow.
It was so much fun.
In the years after, I did my undergrad in Ontario, which meant
no downhill skiing again. My real downhill-skiing experience
started when I moved here to Vancouver. It was in 2004 when
I got a pair of second-hand skis for $50, a pair of second-hand
boots for another $50, and a pair of poles for $10. I started going
up to Mount Seymour, Manning Park, and eventually even to
Alta, Snowbird, and Whistler. Well, I was pretty happy; I could
do blue runs, and even some black ones. Good times… I was
unconsciously incompetent about avalanches back then.
X
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A few years later I started hearing more and more about
backcountry skiing, and since I liked hiking, snowshoeing, and
so on, I thought I would try the backcountry on skis one day.
Maybe when I and the black runs got along a bit better. That
day came this year. However, I knew nothing about avalanches,
and my labmate told me stories about him getting trapped in an
avalanche and rescuing people who got buried in another one.
So I decided that in order to go into the backcountry, I had to
learn something about these monsters. The road to becoming
consciously incompetent had started.
As I joined the VOC this year (Damn! I don’t know why I
didn’t join it before!), I found out about all the wonderful courses organized by the club. It was natural to try to get into an avalanche course, so I got together $200 in December and reserved
a spot for January.
The course started on Thursday, January 17, at the Canada
West Mountain School (CWMS) headquarters close to MEC.
That session was supposed to run from 7  to 10 . Although
we had the waivers in advance, most people just filled them up
there, and there was quite a bit of faffing (I love this word) around,
so we started the class at 7:30 , with two people showing up
at 8 ! Anyway, it was interesting, it kind of summarized what
we had read in the book we got before the class, and Bruce Wilson, our instructor, talked about the four steps of competency:
1) unconsciously incompetent, 2) consciously incompetent, 3)
consciously competent; and 4) unconsciously competent or Zen
master. We also learned about the types of avalanches (slab vs.
surface), slopes, weather systems, the power of the wind, terrain,
people, snowpacks, etc.
On Saturday, we met at the parking lot of Mount Seymour at
8:30 . It was snowing heavily. This time everybody was there
on time. We got our backcountry tickets and headed for the lift.
On the top we got our first turns on the skis. It was my first time
on backcountry skis. We stopped quickly to turn on our trans-
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ceivers and skin up. Some people had to fight hard to open their
skins as the glue was really sticky. We divided ourselves into two
groups of eight people—one led by Bruce and the other led by
John Grant, the other instructor. I stayed in Bruce’s group, and
together we skied up, removed skis, took out shovels, saws, and
probes, and started digging a 1-metre-deep wall on a steep slope
to study the snow. Man, that was hard work, and we were actually paying for this rather than being paid! After about 30 to 45
minutes of digging, we saw our nice work. We started doing all
sorts of tests to find out how good the snow was. We discovered
a good 40-cm frozen layer that was a good bridge and some
weak layers underneath.
After lunch, we descended, and drove to the classroom again.
We learned about snow metamorphic processes, but after all the
work back on the mountain it was hard to digest all the info.
On Sunday we had to meet at Blackcomb mid-station at
8 . That meant leaving downtown at 6 . The drive was
easy, but one car with four people didn’t make it until 8:50 ,
so there was a lot of waiting at the station. When they arrived,
we took off immediately toward the top of Emerald Chair on
Whistler Mountain. There, we had to the chance to talk to the
guru of avalanche prediction from Whistler. We learned that
the Pineapple Express from December 4 made a very unstable
layer that is now buried 3.5 metres in some slopes and that will
be something to consider for the rest of the season—scary! At
the time, there were sixteen of us plus the two instructors. As
it was a big group, we decided to meet again at the bottom of
Harmony Express. There was an extreme frostbite warning as
we ascended the chair, and indeed at the top we were greeted
by strong winds (110 km/hour) and –13°. Unfortunately we
realized that Bob Lai had missed a turn and lost us. It was too
cold to wait for him there, so we decided to start descending
toward the Piccolo Chair, and there it was super, super windy, to
the point that I could not breathe, so we skied and skied to get
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Lenka burying herself to be rescued.

out of the wind, and by then we had lost Helen Fleisig. Peter
Eugster called Bob on his cellphone, but there was no way to get
in touch with Helen.
We headed down to a treed area and had lots of fun of burying and finding our transceivers. Then we had lunch and divided
ourselves into two groups. One group had to pretend to have
been involved in an avalanche and bury transceivers, backpacks,
etc. Lenka Stafl even dug a big hole, and Christian Sampaleanu,
Emma Vardy-Bragg, and I buried her!
The other group came, led by Eddie Rothschild, and started
the search. They quickly found the transceivers buried (in less
than eight minutes), but it took forever to find Steve Mullen’s
buried bag that did not have a transceiver. A probe line was
formed, but it proved useless to find the bag. After twenty-three
minutes, Steve had to find the bag and get it out himself.
Bob finally found us, and we repeated the drill with inverted
roles, this time led by Steve. We recovered the buried stuff really
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Probe line in search of a buried pack without a transceiver.

quickly. So Bruce spent some time to talking about snowpacks,
buried surface hoars, etc. This marked the end of our course. We
skinned up and started our journey back to the Blackcomb midstation.
Overall it was a good course. I learned a lot and had fun. I
realize now that avalanches are difficult to predict and that although websites like www.avalanche.ca give very good advice,
you really have to be prepared for anything out there. I hope to
travel to the backcountry this year and take the next course offered by CWMS next year and become consciously competent!

TELE SCHOOL 2008
Matthew Baker

I

  Tele School last year and thought that
it would be a facile operation to pull off, so I volunteered to
organize it this winter.
I arrived in the Seymour parking lot a little after the designated start time. Upon arrival, our car’s occupants had a token
conversation with a fellow skier about what exact teleskiing was
and why people actually do it. From what I remember, Sandra
Nicol’s response was something like, “Duh—because is it’s way
better.” One of the great things about teleskiing is its ability to
spark conversation, because it’s apparently renowned for being
bizarre. After our chit-chat I wandered over to the ticket booth,
where I found our Tele School group in the form of a milling
crowd of brightly dressed teleskiing student–types bursting with
enthusiasm and vigour.
Unfortunately my sparse organizational plans were dashed
at this point. I had originally envisioned everyone meeting up
in an uncrowded day lodge where we could calmly divide students into instructor groups and buy tickets, the theory being
that students would buy their own tickets and split the cost of
their instructor’s ticket. However, I believe that what actually
took place was that students bought their own tickets in random
groups before forming instructor groups, leaving me and other
leaders to do some last-minute long division and accounting to
X
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Craig Alfredson, one of the instructors, demonstrates his tele moves.

figure out who was there and who owed what. It reminded me of
trying to split up the bill for x number of pitchers among a large
group when you’re half drunk and you hear yourself think. Nevertheless, I think it all worked out not too badly; some people
paid too much—others perhaps not enough—but all in all it
was the best we could do under the circumstances.
Instructor groups were formed VOC-style—“100 per cent
organic—around the ticket booth. We don’t believe in industrial, mechanized methods of control in the VOC. There was a
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wide range of skiers: eight intermediate (or better) skiers with
their guides Tim Blair and Melissa Hogg and about eighteen
beginners under the wings of Christian Veenstra, Richard So,
Craig Alfredson, Sandra Nicol, and me. Some of these beginners had skied before in various forms, and others were virgins
to the whole experience of sliding down steep, slippery slopes
attached to slippery things. Sometimes it’s interesting to reflect
on the philosophy of sport and simply ask why—why is this fun?
Hopefully each student discovered his or her own answer.
I had an excellent time instructing. It was difficult at times to
explain exactly what the essential steps are to make a successful
teleturn. “Just bend the knees and giv’er,” I wanted to say at times.
However, I observed significant improvements as the day passed;
the drills seemed to have a positive effect. It was rewarding to
see those first glimpses of “tele-ness” appearing in those glissading student shapes. Sliding, knees bent, balancing over front and
plied rear foot with an aura of intense determination. I think I
learned to ski better, too, just through the simple act of contemplating and trying to explain the teleturn.
   it would be interesting to try something like this:
• Gather in the day lodge
• Take attendance
• Form instructor groups
• Buy tickets
• Arrange a lunchtime
• Arrange a wrap-up social or food event in the lodge or other
location
I discussed the possibility of selling Tele School tickets in advance from the clubroom with Scott Nelson and Sandra on the
way back. It seemed like a complex issue, and I don’t remember
what we decided, but it’s something to consider for next time.

RECIPE FOR BREWBERRY PIE
Meghan Anderson

1. Gather a bunch of optimistic hikers on a rainy weekend
in late summer to go for a hike somewhere, say Cypress
Mountain.
2. When on the road decide that you will back out of your
original plan and that instead you want to visit the wonderful Brew Hut.
3. Start hiking up to Brew Hut.
4. On your way admire the loads of huckleberries and ovalleaved blueberries ripe for the picking.
5. Taste some of the blueberries.
6. Continue hiking for a bit until there is a general consensus that no one wants another 17.5-hour epic (see
“A BREWtal Adventure,” VOCJ 49), that it is wet, and
that picking blueberries would be a much cooler way to
spend your time.
7. Turn around and pick blueberries. Place them in your
Nalgene that you have emptied of its contents since you
are no longer going on a hike. Continue until you are
thoroughly soaked and your hands are so numb that you
are dropping more blueberries than you are collecting.
8. Drive home and pick up the following ingredients along
the way if necessary:
X
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Afton Halloran, April Hall, and Vince Johnson picking Brewberries.

Dough
5 cups flour
1 teaspoon salt
1 pound butter, cubed
1 egg, lightly beaten
1 tablespoon white vinegar

Filling
3/4–1 cup sugar (depends
how sweet you’d like your
pie)
3/4 cup flour
1 1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon nutmeg

9. Preheat the oven to 350°.
10. Make the crust: In a large bowl combine the flour and salt.
Add the butter and mash it into the flour until the mixture
is crumbly. Combine the egg and vinegar in a liquid measuring cup and add water until the liquid level measures 1 cup.
Stir the water, egg, and vinegar to mix. Adding half of the
liquid to the flour and butter mixture, mix with your hands
and add more liquid as necessary until you have formed a
nice dough. Take a quarter of the dough and roll it out on
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a well-floured surface until it is about 0.5 cm thick. Lay the
dough in a pie pan.
Make the filling: Mix 3 cups of blueberries with all of the filling ingredients. Transfer the filling into the dough-lined pie
pan. You want the crust to be overflowing with blueberries.
Roll out another quarter of the dough and lay it on top of
the blueberries. Using a knife, cut off the excess dough along
the edge of the pie pan. Press down on the dough along the
edge of the pie pan with your thumb to seal the pie. Pierce
the top crust of the pie with a knife or fork to allow steam
to escape. You will have enough dough to make another pie;
if you don’t have enough blueberries, fill it with another type
of fruit.
Place the pie in the oven and bake until the crust is golden,
about 30 minutes. Be sure to place a cookie sheet under your
pie, because Brewberries are particularly juicy, and the juice
may overflow and make a mess in your oven.
Serve warm to your VOC friends. Tastes good with vanilla
ice cream.

AFTON HALLORAN

14.
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Fresh Brewberry pie.

RECREATIONAL DISORDER
PROFILES
Hyperbarognosia Nervosa

An excerpt from Today’s Journal of
Recreational Psychology, Volume 13
Frances Sharpe*

H

yperbarognosia nervosa is a psychiatric disorder characterized by an obsessive need to minimize the weight of
objects—specifically, objects carried on one’s back or feet. Individuals with hyperbarognosia often control weight by voluntary gear mutilation, gram counting, food dehydration, or
other weight-control measures. It primarily affects hard-core
mountaineers and backcountry skiers, although there have also
been reported cases among the general recreating community.
The term hyperbarognosia is of Greek origin: hyper (over; excessive), baros (weight), and gnosis (knowledge)—thus meaning
an excessive awareness of the weight of objects. A person who
is diagnosed with hyperbarognosia nervosa is most commonly
referred to as hyperbarognosic.

Diagnosis
The diagnosis of hyperbarognosia is based on a combination of
behaviour, reported beliefs, and physical characteristics of material possessions.
To be diagnosed as having hyperbarognosia nervosa, a person
must display a number of these symptoms:
*The impartiality of this article may be in question owing to the possibility that
the author may be suffering from early symptoms of hyperbarognosia nervosa.
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1. Refusal to carry a pack above a normal minimal weight for
the gear within it
2. Intense aversion to carrying extra weight, such as in the
form of toilet paper or toothbrush handles
3. The creation of “speed holes” in any and all types of outdoor
gear
4. Expenditure, sometimes beyond financial means, on specially made “lightweight” gear
5. Monotronism: the use of a single item for as many purposes
as possible (commonly causes cross-contamination of food
flavours)
6. Bringing up the “weight issue” in all gear discussions and
staunchly asserting that the weight of the item in question
be a main determining factor in its usefulness

Causes and contributory factors
 
Distinct psychological contributors to hyperbarognosia are
largely unknown, but there are a few theories. It is possible that
individuals, faced with much fitter and/or faster backcountry
recreating partners, feel the need to make every possible effort to
keep up. This may lead to extreme modification of pack content
or the original structure of outdoor equipment.
A hyperbarognosic individual may cite safety as a reason for
his or her behaviour, the idea being that a faster, less fatigued
recreationist is a safer recreationist. This theory has yet to be
investigated fully.
   
Individuals with hyperbarognosia often demonstrate a tendency
to try to pass on their disorder to friends and other recreating
partners. Whether this is most often consciously or unconsciously motivated has yet to be determined.
Hyperbarognosia nervosa also appears to be more common
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A typical hyperbaragnosic individual: Christian Veenstra with a homemade self-inflating sleeping mat. The mat is 1.5 times as wide as
a normal mat and was made to allow Christian and his girlfriend to
save weight by cramming into a single sleeping bag together, in a
single-person tent. This mat, however, is a five-pound abomination
that smells like poison, but Christian intends to make a new, lighter
one and put his heinous scheme into practice.

in individuals who recreate in mountainous landscapes with
medium to large elevation differences. The greater the elevation
gain of a proposed recreating endeavour, the more acute a hyperbarognosic individual’s symptoms become. Related to this is
the phenomenon of the “weight binge” among hyperbarognosics.
On the rare occasion that a hyperbarognosic individual finds
him- or herself recreating in an area with little elevation gain, he
or she often carries an extreme amount of weight of otherwise
“off-limits” items; i.e., the aforementioned toilet paper, large volumes of alcoholic beverages, gourmet kitchen apparatus, etc.

Treatment
There is no known treatment.
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Prognosis
Possibly owing in part to the evangelistic nature of many hyperbarognosics, the disorder is highly contagious. Left unchecked,
it is unknown at this time the level to which a hyperbarognosic
individual may take his or her behaviour. It is also possible that
the effects of the disorder are not entirely negative. Hyperbarognosic individuals often report a high degree of recreational
satisfaction. More research is needed to fully understand the
long-term effects of the disorder.

THE DELICATE ART OF
FEMALE URINATION

Ten Tips on Going Pee in the Backcountry
Krystil Koethler

10: Don’t pee into the wind. Dry into it.
You’re thinking, duhhh—of course you don’t pee into the wind.
This is nothing new. Everybody knows that if you pee into the
wind it’ll just come right back at you and slap you all over. So
face into the wind, then let ‘er rip.
When you’re done, pull a 180 and let your azz and the wind
get to know each other. The wind’ll dry you nicely right on up.
Maintaining a drier moisture balance over several days is critical
to maintaining that fresh and clean feeling.

9: The snow is your friend.
Speaking of maintaining that fresh and clean feeling, I recommend
using snow. Again, proper maintenance over several days is critical.
It’s in your favour to wipe with snow after you have let ’er rip.

8: When in a canoe, there’s no need to go ashore.
You can use a bailer. Make sure you don’t let your group members use it to drink water out of... if they even want to touch it
after. Note: most rivers are no longer clean enough to drink out
of. It’s not the ’70s anymore.
Make sure you’re on a smooth section of water. Simply squat over
the bailer. You can use your paddle resting across both gunwales to
keep ’er steady. Keep your centre of mass low. Then let ’er rip.
X
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Alternatively, if you have a trusty canoe buddy, you can, using
a little bit of teamwork and good timing, simply throw that azz
off the side of the boat and let ’er rip. Both people in the canoe
must lean off opposite sides of the boat at the same time for this
to work. I recommend the “tandem pee.”
If your boat happens to tip while you’re peeing:
Step A: Finish lettin’ ‘er rip.
Step B: Pull up your pants.
Step C: You’d better self-rescue that shiz.

7: When in a kayak, ride that boat like a horse.
Just pop yourself right on out of that hole, ride your boat like a
horse (sit on top of a hatch), and let ’er rip. A little trickier with
the clean-up on this one—this maneouvre is best done during
nice weather—dunk your trunk and get back in your ride.

6: While skiing, pee off the skin track.
Everybody likes to know they’re still on the right trail. So
a little marker beside the track won’t hurt nobody. Just take
one step off the track and let ’er rip. The people next in line
get entertained with a little show, and you get to pee. Everybody wins. Plus they’ll appreciate being able to keep their
skins dry.

5: Don’t be scared of that pee tree.
At huts using the pee tree is often much more pleasurable than
sitting on a cold toilet seat in a stinky outhouse. I recommend
the pee tree. Just turn yourself around, skuddle right on back up
to it, and let ’er rip.

4: On a multi-pitch.
Make sure you’re climbing with a hot, hot dude, or dudette, depending on your preference. No better time to show off your azz than that.
Disclaimer: the smell of urine is not actually a pheromone.
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Just undo your bum straps, pull your leg loops down, but try
and keep them above your knees, and let ’er rip. Try to hold your
gear and bum straps out of the way.
You can choose to aim on or off the climb, depending on how
much you like the next person climbing up.
Oh yeah—don’t pee on the rope, you dope.

3 (rhymes with pee): While AT skiing.
Step A: Take off your AT skis.
Step B: Go put on telemark skis.
Step C: Let ’er rip.

2: In the middle of the night.
Sorry, dudettes. You just gotta get up, get out, and let ’er rip.
Don’t worry about going too far from the tent. Nobody will ever
know.
You could try aiming into a wide-mouth Nalgene so that you
can stay in bed, but I wouldn’t recommend it.

1: Alpine climbing.
Pee? You’ve clearly got bigger problems if you’re able to pee or
thinking about peeing during an alpine climb.
You’ve clearly fucked up if you have any water available in
your body to go pee. You have either brought too much water,
and you’re clearly therefore not going fast enough. Or perhaps
you’ve already had too much to drink, and you won’t have any
to get down off the mountain. Or perhaps you’ve just not been
climbing fast or hard enough to use up the water in your body.
So stop thinking about going pee, and start thinking about not
dying. You’re not in Skaha any more, Toto.

THE ROLAND BURTON
BEGINNER-FRIENDLINESS
AWARD
Sandra Nicol

A

  2007 VOC banquet I had the privilege of presenting
Roland Burton with a new award created in his honour: the
Roland Burton Beginner-Friendliness Award. As Roland was
about to retire from his work at UBC, and initiate a gradual
retirement from active work with the VOC, the time was right
to present him with a lifetime achievement award and recognize
his contributions to the club. The club membership voted unanimously in favour of amending the VOC constitution to list the
award, and for good reason.
Roland Burton has been a member of the VOC for approximately twenty-six of the past forty-seven years, first joining in
1960, his second year of an engineering degree, and immediately
getting involved. He promptly failed that year (“the VOC was
more interesting”) but went on to complete his degree in 1965.
Returning home from spring Sphinx Camp that year he was not
sure whether he was graduating or if he had another year to go
(I guess the VOC was still too interesting!). Roland has been
active in the outdoors since then, with trips to South America
and Tibet and more local adventures, ranging from single-day
to multi-week, than can be quantified. He has climbed some
cool stuff and skied some cool places, but you will have to seek
out those stories elsewhere. He also had a job (until he retired)
X
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and has a family (his sons star in several recent journal articles);
you will have to seek those stories elsewhere as well.
Roland’s involvement with the club continued after his graduation, expanding to include hut construction. He cut his teeth
working on constructing the Whistler Cabin, and his contribution to the hut at Sphinx (completed in 1969) was so integral that it was named after him. He also received the VOC’s
Gold Pin Award for his work on the Burton Hut. His interest
in VOC huts continued in the 1990s, when he helped repaint
the Sphinx Hut in 1997 and spent a week helping to build the
Brian Waddington Hut at Phelix Creek in 1998. Roland’s contribution to Brew Hut III was invaluable: he designed the hut
(and learned to use AutoCAD in the process); donated his back
yard and space in his garage to the pre-fabrication, painting, and
bundling; and was on site (with his son Jeffrey, Rueben Schulz,
and Jean-Philippe Mercier) for the first nine-day construction

Maria Markov and Roland Burton on a beginner-friendly Neve
Traverse trip.
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effort in 2005. Roland and Jeffrey helped the Alpine Club of
Canada construct the Tantalus (Haberl) Hut in 2006, and later
that summer Roland spearheaded a renovation of the Burton
Hut, thirty-seven years after its construction.
While his contributions to the outdoor community are staggering for his hut construction alone, Roland is recognized in
the VOC for going beyond expectations in another area: leading
and teaching beginners. Since rejoining the club as an active
member in 1997 Roland has become well known for leading
beginner hikes and ski trips, as well as organizing slightly more
advanced New Year and Reading Break trips to ski in the Rockies. He leads several of these trips every year and often advertises
his family trips as well. He has probably taught more people the
basics of skiing than half of the paid instructors at Cypress. Every year he develops something of a following, a few people who
trust him and go on as many of his trips as they can. He helped
some of the accomplished club members get their start in the
outdoors and has seemingly endless patience with beginners.
It may not seem so special that he leads beginners. After all,
lots of people teach at the schools and lead big beginner faffs to
the huts. But the fact that he has done it so much is truly amazing. Most of the more active teachers in the VOC only come out
to the big trips—Longhike, Glacier School, Tele School, annual
Brew semi-epic—doling out their enthusiasm in concentrated
efforts and saving most of their weekends for themselves. Roland comes to some of the bigger events, but the majority of his
beginner trips are smaller, with one or two cars of people. He
shares his enthusiasm in smaller batches, donating much more
time. And this is amazing because beginners, quite frankly, are
exhausting.
Somehow I ended up being president of the VOC in 2006–07,
and since my lab work was numbingly boring I made time for a
lot of concentrated beginner-friendly trips. On the VOC wiki,
beginner-friendly trips are defined as trips that are not necessar-
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ily easy (and in fact may be quite difficult), but where any people
on the trip with actual skills are obligated to be nice to the beginners. While I enjoy beginner trips, I have often felt like an
entertainer. It’s fun, but there is somewhere else I would rather
be. For example, bigger beginner ski trips often have a couple of
experienced people at the front breaking trail and a couple of
experienced people at the back sweeping, with a spread-out line
of beginners in between, suffering from hunger, thirst, broken
gear, heavy packs, or poor fitness. Once you get them where you
are going you have to light the stoves, get them to dry out themselves and their equipment, fix their gear, mend their feet, raise
their spirits, and clean up after them (because there is always
someone who forgets to put his or her food away). The next day
you spend the morning teaching them how to turn their skis and
hurrying them out of the hut so that they have time to get to the
car before dark. Usually the beginners all enjoy themselves and
claim to be inspired, and the more experienced people feel great
about the whole thing even though they only got two runs in
when they could have gotten eight.
I think that a big part of Roland’s long-term success at leading beginner trips is the small-group, comfortable-destination
strategy that he employs for most of his trips, compared with
the high-intensity strategy that dominates other discussions of
“beginner friendliness.”
Many beginner-friendly trips turn into these exhausting ordeals because too many beginners go or because not enough
experienced people are willing to take on the responsibility of
leading beginners. It is certainly a circular process. If there were
more small, casual beginner trips (like the ones that Roland
leads) maybe there would not be so many keen beginners itching
to get out on the beginner-friendly trips that are offered. But
if the beginner trips were not so much work and responsibility
then maybe more of the folks with some experience (not only the
highly experienced and highly generous) would be willing to lead
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Roland Burton, February 17, 2006.

them. The VOC could learn from Roland’s effective use of small
groups, encouraging people not only to lead trips but also to limit
the number of participants to keep the trips manageable.
Another reason that beginner trips turn into gong shows is
that for many experienced people, the easiest trip that they are
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willing to participate in is an overnight hut trip. A short day
hike is just not challenging enough to be interesting, and the
idea of another trip to Red Heather is just too much to bear. So
a standard has been set that a beginner-friendly trip is at least
interesting for everyone involved. But the more interesting a trip
is, the more responsibility the leader takes, and the fewer people
there are who are willing to take on the challenge. Perhaps the
key to beginner friendliness is a comfortable destination: either
a place the leader has been before or another fairly easy location.
There are plenty of potential trips to be found in the various
guidebooks. The VOC could learn from Roland’s effective use
of comfortable destinations, maybe by making a short list each
year of “easy” skiing and hiking destinations and recruiting the
Glacier School students and those ultra-keen newbies (they materialize every year the first week of September—you know the
ones) to take groups there.
By learning from the small-group, comfortable-destination
example the VOC should be able to maintain the frequency
of beginner-friendly trips, regardless of whether the trips are
led by a few people or many. Leading beginner trips is fun and
rewarding; the beginners appreciate it as well. Hopefully many
more VOCers will follow Roland’s example and make a habit of
leading regular beginner trips, in addition to participating in the
major schools and larger beginner trips. Roland’s outstanding
commitment to beginners inspired the creation of the Roland
Burton Beginner-Friendliness Award, a non-annual award with
a $100 MEC gift certificate prize. May many more people earn
the award in the future.

QUARTERMASTER’S REPORT
Andrew Silversides

W

   the club last year, I only wanted to learn to
climb, but I quickly found out that I wanted to get more
involved in the club. People were fun, and there were many more
activities that I wanted to try. I ran for the elections last year and
managed to become quartermaster through an embarrassing introduction and an impromptu phone speech from the 99 B-Line (see
page 469). My introduction to quartermastering came from urban
camping at the MEC Gear Swap. After a night of drinking games,
stories, croquet, and random activities we woke up early for the
greatest deals you could imagine on slightly used gear.
When I got back to UBC from summer I quickly learned
that any major trip was better off supplemented with a few gear
hours every day to prevent bottlenecks of people outside of the
gear room on Friday afternoons. I also found out quickly that I
had little to no knowledge about much of the equipment in the
gear room, since nearly all of my experience was with climbing,
and the majority of the gear has to do with snow sports. For
me there was an entire world of snow that I knew absolutely
nothing about, but with the help of Piotr Forysinski, the other
quartermaster, I learned everything I needed to know about gear.
I was also able to ask the odd question of others hanging out in
the clubroom until I got a pretty good feel for what I was doing.
There was always someone around if you weren’t entirely sure
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about something. People were always going out mountaineering
and doing telemark trips on the weekend, which only fuelled
my curiosity and made me want to go as often as possible. Since
then I’ve had a chance to play with crampons and an ice axe at
Glacier School, to try teleskis during Winter Longhike, to get to
the top of First Pump Peak on Seymour in snowshoes, and to go
to Tele School and actually learn to use teleskis properly, rather
than falling down every time I’m heading downhill faster than
3 km per hour (as I’d done at Winter Longhike).
Some of the unexpected consequences of being a quartermaster was that I got more involved in all aspects of the club, getting
to know the people I signed up who joined the VOC just to
use the gear and the people who mounted campaigns to save
Phelix Creek or Skaha. It was also nice to be able to hear about
club shenanigans, from clandestine full-moon escapades to the
completely unannounced weekend trips so ridiculous that only
a select few members would take part in them because of the
risk of death or at least severe malaise. The tonnes of opportunities to go on trips was also really nice because hearing about all
of these trips and generally having the more experienced members around to ask questions of and get suggestions from made
trip planning a much easier process. One of the first trips I did
this year was Glacier School, where I lent out all of the ice axes
without any consideration about myself, so I had to go out and
buy a nice new shiny ice axe. The access to perfectly fitting gear
(at least for myself ) was another big plus, since it pretty much
ensured that I would have what I needed for the weekend, and
after Glacier School I didn’t feel so guilty depriving someone
else of the equipment. Gear hours were also a good time to get
your act together for the weekend, since on the bigger club trips
I signed up the week of the trips and found cars within several
days of actually going during my gear hours.
There seemed to be quite a variety in people, their knowledge,
and their expectations in terms of what you would do for them.
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There were a few organized people that had definitely checked
out the wiki, had done their research, and knew exactly what they
wanted, while on the other end of the spectrum there were those
that showed up with no money and that didn’t know the difference between telemark, alpine tour, downhill, and cross-country
and who might or might not ever have been outside. Generally the people who weren’t prepared or organized in terms of
what they wanted tended to come in right before gear hours
were done and need a full set of everything for their weekend
adventure, a situation that usually involved trying anything and
everything. There was a spectrum between the well-off people
with a wad of cash in their billfolds and the not-so-well-off with
random assortments of change in their pockets who had to run
to the cash machine every time they picked something up. If
you take out enough gear it’s basically possible to start your own
account at the “Gear Bank,” which charges no fees, offers no
interest, and will look after your money up to a month’s rent if
you were into everything outdoors.
International students or city slickers were relatively easy to
pick out of the crowd, because they always ask for tents and
sleeping bags, without realizing how some VOCers use their
tents at night with other VOCers and how sleeping bags tend
to get very dirty and very smelly very fast and generally don’t see
multi-person use, since they would soon just turn into something similar to giant, stinky socks.
Being quartermaster definitely has its perks and downsides.
The late-Friday phone calls from desperate people trying to get
equipment for their trip early on Saturday morning, although
rare, were not that much fun. Some people also seemed to think
you basically lived downstairs in the clubroom like some sort
of a troll waiting for them to grace you with their presence. It
wasn’t all that much fun when you would come outside of your
gear hours to accommodate someone and either they would not
show up or they would be irritated at the gear we had (or didn’t
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have). On the other side of the coin, some people, when they
came in, would give you beer or chocolate for out-of-hours help
if they wanted to be nice. Those who realized that the sizes are
sometimes off or unmarked and that they should just try things
on until they found something that was relatively comfortable
and walked away satisfied were awesome and always brought
some happiness. Some days people would just come by and visit,
and there would be random—and awfully refreshing—conversations about arts, philosophy, and just life in general. The excitement from the members coming to us to take things out to
try something new on the weekends was quite contagious, and
it got me motivated to do a lot more outside with an awesome
group of people.

PHELIX CREEK

And the State of Backcountry Recreation
Sandra Nicol

Co-chair, Recreation and Conservation Committee,
Federation of Mountain Clubs of British Columbia

A

   will know, a land-use planning process for
the Sea-to-Sky region has been underway for several years
and is now nearing completion. The final Land and Resource
Management Plan (LRMP) addresses many diverse issues (forestry, water, wildfire management), including winter recreation.
Many LRMPs have been completed in British Columbia, but
the Sea-to-Sky LRMP is unique in the level of detail included
in recreation planning.
This detail is the legacy of a group of stakeholder representatives, who came together one Saturday per month for more
than two years (2001–03) with the understanding that everyone
has the right to an enjoyable backcountry experience. The group
was called the Sea to Sky Backcountry Winter Recreation Sharing Forum (the Forum). Public motorized users (snowmobilers), public non-motorized users (skiers and snowshoers), and
commercial operators (heli-skiing and cat-skiing) were all represented. The Varsity Outdoor Club was represented by Mark
Grist, then by me.
At first there was a lot of disagreement and misunderstanding.
It took months to convince the snowmobilers that snowmobiling has a negative effect on skiers’ experience and to convince
skiers that snowmobilers are not just a bunch of beer-swilling
high-pointing thugs. The commercial operators were not sure
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who their allies would be, and no one trusted the government.
Over the many meetings, the representatives grew to understand
each others’ needs and came to a valley-by-valley accord on how
the wilderness in the Sea-to-Sky would be used. It was called
the Sharing Accord and was a delicate compromise that had the
potential to sustain the enjoyable experience of a diverse group
of people. It was adopted into the LRMP.
Since then a lot of things have changed: Vancouver and Whistler won the right to host the 2010 Olympic Games; several commercial tenures have been granted or expanded in violation of the
Accord; almost all of the government staff who were involved in
the process have moved on; and the leadership of the snowmobile clubs has changed. First Nations (Squamish, Lil’wat, and InSHUCK-ch) government-to-government negotiations have also
changed the map. Many of these changes occurred in a piecemeal
fashion, failing to consider the regional impacts of altering the
delicately balanced compromise that was the Sharing Accord.
The Olympics, and the construction of the Nordic Centre in
the Callaghan Valley, caused some of the key changes in the Seato-Sky. Skiers lost their only completely non-motorized day trip
to a summit (outside of a park), Sproatt Mountain, when the
government moved a commercial snowmobile operator’s tenure.
The government also excluded snowmobiles from the area surrounding the Nordic Centre, destroying one of their prized loops
(the Around the World tour from Callaghan to Brandywine).
All parties became increasingly frustrated with their losses.
The next major blow fell when the Integrated Land Management Bureau (the government body currently in charge of landuse planning) held two open houses in August 2007. These open
houses were poorly advertised, and the non-motorized community did not find out about them until it was too late to find
representatives to attend. However, the motorized community
found out, and several angry snowmobilers from D’Arcy and
the Pemberton Valley Snowmobile Club attended. They were
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furious that about the non-motorized zone surrounding Phelix
Creek and the VOC’s Brian Waddington Memorial Hut. They
believed that the east branch of the Phelix Creek logging road
had always been motorized and that the map had been changed
to exclude them. They wanted to be able to snowmobile from
the Blackwater Road to Bralorne.
The snowmobilers collected approximately 120 signatures
on a petition demanding that the
designation be changed. The non- Snowmobilers have
motorized community responded
with a petition in support of all of also increased their
the motorized and non-motorized pressure on the area,
designations laid out in the Sharing
Accord and emphasizing the impor- and the first successful
tance of the non-motorized zone snowmobile trip from
surrounding the Brian Waddington
the Blackwater to
Hut. Over 1,200 people signed the
Sharing Accord petition.
Bralorne occurred in
At this point the civil servant in
January.
charge of sorting out the whole mess
(technically his job was to conduct
government-to-government negotiations with First Nations,
and he just got stuck with the recreation mess) started meeting
with the non-motorized community (he had already met several times with snowmobilers). He put an embargo on further
petitions and form letters, declaring that only unique, personal
letters would be counted. The non-motorized community responded with the most aggressive letter-writing campaign that
I have seen yet.
Up at the trailhead this winter, conflicts have been rising exponentially. Skier visits to the hut increased owing to many VOC
parties in to build the trail and increased public traffic from skiers
attracted by rumours of the amazing skiing and a new guidebook.
Snowmobilers have also increased their pressure on the area, and
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the first successful snowmobile trip from the Blackwater to Bralorne occurred in January. Both groups are trying to prove that
they use the area more.
The government decided to hire a mediator to help reach
an agreement. Members of the Forum, the British Columbia
Mountaineering Club, and the VOC have met with the mediator,
as have snowmobile representatives. At the moment negotiations
are underway, and it is unclear whether the non-motorized status
at Phelix will be preserved. If Phelix Creek remains non-motorized then enforcement will become an issue, as the snowmobilers
are unlikely to simply accept that decision. If the designation is
changed to motorized, then the non-motorized community will
lose, unless the mediator can be convinced that a non-motorized
area in another part of the Sea-to-Sky should be expanded to
compensate. I hope that I will be able to report next year that the
mediation finished in our favour.
Letters to the Integrated Land Management Bureau and the
mediator are still useful. Now is the time to get involved to protect the VOC’s investment, to protect the greater non-motorized
use of the Phelix area, to protect the integrity of a stakeholderled agreement. Wilderness in the Sea-to-Sky has never been under more pressure than it is now, at Phelix and throughout the
area. Garibaldi Park is being pressured by the proposed Garibaldi at Squamish ski resort; Pinecone Burke by a power line; the
Homathko, Waddington, and Whitemantle icefields by new heliskiing tenures; the Monarch by a proposed heli-skiing lodge;
Golden Ears by a request for proposals for a lodge… Vancouver
is crowded, and the special places are filling up fast.
So stand up for them! Write letters, go to open houses, stay aware,
tell your friends! Join clubs, now and in the future, so that your values
can be counted. Take pictures, write trip reports, teach your children
the value of quiet. Talk, talk, talk. Take responsibility.
Bit by bit the jewels of British Columbia are wearing away.
Someone has to stand up first.

HARRISON HUT,
THE MINERAL TENURE ACT,
AND YOU
Peter Hudson

A

   there was a wonderful article in the VOCJ
by an anonymous author pointing out the irony that the
wonderful access we enjoy to the backcountry is generally via
roads constructed for the purposes of logging or mining—a
little of the bitter with the sweet. Although there is something
to be said for sailing up Howe Sound, then bushwhacking for
several days up the Squamish River to make the first ascent of
Mount Tantalus, most of us city dwellers would rather drive up
the expanding Sea-to-Sky Highway and merely bushwhack for
several hours. I don’t mind my arugula and cane sugar, but what
grates my carrot is when some assistant deputy minister decides
to gate a logging road for my own safety.
Those gentle readers who frequent the Ministry of Forests’
Road Information webpage will be all too familiar with the
“Road Closed Under Section 57 of the Forest Practices Code of
B.C.” tag. Said section states that:
If use of a forest service road would likely cause significant damage to the road or environment, or endanger life
or property, or if the presence on the road of a vehicle or
animal would likely cause significant damage to the road or
environment, or endanger life or property, the district manager may close or restrict the use of the road (emphasis added).
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And so it has come to pass that certain areas have had logging
roads gated because of the persistence of punters hurting themselves while driving on poorly maintained gravel.
Just such a thing happened to the access to VOC’s Harrison
Hut. Many new club members may not be aware that the VOC
actually owns four backcountry huts. The faraway Harrison Hut
is located at the north end of the Pemberton Icefield and was
traditionally accessed via Meager Creek, home to hot springs
that previously were extremely popular. The Meager drainage has
undergone extensive logging, and as a result there is a good road
to within 4 km of the hut. However, access has been a problem.
Meager Creek is home to massive debris torrents, and as such,
after the flood of October 2003, the Meager Creek forest service
road was gated (and guarded) at the Lillooet River Bridge under
Section 57 of the B.C. Forest Practices Code.
Enter the B.C. Mineral Tenure Act (MTA). All those old
enough to be jaded will know that every bureaucracy is more
riddled with holes than a good piece of Swiss. Under the section 11 of the MTA any “free miner” (or agent of a free miner)
can enter lands to access his or her claim:
Subject to this Act, only a free miner or an agent of a free
miner may enter mineral lands to explore for minerals or
placer minerals.
In non-legislatese this means that any free miner can go anywhere on crown land to reach his or her claim and extract less
than one thousand tonnes of exploration ore. That’s all well and
good, but who is a free miner? A free miner is the title of a person who has passed a take-home/mail-in test from the Ministry
and who has paid $25. As a free miner you can stake a mineral
claim (for 4 cents per hectare). Once you have a mineral claim,
nobody can stop you from using existing roads to access your
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claim to explore for minerals. (But it’s usually best to be polite
and call ahead to get the key to the gate from the local Ministry
of Forests office).
This very loophole was used to drive two 4 × 4s and nine
people into the forbidden reaches of the Meager Creek forest
service road in October 2007. Margaret Rush, Kala O’Riodain,
Craig Beaumier (BCMC), Joe
Blakeman (BCMC), Lina Augaitis, Any free miner can go
Kristen Brewer, Luisa Giles, and I
made up the forbidden few. Several anywhere on crown land
calls to the Ministry of Forests in to reach his or her claim
Squamish the week before had secured us the key to the gate so that and extract less than
we could “explore for minerals on one thousand tonnes of
the PETE100 mineral claim.” All
exploration ore.
the bridges in the Meager drainage
have been repaired, so access by car
is limited only by small alders growing on the road at around
700 m elevation. With a chainsaw and half a day the road would
easily be drivable in a medium-clearance 4 × 4 to 1,100 m.
If there ever was a flagged trail from the top of the cutblock to
the hut, the flags are now gone and the trail is overgrown. However, the forest is reasonably open, although steep in sections,
so gaining the alpine is not terribly difficult. A route-flagging
expedition this summer would somewhat ease forest navigation.
The forbidden few carried our skis to just below treeline before
hitting snow deep enough to don them.
The Harrison Hut itself is in remarkable condition for having not been maintained for over four years. The walls of the
hut could certainly use new paint, and the front door has been
badly water damaged. A new door was flown in a while ago and
is sitting inside the hut, but there were insufficient tools to do
the replacement during our visit. The metal flashing roof is also
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coming loose in several places and could use some attention.
The hut’s log indicated that the only visitors to the hut since
October 2003 were snowmobilers unlawfully coming over the
Pemberton Icefield into the non-mechanized winter land use
zone, or helicopter drop-off ski parties.
Given current land-use conflicts in Phelix Creek and other
areas, it is imperative that the VOC not also lose our peaceful
area around the Julian Harrison Hut. We are already behind the
eight ball, having not had a presence in the hut for the last four
years. Necessary maintenance to the hut, trail, and re-opened (as
of spring 2008) road will go a long way toward preventing the
Meager Creek area from becoming de facto snowmobile territory. I look forward to organizing a few workhikes to Harrison
Hut this summer.

JOURNAL AWARDS
Jeff Mottershead

L

 ’  , Kaja Sadowski, mentions that
her difficulty in choosing journal awards came from the fact
that she had forty-nine good articles to choose from. I’ve got
eighty-nine articles and minimal taste, so how am I supposed to
choose the best ones? First up, I decided not to give any journal
awards to articles in the fiftieth-anniversary retrospective section,
because doing so would be stealing prizes from current members.
Since there were a large number of fantastic articles in the retrospective section, this made things a lot easier. I’m not giving a
best overall this year, as the articles are so diverse, like the VOC
itself, that trying to do so would be like comparing apples and
oranges with an iguana.

Best Advocacy Article
“Harrison Hut, the Mineral Tenure Act, and You”
by Peter Hudson
One of three radical advocacy articles. What puts Pete’s ahead is
that he’s the sneakiest.

Best Escape
“Escape from Sampson” by Matthew Breakey
There are two fine “Escape from” articles in this journal. Both
involve some real fear, Piotr Forysinski, fatigue, and suffering.
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“Escape from Sampson” takes the prize because it involves more
direct physical punishment.

Best Trip Report
“Bugaboo Firsts” by Kaja Sadowski
There are a lot of great trip reports. There are some great “my
first time doing something”–style articles and a couple of great
first-ascent articles, but this one has both, and both aspects are
told well.

Best Article That Really Doesn’t Have a Category
“How to Fix Telemark Bindings” by Stephen Mullen
MacGyver goes skiing. The fact that Steve got a Dean’s vacation
is clear proof that whatever they teach engineers at UBC doesn’t
have that much to do with engineering.
I’m tempted to give something to Natalie Stafl for “Engulfed by
a Hippo,” but I’m not going to because it’s only related to the
VOC in spirit and because I made her write it. Read it anyways.
You’ll have a laugh and might learn something.
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Son of Snowpatch, 371
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Sovdat, Helen, 210
Spagnut, Michael, 202
Spearhead Range, 103
Spearhead Traverse, 75, 227–33, 425
Sphinx Bay, 451
Sphinx Camp, 81–86, 87
Sphinx Hut. See Burton Hut
Springbok Arête, 374
Spruce Lake, 123
Spyglass Peak, 457
Squamish, 34, 43, 45, 58–61, 140–50,
168, 175, 177, 303–05, 306–12, 346,
425–27, 517
Squamish Buttress, 307, 309–11, 318
Squamish River, 365, 410, 451, 515
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Stone, Peter, 205
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Sumallo Cirque, 113
Sumas Mountain, 115
Tahoe, Lake, 97, 98, 99
Talchako Glacier, 111
Talchako River, 107
Tam, Jordan, 459
Tam, Natasha, 425
Tantalus Hut. See Haberl Hut
Tantalus, Mount, 515
Tantalus Range, 361, 364–65
Tanzania, 386, 393, 394
Tasmania, 402
Tatla Lake, 108, 380
Taylor Cabin, 34
Taylor Meadows, 34
Tchaikazan Valley, 457
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Tele School, 488–90, 508
Tenquille Lake, 106
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Welcome to the fiftieth issue of the VOCJ.

T

o celebrate this milestone in club history, this special edition
features not only the stories, trip reports, and photos of member
activities from the past year but also a retrospective section with gems
from the archives and contributions from noted VOC alumni—including Karl Ricker, one of the founders of the VOCJ; “Old Timer” Iola
Knight; and climbing legend Dick Culbert—who offer a fascinating
glimpse into the club’s past. Their reminiscences, together with the
contemporary narratives from this year’s active members, clearly show
that although equipment, technology, and times have changed over the
years, the enthusiasm and passion that fuel the VOC are enduring.
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